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THE PRE-ILLINOIAN PLEIS~OCENE 
GEOLOGY OF IQW A 

PREFACE 
Iowa has long been known to be one of the important areas in 

the world fo1' the study and interpretation of glacial deposits of 
Pleistocene age. More than thirty years ago Chamberlin, McGee, 

, Leverett, Calvin, and other students of glacial geology found 
within the state and in adjoining states tills and,related materials 
which were interpreted to have been made in five glacial stages 
and four interglacial stages. The results of their investigations 
are to be found 'chiefly in publications of the United States 
Geological Survey, the Iowa Geological Survey, the Iowa Acad
emy'of Science, and in geological journals and magazines. 

The , five glacial stages from the oldest to the youngest are 
, known generally as the Nebraskan, the Kansan, the Illinoian, 

the Iowan, and the Wiscon~in; the interglacial stages in the sa,me 
order of age are the Aftonian, the Yarmouth, the Sangamon, and . 
the Peorian. The deposits made during a glacial stage are drift 
deposits, those made during an interglacial stage are interglacial 
deposits. 

The three youngest drifts, the Illinoian, the Iowan, and the 
Wisconsin, and their associated materials have been studied in 
consiq.erable detail in Iowa and adjacent states, and compre
hensive reports of the investigations are available. Although 
much has been published on the two oldest drifts of Iowa, the 
Nebraskan drift and the Kansan drift, and on the deposits of 
the Aftonian and Yarmouth interglacial stages, there has not 
been prepared thus far. any detailed report in which this pre
Illinoian part of the Pleistocene of Iowa has been described and 
interpreted in relation to the st!1te as a whole . 
. It is the purpose of this paper to present the .results of ex

tensive field and laboratory studies made with special reference 
to the pre-Illinoian glacial and interglacial deposits. Some con
clusions have been reached which differ from those of previous 
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work~rs, and some new criteria have been found which aid jn . . 
the interpretation of the complex 'history of the early part of 
the glacial period. The paper has been w.ritten with the hope 
that it will be of interest not only to fitudents of Pleistocene 
geology but to. the general re.ader as well. 

, . 



INTRODUOTION 

The State of Iowa* is located near the middle, of the North 
American continent (figure 1) . It is a prairie state, lying in the 
upper Missis~ippi valley, between the approximate latitudes of 
40° 20' and 43° 30' north, and the longitudes 90° and 96° 30' west. 
The state is bounded by Mississippi river on the east, by Missouri 
and Big Sioux rivers on the west, and by commission-determined 
boundaries on the north and south. Iowa adjoins Minnesota on 
the north, Wisconsin and Illinois on the east, Missouri on thEl 
south, and Nebraska and South Dakota on the west. The area 
of the state 'is 55,586 square miles or about 143,967 square Jrilo
meters. Its 'greatest length east and west is 335 miles, its width 
208 miles. 

The present surface of Iowa is the result chiefly of the uneven 
mantling of an indurated rock surface by glacial drift. During 
the long time which followed the formation of the latest of the 
indurated or hard rocks of the state there was developed a to
pography characteristic of a mature erosional surface, with 
broad valleys, moderate slopes, and, complete drainage systems. 
Then widespread climatic changes brought into existen~e a con
tinental ice sheet to the north of Iowa. The margin of this ice 
mass was pushed southward until all the area which is now Iowa 
was included within the ice field. The movement of this great 
mass of ice resulted in planing off some of the higher lands and 
filling up the lower lands so that when the ice melted the surface 
uncovered was very different from that over which the ice had 
advanced. During four later times parts of this same territory 
were invaded by the marginal extensions of continental ice fields, 
and each time a part of the surface of the state was modified as a 
new drift was deposited. After each ice sheet had been melted ' 
off by the recurring moderate climatic conditions the agents of ' 
weathering set about to alter the new surface of the land. The 
materials subjected to weathering were different from the mate
rials at the surface in preglacial times. Instead of hard rocks, 
such as limestones, sandstones, and shales, the surface was un': 

* A geographic map of Iowa, Plate I, is included in this r eport for convenient reference. 
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derlain by boulde'r clays or tills, sands, and gravels, all of which 
were much more easily altered than the hard rocks. The' level
ing action of advancing ice, the deposition of drift in valleys and 
on intervening divides, the weathering, erosion, and redeposition 
of drift and hard rock materials by water and by wind have all • 
contributed to make Iowa today-in 'places flat, in places gently 

Fro. l,-Pleistocene map of North America showing the location of the ~tate of Iowa within the 
glaciated area. ' ' 



EXTENT OF NEBRASKAN DRIFT 

rolling, and in somewhat limited areas rocky, rugged, and pictur
esque. 

Our knowledge of the Pleistocene of Iowa is the result of field 
and laboratorJ> studies of many persons extending over more 
than forty years. Little by little the complex but fascinating his
tory of the glacial 'and interglacial deposits of the state has been 
unraveled until now there is general agreement among students 
of glacial g,eology with regard to the origin and significance of 
the different materials .. 

At first the history was thought to have, been· comparatively 
simple. The most prevalent view was that there had been but 
one advance of the ice and one retreat; then came the · advocates 
of the · duality of the glacial period; still later came the 'support
ers of three glacial epochs, then four, and finally evidence was 
thought to be sufficient to justify the interpretation that there 
had been five glacial epochs separated by important interglacial 
epochs. The history of the investigations, the work of persons 
~ho made import~nt contributions to our knowledge of glacial 
deposits, and the q.evelopment of our present classification of the 
glacial and interglacial materials will be discussed in consider
able detail in later chapters of this report. Here reference will 
be made only to some general facts. 

The oldest drift, the Nebraskan, which it is thoup:ht may be 
equivalent in age to drift called J erseyan in New Jersey and 
Albertan in northwest Canada, is believed to have completely 
covered Iowa, including the "Driftless Area" of the northeast
ern part of the state. It consists of boulder clay or till with 
associated sands and gravels. Nebraskan gumbotil, which IS a 
very sticky, tenacious clay and is the result chiefly of the chem
ical weathering of till, separates in many places the Nebraskan 
till from the till which was deposited by the second ice sheet, the 
Kansan. This gumbotil. was formed between the ·time of the re
treat of the Nebraskan ice sheet and the advance of the K~nsan 
ice sheet, that is, within the Aftonian interglacial epoch. In some 
places sands and g.ravels, and in other places peat, inl';ltead of 
'gumbotil, separate the Nebraskan till from the Kansan till. The 
exposures of Nebraskan drift are limited because o~er wid~ areas 
this drift is buried beneath deposits Qf later ice . invasions (see 
. " . . ' . . . . ' " .. 
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Plate II). The Nebraskan ice sheet which covered Iowa had its 
origin in the Keewatin field west of Hudson Bay (see figure 1). 

The KaI?-san drift covers all of Iowa except a limited area in 
the northeastern part which has been called the "Driftless 
Area. ;, The Kansan drift, too, consists chiefly of boulder clay 
or till with associated sands and gravels. Lithologically and in 
other respects this drift in most places · resembles closely the 

. Nebraskan lirift. The Kansan ice sheet had its origin also in the 
Keewatin center. Over nearly half of Iowa this Kansan drift 
was riever covered by younger drift (see Plate II). Between the 
time of retreat of the Kansan ice sheet and the advance of the ' 
third or Illinoian ice sheet, that is, during the Yarmouth inter
glacial epoch, Kansan guinbotil with an average thickness of 
more than eleven feet was formed over wide areas on the Kansan 
till. During this Yarmouth interglacial epoch sands and gravels 
were deposited in some places and in other places peat was de
veloped. Moreover, a mature erosional topography was formed 
on the Kansan after the gumbotil was developed and before the 
invasion by the third ice sheet, the Illinoian: :.. 

The Illinoian drift covers, in Iowa, a comparatively small area 
in the southeastern part and is the result of an ice invasion from 
the Labrador center. It has a fairly distinct marginal line and a 
more youthful topography than the Kansan. On this till on the 
.level uplands there was developed during the Sangamon .inter~ 
glacial epoch a gumbotil with an average thickness of more than 
three feet. 
. The Iowan drift covers the north-central third of the state and 
is exposed also over an area in northwestern Iowa. It is a thin 
drift with a gently rolling mantled erosional topography. In 
contrast to the Nebraskan, the. Kansan, and the Illino,ian tills, no 
gambotil has been developed on-the Iowan, but'where not overlain 
by loess it is leached to an average depth Of about five feet. On the 
surface of the Iowan there are many, large granitic boulders. 
During the Peorian interglacial epoch 'much loess· was deposited 
at the borders of the Iowan on the TIlinoian, the Kansan, and .the 
Nebraskan drifts and this loess is the surface deposit now found 
over .the greater part of the state. 
, The youngest of the five drifts, the Wisconsin, is' limited in 

Iowa to the northwest central pa~t of the state. It is not loess 
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covered. The topography is constructional and all the features 
of" youth ·are retained. On this drift there are lakes, ponds, and 

. marshes, many of which in recent · years have been artificially 
drained. Plate II shows' the areal distribution of the five drifts. 

For the last eighteen yel;trs the senior author:., in his capacity 
of State Geologist or Iowa, has been interested in the study of 
these glacial deposits of the state, especially the pre-lllinoian 
deposits with which this report particularly deals. The junior 
author has assisted in the field studies since 1923, and as research 
assistant in Pleistocene ' studies at the University of Iowa he has 
had charge of investigations in the sedimentation laboratory. 

The field studies in recent years have been especially fruItful 
as a result of construction work which has made available cuts 
and exp'osures along the roads of the state. At the close of 1928 
there were over 15,000 miles of graded roads. This road work, 
supplemented by recent work in straightening and regrading 
some of the railroad lines of the state, has revealed evidence not 
previously available for study. This evidence has thrown new 
light upon the characteristics and relationships of the tills, gum
botils, gravels, and other features of the Pleistocene of Iowa. 



. CHAPTER I 

THE BEDROCK SURF'ACE OF IOWA 
The indurated rocks 

The Proterozoic rocks-the Sioux quartzite · 
The Canibrian system-the Croixan 
.The Ordovician system 
The Silurian system 
The Devonian syst em 
The Mississippian system 
The Pennsylvanian system 
The P ermian system 
The Cretaceous system 
The Tertiary syst em 

Structure of the rocks 
Unconformities 

The Preglacial bedrock surface 
Buried valleys 

Summary. 

The surface rocks of Iowa are all of sedimentary or modified 
sedimentary origin. The igneous and metamorphic rocks under
lying these sedimentary rocks are known only from cuttings of 
deep wells drilled through the upper rocks; they have had no 
influence in the development of the erosional surfaces of Iowa. 
Sedimentary rocks are of two very different kinds, namely, con
solidated or indurated rocks and unconsolidated or mantle rocks. 
The rocks older than the glacial deposits, .that is, the pre~Pleisto
cene rocks, are almost wholly indurated rocks, whereas the glacial 
and recent deposits are nearly all unconsolidated rocks. 

If the drift-the glacial material of Pleistocene age-were re
moved from the state, the bedrock would then be exposed nearly 
everywhere. The subdrift surface to be considered in this chap
ter is the surface of indurated or hard rocks and not the surface 
of the unconsolidated deposits. 

The Indurated Rocks. 
The indurated rocks of Iowa are chiefly sandstones, shales, 

limestones, and dolomites, as is shown in the. general section of 
the rocks, given below. The composition, degree of cementation, 
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GENERAL SECTION OF IOWA STRATA 

Grou!! 
, 

System Series formation Character 
Recent 'Soil, geest, alluvium 

';1 
Wisconsin Bowlder clay 

Peorian Loess, forest bed, 
sand, gravel 

0 
, I owan Bowlder clay 

H Sangamon Gumbotil, soils, 
0 forest bed, N 

Qu~ternary, 0 sand, gravel 
Z patches of Pleistocene Illinoian Bowlder clay r.::I 
0 Tertiary Yarmouth Gumbotil, peat, 

soil, sand, gravel 
Kansan Bowlder clay, gravel 

Aftonian Gumbotil, . peat, 

Nebraskan , 
soil, gravel 

Bowlder clay, gravel 
---

60 Upper ' Colorado Shale, limestone 
ooH Cretaceous 
r.::I,2 Cretaceous 

Dakota Sandstone ~ , 
--- Permian i Fort Dodge Gypsum, shale 

Wabaunsee 
Shawnee , 

Missouri Douglas Limestones, 
Pennsyl- Lansipg shales, coal 
vanian Kansas City 

Pleasanton Shales, coals, 
Des Moines Henrietta sandstones, 

Cherokee limestones 
-Ste.""Genevie'e (Pella) 

Limestones, 
'" St. Louis 
.:ll Meramec Spergen marls, 
.... sandstones 

Mississip- '" Warsaw 00 
pian 01 Osage 

Keokuk Limestones fi; Burlington 
0 I 

H Kinder- Shale, 
hook limestones 

-Lime Creek-State Quarry Shale, limestones 
Cedar Valley Limestone, shale 

Devonian Upper { Davenport Limestone 
0 Devonian Wapsipinicon Independence Shale H 
0 Otis Limestone 
N 
0 -Cayugan' Salina , nowhere exposed Limestone, .gypsum 
r.::I 
~ Silurian Niagaran 

- Gower 
DOlomites -<lj Hopkinton p, -

Alexandrian Waucoma Limestone 
Cincinnatian Maquoketa -:Shal~dolorriite 

Galena Dolomite 
Mohawkian Decorah Shale, limestone 

Platteville Limestone, shale 
Ordovician -Glenwood Shale 

St. Peter Sandstone 
Shakopee Dolomite 

Canadian Prairie du Chien New 
Richmond Sandstone 

Oneota Dolomite 
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Group System Series Formation Character 
Jordan Sandstone 

St. Lawrence { Trempealeau Dolomite, marls 
Franconia Shale, glauconite, 

marl 
Cambrian Croixan Dresbach Sandstone 

Ea.Olili. 1 Shale, sandstone 
Mt. Simon ' Not ex· Sandstpne, shale 
Red clastic ' posed Sandstone, shale, . beds (u~n!lmed) in Iowa conglomerate 

--
86 0 
O~H , Algonkian Huronian Sioux Quartzite '~ 0 
p./i< N 

6 
ri<0 
~H Laurentian' Nowhere exposed Granite, schist 
0 0 
~N . < 

and other physical characters largely determine the relative 
resistances of these rocks to weathering and transportation by 
water, wind, and moving ice. The indurated rocks were over
ridden by ice sheets and an effort has been made to evalua,te the 
relative resi~tances of the various formations to erosion. The 
judgment reached is indicated in figure 2. 

The Proterozoic Rocks-The Sioux Quartzite.-The oldest bed 
rock beneath and in contact with the drift of the state is the 
Sioux quartzite of Algonkian age. This fin:e-grained, compact, 
,strongly cemented quartzite outcrops over a few acres only in 
the northwest corner of Iowa, but it has a fairly wide distribu- ' 
tion in adjacent parts. of South Dakota and Minnesota. ' 

The qua~tzite has ~ev.erar phases, with colors varying from 
light pink to bluish pur-ple. The quartzite was formed from 
quartz sand by the growth of the grains by the addition of oxide 
of silicon until the grains interlocked to form a very hard silice
ous rock. Some of the Sioux quartzite includes feldspar and 
hematite or other iron oxide. As glacial boulders the Sioux 
quartzite is a prominent and characteristic feature of the drift 
in the western two-thirds of the state. Sioux quartzite is much 
jointed, but it is very resistant to abrasion and to chemic~ weath
ering_ 'Where it outcrops over large areas it has a fairly rugged 
topography; in Iowa its area is small ' and hence it has had a 
subordinate influence on the topographic development of the 
state. 
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The Cambrian Systernr-The Croi·xan.-Cambrian rocks are 
ex'posed in Iowa only in the northeast corner. They .are domi~ '. 
nantly sandstones, but there are also some shales and dolomites 
in thin beds. These Cambrian rocks occur almost entirely within 
the so-called "Driftless Area"; they outcrop only where the 
drainage lines have cut deeply below the uplands; and the out
crop pattern closely parallels the pattern of the drainage. These 
rocks in general are not strongly cemented and hence are only 
moderately resistant to erosion. They are of minor significance 
in the study of the erosional history of the state. 

The Ordovician System.-Ordovician rocks outcrop in a north
west-southeast belt in the much dissected "Driftless Area" in 

. the northeast corner of Iowa and also lie under part of the 
thicker drift area farther west. The formations include about , 
370 feet of dolomite, 290 feet' of shale, 240 feet of limestone, and 
120 feet of sandstone, a total of more than 1,000 feet of indurated 
rocks. The maximum width of the belt of these rocks at the 
surface is about 40 miles. 

The topography of the Ordovician area indicates in a general 
way the resistance to erosion of th~se formations. The dolomites, 
limestones, and some of the sandstones form ' bluffs and cliffs 
along the valley walls; also they form eores of hills now drift 
covered and thus they influence the drift topography. Long gen
tle slopes and rounded hills indicate the presence of underlying 

. shales and sandstones. ' 
N one of the Ordovician formations are uniformly lithologic

ally distinctive enough to be identified as fragments in the drift 
except where fossiliferous . Certain formations co:q.tain lead and 
zinc ores locally and these may aid in the identification of forma
tions when fossils are ""anting. Both the Nebraskan and Kan
san ice sheets crossed Ordovician rocks, which furnished 'Part of . -
the load which was deposited later as drift. 

By way of summary, it may be stated that within the restricted 
belt of Ordovician rocks, the shales· and some of the sandstones 
are weaklv resistant to erosion, whereas the dolomites and lime
stones and Rome of the sandstones are moderately resistant. 

The Bil'urian System.---:-The Silurian system con$ists of the 
Alexandrian series and the Niagaran ' series. The former is so 
limited in distribution that it does not ~erit consideration here. 
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The Niagaran is a buff-colored resistant dolomtte, which is ex
posed in a triangular area near the middle of the east side of the 

. state. An overlap of Devonian to the north restricts the present 
northerly and northwesterly surficial extension of the Niagaran. 

'Where thinly drift covered, the area of the Niagaran is marked 
by many outcrops, steep slopes, and' V-shaped valleys. ' Where 
more heavily drift mantled, the rock is exposed in many river 
gorges cut through the drift and into the buried ridges of the 
hard rock which were unreduced before being drift covered. 

With .the exception of'the Sioux quartzite, the Niagaran dolo
mite was the most resistant to glacial erosion of any major rock 
series in the state. 

The l)evonian System.-The Devonian rocks. of Iowa outcrop 
in a wedge-shaped belt across the east!:lrn half of the state. The 
northern end of this area is the broader, and here the rocks over
lap with prominent 'unconformity the Silurian and the Ordovi
cian. The stratigraphy of the Devonian is difficult to correlate 
over wide areas owing to the presence of-many small unconformi
ties within the system. 

The rocks of the Devonian of Iowa are chiefly limestones . and 
dolomites. Locally, shale mrmbers are present but they are lim
ited areally. Fossiliferous limestones, lithographic limestone1-1, 
and breccias, of Devonian ap-e, wren found in the drift are easily 
recognized. A thick drift .above these indurated rocks . reduces 
their influence on the topograuhy. The limestones are fairiy 
resistant to erosion, but the shales ·are weakly resistant. 

The Mississippian System.-The Mississippian system in Iowa 
includes rocks outcropping in a northwest-southeast belt immedi
ately west of the Devonian rocks. The erosional unconformity 
above the system and th~ overlap of the Pennsylvanian qepositH 
cause the 'outcrops of the upper members to be uatchy and dis
continuous. The rocks differ .lithologically in different forma
tions and within the same formation; nor: are the formatiolls 
continuous over large ~reas·. . 

The lowest formation, ~he Kinderhook, is chiefly shale with 
lenses of sandstones and limest<?nf'f':. It is weakly resistant an(l . 
0xerts its jnfluence upon about orie-half of the Mississippian sur
face. The Osage, Mer~ec, and Ste. Genevieve are chiefly limc:-

• 
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stones with some interbedded sandstones and shales. These rocks 
are moderately resistant to erosion. 

The Mississippian rocks, like the Devonian, are for the most 
part buried under a thick drift and many fragments of Mississip
pian rocks are found in the drift. These formations influence 
only suhordinately the present topography of the state. 

The Pennsylvanian System.-The Pennsylvanian rocks are 
divided rnto two series, the Des Moines or Lower Coal Measures 
and the Missouri or Upper Coal Measures. The Des Moines 
rocks are beneath the drift in the south-·central part of the state 
and the Missouri rocks are the chief indurated rocks in the south
western part of Iowa. 

The Des Moines series consists chiefly of shales in the lower 
part and limestones interb~dded with coal and shale in the upper 
part. Although some members are resistant, the series as a whole 
is relatively weakly resistant to erosion. 

The Missouri series consists of interbedded calcareous shales 
and limestones which are fairly uniform in character over large 
areas. The limestones are fairly resistant to erosion, but the 
shal~s are weakly resistant to erosion. 

The Permian System.-The Permian rocks occupy a small 
area in Webster county, which is in the central part of the' state. 
The rocks , are mostly shales and gypsum and are weakly re
sist;mt. 

The Cretaceous System.-The Cretaceous rocks of Iowa be
long to the Dakota and the Colorado series. They are found in 
the northwestern and western parts of the state, overlapping 
rocks as old as Mississippian in age. Almost everywhere the 
Cretaceous rocks are mantled deeply by drift. ' 
Th~ older Cretaeeous rocks, the Dakota, are dominantly sand

stones with interbedded seams of clay. The weak cement con
tains much iron, and the sandstone is friable. The younger 
rocks, the Colorado, ' consist of weak shales and calcareous beds 
with a maximum thickness of about 150 feet. 

Norton .describes the Cretaceous from the well records as oc-' 
curring in . "more or less isolated patches whose borders can 
seldom be determined." The Cretaceous is mapped as contin- ' 
uous over the area where such patches occur, although rocks of 

, 
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this age may not be everywhere present. The Cretaceous rocks 
are weakly cemented, and hence are among the ' least resistant 
rocks of the state. 

The Tertiary System.-A minor deposit, unmapped areally, 
is the Windrow formation, describ~d by various authors as the 
"High Level Gravels." The-age of these gravels is indefinite; 
some persons iIl(terpret them to be Tertiary, others to be Cre
taceous inage. The distribution of this formation is very erratic; 
owing perhaps to deposition of the gravels on valley floors which · 
are now comparatively much elevated through the general re-
duction of surrounding areas. . 

The Windrow materials are quartz and chert pebbles in a 
matrix of sand, the whole in most places cemented by either 
brown or red iron oxide. Most of the deposits are weakly or not \ 
at all consolidated, and hence yield readily to abrasion. The 
contribution of this material to the drift is indeterminable. 

Structure of the Rocks 

The structure of the Paleozoic rocks in Iowa is that of a broad, 
shallow, wrinkled trough or synclinorium with the axis extending 
irf . a general northeast-southwest direction between opposite 
corners of the state and dipping to the southwest. The higher 
edges of the tilted rocks have been eroded to a surface with much 
less ·slope than that of the bedding planes of the rock strata. The 
result is that successively younger formations are exposed from 
the northeast corner to the southwest corner of the state, in belts 
with a northwest-southeast direction, roughly parallel to the 
E'trike of the rocks. . 

On the upturned edges. of these Paleozoic formations the 
Permian and Cretaceous rocks were deposited unconformably. 

The major structure of the rocks is a syncline, · but there are 
many minor structural features which were formed during and 
after the development of the large syncline. . Some of these are 
Rmall synclines. and, anticlineR. Then'\ are Hlso many small faults, 
in fpw of which the differential movement of the two sides ex
cpeds a hundred feet. All these features contribute to corrl
plicate the pattern of the outcrops of the different rock forma-
tions. .. 

Unconformities.-The unconformities or buried erosional sur.,. 
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faces also exerted an influence in the development of the rock 
outcrops, These ' unconformities involve times of erosion be
tween the deposition of the rocks below the unconformities and 
the rocks which lie above them. The greatest unconformity in 
the state is between the Sioux: quartzite of Proterozoic age and 
the Cretaceous of Mesozoic age. It is probable that rocks younger 
than the Sioux quartzite were deposited over the Sioux: quartzjte 
area and that they were eroded previous to the deposition of the 
Cretaceous. Other great unconformities are bdween the Silur
ian' and the Devonian rocks, the MiSsissippian and the Pennsyl~ 
vanian, the Permian and the underlying Mississippian and Penn
sylvanian rocks, and between the Cretaceous rocks and the rocks 
on which they lie. Many smaller unconformities occur between 

, various ,formations of different systems in the state. After the 
latest indurated rocks of the state were deposited there was 
developed an erosion surface over which the first ice sheet ad
vanced and on which glacial drift ~as deposited. 

The great syncline, the smaller synclines and anticlines" the 
faults, the unconformities, differential erosion, and other factors 
all have contributed to make the relatiomhips which now exist 
among the many formations of the state. The geologic map 6lf 
Iowa, figure 3, represents the areal distribution of the various 
rocks which constitute the bedrock surface of the state. The 
boundaries are necessarily somewhat generalized, chiefly because 
they are not definitely determinable below the mantle of glacial 
drift. 

The Preglacial Bedrock Surface 

The preglacial bedrock surface of Iowa was developed by 
erosion during the long time between the withdrawal of the 
Cretaceous seas and the advance of the first ice sheet into Iowa. 
The first ice sheet left a mantle of drift which in many places 
protected the bedrock surface from further erosion and the 
deposits of succeeding ice sheets stillmore deeply covered the 
rocks. Under such conditions, how is it possible to determine 
the topography and relief of the bedrock surface ~ Well data 
must be relied upon largely, and since such, data , are not avail
able except in a comparatively limited number of places, a de
tailed topographic map of the bedrock surface cannot be made. 

f J'" ~ • • ' 
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(However, in Iowa, fortunately enough, sufficient evidence is 
.available to warrant some conclusions with respect to the char
acter of this bedrock surface. How interesting it would be if it 
were possible to trace the evolution of the bedrock surface from 
the beginning of its development to the present time! . 

The character of the bedrock surface will be described and its 
history interpr~ted insofar as the information at hand would 
seem to(justify. The rock surface 'beneath the drift in Iowa has . 
a general gentle slope across the state, and this slope is locally 
intrenched by valleys cut in the rock before, during, and since ' 
the invasion by the ice. 

The highest rock recorded in the state is near the northwest 
corner. From this area the general rock surface slopes gently 
and fairly uniformly in easterly, southerly, and southeasterly 
directions to near the middle of the state, where there is a dis
tinct sag. From ' the lowest part of this sag the surface rises 
eastward'to the uplands in the northeastern part of the stat~. 

The general slope of the rock surface is so slight that if the 
valleys were filled to the levels of the general plain this slope 
could not be detected by the eye. This indicates the great plana
tion which brought all the surface to the same general level. The 
following figures indicate approximately the slopes of the rock 
surface. 'They represent the mean of the highest elevations 
above sea level found ·in each part of the state considered. 

TABLE OF ROCK SURFACE SLOPES IN IOWA 

NW. corner (1250 ft.) to the NE. corner (1200. ft-). Fall of 50 feet in 250 miles. 
There is ,a sag down to 1050 feet between these two points. 

NW. corner (1250 ft_) to the SW. corner (1000 ft_). Fall of 250 feet in 200 miles. 
NW. corner (1250 ft-) to the SE. corner (650 ft.). Fall of 600 feet in 300 miles. 
SW_ corner (1000 ft.) to the SE. corner (650 ft.). Fall of 350 feet in 250 miles. 
NE. corner (1200 ft.) to the SE- corner (650 ft.). Fall of 550 feet in 200 miles . 

. Middie of north border (1100 ft.) to middle o{south border (850 ft.). Fall of 250 
feet in 200 miles. . 

NE. corner (1200 ft .) to near Des Moines (900 ft.). Fall of 300 feet in 150 miles. 
SW. corner (1000 ft.) to near Des Moines (900 ft_). Fall of 100 feet in 100 miles . . 

The bedrock surface then is not a level plain but a broad 
trough with the northwestern and eastern parts of the state 
forming the sides and with the axis of the trough extending from 
the north-central part of Iowa to near the southeastern corner. 
There are of course many small areas which if their elevations 
were accurately kno~ would show slopes in other directions and 
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would thus reveal the main drainage courses on the preglacial 
surface and the-divides between them. 

The general attitude of the rock surface without any of the 
minor relief features which were cut into it is shown on the ac-. '. 
companying map, figure 4. 

When a study of the minor relief features is made in ~compara
tively limited areas, it is found that the differences in elevations 
between the lowest and highest points on the bedrock · are very 
moderate. The maximum is about 400 feet in county areas and 
the average is well under 300 feet. The following table gives the 
reliefs in a number of the counties of the state as found by 
various workers and the computed r eliefs in a 'number of coun-. . 

ties where there are deep subdrift channels in the bedrock. 

Amount of relief 
245 feet 
250 feet 
285 feet 
324 feet 
200 feet 
175 feet 

50 feet 
300 feet 
100 feet 
300 feet+ 
250 feet 
100 feet+ 
300 feet+ 
200 feet 
110 feet 
367 f eet± 
300 f eet 
234 f eet 
220 feet 
275 feet 
220 feet 

96 feet 
115 feet 

·260 f eet 
240 feet 
204 feet 
300 feet± 
120 feet 
400 feet± 

Less than at present 
Rock foundation even 

aJ;ld uniform 
Remarkahly uniform 

rock flOOT 

300 feet± 

TABLE OF BEDROCK RELIEF 

Location Authority 
Buried channel in SE. Iowa .............................................. Gord'on 
Deep river, K eokuk county.: ........... : ........................................ Bain 
Washington channel, Washington county ...... Bain and Calvill 
Washington county .............................................. Bain and Calvin 
NE. corner, Johnson county ................................................ Calvin 
Polk county .............................................................................. Bain 
Mason City, Cerro Gordo county ................................... : ..... Calvin 
Madison county .................................................... Tilton and Bain 
Lower Skunk river valley ...................................................... Beyer 
Muscatine county .................................................................. Udden 
Scott county ........................................................................ Norton 
Belle Plaine artesian area. ................................................. Mosnat 
Louisa county ........................................................................ U dden 
Cedar county ........................................................................ N orton 

~~!e:s~~uri~;~~~ ... :::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~:~ 
Clinton county ...................................................................... U dden 
Iowa county ....................................................... : ................ Stookey 
Bremer channel. Bremer county .......................................... Norton 
SW. J ackson county ............................................................ N orton 
.r ones co un ty ................. _ ..................................................... N orton 
Central City, Linn county .................................................. Norton 
Lisbon, Linn county ............................................................ Norton 
Scott county ........ _ ..................................................... : ......... N orton 
.Johnson county ............................................ , ................... Leighton . 
Cass county ........................................................................ : ... Tilton 
Southeast Iowa .................................................................. Schoewe 
Des Moines, Polk county ................................... : .................... Bain 
near Des Moines ........................................................................ Lees 
l'.farshall county ........................................................ , ........... Beyer 

Humboldt county ................ : ........................... : ................. Macbride 

Kossuth. Hancock, and Winnebago counties ................ Machridc 
Crawford county ...................................................................... Lees 

The following counties have the bedrock reliefs indicated. -
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There is in, each case a: large buried channel which furnishes the 
minimum elevation. 

317 feet . 
368 feet 
325 ·feet 
380 feet 
363 feet 
365 feet 
291 feet 

Jasper county .......................... : ...................... : ................ computed 
Tama county .................................................................... computed 
Marshall .county ............. _ ............... , ... , ............................ computed 
Grundy county __ ................ _ .. _ .......... __ .............. _ .............. computed 
Poweshiek county ......... __ ... _ ...... __ ... __ .. __ ............. __ ... _ .. _ ... __ .computed 
Monroe county ._ ............ _ .......... __ .......... _ ....... __ ................... computed 
Madison county ............... _ ... ___ .................. _ .. _ ..... _ ............. computed 

When the known: bedrock elevations of limited areas are plot
ted in relation to the generalized contours of the bed.rock of, the 
state (see figure 4), it is seen that they fall well within the range 
of r elief to which reference has just been made. The maximum 
relief is about 400 feet, with the average somewhat less. , An im
portant conclusion is based on these facts, namely, that the relief 
of the bedrock of the state outside the "Driftless Area" differs 
from the relief of the bedrock in this area, being 200 to 400 feet 
less outside the "Driftless Area' ,. than in it. How shall these 
differences be explained ~ By Pleistocene erosion of 200 to 400 
feet more rock in the" Driftless Area" than elsewhere ~ By the 
planing off of 200 to 400 feet from the areas of the state outside 
the "Driftless Area" by glacial erosion ~ Or, by a combination 
of these and other factors ~ Suffice it to state here that (a) the 
abundance Qf foreign material in the drift of Iowa, (b) the ex
tent of undisturbed surfaces of older drifts which have been over
ridden by glaciers, (c) the absence of deep grooves and strire on 
rock surfaces, (d) the persistence of abrupt rock walled gorges 
in areas which were glaciated, (e) the fact that the ice sheets ad
vanced over area& which had long been subjected to weathering, 
and hence covered with much material available for transporta-

. tion, suggest strongly that the ice sheets were well loaded when 
they invaded Iowa, and although their planing action in places 
may have been great the relative r.eduction of the relief of the 
surfaces probably was inappreciable. Furthermore, (a) the 
young gorge of Mississippi river, (b) buried, discontinuous, 
steep-walled rock-bound valleys, and (c) the presence of N ebras-' 
kan drift only on the uplands in the so-called "Driftless Area" 
of Iowa indicate extensive erosion subsequent to the first ice in
vasion. Study of the .various kinds of evidence Justifies the con
clusion that post-Nebraskan, pre-Kansan erosion will account for 

.... 
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the difference between the bedrock relief of the subdrift areas of 
Iowa and the relief of the" Driftless Area. " 

Buried Rock Valleys.~From a 'study of well records some in
teresting facts have been revealed about some steep-walled, drift
buried rock gorges .of the state. Such gorges have been de
scribed as occurring in more than twenty localities in the eastern ' 
half of Iowa. Where the directions of these valleys can be traced 
they have been found to parallel roughly present drainage lines; 
-in fact, some of the present river channels overlie, on drift bed~, 
the old channels_ The widths and depths of the old channels are 
various. The widest channel which has been described fully is 
the Bremer channel in Bremer county_ Norton1 has shown that 
this channel is about 2lj2 miles wide and 250 feet deep in bedrock; 
it has been traced for about 14 miles_ Other channels are smaller 
and have been traced' for greater or less distances. The valley 
walls as a rule have steep slopes, indicating cliffs and bluffs 
along the sides when the valleys were open. Many of the larger 
valleys are described as having "numerous branches" sU:ggest
ing a well developed drainage . system. Some of the smaller 
channels are only a few score feet in depth and a few rods wide. 
One of the larger of the small valleys is the Lisbon channel in 
Linn county, the walls of which have been well defined by drill
ings within the town of Lisbon'. Norton states that the channel 

. has a width of about 18 rods. and a depth in bedrock of about 
115 feet. 

The characteristic features of all the buried channels, large 
and small, are (a) abrupt rock walls. (b) maximum depth in 
bedr'ock of less than 300 feet, (c) limited length, (d) a general 
northwest-southeast direct jon. The known buried channels lie 
in the eastern part of the state. 

The preglacial and inter~lacial channels of Mississippi river 
have not been referred to here since their discussion belongs 
more nroperly in the discussion of the detailed record of Pleis
tocene history in the areas in whjchthese channels are found. 

The less pronounced relief which is revealed in a study of the 
state as a whole is interpreted to be the pre-Pleistocene topogra
:phy, whereas the steep-walled, drift-buried valleys which are 

1 Norton, W. R ., Underground Water Resources of Iowa : Iowa GeoL Survey, Ann. Rept. 
1910·1911, pp. 315·319. 
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distinctive features qf the bedr.ock topography of the state are 
interpreted to be interglacial in age. They are thought to have 
been cut chiefly in Aftonian time. The drainage lines on the 
Nebraskan drift surface removed the drift in places and then by 
further excavation cut valleys which in some cases lay across 
pre-Pleistocene bedrock divides., " Subsequently glacial deposits 
filled the gorges, making of them buried valleys of interglacial 
age. 

Summary 

In summary, the bedrock history of Iowa may be outlined as 
follows: At the close qf the Cretaceous period the area which is 
now Iowa was a land surface. The soft " Cretaceous deposits 
were subjected to erosion, and older rocks also 'Yere eroded. 
Erosion during the long Tertiary period brought all the 
land down to a surface with gentle slopes and a relief-of perhaps 
200 feet. Such a surface in northeastern Iowa, determined from 
its remnants, has been named the Dodgeville peneplain. Before 
the end of Tertiary time changes in the relative elevations or 
land and sea caused the streams to be rejuvenated and they de
veloped new valleys. At the new grade, the streams widened 
their valley floors and weathering reduced the wall slopes to 
form a topography much more rugged than that of the Dodge
ville peneplain but still one with moderate slopes and with flat
topped divides at the ievel of the old peneplain. The new level 
developed by the streams, which has been named from its rem
nants the Lancaster peneplain, is about 200 feet below the Dodge"
ville surface. This relief, added to that on the upper" pla~n, 
g-ives a total relief of about 400 feet. Over such a surface came 
the first ice sheet of the Pleistocene. The melting of the ice left 
a new surface-a drift surface-superimposed over the bedrock 
surface. New drainage was inaugurated and during the first 
interglacial stage, the Aftonian, the moderate thickness of the 
Nebraskan drift was not sufficient to protect all the rock. Where 
the new drainage lines crossed the divides of the bedrock sur
face, the rock as well as the drift was eroded. The second ice in
vasion, the Kansan, buried the new rock valleys and more deeply 
covered the pre-Nebraskan surfaces. Both the preglacial ·and 
interglacial valleys were gIven the aspect of pre-Pleistocene 
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channels by the drift filling: Later ice invasions over parts of . 
the state' like~ise covered valleys cut through the Kansan dH£t 
into the bedrock, giving to these still younger gorges pre-Plei~
tocene erosion features. . It is not possible to assign to every 
feature: of the subdrift surface its definite age, but at least two 
niajor kinds of valleys may be differentiated. 

" .. 
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TOPOGRAPHY AND DRAINAGE OF IOWA 
General statement 
Types of erosional , topography 

General statement 
Areas ' of erosional topographies in Iowa 

Erosional topography -in southern Iowa 
.Erosional topograp.hY in northeastern Iowa 
Erosional topography in northwestern Iowa 
Resume 

Drift mantled erosional topography 
The eastern Iowan area of drift mantled erosional topography 
The northwestern Iowan area of drift ma'tltled erosional topography 

Loess mantled erosional topography 
The Crawford area 
The Cedar and Jackson areas 

Depositional topographies in Iowa 
Drift depositional topography 

. Loess depositional topography 
Lacustrine depositiona,l topogr~phy 
Alluvial depositional topography 

General S,tatement 
The topography of an area is its surface configuration. It in

eludes the relief of the land-the difier,ences in elevation be
tween the high and low points of the surface-the shapes and 
dimensions of valleys occupied by the streams, the drainage pat
tern, and the characteristics of ·the slopes. All 6f these are the 
result of the activity of two ' classes of agencies: those tearing 
down or reducing the surface of the land by erosion, and those 
building up the surface of the land by deposition. The former 
are destructional agencies, the latter are constructional. The 
relative pos~tions ' of land and sea levels are throughout long 
periods of time sufficiently stable to 'provide constant conditions 
under which, agents of erosion and of deposition may operate. 
But from . time to time new adjustments are made, the top- ' 
ographic ' record of which becomes a part of the geological his- . 
tory of the region. 

Iowa is a prairie state, in general having moderate relief 'and 
gentle slopes. In some places there are broad uplands, in other 
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places the valley flat is a conspicuous feature. The highest point 
in Iowa is near the 'northwest corner of the state in Osceola co~n
ty west of Sibley. Here the elevation is 1675 feet above sea level. 
The lowest point is at Keokuk, in the southeast corner of Iowa, 
where the low water mark of Mississippi river is 477 feet above 
tide. The highest area of the state lies along the upland which 
constitutes the southeastern continuation of that wedge-shaped 
ridge- of Minnesota and Dakota known as the Coteau des Prairies. 

Iowa lies in the Mississippi valley, between Missouri river 
arid its tributary the Big Sioux on the west and the Mississippi 
on the east. Tributaries of these streams drain the surface of 
Iowa, carrying the waters eventually to the Gulf of Mexico. The 
divide between the Mississippi and Missouri basins lies along a 
rough arc crossing the north and south borders of the state so 
that the west one-third of the north part of the state and the west 
two-thirds of the south part are drain~d to the Missouri. The 
divide does not everywhere coincide with the highest area of the 
state; the divergence b~tween them is indicated on the accom
panying sketch map, figure 5. 

:Nearly two-thirds of the state drains to Mississippi river. 
Eight tributaries large enough to be called rivers enter this 
stream from Iowa at unequal distances apart, and numerous 
creeks drain the small areas between the tributary streams. The 
larger rivers,fro:p1 north to south, in the order of their entrance 
into Mississippi river are: Upper Iowa (Oneota), Turkey, Yel
low, Maquoketa, Wapsipinicon, Iowa, Skunk, and Des Moines 
rivers. All of thes·e rivers have numerous branches which form 
a network over the drainage basins. 

The drainage basins of the main tributaries to the Mississippi 
are much longer than they are wide, as is shown in figure 5. They 
show also fairly regular outlines with the lateral boundary lines 
tending to be parallel. The main extension of the basins is to the 
northwest, with a gradual swing from a straight ljne resulting 
in a bowing to the southwest. 

Along Mississippi river, more than three-fourths of the im
mediate west valley wall is drained directly to the river through 
creeks, so that the main drainage basins are restricted near the 
mouths of the rivers, and flare abruptly from 10 to 30 miles above 
their union with the Mississippi valley proper. 



FIG. 5.-Sketch map of Iowa showing outlines of the drainage bMins of the state; also the divergence between the height of land as shown by a 
dashed line and the Mississippi·Missouri river divide as shown by a solid heavy line. 
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Turkey, Yellow, Maquoketa, and Skunk rivers drain 1;owa ter
ritory only, whereas the four other main streams carry m:ore or 
less water from Minnesota, though they head not far north of the 
Iowa boundary. No streams flow into the st'ate from the south. 

The area of Iowa which drains into Missouri river has the 
shape of a boot, heelless and with the toe facing east along the 
south margin of the state. The drainage basins in this western re
gion are, as in the eastern region, longer than they are wide, but 
they tend to be straight and lie nearly at right angles to those of 
t~e Mississippi tributaries. There are no large tributaries of the 
Missouri iri Iowa except Big Sioux river, which forms the north
ern part of the west boundary of the state. " The other tributaries 
are of moderate size, and those which drain the southe,rn part of 
the state, or the toe of, the boot, are the headwaters of streams 
which flow into the state of Missouri and thence to Missouri river. 

About half of the Missouri river basin in Iowa is drained 
through tributaries which rise :in the state and.' empty into the 
parent stream before it reaches the south~rn boundary of the 
state, and about half is drained through tributaries which enter 
the state of Missouri before reaching the maste'r stream. A 
small area in northwestern Iowa is drained by the Big Sioux and 

, by tributaries which rise beyond the borders of Iowa. 
As stated before, much of the state of Iowa is well drained by 

tributaries of the large rivers at its borders. Differences in 
types of stream valleys, in arrangement and development of 
tributaries, in perfection of drainage, and , in direction of flow, 
are the result of many factors. These features will be considered 
in c<,>nnection with the study of characteristic topographic areas , 
resulting from particular con.ditions. ' 

Some parts of Iowa show extensive erosion, whereas other 
parts show little erosion and have distinctive constructional fea
tures. With respect to Iowa as a whole, it would be incorrect to 
assign either erosion or deposition as the more important factor 
in the development of the topography. However, the causes for 
the topographies In the various sections of the state can be fairly 
corre,ctly assigned. The present topography of the state is re
lated very closely in origin to the glacial history of Iowa and 
therefore it 'Will be discussed here in some detail. On the basis 
of the major factors which operated to form the topography, the 
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FIG. 6.-Map of Iowa showing by patterns the main areas of distinctive topographic development in the state. 
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accompanying map, figure 6, . has been. prepared. The kinds of 
topography which can be differentiated in Iowa are as follows: 

Types of Erosional Topography.-Erosional topography es
sentially unmodified, drift mantled erosion~ topography, loess 
mantled erosional topography. 

Types of Depositional Topography.-Drift depositional to
pography, loess depositional topography, lacustrine depositional 

. topography, alluvial depositional topography. 

The areas which have been mapped and which will be described 
are not sharply distinguishable from one another. The boundary 
lines are somewhat arbitr.arily drawn within transitional zones 
a few miles in width, in any part of which the lines might almost 

. equally well have been drawn. This is true 'especially where 
loess has been a controlling factor. Each type of area will be 
described to show the characteristic topographic and drainage 
features peculiar to it. 

Types of Erosional Topography 
GENERAL STATEMENT 

The most potent factor in the reduction of the land is trans
portation of earth materials by running water. Whenever rain 
falls on the land some movement of detritus takes place, even 
though the amount of material moved may be little and the dis
tance it is carried may be short. The whole surface of the land 
is undergoing slow but extensive ~odification because of the 
constant renewal of the surface waters by rains. 

) 

The amount of material removed by streams is enormous, and 
yet the areas of land are so great that the reduction of the total 
surface is only of the order of about one foot in 9,000 years. 
The amount of material remoyed is not the same everywhere; 
some regions lose much soil arid subsoil each year, whereas other 
areas are not changed appreciably even after many years. This 
unequal removal of material from different surfaces is the main 
cause of relief and of the different forms of erosional surfaces in 
Iowa. 

The movement of materials by water is down grade. The rill 
on the hillside, the sheet wash during a heavy rain, the tributary 
stream and the river all carry materials to lower and lower levels. 
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Some of the material, the load, is rolled along the stream' bed; 
some is carried in suspension by the eddying currents, and some 
mineral substances are dissolved by the water. If r:unning water 
s~cures its load by prying detritus loose, part of its energy is 
used, and hence it can~ot transport as much material as if a 
capacity load of loose material were av~ilable without consump
tion of energy. The conditions for maximum erosion in glacial 
material in a minimum time include the existence of steep slopes, 
a large volume of water, and the presence of abundant fine 
detritus. The absence of these cqnditions results in minimum 
erosion. 

If within a region conditions favorabJe for erosion prevail and 
the time of erosion is sufficiently long a topography is developed 
which may not at all resemble , the former topography of the 
area; if the conditions for erosion are unfavorable little change 
in topography results even in a great length of time. 

The rapidity with which streams cut their valleys in a given 
, material depends chiefly upon the volume of flow, the amount of 
available material of proper size for transportation-the poten
tialload-and the velocity or rate of flow. When the slope of the 
valley has been reduced to the condition where the stream can 
just carry its total load over its bed without essential addition or 
subtraction of material it is at grade or graded. ' 

When the load in a graded stream is 'increased or the volume 
of the stream is decreased the stream may be unable to carry the 
load, and hence leaves part of it on ~ts bed, thus aggrading its 
channel. When the load is reduced or the stream volume in
creased the stream again sets to work to acquire its capacity load 
and begins to cut into its bed, thereby degrading its channel. 
Streams in the process of building up their channels are known 

, as aggrading streams, and those lowering their channels, degrad
ing streams. 

There are three major areas in Iowa in which the present sur
faces are the result chiefly of erosion by running water; two 
areas' in which erosional surfaces have been mantled by drift to 
produce drift mantled erosional topographies, and three areas 
in which erosional surfaces have been mantled by loess to produce " 
loess mantled erosional topographies. The main features of 
unmodified erosional topographies, of drift mantled erosional 
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topographies, and of loess mantied erosional topographies will 
be described . 

. AREAS OF EROSIONAL TOPOGRAPHIES ·IN IOWA 

There are three areas in Iowa in which the present surfaces 
are the result chiefly of erosion by running water. The largest 
of these areas is in southern Iowa; a small area is in'the north
east corner of the state, and the third area, also small, is ·in the 
northwestern corner of Iowa. All are thinly mantled with loess: 

Erosional Topogmphy i.n Southern Iowa.-The area in south
ern Iowa includes most of the southern three tiers of counties and 
t4e southern part of some of the fourth tier of counties north of 
the southern boundary of the state. The western edge of this 
area merges into the loess mantled. topography along the Mis
souri valley. The eastern extension reaches Mississippi river 
and the southern extension is in Missouri. Except where de
fined by state boundaries the area under consideration merges 
into areas with different topographic expressions. However a ' 
somewhat distinctive margin is seen along middle Raccoon river 
through Guthrie, Dallas,. and Polk counties, where the stream 

. follows closely the bordeT of the Wisconsin drift. Elsewhere the 
line which has been drawn might with equal fitness have been 
drawn anywhere within an area from one to several miles in 
width. While this is true each adjacent area possesses modifica
tions which cannot well be included iIi. the descriptions of the 
typical features of southern Iowa. . 

The erosional area in southern Iowa is an irregular rectangle · 
about 210 miles long easf and west, and about 70 miles wide. 
The Mississippi-Missouri .divide and Des Moines river cross the 
region diagonally from northwest to southeast and divide the 
area into three unequal parts. The least dissected topography 
is in the eastern part of the region. Here flat-topped divides are 
remnants of a former extensive · glacial d~ift plain which had a 
gentle slope to the eastward from the :iY.t:is~issippi-Missouri di
vide · to Mississippi river. Within this area a large part of 
Washington · county' and parts 'of adjacen.t countie~ shoV\!' only 

. slight erosional modification of the original pl~in. , With the ex
ceptionof the ' areas close to the main ·drainage lines, the .valleys 
are broad,' open, and 'shallow; between these valleys the uplands 
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are flat" tabular divides" and are drained , along broad shallow 
depressions which are the headward extensions of the valleys. 
The broad open valleys, the very gentle slopes, and the complete
ness of the drainage indicate a long time of erosion, during which 
there has been develop~d almost perfect adjustment of the 
streams at grade. 

When valleys are followed downward from the broad shallow 
depressions in the uplands they are seen' to merge into broad 
shallow sags. Thence the valleys are deeper, the walls higher, 
and the slopes steeller. Yet the tops widen out to maintain the 
widely flaring profile. Still farther down the valleys, the broad 
,slopes are broken by the development of more steeply walled in
ner valleys, which carry streams clearly not at grade. The walls 
of these inner valleys are gullied, the slopes are relatively steep, 
but in their upper' parts the gentle slopes of the earlier profiles 
are retained. In the longer valleys the inner valleys merge in 
their lower courses with more open valleys in which the streams 
wind back and forth across meander-scarred flood-plains. The 
walls grade from sharp slopes 'into slopes which are more gentle. 
The side gullies widen as do the main valleys. 

The valley profiles indicate that all parts of the valley are not 
of the same age. The streams are cutting headward slowly but 
effectively. In a short distance only along the course of the 
valley is there , major down-cutting. Above these portions the 
streams are essentially at grade; below the sections of down
cutting the streams by lateral planation have developed flood
plains, slopes have been reduced, and the streams are meandering 
streams. Although the streams have accomplished much 1 they 
have important tasks yet to do. 

· . 

lt has long been observed that the slopes on the north sjdes of 
east-west valleys are less steep than those on the south sides, 
with a tendency for the streams to flow close to the south wall. 
Many of the valleys of southern Iowa exhibit this tendency. In 
.explanation, it has . been suggested that the ·greater heat from 
the direct rays of the sun on ' the south facing slopes causes al
ternate freezing and thawing in winter and greater daily changes 
in summer. As a result, more material is weathered and pre
pared for transportation than on ' the protected slopes. , During 
rains and times of thawing the loose material is removed, thus 
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reducing the angle on the north side of the valley wall to a great
er extent than on the side where weathering is less effective. 
The north facing slopes also are rather uniformly protected 
by trees which find the conditions congenial because of freedom 
from droughts such as occur on the sun-dried south facing slopes. 

The :most impres~ive single topographic feature of southern 
Iowa is the Des Moines river valley. , This valley has been 
described in considerable detail by Lees,l who presents evidence 
in support of the judgment that its history began in Aftonian 
time. The flood-plain ranges from a fraction of a mile to more 
than a mile in width; the valley walls rise in gentle slopes for 
more than two miles on either side, making the width of the val
ley in places six miles or more. The side valleys where they join 
the main valley have characteristics similar to the main valley, 
bU,t these valleys narrow abruptly in the upland areas. 

The Des Moines valley has a mature topography and the river 
is at grade, hence there is now no down-cutting in the valley 
floor. The flood-plain is being widened by lateral planation and 
the river is removing the detritus furnished by tributary streams. 

In southern Iowa west of Des Moines valley there is the same 
general type of topography as east of the valley, but west of 
the valley the upland areas, the "tabular divides", are smaller 
than they are to the east of the Des Moines valley. The drainage 
lines have encroached upon the upland areas until they are now 
only remnants of the original plain. Some of . tliese remnants 
might bedescribed as "shoe string divides". The accompanying 
figure 7 shows the size and shape of some of these upland areas 
as taken from topographic maps. Still farther west the upland 
areas are even more reduced, they are indeed only re:i:nnants of 
the plain which once was , the distinctive feature of the region. 
However, the even skyline, the accordant upland levels, remnants 
of a gumbotil plain, and other features make it possible to recon
struct without difficulty the original widespread drift surface. 

The Mississippi-Missouri divide, which includes high areas in' 
Audubon, Guthrie, Madison, Union, Clarke, Decatur, and Wayne 
counties, is not a distinct' topographic feature, 'but is rather a 
high plain which has been ma,turely dissected by the headward 

, 'J. Lees, J'am~s H " Physie~1 F~lItures and Geologie History of Des Moines Valley: Iowa Geol. 
Survey, Ann, Rept, 1914, Vol. XX"\!', pp, 429-615 , ' ,. , . 
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erosion of streams. The streams to the west of the divide flow to 
Missouri river, those to the . east flow to the Mississippi. West 
of this divide the divides of the inter stream areas also are up
land remnants. They are elongated to the southwest and paral
lel the' drainage. . The topography which results is known as 

F IG. 7.-Sketch showing shapes and sizes of some of the level upland divide 
arMs in southern Iowa, 

"washboard topography"· and is well exhibited in Decatur and 
Ringgold counties. The relief is somewhat greater here than in 
other 'parts of southern iowa. Wherever the streams are close 
together, erosion has brought nearly all the surfaces below the 
upland levels, and the divides have knobs and saddles with only 
the knobs reaching the l;teight of the former surface. In the lower 
stream' areas the valleys are broad-many times the width of 
the streams~and flat-bottomed~ In places the slopes of the val
leys are rather steep; in other places the slopes are gentle. Con
vex 'curves 'of the interstream areas are a distinct feature; the 
valley floors are the flat area's of the present surface. in places, 
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there is ' relief of nearly 200 ' feet within comparatively small 
areas. In such places the topography is rugged. 

The erosional area of southern Iowa has in general a progres
sively older topography from its . eastern part to its western 
border. The plain which was formed at the time of retreat of the 
Kansan ice sheet has been cut away only along the lower stream 
courses in the eastern part of the area, whereas farther west
ward the areas of upland are fewer arid smaller, and the valley 
slopes occupy an incre'aSing proportion of the area. These valley 

FIG. 8.-Photograph showing the broad bottom lands and long slopes along Nodaway river near 
Hepburn, Page county, Iowa. 

slopes in turn merge into valley flats. In the eastern part of the 
area the Kansan drift is covered by the younger Illinoian drift, 
but the character of the Dlinoian surface is so much like that of 
the Kansan that the above description is appljcable to both. 

The maximum erosion in the southern Iowa area is in and 
adjacent to southern Taylor county, where the few uplands are 
rounded divides rather than "tabular divides" and where the 
accordant upland levels are not .the striking feature that they 
are in the eastern part of the area. In the eastern part the 
prominent level surfaces are the uplands, in the we.stern part 
they are the bottomlands such as are shown in figure 8. . . 

Only very locally in southern .Iowa do the indurated rocks 
influence the valley forms. Drift was deposited ' thickly over 
this part of Iowa by both the Nebraskan and the Kansan ice 
sheets, and in the eastern part by the Illinoian ' ice in addition. 
The drift has been by fat the 'most important fac~or in the de-
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velopmEmt by erosion of the curving profiles and Tolling to
pography of southern Iowa. 

Erosional Topography in Northeastern Iowa.-Typical ero
sional topography prevails in northeastern Iowa along the 
northern boundary of the state for about 30 miles from the north
east corner, and south along Mississippi river as far as Bellevue, 
a distance of about 90 miles. The western margin of this area 

FIG. 9.-Erosional topography in indurated rocks, along Upper Iowa (Oneota) river near mouth 
of Bear creek, Allamakee county. 

is fairly definite but the area is not sharply separated from the 
adjoining region. The area is in shape an elongated triangle 

. with the apex to the south. 
The erosional forms in this area differ· from those of southern 

Iowa, for they have been developed almost entirely in indurated 
rocks, as shown in figure 9. . 

Northeast Iowa .is related very closely to. the Driftless Area, 
an unglaciated area more than 6,000 square miles in extent in 
Minnesota, 'Wisconsin, and illinois. It is entirely surrounded by 
glaciated territory. Iowa is not included in the driftless region 
as patches of till are so distributed within northeastern iowa 
that there is no doubt that an ice sheet adva:q.ced from the north
west into this area as far, at least in most places, as the gorge of 
Mississippi river. 

Several of the large streams tributary to the Mississippi cross 
northeastern Iowa ·and their valleys are at, grade, hence the max
imum relief of the surface under present conditions has been at-
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tained. ' This relief is about 400 feet locally and as much as 600 
feet within distances of a few miles. The uniform rise of the 
steep slopes is broken in many places by cliffs of resistant forma
tions. Chief of these are the Oneota dolomite, the Platteville 
limestone, the Galena dolomite, and the Niagaran dolomite. 
Where shales are at the surface the area has rolling dome and 
saddle topography indicative of maturity in stream dissection, 
as shown in figure 10. ' . 

FIG. lO.-Mature dissection and slopes in weak rock (Maquoketa shale) west of Dubuque. View 
. from summit of Table Mound. • 

As one travels through the northeast part of Iowa he is strong
ly impressed by the even sky-line as seen from the summits of 
the divides. Some of the upland areas are broad with a very 
gent~y rolling surface. Here and there .rising steeply above the 
even sky-line are knobs and secondary ridges whose summits 
also r:each uniform elevations. The two levels attained by dif
ferent parts of the divides are strikingly consistent, and when 
studied throughout the driftless area they are interpreted to be 
remnants ' of two old erosion surfaces. The upper level, called 
the Dodgevi.lle peneplain, ' is between 1200 and 1300 feet above 
'sea leveL 'In the vicinity of Waukon, Church, Elon, and Ross
ville in Allamakee county it consists· of remnants in branching 
divides' with flat tops. ' The much more extensive lower plain 
slopes t rOll ah ' elE~vatlon 'of about 1100 feet at the Minnesota 

\ . , 
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line to an elevation of about 900·feet at Dubuque. The summits , 
of many of the divides within eight to ten miles of Mississippi 
river are parts of this plain, which is known as the Lancaster 
peneplain. 

The record of erosion of northeastern Iowa is not the record 
of the work of streams after only one adjustment of level be
tween land and sea, but of work following adjustments at four 
different levels at least. The oldest level, the level of the Dodge
ville peneplain, has a relief of about 200 feet. Nearly 200 feet 
below the accordant plain levels of this peneplain are the levels 
of the Lancaster peneplain with a relief of about 100 feet. The 
present streams are in valleys about 400 feet below the Lancas
ter peneplain in the northern part of the area and somewhat less 
in the southern part, and these streams flow on valley fills which 
carry the waters as much as 200 feet above the rock floors of the , 
valleys. 

An old drift in this area appears to be limited in distribution2 

to surfaces which are near the level of the Lancaster , peneplain 
or at levels higher than this peneplain. This drift has been 
found in place nowhere in Iowa much below the Lancaster pene
plain. 

The topography represented by the three erosion levels in 
northeastern Iowa is unique for Iowa. Nowhere else in the state 
is there similar topography. The flat divides in some places are 
sufficiently extensive to be called "prairies". On the edges of 
these prairies there are slopes or cliffs which form the valley 
walls, as along Mineral creek, figure 11. The sharp angled 
courses of the streams follow closely the irregularities of the 

. valley walls and into the walls of the valleys, gashes and gullies 
have been cut. Some of these have small permanent streams, 
while others haveintermiitent streams. 

The jutting prominences where side valleys enter main val
leys at low angles and the rounded headlands where tributary 
courses enter -larger valleys at high angles are conspicuous fea
tures of the topography of northeastern Iowa. 'The re-entran.t-s 
reach well back toward the divides, leaving, in most places, only 
narrow ramifying strips to represent the peneplain at the top of 
the interstream areas. 

2 Willi~ms, A. J.: ,unpublished manuscript. Library, State University of Iow'a. ' :".' 
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The general featu~es of the 'region of n~rtheastern Iowa are 
impressive, occurring as they do in this state in the midst of 
surrounding glaciated territory with comparatively gentle re
lief. The accordant upland levels, the presence of a drainage so 
young as to have only sharp valleys with gully and gulch crenu
lated valley walls, cliffs or steep slopes depending upon the rela
tive resistances of the rocks to . erosion, and the reliefs of 400 
feet to 6QO feet are so different from the fe~tures of other parts 

FIG. l1.-Steep-walled valley of Mine~al creek, Allamakee county. 

of Iowa that they create more than casual interest in one who 
visits this picturesque region. . 

The cultural development of northeastern Iowa has been pro- . 
foundly affected by the rugged topography and the absence of 
natural accessible travel routes. This is shown clearly by com
paring the road patterns of two townships of this area with two 
townships in the southern Iowa area and with two townships in 
northwestern Iowa, as in figure 12. These patterns illustrate , 
the effect of the necessity of abandoning the rectangular road ' 
system in northeastern· Iowa on account of the irregularities of 
topography. 

Erosional Topography in Northu}esternlowa.-The portion 
of the state included in the northwestern Iowa erosional area 
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lies in parts of Lyon, Sioux, 0 'Brien, Plymouth, and Cherokee 
counties'. The surrounding areas, although not very different in 
topography from this area, are sufficiently distinct to merit 
separate description. 

The typical feature in this part of northwestern Iowa is the ' 
rolling topography with gentle slopes such as characterize a 
region which has been long subjected to erosional processes. 

, The maximum local relief of the ar'ea is 200 feet. The surface 
is undulatory, with broad even slopes extending down to the 
bottoms of the valleys. Floods overflow the areas adjacent to the 
normal creek channels, but the run-off is rapid. Only the larger 
streams have flat valley bottoms of appreciable size, and these, 
while they are locally well developed, are not distinctive in re
lation to the area as a whole. The absence of precipitous slopes, 
marked local relief and large flat uplands, and the presence of 
complete drainage indicate that the agents of erosion have been 
very effective in the production of the present surface. If this 
area was at one time, a plain, as in southern Iowa, this plain has 
been destroyed by erosion. However, the broadly complex hills 
rise to an approximate plane which slopes slightly to the south 
and west. In this area there are few exposures of indurated 
rocks. 

R esume.-The three erosional areas which have been described 
have differing topographies which are the result of the same 
processes. The differences in the topographies are due primar
ily to. differences in types of material in which the agents of 
erosion have worked, to differences in the characters of the orig
inal surfaces, and to differences in the lengths of time to which 
the areas have been subjected to erosion under present adjust
ments. 

The oldest surface represented is the Dodgeville peneplain in 
northeastern Iowa: this surface is pre-Pleistocene in age. The 
Lancaster peneplain surface is thought to be pre-Pleistocene 
also. On this latter surface but nowhere far below it there is 
drift believed to be of Nebra.skan age. 

The greater part of the relief in northeastern Iowa which is 
below the level of the Lancaster p.eneplain is thought to have 
been c'arved since the retreat of the Nebraskan ice sheet, the drift 
of which is now present only in' isolated patches on the surface 
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on which it was deposited. This post-Nebraskan erosion which 
resulted in the development of a relief in indurated rocks of 500 

·to 600 feet below the Lancaster plain must have involved a very 
long time-but it was essentially completed before the coming of 
,the Kansan ice. 

The topographies of southern and of northwestern Iowa were 
developed by the erosion of drift plains. Southern Iowa shows 
the effect of streams working at different elevations aboye grade 
.level. The erosional area in northwestern Iowa now has only 
gentle slopes above the grade of its present streams. 

DRIFT MANTLED EROSIONAL TOPOGRAPHY 

There are two areas in Iowa which, after a mature erosional 
,topography had been developed, were modified by the deposition 
. of a mantle of drift over the erosional surfaces. The mantle is 
in places thick enough to produce distinctly constructional fea
tures. Although these areas are "not generally dissected by 
sharp cut, eroded valleys, there are yet present nearly every
where the main features of maturely branching stream erosion 
systems. The valleys divide and subdivide in dendritic fashion, 
and their branche~ reach most parts of the area. Even, the more 
.nearly fiat and less dissected parts show this drainage pattern."3 
The two areas to be described will be designated the eastern 

. Iowan area and the western .Iowan area. 

The Eastern Iowan At'ea of Drift Mantled Erosional Topogra
'phy,-The eastern Iowan area occupies the greater part of the 
northeastern quarter of the state. The area includes all 'or parts 
of twenty-five counties as is shown in figure 6. !tis roughly 
quadrilateral in shape. 

The boundaries of the eastern drift mantled area are fairly 
definite. Most of the west line lies along the morainal margins 
6f the Wisconsin drift, the east, south and southwest sides are 
borden:id by· thick loess and sand deposits, and the Minnesota- . 
Iowa state line marks the north edge. The drift mantle of this 
area is Iowan drift; it lies ,on an eroded Kansan drift surface. 

]'rom a topographic standpoint this area is more typically 
"gen'Uy rolling" than any other·part 'of the' state, and there is no 

3,41den, W;m. c., ~nd Leighton. M. M., The Iowan , prift, a ,eview of the. !,vidences of the 
Iowan 'stage of glaciation: Iowa Geol. Survey, Ann. Rept., 1915, Vol. XXVI, p. 61. 

. , 
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distinct topographic datum plane to which the relief,can be relat
ed as in southern Iowa. The river valleys are in most places fair
ly broad in relation to the streams in them, and instead of these 
broad valleys having wide flood-plains many of them have c'on
cave profiles. Some writers have stated that the streams flow in 
" sags" which extend for miles along the stream courses, the sags 
being best explained as partly filled broad valleys. The flood
plains in some places at least are not built of alluvial materials, 
but are drift flats appearing now probably much as they did when 
the ice-sheet left them. 

The broad sags are bordered by lines of hills, in some places 
with very gentle slopes, and in other places with steep slopes . 

. ·N owhere is the relief locally great. Although here and there the 
hills look somewhat formidable from ,a distance, it is seen upon 
close approach that the slopes are gentle. As a rule, the relief 
is less than 100 feet; but even such relief is sufficient to give some
what commanding elevations in the landscapes. The divides are 
usually undifferentiated either by prominence or continuity from 
the hills which lie along the stream valleys. ... 
, In parts of this drift mantled area the relief is very slight, 
and the surface for mile after mile appears to the eye to be al
most level. All parts are d~ained, however; no lakes exist, but 
small ponds are formed in depressions during heavy or pro
longed rainfall, and formerly extensive areas were boggy during 
wet seasons. The slight relief which is characteristic of these 
flat areas cannot be explained ' satisfactorily as being the result 
of erosional agencies alone, but rather as having been made by 
the deposition of material distributed irregularly over broad 
tabular divides remaining on an erosional surface. The broadly 
concave valleys, the inconspicuous divides, and the swells on 
drained level stretches Indicate a depositional modification of a 
normal erosional surface. In accord with this interpretation is 
the presence of numerous immense boulders and many' boulders 
of less size which are not distributed in relation to 'major drain
age lines, but: which occur with little relation' to the topography. 
'One of these boulder fields is 'shown in' figure 13. 

The drift mantled area has within it manY, 'outcrops of indur
ated rocks. ,1J;hese are mQst prevale:p.t, along the d:r:ainage lines; 
in places they are the walls of gorges, and, in other places they 
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outcrop only in the beds of streams. To a very limited extent · 
only have these indurated rocks been effective in determining 
the development of the present topography. They are spectac
ular features, but outc'rops are restricted, and hence they have 
no important areal or topographic significance.4 

The Northwestern Iowan Area of Drift Mantled Erosiona.l 
Topography.-The northwestern Iowan area of drift mantled 
erosional topography includes nine counties; it is about twice as 
long as it is wide, with the long axis extending a little east of 

FIG. 13.-Boulder field on the Iowan plain in Buchanan county. 

south from the Minnesota line, as shown in figure .6. The east 
boundary is strongly bowed eastward following the edge of the 
Wisconsin drift, whereas the west boundary is bowed slightly to 
the west. The drift in this 'area, as in the eastern drift mantled 
erosional. area, is Iowan drift lying on an eroded Kansan drift 
surface. . 

The northwestern area differs from the northeastern area in 
that. the. drift mantle in the northwestern area was deposited on 
a .surface which had been reduced by erosion not only to a mature 
stage but to a stage well advanced toward old age. Such a sur
face has less conspicuous relief than a mature . erosional surface 
and when covered by a mantle the new surface is likely to obscure 
more of the characteristics of the underlying erosional surface 
than in a region where the drift mantle is deposited on a mature 
erosional topography. The more the underlying erosional fea
tures are obscured the more apparent are the effects · of the 

. ' 4 Alden, Wm. C .. and Leighton .. M.' M. , The iowan Drift, a revi~w 'of the evidence~ 'of 'the 
Iowan stage of glaciation: Iowa Geol. Survey, Ann. Rept., 1915, Vol. XXVI, p. 71. 
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mantle. In the northwestern Iowan area the valleys and their 
tributaries do not have the distinctive dendritic drainage fea
. tures characteristic of topographies due to erosion only. In 
places the valley walls have been sharpened or smoothed, in 
other places spurs due to deposition extend into the valleys, and 
in places there is morainal topography . 

LOESS .MANTLED E ROSiONAL TOPOGRAPH Y 

Over much of the surface of Iowa there is a mantle of yellow, 
silty clay called loess.. This loess mantle differs in thickness 
locally and regionally. Only those areas in which the loess man
tle is sufficiently thick to modify the underlying erosional to
p.ography are. here considered as areas with loess mantled ero-
sional topographies. . ., 

Loess may influence an erosional topography in at least three 
ways: it may increase the relief by the deposition of more 10ess 
on the divide areas than in the valleys; it may reduce the relief 
by the deposition of more loess in the valleys than on the divide 
areas; and the distribution of the loess may be such that the 
amount of the relief is not 'distinctly changed, and yet by altering 
the angles of slope and by building structures on the hillsides, a 
modified topography may be developed. All these types of modi
fication are found in the state. 

The boundaries of 'the loess mantled areas are necessarily 
somewhat arbitrarily drawn. It is more difficult to decide upon 
a proper boundary where the loess thins gradually than where 
'it thins somewhat abruptly. 

Three areas in the state will be considered as having loess 
mantled erosional topographies. One area is in the western part 
'of the state, a second area is in the northeast part of the state, 
and the third area extends from near the middle of the state, to 
near the eastern border, as is shown in figure 6. These three 
areas are ,designated, for convenience, the Crawford are'a, the 
Jackson area, and the Cedar area, respectively. 

',fhe CrawfOrd Area.-:-Crawford county gives the name to this 
bro~d bo.wshaped ar:ea which parallels.in general Missouri river. 
In ~ts middle part the area has a width of about 40 miles; from 

'here it narrows both north and south.to the borders of the state . 
. Parts or19 coup.ties ,are, included in the area. ' There are grad~-
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tions on the east and west into topographies which have not . 
been included in the Crawford area except where Sioux river 
is the boundary on the west, and in Ida and Carroll counties 
where the Iowan and Wisconsin drifts form the boundary of the 
Crawford area. 

The prevailing position of the loess in the Crawford area is 
on the tops of hills and on the upper parts of the slopes. Thin
ner loess extends into and across the valleys, giving the appear
ance of loess built topography, but numerous road cuts and some 
exposures along the valleys show clearly that the cores of the 
hills are drift and that the loess in the valley bottoms is thin. On 
the higher slopes the loess is from 10 to 30 feet or more in thick
ness, whereas on the lower slopes the loess is in most places less 
than 10 feet, locally only three or four feet in thickness: The 
abundant loess in the upper slopes in many places has a definite 
relation to the drift core. The crest of the hill; due to loess de
position, has migrated to the eastward with the loess asym
metrically distributed over the drift; it is thicker on the east side 
than it is on the west side. This is a normal relationship in this 

. region; the loess, ' a wind-blown material, 'was carried from the 
west, and hence the windward slopes have had deposited upon 
them less of the loess than was deposited on the leeward slopes. 
Thus coincident with increase in relief by loess deposition the 
slopes were modified. The eastern slopes paJ;'ticularly show the 
effect of the migration of ,the crests of the hills without equiva
lent shifts of the valley bottoms. Western 'slopes may show 
slight modification or if the increase of relief by loess deposition 
is relatively great when compared with the drift relief the west
ward slopes may be appreciably steepened. Figure 14 show~ 
this loess mantled type of surface in Crawford county. The hill 
and valley modifications are not everywhere uniform in. char
acter nor are they of the same kind. The western part of the 
Crawford area has more loess, and hence is more modified th;m 
the eastern part. This is as would be e¥pected since it is nearer 
to the chief source of loess simply. which is thp. Missouri valley. 

. / . 
. The somewhat heavy mantle of loess over the Crawford area 
is believed to h{tve been deposited chiefly during the Peorian 
interglaci~l epoch. There is beneath this younger IQess an older 
loess and a s.eries of silts and sap.ds which lie unconformably 

. .. \' 
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"Upon the eroded surface of the Kansan gumbotil plain, and which 
contribute in a minor way to the topographic development of the 
area. These older deposits, which in part, at least, · are corre
lated with those known to be younger than the illinoian 'and 
older than the Iowan, constitute the Loveland loess and asso
ciated silts and sands. Since the deposition of the mantling
loess much shifting of the mater:ial has occurred. Some of it , 
has be,en transferred by the wind and some of it has been washed 

FrG, 14,-View in central Crawford county showing type of erosion al topography which is loess 
mantled, 

into stream valleys. Some of the smaller streams have been 
aggraded with loess and yet aggradation has not been very great 
as the flood-plains are still narrow and are flanked by abrupt 
slopes at the bases of the loess covered hills. . 

Different parts of the Crawford area differ in relief, in drain
age development, and in proximity to large stream courses. 
However, they are remarkably consistent in ' having the loess 
sjUrfaces characterized by asymmetric hills and valleys and in 
having limited outcrops ,of drift. 

The Cedar and Jackson Areas.-'-:The typical loess mantled 
'erosional areas of northeastern Iowa' are found in parts of Cedar · 
and Jackson counties. These areas lie respectively ,at the south 
and east margins of the Iowan drift, the boundaries ' of which 
are sinuous and along which the loess thickens abruptly. Where 
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the boundaries of the loess mantled areas are over Kallsan drift 
the loess thins gradually and hence the lines of separation of the 

. topographies are not definite. -
The reliefs of the Cedar and the Jackson areas differ some

what. The maximum relief of the Jackson area is about 400 
feet, whereas the relief of the Cedar area is only about · half as 
much. The proximity of the Jackson area to Mississippi · river, 
and the underlying indurated rocks, account ror the greater re-

FIG. 15.-Loess dunes on valley slopes in Scott county. 

lief in this area. The indurated rocks in the Cedar area have 
had but little effect upon the topography. 

The prevailing fe·atures of the Cedar and Jackson areas are 
loess-built structures on the hill slopes and thick loess deposits 
bordering the erosion carved valleys. The modifications of the 
erosion slopes take the form of rollIng hills-dunelike accumula
tions of loess and sand, as shown in figure 15. The total relief . 
of the surface is increased somewhat by the presence of the 

. loess, but the chief result has been the multip~ying of slopes to
gether with the steepening of the slopes along the river valleys. 
On the uplands or divides the l.oess is in most places thin, per
haps not more than ten feet thick. These divide areas are gently 
rolling, conforming to the major slopes of the underlying erosim). 
surface, but have their own distinctive topographic expression 
as seen in the v~riations in the convexity of the different parts 
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of the slope and in the ininor" surface irregularities. A modified 
valley wall is shown in ngure 16. 

'N ear the main stream courses the loess is thicker than on the 
divides, iI! many places reaching a thickness of thirty or forty 
feet or. even more. Here the underlying erosional drift topogra
phy has been distinctly modified. Slopes east of the valleys 
have undergone greatest modification, indicating the effect of the 
prevailing westerly winds. The" crests of the hills along the 

FIG. l6.-Thickly loess-cover ed valley walls in Johnson county. showing multiplied slopes formed 
on the loess. 

valleys are capped asymmetrically by lo"ess-thickest on the 
eastern leeward slopes. The hill slopes are broken into a ·series 
of undulating convex and concave curves. The shoulders of the 
hills are rounded by loess with accompanying steepenipg of the 
lower slopes. Deforestation and cultivation have in many places " 
caused gullying to proceed rapidly, showing that the loess built 
slopes are not adjusted to present drainage. 

The slope modifications which have been described are pro
portionally less pronounced in the Jackson area than in the 
Cedar area, owing chiefly to the greater erosional relief in the 
Jackson area. 

Depositional Topographies in Iowa 
DRIFT DEPOSITIONAL TOPOGRAPHY 

The area of the Wisconsin drift is the only area of distinctly 
drift depositional topography in the state. The boundaries of 
this area are fairly distinct, extending from the Minnesota line 
southward to Des Moines to form a lobe, the axis of which from 

• 
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the state line is directed somewhat east of south. The area in
cludes all or parts of twenty-nine counties. 

The surface of this area is now nearly as it was when the 
Wisconsin ice sheet retreated from it. Around the borders of 
the drift lobe there are in places strong terminal moraines
piles of glacial debris marking the farthest advance of the ice. 
Between the stretches of well developed terminal moraines there 
are less prominent yet conspicuous slopes above the levels of 
the drifts outside the lobe. Within the moraines the surface 
alternates between wide stretches of ground moraine and reces
sional moraines which mark stages of halting during the ice 
retreat. 

Des Moines river and its tributaries drain the western two
thirds of the area; the head water15 of Skunk, Iowa, and Cedar 
rivers drain the eastern one-third. These streams and their 

, 
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FlO, 17.-Sketch map of the Wisconsin drift lobe in Iowa showing hilly morainal areas, (Com' 
piled from sources published in volumes of the Iowa Geological Survey.) 
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tributaries are in youth, and hence drain only a' comparatively. 
small part of the area. Between the heads of the drainage lines 
are broad stretches of undrained lands. Numerous lakes, ponds, 
and m.arshes are striking features of the surface. Many arti
ficial drainage projects have been completed in recent years, and 
as a result much of the formerly wet untillable land is now under 
cultivation. 

Within this area of Wisconsin drift two types of surfaces may 
·be recognized: the terminal and recessional moraine type and 
the ground moraine type. The former type of surface is char
acterized by marked relief; the latter by slight or gently un
dulatory relief. The accompanying sketch, fig1,lre 17, shows the 
major morainal areas which have been mapped and the areas of 
ground moraine. 

The morainal hills as a rule rise above the level of the ground 
moraine plain and have no definite relations to drainage lines. 
They are constructional surface feature's due to deposition. The 
piles of debris which the glacial ice deposited at its margin have 
a "knob and kettle" topography, with the knobs diffe.ring in 
size and height, irregularly spaced, and limited in distribution. 
The kettle shaped ' depressions are the low spots among the 
knobs, as.in figure 18. They differ in size and depth and many 
of them contain pond water. The kettles are likewise limited in 

FIG. IS.-Morainic knob and kettle in Dickinson county. ' 
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distribution since they are a1)sociated with the knobs of the 
moraines or are depressions adjacent to the moraines. 

' In some places the morainal areas have rolling hills with 
slopes of low angles, with crests at different elevations, and with 
the spaces between the hills presenting no definite arrangement. 
Such features· are' in sharp contrast to the features of a 
topography developed by erosion. 

The glacial movement which extended the Wisconsin ice sheet 
over the land was limjted to the distance it could push the ice 
margin and there maintain it in spite of the factors which were 
operating to cause it to retreat. Where the melting of the ice 
just kept pace with the ice advance the debris carried by the 
glacier was deposited to form marginal moraines. If the halt 
was long, great piles of detritus develQped stroJlg moraines; but 
if the halt was short or the ice was loaded only lightly then the 
resulting moraines were small. Because the morainic areas oc
cupy positions once definitely related to the ice sheet it is in the 
larger features of distribution, extent, and size that some classi
fication of the moraines can be made. For example, one large 
morainic area near the border of this Wisconsin drift area has 
'been na:med the Altamont moraine. A smaller series of morainic 
ridges within the drift area is known as the Gary moraine. Other 
minor areas of morainic topography are unnamed or have local 
names. 

The ground moraine type of surface is a drift plain. If in- . 
stead of the glacial margin remaining stationary to pile up ' 
knobs and hills the retreat of the ice sheet was relatively uni
form, the glacial load was laid down in a well distributed sheet 

. of drift. ' The surface of course was not smooth although it was 
approximately le>;el. No drainage lines were established except 

. those carrying water from the melting ice. In the depre'ssions 
the water gathered to form lakes and ponds, . some of which in 
the course of time were'destroyed by having their shallow basins 
filled 'with sediment and organic material. Areas of peat and 
black muck are witness to the number of these former low spots. 
Their distribution in Wright county is shown on the accompany
ing sketch map, figure 19, prepared from the soil survey map of 
the county. 

The drift plain, as the.level areas are called, is gently undulat-
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FIG, 19,-Sketch map showing peat, muck and lake areas on the Wisconsin drift plain in Wright 
' county, ' 

ing. Very broad dome-shaped elevations, or elongated low 
ridges rise slightly above the general level of the plain. In'- the 
lower parts of the plain are the lakes, ponds, and marshy areas. 
Over the area as a whole the dividef? are discontinuous and the 
valleys lack the features of valleys with an erosional history. 

Whereas the major part of the Wisconsin drift surface is geo
logically very new, it has in some parts been undergoing effective 
drainage. The waters which flowed from the melted ice started 
channels which were easily followed by the runoff from rains. 
The low areas between these channels soon filled with water and 
overflowed to the channels. Some open sags carried surface 
waters as if they were eroded valleys. Only a limited part of the 
surface water could be retained by the ir'regularities of ,the plain, 
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and the rest was forced to seek the low saddles and to open 
courses in which it established new drainage lines . . 

The present drainage is in an early stage of stream develop
ment and adjustment. Streams such as that shown in figure 20 
are common. Only the lower courses of the secondary streams 
and the larger rivers show valleys due to erosion, and these val
leys are steep-sided and narrow, as the Des Mojnes valley near 

,... 
FIG. 20 .-A young, unincised stream valley on the Wisconsin drift, Palo Alto county. 

Boone, figure 21. A few of the large streams hav:e narrow flood
plains in valleys whi~h mayor may not have been developed by 
the present streams. The gradient of the smaller streams is so 
slight that ditches have been made in many places to straighten 
the channels and to bring them with steeper gradients to the 
larger drainage li~es. Even by ditching the fall attained is rare~ 
ly more than one foot per mile. 

The depositional topography of the Wisconsin drift area is in 
sharp contrast with the old erosional surface of southern Iowa 
and with the drift mantled surfaces of the Iowan drift areas. 

LOESS DEPOSITIONAL TOPOGRAPHY 

A narrow strip three to twenty miles in width borderjng the 
flood-plain of Missouri river has loess depositional topography. 
The area includes parts of Woodbury, Monona, Harrison, Pot
tawattamie, Mills, and Fremont counties, as shown in figure 6. 
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. To the west is the Missouri flood-plain; to the east is the loess 
mantled erosional topography of the Crawford area already de-
scribed. . 

The area 01 loess depositional topography has a greater thick
ness of loess than the area with loess mantled erosional topogra
phy. Here, a considerable part of the relief is in loess, as Ii 

thickness of 90 feet has been measured above the level of the 

~ 

FIG. 21.-Des Moines river valley in Boone county, showing the narrow, steep-sided valley in 
the Wisconsin drift. 

~ansan gumbotil, and thicknesses somewhat greater have been 
reported by well drillers. 

The characteristic features of the thick loess area are the ap
parent lack of system in the divides, the sharp hills with stepped 
slopes, and steep valley walls in many places cut by gullies. The 
relief is more than two hundred feet within distances of a few 
miles. The area is very rough for a region with such moderate 
relief. . 

. The inter stream areas do not rise by successive elevations to 
. the divides but present a series of irr~gular, broken, ~orth and 

south ridges whIch face the west and are interrupted at each 
.str:eamway. The prevailing westerly Winds which carried .the 
l?ess chiefly from the Missouri flat have been the controlling 

. . 
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factor in the distribution and development of the l<?ess topogra
phy. 

The hills which separate the waterways are in many places 
narrow crested and steep sided and have a series of small ter
races or steps called '.' cat-steps" on the more abrupt slopes, as 
shown in figure 22. These "cat-steps" are the result probably 
of slipping or faulting along the characteristic ·vertical joint 

F IG. 22.-Loess hills in Monona county interrupted by a valley. ·The "cat-steps" or small ter -
r aces ar e well shown by the snow lodged on them. . 

planes of the loess. The features of loess-built hills are well 
illustrated in figures 23 and 24: 

The thick loess area is well drained. It lies across the lower 
parts of the westward flowing tributaries of Missouri river, 
whose heads are beyond the thick loess. The larger streams 
have relatively broad flood-plains on which the streams meander 
in short turns. The margins of the valleys are · sharply marked 
by steep slop~s and the characteristic hills of the area. These 
hills readily develop gullies with vertical sides. In no other un- . 
consolidated materials are like features developed to such an 
extent. Lateral stream erosion is fairly· rapid but vertical down- . 
cutting of the streams is slow. I 

LACUSTRINE DEPOSITIONAL TOPOGRAPHY 

With the exception of a few small drained. lake basins within 
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FIG. 23.-Loess hills in Harrison county, showing the "cat·steps" on the slopes . 

the Wisconsin drift 'area there is but one extensive area in Iowa 
which has typical lake bed topography_ This is the old Lake 
Calvin basin in southeastern Iowa, extending along Iowa and 

FIG. 24.-General view over loess constructional topography. Talbot Hills, near Sioux City. 
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Cedar rivers from their juncture up each valley for some twenty
five or thirty miles. . The area is broadly V shaped, and includes 
parts of Johnson, Cedar, Muscatine, Louisa, and \Vashington 
counties, as shown in figure 6. 

The old lake beaches are in some pla'ces still preserved, former 
islands now stand as hills separated by saddles from the lake 
shore, and breaks in the former lake shore line are distinctly 
traceable to streams now active. The materIals deposited in the 
lake basins from incoming waters tended to level up the lake bed 
and to smooth its floor. When the downcutting of the lake outlet 
finally drained the lake there was left a broad expanse of level 
land, with rises to old beaches around its margin and to hills, 
formerly islands, within the basin. The lake bed after the lake 
was drained was not covered at once by vegetation; before it 
became so protected winds piled up some of the surface materials 
into dunes, so that when vegetation was established the surface 
was not flat everywhere but was in places hummocky and in 
places flat as it is today. 

ALLUVIAL DEPOSITIONAL TOPOGRAPHY 

Along each of the major streams at the border of the state, 
and also along the valleys of many of the tributary streams with
in 'the state, there are flood-plains and terr~ces, some of which 
are of considerable extent and some of which are small. The 
flood-plain a:reas during times of flood have sediments deposited 
upon them. During normal stages of the stream these areas are 
dry. If the stream becomes graded at the level below that at 
which the flood-plain was built a terrace is formed. 

The flat along Missouri river is exceptionally well developed. 
It is 'partly drained by the tributaries which cross it. Between 
these tributaries there are ponds, marshes, 01' small lakes formed 
either in relation to the settling of soft sediments or by the dam
ming off by bars of part of the old river bed. The surface relief 
of flood-plains is low, and their general slopes follow closely the 
slopes of the streams which form them. . J 

Because flood-plains are limited in elevation to the height to 
which the waters of the streams rise there are distinct boundar
ies' to these flood-plains on the shoreward side. The slopes above 
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them may be low or steep since theflood-p~ain is essentially in-
dependent of bordering areas. . 

Flood-plain deposits are usually only temporary deposits. The 
ever-working meanders cut at the outsides of the curves and :fill 
in on the insides, thus changing the channel and shifting the 

. debris ever nearer and nearer to the ocean. The accompanying 
sketch, figure 25, shows the ilnportant shifts which were made 
along the border of Harrison county by Missouri river between 
the, years 1804 and 1898. 

The materials which a stream carries are largely soil materials 
washed from the surfaces of its drainage basin. It is the com
posite of many soils, and when deposited on the flood-plain it is 
wonderfully fertile. The constant shifting of the flood-plain ' 
material often influences seriously the flood-plain areas which 
are under cultivation. 
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Introduction* 
The history of the investigations and classifications of the pre

Illinoian Pleistocene deposits of Iowa is interwoven intimately 
with the history of investigations and classifications of all the 
deposits of Pleistocene age in Iowa and adjacent states of the 
Mississippi Valley. It seems best therefore not to attempt to 
treat the pre-illinoian history independently . but rather to in
clude it as a part of the history of investigations and classifica
tions of the whole Pleistocene of the Mississippi Valley. But 
this history w.ill not be presented here in great detail. Consider
ation will be given chiefly to those phases of the history which 
seem to be the most essential to a proper understanding of the 
development of present-day views regardIng the glacial and in
terglacial deposits of Iowa. 

In the year 1837, Louis Agassiz, then living in Switzerland, 
put forward the theory that there had been continental glaciation 
in Europe. This somewhat startling interpretation stimulated 
investigation of mantle' rocks both in Europe and in America. 
Soon in both countries abundant evidence had been found to place 
Agassiz's view of continental glaciation upon a firm basis. From 
that time glacial phenomena have been studied by many geolo~ 
gists, and year by year as investigations have continued, more 
and more of the complex phases of the history of the deposits 
which were made by glaciers during the Pleistocene or Glacial 
Period have been unraveled. N or has finer work been done any
where than by students of the glacial deposits of the Mississippi 
Valley. At first it was believed that all the phenomena could be 

. explained in relation to the advance and retreat of a single ice 
sheet. But soon evidence was found which indicated to some 
geologists that there had been two ice sheets separated by a long 
interglacial epoch. This evidence consisted in many places of a 
forest bed or buried soil separating two tills. For instance, bur
ied soils between tills were described i~ Dlinois · as early as 1868 

* This chapter was prepared by the senior author. It was printed and distributed in De
eember. 1928. 
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by Worthen.1 In a report of the Ohio Geological Survey ror 1869 
but published in 1871 Orton2 called attention to a buried peat 
neat Germantown, Ohio. Moreover, in the report of the Geolog
ical Survey of Ohio, Volume I, written in 1872, OrtonS stated that 
the interglacial stage was coming to be clearly recognized both in 
Europe and in America. Another interesting early reference to 
the significance of vegetable 'materi~nn relation to till was made 
by N. H. Winchell4 in 1873. He stated that he found leaves and 
wood in clay in the midst of tills in southeastern Minnesota, and 
expressed the view that the clay "may consist of the remains of 
a previous glacial. sheet, upon which rested vegetable growths of 
the surface, accumulating between the periods of glacial epochs." 
In the 3rd and 4th Annual Reports of the Geological and Natural 
History Survey of Minnesota, published in 1875 and 1876, re
spectively, Winchell described o'ccurrences of two tills separated 
by peat, and in Geology of Minnesota, Volume 1, '1884, he stated 
that in southeast Minnesota the peat separates an "old" drift or 
upper drift . from an "older" drift or lower drift. At this time . 
he recognized aiso in other parts of Minnesota a "younger' 'd .rift 
which is younger than his" old" drift. . 

Between the years 1875 and 1886 Chamberlin5 published sev
end important papers in which differences in topographic form 
and degree of alteration were emphasized as bases for different
iating tills. In fact he put greater emphasis upon the significance 
of these features than upon the forest beds. ' He recognized two 
tills in Wisconsin separated by a ' long interglacial intervaL He 
called the older till the First Glacial and the younger the Second 
GlaciaL In 1886 he stated that the subdivisions within each of 
these glacial epochs remained to be worked out but that some 

1 Worthen, A. G., Ill. Geol. Survey, Vol. III, pp. 75 and 87, 1868 . 
2 Orton, Edward, Report for 1869, Ohio Geol. Survey, pp. 165·167, 1871. 
S Orton, Edward, Geology of Ohio, Vol. I, p. 430 . 

. 4 Winchell; N. H., The Surface Geology: Minn. Geol. & Nat. Hist. Survey, First Ann. R ep. , 
pp. 61-62, 1873. . 

. 5 Chamberlin, T_ C_, The Extent and Significan ce of the .Wisconsin Kettle Moraines: Wis. 
Acad. ScL, Trans ., Vol. IV, pp. 201-234, 1878. (This paper was read about 1875.) 

Le Kettle Moraine et les Mouvements glacieres qui lui ont donne naissance : Congo Goo!. 
Intrat. Sess., 1878. Compt. Rend. pp. 254-268, 1880. . 

The Bearing of some Recent Determinations on the Correlation of the Eastern and Western 
Terminal Moraines: Am. Jour. ScL, Vol. XXIV. pp. 93-97, '1882. 

Geology of Wisconsin, Vol. I, pp. 271-272, 1883. 
The Terminal Moraines of the later epoch : Am. Assoc. Adv. ScL, Proc., Vol. XXXII, pp. 211-

212, 1883. • . 
(With Salisbury) Preliminary paper on the Driftless Area of the 'Upper Mississippi Valley: 

U. S. Geol. Survey, 6th Ann. Rep .. pp. 212·213, 1885. . 
An Inventory of our Glacial Drift: Am. Ass'n Adv. ScL, Proe., Va!. XXXV, pp. 195-211,1886. 
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evidence of the older drift area pointed to a dual division of the 
first epoch. 

From these splendid beginnings, investigations have continued 
year after year to the present time. As a result of these studies 
many chapters of the whole story of the Pleistocene of the Mis
sissippi Valley have now'been clearly outlined. 

Early Work in Iowa by Owen, White, rand McGee 
Before the year 1850, D. D. Owen6 considered the boulders of 

northeastern Iowa to have been" ice drifted by currents setting 
in from the north before the land emerged from the ocean." C. 
A. White1 was apparently the -first geologist to consider critic
ally the drift phenomena of Iowa. He recognized the glacial 
origin ofl the material and referred some of the materials to their 
true sources. But it is to McGee that credit must be given for 
ha~ng made the first important contributions to the unraveling 
of the complex history of the glacial deposits of Iowa. In 1878 
he8 announced that the forest bed of northeastern Iowa was 
penetrated 'in wells, which showed that the v.egetahle deposits 
lay between tills and were therefore interglacial. McGee at this 
time must have been familiar with the work of Winchell in Min
'nesota on peat beds separating tills, and ' probably knew that 
Chamberlin in Wisconsin had differentiated two tills separated 
by an interglacial epoch, but he made no reference to their in
vestigations. In 1879 McGee9 published another paper in which 
he classified the superficial formations of northeastern Iowa. 
Included in his list of materials is sand and gravel with wood 

. which constitutes his forest bed, which was ascribed to an inter
glacial epoch of long duration. Two years later, McGee10 in a 
paper on the relations of geology to agriculture summarized the 
results of two type sections, one along the 92nd meridian in Iowa 
and the other along the 89t;h meridian in Illinois. This paper is 
of unusual interest, particularly because the glacial deposits of 
northeastern Iowa which in recent years have been the subject of 

6 Owen, D. D ., Report of a Geological R econnaissance of the Chippewa l; nd district of Wis
consin, and the northern part of Iowa: U. S. 30th Cong., 1st session , Doc. 57, p . 70, 1848. 

1 -White, C. A., Report on the. Geological Survey of the State of Iowa, Vol. I, pp. 82-102, 1870. 
8 McGee, W J , On the Relative Positions of the Forest Bed and associated drift formations 

-in Northeastern Iowa : Am. Jour. Sci., Vol. XV, pp. 339-341, 1878. 
9 McGee, W J , On the Complete Series of Superficial Formations in Northeastern Iowa: Am. 

Ass'n Adv. Sci., Proc. , Vol. XXVII, pp. 198-213, 1879. 
- 10 McGee, W J , The Relations between Geology and Agriculture: Ia. Hort. Soc., Trans., 
Vol. XVI, pp. 227-240, 1881. 
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much controversy are described and interpreted. He recognized 
two tills in northeastern Iowa, an upper till and a lower till, each 
of which has its own distinctive characteristics. In places his 
upper till is the surface till and in other places the lower till is at 
the surface. Where both tills are found in a section they are 
separated by a forest bed or by its stratigraphic equivalent
"hardpan" or "gumbo "-which he stated is the modified upper 
portion of his lower till. Since even to the present time .th~re 
are .some differences of opinion among geologists with regard to 
McGee's interpretation of the glacial deposits of northeastern 
Iowa, especially with reference to what constituted his forest bed 
horizon, it is well because of later discussions of this subject in 
this paper to emphasize here that McGee in his paper in 1881 
made it clear that insofar as northeastern Iowa is concerned his 
"forest bed" and his "hardpan" or "gumbo" have the same 
stratigraphic position-that of separating his lower till from his 
upper till. It is well to keep in mind'also that McGee interpreted 
the loess in northeastern Iowa and in areas farther soutlt. as 
equivalent in age to his upper till. Although he did not recognize 
that the gumbo on the till beneath the loess in sputheastern Ipwa 
is younger than the gumbo on his lowe;r till in northeastern Iowa, 
nevertheless he described clearly ' the relationships of two tills 
with surface distribution in northeastern Iowa. 

In 1891 McGeell. published his final report on northeastern 
Iowa. This report was based on investigations begun in 1876. 
The field work was practically completed in 1881, and the greater 
part of the report was written during the ensuing winter. There 
was delay in pUblication until after the first topographic maps 
of the area were made, in 1887. During 1888 the territory was re
visited by McGee, "and the entire work of the previous decade 
was reviewed." Then his original report was revived, brought 
up to date, and prepared for the press. This compreherisive 
work is the ' product of mature deliberation based ·upon investi~ 
gations extending over a period of years, within which time his 
major interpr~tations were made known through the publication 
of papers in scientific journals, to some of which reference has 
already been made. It is well to emphasize again and again that 
McGee recognized only two tills in northeastern Iowa, his Upper 

11 McGee, W J, The Pleistocene History of Northeastern Iowa: U. S. Geol. Survey, 11th Ann. 
Rep" pp, 199-586, 1891. 
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Till and his Lower Till, separated by a forest bed or "hardpan" 
(gumbo). The topographic and lithologic character, strati
graphic relations, and geographic extent of the Upper Till and of 
the Lower Till were described in detail. It was pointed out that 
his Upper Till is younger than the gumbo-surfaced drift (present 
Kansan drift) of southern Iowa and older than the till of the 
Des Moines lobe (present Wisconsin drift). McGee believed that 
the loess was aqueous in origin and correlated the abundant loess 
deposits in northeastern, southern, and southeastern Iowa with 
his Upper Till, calling them. loess-drift or drift-loess. 

It will be shown later in this paper that McGee did not differ
entiate in northeastern Iowa a third drift, which has no mappable 
surface distribution within this area but which has been exposed 
in a few places within his area, in railroad cuts and in road cuts, 
and has been penetrated in well drillings. 

Chamberlin's Early Classifications 
In August, 1893, Chamberlini2 presented at the World's Con

gress of Geology a classification of the glacial deposits of the ' 
Mississippi Valley, in which he recognized a "Lowest till" separ
ated from a "Second till and loess" by the first known interval. 
The" Second till and loess" is separated from a younger till with 
distinctive moraines by the' iPost-loessial interval." 

In the year 1893 Chamberlin and McGee visited the Afton 
JunctioIl.-Thayer region in Union county, Iowa, wh~re they ex
amined the now famous exposures of tills and gravels. They in
terpreted the chief gravels to be kamelike deposits closely asso
ciated with the till upon which the gravels lie.J.3 Only at the 
Grand River pit was till exposed beneath the gravels. The till 
which lies on the gravels was considered by Chamberlin and 
McGee to have been deposited in connection with the second ice 
invasion. And now for the first time names were given to tills 
of different ages in Iowa. Chamberlin named the older of the 
two tills in the Afton Junction-Thayer region the Kansan till, 
and the younger till the East Iowan till. He believed that these 
two tills were of the same age as McGee's Lower Till and Upper 
Till, respectively, which had been mapped areally in northeastern 

1 2 Chamberlin, T . C., R eview of the I ce Age at the World's Congress of Geology : American 
Geologist, Vol. XII, pp. 223-231, 1893. 

1 8 Chamberlin, T . C., in James Geilde's The Great Ice Age, pp. 753-764, 1894. 
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Iowa. He stated in Geikie's Great Ice Age, p'age 760, that" The 
designation East Iowan'Formation is chosen because it has been 
most carefully worked out by Mr, McGee in northeastern Iowa 
and there' displays its most distindive features." At this time 
no name was given to the gravels separating the Kansan till from 
the East Iowan till in the Afton Junction region nor to the forest 
beds, peats, and soils, which in many places in Iowa were known 
to separate two tills and were interpreted to be the products of 
the first interglacial epoch. 

Chamberlin, in referring in Geikie's Great Ice Age to the drift 
series in .the Mississippi Valley, included a grouping on a three
f.old basis. The three stages Of glaciation were named from 'the 
oldest to the youngest "Kansan stage of gl~ciation," "East 
Iowan stage of glaciation," and" the East Wisconsin stage of 
glaciation~" No names were given here for the intervals of de
glaciation. 

In a review of Geikie's Great Ice Age, Upham14 suggested that 
in Chamberlin's classification of the glacial deposits of N2rth 
America the names East Iowan and East Wisconsin be shortened 

/ to Iowan and Wisconsin. 
In 1895 Chamberlin1 5 publis~ed a paper entitled" The Classifi

cation Of American Glacial Deposits", in which he accepted Up
ham's suggestion and used the names Iowan and Wisconsin in
stead of East Iowan and East Wisconsin. In referring to the 
Kansan drift he stated that the teim Kansan had been applied to 
the oldest drift because of .its great extent iJl the direction of the 
arid plains and because it appeared in the . state of Kansas free 
from complications with other formations. The name Aftonian 
was here used for the first time. The author's statement is as 
fbllows: 

" 'Subsequent to the formation of the Kansan sheet of till and accom" 
panying assorted deposits there was a notable retreat of the ice . . . . . 
During this stage of retreat there were accumulations of muck and peat 
reaching a reported depth of twenty-five feet. One of the best exposures 
of this horizon is found between Afton and Thayer, Iowa, and froni. the 
former a euphonious name may be taken. Owing to the scarcity of gravel 
in the drift territory- of southern Iowa the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 
Railroad has made extensive excavations upon these gravel deposits lying 

104 The American Geologist, Vol. XV, p. 56, 1895. 
1 5 Chamberlin, T. C., ·The Classmcation of American Glacial Deposits: Journal of Geol., Vol. 

III, pp. 270·277, 1895 . 
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between an upper sheet of till reaching a thickness of 40 to 60 feet and a 
lower till of less depth. The gravels appear to be kamelike accumulations, 
at least they are great lenses lying upon the surface of the lower till. This 
lower till is believed to ,belong to the Kansan stage and the upper to the 
Iowan. On the surface of the gravels there accumulated at points a deep 
mucky soil, in which occur considerable quantities of vegetable debris. 
This is believed. to occupy the same horizon as the numerous peaty de
posits described by McGee in eastern Iowa. " 

From this statement it is evid~nt that the term Aftonian as 
first used was applied only to the horizon represented by soil 
bands, peat, and muck, and was correlated with the forest bed of 
McGee. According to the classification of Chamberlin's paper, 

, the name K:'ansan was used for the lower till and Iowan for the 
upper till in the Grand River pit. The Aftonian bed,s prope'r 
were considered to have been deposited in the interval separating 
the two tills. At the Grand River pit the deposits were classified 
as follows: 

Iowan drift 
, Aftonian interval 

Kansan drift and associated gravels. 

Chamberlin's classification of the glacial and interglacial de
posits at this time was as foliows: 

5. Wisconsin drift 
4. Toronto int.erglacial deposits 
3. Iowan drift 

, 2. Aftonian interglacial deposits 
1. Kansan drift. 

The interval between the Iowan and Wisconsin stages of glacia
tion was ' provisionally named Toronto because of excellent ex
posures of interglacial fossiliferous beds along the Don valley in 
Toronto, Ontario, which it was thought might prove to be of this 
age although it was recognized that the grounds for this correla
tion were not very st,rong. 

Dawson's Albertan Drift and Its Relations to the .·Drifts of the 
Mississippi Valley 

In the year 1895 Dawson16 described a general section of the 
drift deposits of southwestern Alberta, Canada, in which he cor-

-' 

16 Dawson, G. M ., Note on the GlaCial Deposits of Southwestern Alber ta: Jour. G~ol., Y olo 
III , pp. 507·511, 189~ . . ., 
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related two boulder clays in his region with the Kansan and 
Iowan of McGee's area. Moreover, in his region he found grav
els older than the Kansan and derived from "western" boulder 
clay. He stated: 

"According to the scheme of classification suggested above it will be 
observed that the western boulder-clay must represent an epoch of glacia
tion antecedent to the Kansan. There can be but little' doubt that this 
corresponds with the time of maximum development of the Cordilleran 
ice sheet, but as there was at least one subsequent epoch of important de
velopment of this ice sheet I would suggest that this stage may be named 
'Albertan'. The Albertan 'formation' to comprise both the ' western' 
boulder clay and the derived 'Saskatchewan gravels'." 

Early Mapping of Kansan and Iowan Drifts. and Related 
Materials by Members of the Iowa Geological Survey 

The present Iowa Geological Survey was organized in 1892 
with Samuel Calvin as State Geologist. In December, 1894, N or
ton11 submitted for pUblication by the Survey a report on the 
geology of Linn county, which is :within the northeastern Iowa 
area described by McGee. Here Norton described two tills, the 
Lower Till or Kansan till and the Upper Till or East Iowan till. 
His differentiation of these two tills was in accordance with Mc
Gee's description of these two tills. In referring to McGee's 
work on the drift he said: 

"It has been so thoroughly interp~eted by MlcGee that only supple
mentary notes need be given here. " 

In the same annual report of the Iowa Geological Survey, Gor
donLB described the till of Van Buren county as being Lower Till. 

During the field season of 1895 the Iowa geologists mapped 
the Lower and Upper tills, the Kansan and the Iowan, respective
ly, within McGee's northeastern Iowa area and in areas to the 
south, southwest, and west of this area. ' In a report on the geol
ogy of Jones ,county Calvin19 stated: 

"The superficial deposits of Pleistocene origin are somewhat' complex. 
Th~y embrace (1) two sheets of till known respectively as the Kansan 
and Iowan drift; (p) some beds of water-laid sands and gravels that are 

11 Norton, W. R., Geology of Linn County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IV, pp. 168-174, 1895. 
18~~.Gordon, C. R., Geology of Van Buren County, Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IV, p. 206, 

,19 Calvin, Samuel, Geology of Jones County: Iowa GeoI. Survey, Vol. V, pp. 63-70, 1895. 
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probably interglacial or Aftonian in age; (3) beds of loess, clays, and 
associated sands that overlie both first and second till, and are connected 
genetically with events taking place between, . and in front of, the ice 
lobes developed along the attenuated marg~n of. the Iowan glaciers; and 
(4) alluvial beds of clay, sand and gravel of moz:e recent origin, deposited 
on the flood plains of the streams. The Kansan drift is quite generally 
concealed by the newer till. It is seen, however, in a few natural ex
posures where rain water has cut through the thin Iowan drift or in 
places where the second drift has been bOdily removed." 

In referring to the Iowan till he stated that it is superficial over 
the larger part of the drift plains, and that its thickness rarely 
exceeds twenty feet, and generally it is mllch less. He described 
the differences between the Kansan till and the Iowan till, and 
proposed the name Buchanan gravels for the yellowish, stratified, 
generally cross-bedded sands and gravels which in places 'separ
ate these two tills, and which Calvin at this time thought were of 
the same age as the Aftonian gravels at Afton Junction ill Union 
county. 

In a re:[lort on the geology of Washington county Bain.20 . de
scribed the Kansan drift and stated: 

"No well defined forest bed which can be traced from place to place has 
been found. " 

He considered the loess which overlies the Kansan till to be 
Iowan in age. In his report on Appanoose county, Bain21 de~ 
scribed .the drift of that county as Kansan drift: 

Tilton,22 in a report on the geology of Warren county, de
scribed the Kansan drift, which he stated: 

"Extends over the southern and western part of Iowa. " 

In 1896 Calvin23 published a paper on his Buchanan gravels. 
He stated: . . 

"While, therefore, the gravels lie between two sheets of drift and for 
that reason may be called interglacial, probably Afto~ian, they yet belong 
to the time of the first ice melting, and are related to the Kansan stage of 
the glacial series as the loess of northeastern Iowa is related to the Iowan 
stage. " . 

20 Bain, H. F ., Geology of Washington County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. V, pp. 152·156, l895. 
21 Bain, H . F., Geology of Appanoose County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. V, pp. 406·408, 1895. 
22 Tilton, J. L ., Geology of Warren County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. V, pp. 317'320, 1895. 
23 Calvin, Samuel, The Buchanan Gravels: an Interglacial Deposit illl Buchanan County, Iowa: 

Amer. Geol., Vol. XVII, pp. 76'78, 1896. 
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LlAgain he :,stated: . 
I.. . . . 

~,' I,' 9v¢rl,yihg the gravel is a thin layer of Iowan,, 4rift not more than two 
<)r ~h,ree ', feet iI.1 thickneSs, ' ~ut ch~rged with ~ra'y. granite boulders of 
rj:iassive siz'e. ". . . . . The surface of the whole ' surro~mding region is 

. thickly' stre~n with Iowan boulders. It is evident that the Iowan drift 
~heet was spread over northeastern Iowa after ,the gra,vels were in place. " 

, In the same year, 1896, Shimek24 put forward the theory that 
the loess in Iowa is not aqueoglacial in origin, as had been be
lieved, but is eolian_ ,He ,.presented fossil, textural, and topo
g'r:aphic ' evidence to support hIS view. 

:" As has been stated, 'the' early classifications of ~he drift dep9sits 
qfJowa recognized onl)T two drift sheets older than the Wiscon
sin drift. And these two drift sheets, the Kansan and the Iowan, 
li~d been m~p:ped ,with but little difficulty ,in several counties in 
Iowa by members of the Iow~ Geological Survey, from McGee's 
~escriptio~s of his Lower and U;pper tills in northeastern Iowa. 
,The Des Moines lobe was recognized as belonging to the Wiscon
sin drift. The Iowan was given no .definite limit~ to the south of 
McGee's area, but Chambedin and ,McGee. h~q considered it to 
be prese~t south of Des Moines i? 1]nion c<:Hlnty. 

Bain's Correlation Studies 
Bain25

' stated _~ -

- " In 1895 Calvin, began his work in Johnson county and quickly recog
niz~d that the drift sheets present in the northern and southern portions 
of the ' county, respectively, ~ere radically different in age. If the sur
face drift of the paha region were Iowan, that of southern Johnson county 
must be something earlier, and he accordingly referred it to the Kansan. 
Mter spending S9me days in Johnson county in company With P rofessor 
Calvin; the present writer extended the work into Washington county 
and assigned the drift there to the Kansan and the loess to the Iowan. 
These were known to be in all respects identical with that previously 
studied in Keokuk and Mahaska counties, and present throughout much 
of the southern portion of the state, and accordingly the deposits of Ap
panoose and vVarren counties were placed with those of Washington." 

In the same paper he stated : 

:24 Shhnek~ ·Ii .. A' T~e~rY of 'the Lo~ss: I{)wa Acad, Qt Sci., Proc., Vol. III, pp. 8j!-89, '1896, 
' 2 5 Bain •. H_ 'F ,. Relations of the Wisconsin and Kansan Drift Sheets in Central ' Iowa, and 

Relat~d Phenoinena : Io\"a Gedl. 'Survey, Vol. VI . pp. 463-464, 1896. 

, . 
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"Since the upper drift at Afton had been considered to be Iowan a 
.number of visits to the locality were made for the purpose of studying 
the relations of tlie drift sheets at tha.t point. The drift in Polk county 
was traced southward and found to be the same as the upper drift at 
Afton Junction. At the· latter point it showed the upper zone of fer
rugination, the leaching, the weathered boulders, and all the physical 
ch~racteristics which had come to be recognized as peculiar to the Kansan 
in the surrounding region. Its 'r elations to the loess were the same, as 
was also its topographic development. In short, the upper drift at Afton 
was found to be the same as that which was elsewhere recognized as 
Kansan, and a still lower pre-Kansan drift sheet was recognized. 

"The pre-Kansan drift is probably the equivalent of the Albertan as 
described by Dawson, though the connection has not yet been worked out 
and quite probably never can be placed beyond dispute." 

Revision of Early Classifications 

Chamberlin2 6 in an editorial in the J ollrnal of Geology dis
cussed the glacial deposits of the Mississippi Valley in relation 
to the new facts which had been discovered by Bain. He stated: 

"The investigations of the Iowa geologists have led to the quite firm 
conviction that the upper till sheet of the series in southel,'n Iowa is the 
lower member in eastern Iowa .. .. . . . In harmony with these views the 
upper till hl southern Iowa has been designated Kansan in the recent 
Iowa reports. 

"During the pastsummer I have had the pleasure of making two ex
cursions with Mr. Bain of the Iowa Survey to localities where the above 
formations are advantageously exhibited, and I have been impressed with 
the co'gency of the arguments of the Iowa geologists. While, therefore, 
the case cannot be said to be demonstrative, as yet, it seems best to accept 
the application of the nomenclature adopted by the Iowa Survey. This 
place~ the Aftonian beds below the Kansan series instead of above them. " 

In a later ' part of the editorial he gives the Plei~tocene series 
in the Mississippi Valley as modified and included the illinoian 
till sheet which had been determined by Leverett to have invaded 
Iowa from Illinois at some time between the Kansan and the 
Iowan. . Chamberlin stated: 

"The series in the Mississippi basin, as thus modified, would be as fol
lows in stratigraphic order : 

26 Chamberlin, T, C" Editorial, ·Jour, Geol., Vol. IV, pp, 872'876, Oet.·Nov., 1896. 
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9. Wisconsin till sheets (earlier and later). 
8. Interglacial deposit (Toronto, perhaps). 
7. Iowan till sheet. 
6. Interglacial deposit. 
5. Illinoian till sheet (Leverett). 
4. Interglacial deposits (Buchanan of Calvin). 
3. Kansan till sheet. 
2. Aftonian beds. Interglacial. 
1. Albertan drift sheet. " 

In this paper Chamberlin gave also a system of time ratios 
based upon his impression of the relative amounts of erosion and 
weathering of the drifts. His ratios were as follows: Time since 
close of Wisconsin 1 unit, since earliest Wisconsin moraine 2 1/2 
units, since Iowan 5 units, since illinoian in Iowa 8 units, and 
since Kansan 15 units. No attempt was made to estimate the age 
of the pre-Kansan drift. 

In 1897 Calvin21 summarized the Iowa formations as follows: 

"I. First stage of glaciation, Albertan. Invasion of Iowa by glaciers 
and distribution of lowest sheet of till. 

II. First interglacial stage; Aftonian. Melting and retreat of glaciers 
and deposition of gravels, followed by a. long period of forest growth de
velopment of soils, and modification of the original drift. 

III. Second glacial stage, Kansan. Cold more intense and glaciation 
more general than during the first stage. Distribution of McGee's lower 
till. 

IV. Second interglacial stage, Btu;ha,na;n. lntroduced by deposition 
of gravels in Buchanan, Black Hawk, Floyd, Cerro Gordo and other coun
ties. This stage was very long and the surface of the second drift sheet 
was profoundly modified by erosion, oxidation and leaching before it came 
to a close. 

V. Third, stage of glaciation, Illinois. During this stage only a small 
part of Iowa, embracing portions of Louisa, Des Moines, and Lee counties, 
was invaded by glaciers. The ice came from the northeast, bringing 
boulders from the eastern shores of Lake Huron. 

VI. Third interglacial stage (unnamed), during which the modifica
tion of the second drift sheet proceeded over the greater portion of Iowa. 
The small area occupied . by the third deposit of drift also suffered more 
or less of modification . . 

VII. Fourth glacial stage, Iowan. During this stage the northern 
half of Iowa !Vas overrun ' by glaciers. The southern limit of this incur
sion may be traced a few miles north of a line drawn from Iowa City to 
Des Moines, and then deflected northwestwardly to Plymouth county. It 

21 Calvin, S., Iowa Geol. . Survey, Vol. VII, 18, 19, 1897 ; Amer. Geol. XIX, 270·272, 1897. 
Annals of Iowa. (3), III, No.1 , 1·22, 1897. . 
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was during this stage that the enormous granite boulders so conspiGuous 
in Bremer, Black Hawk, Buchanan and other counties in northeastern 
Iowa were transported and deposited where they now lie. 

VIII. Fourth interglacial stage, Toronto ( ~) This fourth ·interglacial 
stage was short as compared with the second, and probably with the 
third. The amount of erosion, oxidation and leaching that during this 
interval took place in the surface of the fourth sheet of drift is altogether 
inconsiderable. The amount of change that has taken place since the be
ginning of the interval up to the present time is comparatively small. 

IX. Fifth glacial stage, Wisconsin. The last invasion of Iowa by 
glacial ice occurred in times so recent, geologically speaking, that the 
youngest sheet of till exists . practically in the condition in which the 
glaciers left it. The area in Iowa affected by this last invasion is nearly 
triangular in shape, the. base of the triangle coinciding with the north line 
of the state from Worth to Osceola counties, with the apex located at 
Des Moines. In the northern part of this area there are numerous 
stretches of ill·drained lands, the surface is only· very gently undulating 
and thlf stream· channels, where defined at all, have cut only a foot or two 
into the prairie sod. 

X. The recent. stage, since the retreat of the Wisconsin ice, brings 
Pleistocene history down to the present. The recent stage, while long as 
measured in years, has been too short to produce any appreciable effect in 
the surface of the Wisconsin drift." 

In the light of subsequent discussion in this paper of the drift 
west of the Des Moines lobe of Wisconsin drift in northwestern 

. Iowa it is of interest to state here that during the summer of 1896 
Professor Salisbury, who was connected with the United States 
Geological Survey and in charge of the Pleistocene work of the 
Geological Survey of New Jersey, "accompanied Mr. Bain upon 
a short trip across the northern part of the state, going as far 
west as Sioux City and Rock Rapids. The topographic charac
teristics of the Iowan and the Wisconsin were studied and the 
probable equivalence of the drift sheets east and west of the Des 
Moines lobe was tentatively deCided upon. n28 

First Discovery of Pre-Kansiam. Drift in Northeastern Iowa, 
in 1896 

It is well to emphasize again that McGee described only two . 
drifts in northeastern Iowa, and that for some time the Iowa 

28 Calvin, S., Administrative Report, Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. VII. p. 20. 1897. 

I · 
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Geological Survey had mapped only these two drifts in this area, 
McGee's Lower Till and Upper Till, the Kansan and the Iowan, 
respectively. Furthermore, for ' some tirrie it had been thought 
that the two drifts in the Afton Junctjon region were the Kansan 
and tlie Iowan, but it had late;r' become the consensus of opinion 
that the upper drift in this region was the Kansan drift of Mc
Gee's area and that the Aftonian of .the Afton Junction region 
lay below this Kansan drift 'and above the drift which had been 
named Kansan by Chamberlin but which after . the shifting of 
names was designated the pre-Kansan or sub-Aftonian, or, on the 
basis of Dawson's oldest drift, the Alhertan. But in the summer 
of 1896 a very' significant section was made available for study in 
a new railroad cut on the Chicago Great Western railway south
east of Oelwein, in Fayette county, which is in the heart of Mc
Gee's area. This section was described in a series of papers29 by 
Finch, Beyer, Macbride, and Calvin. 

The section as given by Beyer is as follows: 
, , 5. Boulder clay, rather dull-yellow in color; the upper portion is 

modified into a. thin soil layer. Large boulders, mainly' of the 
granitic type, are present, often resting on or partially imbedded 
in the deposits lower in the series. (Iowan) .... ____________ ____ .. _____ .. __ ...... _ 0-10 feet 

4. Sand and gravel-not a continuous deposit; often shows water 
action expressed in parallel stratification lines and false be"dding. 
The gravels are usually highly oxidized and fine textured. (Buch- . anan) ____________________ __________ ~ _________ ______ ____________________________ .. _______ : ________ _______________ 0- 2 feet 

3. Till, usually bright-yellow above, graduating into a gray-blue when 
dry or a dull-blue when wet, below. This deposit is massive and 
exhibits a te.ndency to joint when exposed. Decayed granitic boul-
ders are common_ (Kansan) ____________________________________________________________________ 3-20 feet 

2. a) Sand, fine-white, well ·water-worn; often with a slight admix-
ture of silt and clay. (Aftonian) ______________________________ __________ ____ ________ ___ 0- 6 inches 
b) Vegetal layer and soil, from two to four inches of almost pure 
carbonaceous matter, with one to three feet highly charged with 
humus_ The peaty layer often affords specimens of moss (Hyp-
num) perfectly pl·eserved. (Aftonian) __ __ _____ . ___________ __ __________________ .. _____ 0- 4 feet 

1. Till, greenish-blue wheu wet or gray-blue with a greenish cast when 
dry_ ,Greenstones and , vein quartz pebbles predominate. (Sub-
Aftonian or Albertan.) Exposed ____________________________________ .. _______________ ._ 10 feet'" 

The three tills were jnterpreted to be, from the oldest to the 
youngest, the pre-Kansan, the Kansan, and the Iowan: The 'peat 
bed separating' the pre-Kansan and Kansan tills was believed to 
be Aftonian, and the s;mds and gravels separating the Kansan ' 
till from the Iowan till to be ;Buchanan. 

29 Finch, G. E ., Drift Section at Oelwein, Iowa: Proc., Iowa Acad. Sci., Vol. IV, pp, 54-58, 
1897; Beyer, S. W., Evidence of a Sub-Aftonian till sheet in Northeastern Iowa: idem, pp. 58' 
62; Calvin, Samuel, Summary of above papers: idem, pp, 66-68. 
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In a paper presented by. Calvin80 at the Des Moines meetin'g of 
the Iowa Academy of Science in DeG,ember, 1897, the views of the 
Iowa geologists at this time were clearly expressed as follows: 

"Our knowledge of Pleistocene. geology has moved with tremendous 
strides during the past two years. A review of· its progress would oC'cupy 
more space than can be given in this paper. A few points, however, must 
be noted. First, Bain showed that the till overlying the Aftonian beds 
was Kansan, the Lower Till of McGee, and not the .Iowan, or Upper Till, 
as had been assumed. This observation rendered necessary a series of 
adjustments in views previously entertained. A new drift sheet was 
added to the glacial series of this region, and the Aftonian and Buchanan 
beds were shown to lie at different horizons. Before the adjustment 
Chamberlin had published his classification of American glacial deposits 
which recognized the Kansan, Iowan, and .Wisconsin as the only glacial 
stages that had been worked out with aI).y satisfactory d~gree of definite
ness. It was in these early publications that the Aftonian beds were re
ferred to the interval betwee;n the Kansan and the Iowan. The adjust
mEmt following Bain 's demonstration of the true position of the Aftonian 
left the Buchanan gravels as the only recognized deposIt so far published 
representing this interval, and the term Buchanan offered itself as a con
venient designation for the second interglacial stage." 

. Regarding the use of this term he stated : 

"The use of the term Buchanan. as a name for an interglacial stage is 
open to criticism. It came into use tentatively before the recognition of 
the Illinoian drift as a stage distinct from either Kansan or Iowan had 
been published, and when the whole period of time between tb,e retreat 
of the Kansan and the invasion of the Iowan ice was supposed to be a sin
gle, uninterrupted, interglacial interval. It was first used in the precise 
sense in which the term AftoniaD' was originally used, and as a substitute 
for that term when it was shown that the Aftonian soils and gravels pre
ceded, the K~n.san stage. Since the recognition of the Illinoian glacial 
s~age the term has been used for the interval. following the Kansan in 
publications by Chamberlin, Calvin, and Scott. No great objection to its 
continued use can be urged. In fact, it is much to be desired that names 
once introduced should remain undisturbed, but it may after all be a 
decided ·gain to Pleistocene geology to select a name for the interval 
between the Kansan and Illinoian from some locality where true inter
glacial deposits are clearly intercalated between the Kansan and Illinoian 

. sheets of drift. ' , 

30 Calvin, s., The Interglacial Deposits of Northeastern Io,ya: Iowa Acad. Sci., Vol. V, pp. 
64·70. 1898. . 
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In this same paper he stated also: 

"McGee looked up'0n the forest bed as the plane of division between 
his lower and upper till, but later investigators following the lines which 
he_pointed out have reached the conclusion that his lower till embraces 
two distinct drift sheets, and that it is between these two that the forest 
bed invariably lies. Thus there are three drift sheets in northeastern 
Iowa, and in the recent literature referr~g to Pleistocene geology they 
are known respectively as Sub-Aftonian or Albertan, Kansan and Iowan. 
No forest material has been observed between the Kansan and the Iowan, 
but in this situation there occur extensive beds of stratified sands and 
gravels." 

Calvin believed that in northeastern Iowa the forest bed was 
"invariably" between the sub-Aftonian and Kansan tills. It Will 
be shown later that a "forest bed" is present also in many places 
at the same stratigraphic horizon as the sands and gravels separ
ating the Kansan and the Iowan. Between the Kansan and 
Iowan in many places there is the "gumbo'.' (Kansan gumbotil) 
which McGee correlated with his forest bed between his Lower 
and Upper tills. 

It is' well to refer here to the fact that after the discovery of the 
Oelwein section, in which there were three drifts exposed with a 
distinct forest bed between the lowest drift a:nd the intermediate 
drift, there were some geologists who believed and who still be
lieve that this forest bed was McGee's forest bed separating his 
Lower Till from his Upper Till and that since the names Kansan 
and Iowan had been given to these two tills the lowest till at the 
Oelwein cut should have been given the name Kansan and the till 
above the forest bed there should have been given the name 
Iowan, and that a new name should have been given at this time 
to the thin till which had been mapped widely in Iowa as Iowan. 
On this point there was some doubt in the minds of some of the 
geologists of the Iowa Geological Survey. For instance, BainSl 

stated: . 

"The Kansan has heretofore been correlated with the lower till as 
recognized by McGee,82 but certain recent observations seem to indicate 
that the latter may find its corr.elative in the pre-Kansan rather than the 
Kansan. At Oelwein in Fayette county, some excavations made by the 

81 Bain. H. F ., Relations of the Wisconsin and Kansan Drift Sheets in Central Iowa, and 
Related Phenomena: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. VI, pp. 466·467, 1896. 

82 Cha.mberlin, T. C., Journ. Geol., III, 273, 1895. 
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Chicago Great Western Railroad have revealed the presence of a well 
developed till below the Kansan and separated from it by an important 
peat bed. Above the Kansan the Iowan is characteristically displayed 
though its thickness is small. The three drift sheets with representatives 
of the Buchanan and Aftonian interglacial beds are shown in the one 
section. A review of sections published by McGee makes it more than 
doubtful whether the forest bed which he has so clearly shown to be 
present does not mark the Aftonian rather than "the Buchanan horizon." 

However, there is good argument in defense of the policy which 
has been followed by the Iowa Geological Survey, as has been 
shown in papers published by Calvin. Moreover, recent field 
study in; McGee's area has revealed evidence which indicates that 
the name Iowan has been used and is now being used for McGee's 
Upper Till and the name ' Kansan for McGee's Lower Till if 
proper emphasis is given to his descriptions of his two tills, the 
mapping of his two tills and his forest bed or gumbo rather than 
too great sttess given to his forest bed alone as has been the 
tendency of some geologists to do. At the time the Oelwein cut 
was described gravels and sand only had been found by Calvin 
and his assistants in sections separating the Iowan from the 
Kansan, whereas McGee emphasized the number of well records' 
in which a forest .bed separated his Lower Till from his Upper 
TilL Since, as stated above, it is now known that in McGee's .area 
there is in places a forest bed at the same stratigraphic horizon 
as the Buchanan sands and gravels and a forest bed at the strati
graphic horizon of the Aftonian, quite naturally McGee's forest 
bed in some of his sections is the forest bed between the' Kansan 
and the Iowan, as these names are now applied, and in others the 
forest bed lies between the Kansan and the pre-Kansan. It is 
not surprising that McGee, a pioneer in Pleistocene stu'dies, did 
not correctly interpret all the materials of the region in which 
his investigations were carried forward. He was in error, as 
were others of his day, in the interpretation of loess as being 
primarily of aqueous origin rather than of eolian origin. He cor
related the loess with his Upper Till, calling it in places loess 
drift or drift loess. Moreover, as has been stated, he recognized 
only two tills in an area .where it has been determined that there 
are three tills. He called his tills Upper Till and Lower Till and 
emphasized their separation by a forest bed or gumbo. His 
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. failure to identify the third drift is not vital to his argument as 
to his Upper Till . . It is probable that in some of his well records 
the forest bed did cor~ectly delimit this upper till. It is also un
doubtedly' true that in other records he included two tills above 
his forest bed. Furthermore, one is forced to the judgment from 

. our present knowledge of the area that his forest bed lay in places ' 
w:ithin a single till which was elsewhere either his Upper or his 
Lower till. From the descriptions in- the text the precise nature 
of the forest bed is not made clear. This is true especially of the 
forest bed described in wells in his chart and in his table. He 
stated :' 

"In no case in which the testimony was doubtful or. conflicting or in
consistent with the character of the surface has the record been intro
duced," 

Thus, there is indicated a selection of records, the basis for 
, which is given only in general. There was necessity also for the 

interpretation of statements as to the character of the material 
and other facts for 

"several of the ·sections are based on information derived from other 
observers, and a number of wells were reached immediately after com~ 
pletion or while walling up was in progress, and while yet the malterials 
thrown out were fresh and unalterea; and in such cases the statements 
of intelligent owners 01; excavators as to thickness of members, etc. were 
USUltlly accepted, unless the phenomena differed in kind or essentially in 
degree from those personally observed, " 

These facts do not make the data of his well sections invalid. 
They only argue caution in interpretation in relation to the facts 
known today in this area. From the data given in McGee's re
port alone it seems almost as absurd to correlate a particular 
well shaft exposure of a lorest bed with a particular interglacial . 
horizon as to identify, tills from two or more drift sheets by 
means of hand specimens. 

Practically all the well sections in McGee's report are of wells 
more than twenty-five feet deep. A study of nearly 200 given 
well sections shows that 40 per cent of them have the forest bed 
described. In a large majority of the cases this forest bed line or . 
the lower till surface where there is no forest bed is drawn with
in thirty feet of the top of the drift. The well sections may be ' 
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divided into two classes. One group is located outside the pres
ent area mapped as Iowan till, and . the Aftonian horizon may 
be represented-but in these wells the forest bed is usually absent 
and the distinction is made on the basis of till color and consist
ency. The other group lies within the Iowan area, and because 
of the known presence of Kansan gumbotil over wide areas, the 
thinness of the Iowan till, and the striking difference between the 
Iowan till and the gumbo til, the forest bed horizon here may 
properly be interpreted to represent the Kansan gumbotil hor
izon. The unconvincing character of the well records renders it 
unwise to make definite assertions as to McGee's interpretations. 
But independently of well records there is no doubt that there is 
an upper widespread till sheet geographically, stratigraphically, 
and topographically distinct in northeastern Iowa and resting on 
an older till which too has its own distinctive features. The'upper 
of these two tills has long been mapped as Iowan and the lower 
as Kansan. 

Introduction of Terms Yarmouth, Sangamon, ~d Peorian for 
Interglacial Stages 

In 1898 the names Yarmouth, Sangamon, and Peorian were in
troduced into the classification of Pleistocene deposits in the 
Mississippi Valley by Leverett.33 The name Yarmouth was' ap
plied to the soil and weathered zone at the junction of the llli
noian and the Kansan till sheets in the region of overlap between 
Davenport, Iowa, and Quincy, Illinois. Leverett stated: 

" The presence of this soil horizon was first brought to the writer's 
notice by a well section at Yarmouth in Des Moines county, Iowa. For 
this reason, and because the name of this village is less likely ' to be con- ' 
fUsing than names which are common, it seems appropriate to apply the 
name Yarmouth to this weathered zone. There is also .at Yarmouth not 
'only a soil horizon but apparently a pronounced erosion between the Illi
noian and Kansan sheets." 

The name Sangamon was applied to the soil horizon between 
the lliinoian till sheet and the Iowan loess. The first recognition 

38 Leverett, Frank, The Weathered Zone (Yarmouth) between the illinoian and Kansan till 
sheets: Jour. Geol., Vol. VI, pp. 238·2*3, 1898; Iowa Acad. Sci., Proc., Vol. V, pp. 81·86, 
1898. 

The Weathered Zone (Sangamon) between the, Iowan loess and Illinoian till sheet: Jour. 
Geol., Vol. VI, pp. 171·181, 1898; Iowa Acad. Sci., Proc., Vol. V, pp. 71·81, 1898. 

The Peorian Soil and Weathered Zone (Toronto formation I): Jour. Geol., Vol. VI; pp. 244· 
249, 1898 . . 

, 

• 
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of the occurrence of this definite soil horizon was reported by A. 
H. Worthen. In his report on Sangamon county, illinois, made 
in 1873, he called attention to a soil found at the base of the loess 
in Sangamon and neighboring counties. The name Sangamon 
was taken from this locality where the soil was first reported. 

The name Peorian was applied to the weathered zone at the 
contact between the Iowan loess, which was correlated with the 
Iowan till, and the Wisconsin till in the region of Peoria, Illinois. 
It will be recalled that Chamberlin in 1895 used provisionally the 
name Toronto for the inter.val between the Iowan and Wisconsin 
stages of glaciation because of excellent exposures of interglacial 
fossiliferous beds along the Don Valley in Toronto, Ontario, 
which he thought might prove to have this age. He recognized 
that the grounds ·for this correlation were not very strong and 
suggested that some less well developed and less known deposits 
might have to be looked to as a type of this interglacial horizon 
if the Toronto beds should prove to be unavailable. Leverett, in 
view of the uncertainty attached to this correlation, felt that it 
was advisable to employ a substitutional name which was appli
cable to the interval between the Iowan and Early Wisconsin. 
The name P eorian was used since in exposures east of Peoria, 
Illinois, there is decisive evidence of an interval of some length 
between the deposition of the loess which was correlated with 
the Iowan till and the Shelbyville till sheet, which appeared to be 
the earliest of the Wisconsin series. 

Leverett's Illinois Glacial Lobe 
In 1899 Leverett's monograph on the Illinois Glacial Lobe ap

peared.54 In this pUblication the classification of the Pleistocene 
deposits is given as follows, from the oldest to the youngest: 

(1) Oldest r ecognized drift sheet, Albertan of Dawson, and 
sub-Aftonian of Chamberlin; (2) Aftonian; (3) Kansan drift; 
( 4) Yarmoltth interval; (5) illinoian drift; (6) Sangamon inter
vai; (7) Iowan drift and main loess deposit; (8) Peorian, pos
sibly equivalent to Toronto of Chamberlin; (9) Early Wisconsin 
morainic drift; (10) unnamed interval shown by shifting of ice 
lobes; (11) Late Wisconsin morainic drift; (12) (13) (14) and 
(15) stages of Lake Chicago as given in an earlier publication. 

34 Leverett, Frank, The Illinois Glacial Lobe: U. S . Geol. Surv~y, Mon. 38, 1899. 
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Comparison Between Work of Last Quarter of 'the Nineteenth 
Century and Work Since About the Beginning 

of Present Century 
It is of interest to point out here that, whereas at the beginning 

of the last quarter of the nineteenth century students of Pleisto
cene glacial deposits in America were beginning to discover evi
dence which caused them to believe that there had been more than 
one glacial . epoch, by the end of the century there was general 
agreement among the glacial geologists who had studied in Iowa 
and adjacent states tb,at the evidence justified the interpretation 
that the Pleistocene history had been long and complex, embrac
ing five glacial stages and four interglacial stages, each of which 
had been named and described. From about the beginning of the 
present century until now the drift sheets and interglacial de
posits have been subjected to detailed study, the results of which 
have given clearer conceptions of the vari.ous epochs of the 
Glacial Period and of the Period as a whole than were possible 
earlier. Former views have been modified and refined and a 
better understanding has been reached with regard to many in
tricate problems, some of which have been explained satisfactor:
ily, whereas others still await solution. Some of the chief investi
gations with their results will be presented. 

The IoWlan Drift Described by Oalvin 
In the year 1899 Calvin published a paper35 in which he ' de

scribed fully the features of the Iowan drift which differentiate 
it from the other drift sheets of the Mississippi Valley. The 
paper refers to many aspects of the Iowan, including (1) the 
origin of the name Iowan; (2) the area occupied by the Iowan 
drift sheet; (3) the characteristics of the Iowan drift-the to
pography, color and composition 'of the till, its boulders, etc.; 
(4) relation of the Iowan to the "Forest Bed" of nnrtheastern 
Iowa; (5) comparison of the Iowan with the Kansan, the illi
noian and the Wisconsin tills; and (6) the Iowan margin, includ
ing a discussion of its sinuosities and digitations, the loess ridges 
along its margin, etc. . 

In this paper he explained the confusion which had arisen as a 
result of a third' drift having been found in northeastern Iowa, 

85 Calvin, Samuel, Iowan Drift: Bull . Geol. Soc. of America, Vol. 10, pp. 107-120, 1899. 
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the region about which McGee had written in terms of two tills 
only. He pointed 'out that the till to which the name Iowan was 
being applied had all the characteristics of McGee's Upper Till. 
In his discussion of the relation of the Iowan to the "Forest 
Bed" of northeastern Iowa, he made the following statement: 

"Remains of a fore!'!t bed which was overwhelmed and buried by ad
vancing glaciers are ~onspicuous in many_ of the drift sections in north
eastern Iowa. The abraded and splintered wood is distributed through a 
zone a number of feet thick, but it is most abundant in connection with, 
or just a little above, a definitely marked soil band and peat horizon. 
The principal belt through which forest material is distributed lies above 
the soil and peat. The soil band, peat beds, and forest remains, are all 
evidence of an interglacial age of longer or shorter duration, for th~re 
is a heavy underlying till sheet that is older than either soil or forest. 
Accordingly, in dividing the Pleistocene deposits of the region under 
consideration into a lower and an upper till, it was 'most natural that the 
soil, peat, and forest horizon should be adopted as the line of separation. 
For some time after the sheet of till we now call Kansan had been differ
entiated from the true Iowan by evidences of erosion and weathering the ' 
belief in a forest bed below the Iowan and above the Kansan was still 
entertained. The differentiation of the Iowan and Kansan till sheets 
was made as the result of studies carried on along or-near the margin of 
the Iowan drift. The two deposits were strikingly different. That they 
were separated by an immensely long interglacial interval was as clear as 
noonday. It was the unquestioned belief when the names Kansan and 
Iowan were applied tothe two drifts we are now considering that one was 
the upper till and the other 'the lower till of McGee, and that they were 
the formations to which the names Iowan and Kansan had been applied 
by Chamberlin. If there was a forest and soil bed, it must be between 
these two deposits, for as yet there was no evidence that there were more 
than two deposits to be taken into consideration. Gradually; however, as 
available sections were multiplied and opportunities for st~dy were en
larged, it was found that the fo~est bed and soil band were invariably 
located beneath the drift we had been calling Kansan, and that no' section 
anywhere revealed the presence of forest material immediately beneath 
the typical Iowan. A ferl'etto zone is there, with most convincing evi
dence of prolonged and profourl~ weathering, but no soil band, no buried 
forest-at least, none in any way comparable with the wealth of vegetable 
matter buried in and beneath the drift we have all learned to call Kansan. 
The forest zone separates the Kansan of the later literature relating to the 
Pleistocene from the oldest drift of the region, so far as known, from the . ' 
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lately 'added member of our Glacial series-the pre-Kansan or sub-Afton
ian till. " I 

As stated before, the author of this paper will present evidence 
in subsequent pages to show that Calvin was in error iIi. his belief 
that forest beds are present only at one horizon, namely, separat
ing the sub-Aftonian from the Kansan. Recent investigations in 
McGee's type area have shown that at many places there is or
ganic material-a forest bed-above the Kansan and below the 
Iowan. In fact, the number of known exposures of a forest bed 
or of McGee's equivalent, "the gumbo," is far greater between 
the Kansan and the Iowan than between the pre-Kansan and the 
Kansan in northeastern Iowa. 

It is of interest to note here in the light of subsequent discus
sions in this paper that Calvin thought that the Kansan drift was 
certainly 15 and possibly 50 times as old as the Iowan; that judg
ing by the changes that had been wrought in the surface of the 
Illinoian before the loess was laid down on it, this sheet of till is 
at least five or six times as old as the Iowan, and that the Iowan 
was" not more, or certainly not much more than twice as old as 
the Wisconsin." . 

Reports on Many Iowa Counties, and Other Geological 
Publications . 

During the years 1896 to 1909 inclusive the members of · the 
Iowa Geological Survey published reports on many counties in 
Iowa/6 including Johnson, Cerro Gordo, Marshall, Polk, Guthrie, 
Madison, Dallas, Delaware, Buchanan, Decatur, Plymouth, Car
roll, Humboldt, Story, Muscatine, Scott, Lyon and Sioux counties, 
Osceola and Dickinson counties, Hardin, Worth, Dubuque, Lou
isa, Marion,. Pottawattamie, Cedar, Page, . Clay and 0 'Brien 
counties, Webster, Henry, Cherokee and Buena Vista counties, 
J efferson, Wapello, Howard, Kossuth, Hancock and Winnebago 
counties, Mills and Fremont co~nties, Tama, Chickasaw, Mitchell, 
Monroe; Benton, Emmet, Palo Alto and Pocahontas counties, 
Jasper, ClInton, Fayette, Winneshiek, Clayton, Bremer, Black 
Hawk, Franklin, Sac and Ida counties, Jackson, Butler, Grundy, 
Hamilton and Wright counties, Iowa, Wayne, Poweshiek, Har
rison and Monona counties, and Dafis county. 

86 Reports of Iowa Geological Survey, Vols. VI to XX iM, 
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In these reports there is much detailed information -regarding 
the tills and interglacial materials in these counties. In the Polk 
county report, in Volume VII, Bain stated that the Kansan and 
Wisconsin tills are present and possibly the pre-Kansan. He be
lieved that a gumbo clay on the Kansan in Polk county and in 
Decatur county was the result of water deposition. The same 
author in his report on Plymouth county, in Volume VIII, re
ferred to the difficulty in clas·sifying, in northwestern Iowa, the 
drift of the area west of the Des Moines lobe of -Wisconsin drift. 
He thought the evidence favored the interpretation that the drift 
is Iowan or Illinoian in age. Wilder in his report on Lyon and 
Sioux counties, in Volume X, found far less leaching of the drift 
in northwest Iowa than had been found elsewhere. He thought 
it best to correlate this drift with the Kansan although it resem
bled the Iowan topographically. Macbride in. his report on Cher
okee and Buena Vista counties, in Volume XII, referred to the 
drift ou,tside the Wisconsin moraine, and stated that its age" is 
still a matter of conjecture." Calv~n in his report on Delaw;are 
county, in Volume VIII, referred to the Iowan ' as overlying 
weathered gravels and weathered Kansan till and to "islands" 
of loess-covered Kansan till inside the Iowan areas. In his re- ' 
port on Buchanan county, in Volume VIII, he described the 
Buchanan gravels. He referred to an upland phase in which the 
materials are relatively coarse and a valley phase composed 
largely of sand and fine gravels. In his report on Howard coun
ty, in Volume XIII, he referred again to the upland and valley 
phases of the Buchanan gravels and expressed the view that the 
upland gravels were deposited from streams flowing on the high
er areas 'which had become bare while yet bodies of ice filled the 
valleys and lowlands. Then after the ice melted from the valleys 
the valley gravels were laid down. In his report ·on Howard 
county he referred also to loess on the Iowan as being so rare as 
to excite surprise, and in his report on Winneshiek county, in 
Volume XVI, he referred to the "very erratic and curiously 
lobulate character of the margin of the Iowan drift sheet. '" Sav
age in his report on Tama county, in Volume XIII, referred to 
the b,oulders on the Iowan and expressed the view that the Iowan 
outline could almost be mapped from the presence of boulders. 
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In the Muscatine and Scott county reports, in Volume IX, there 
are detailed descriptions of the illinoian drift. 

In the year 1904, Shimek87 published several papers in which 
he presented his views regarding many aspects of loess. He 
pointed out that there is no transition between drift and loess, 
that there are loesses of different ages, and in referring to the 
loess in relation to the Iowan drift he stat~d that the thickening 
of the loess and its association with the sand dunes along the 
Iowan border was no different than along several of the main 
streams where no connection with Iowan drift could possibly be 
claimed. In the same year Savage38 described a buried peat bed 
of Aftonian age separating the ·pre-Kansan and Kansan tills in 
Union countv, the county in which the famous cuts near ' Afton 
Junction are"located. This peat bed has the same relationship to . 
till as the peat bed in the cut at Oelwein in Fayette county. 

Between the years 1900 and 1905 the Chicago, Burlington and 
Quincy Railroad made some important changes in the road be
tween Thayer and- Afton in Union county, in connection with 
which numerous deep cuts in drift were made, affording an un
usual opportunity for the study of the glacial deposits. These 
new cuts as well as the Afton Junction, Grand River, and Thayer 
gravel pits were studied carefully by Calvin. The results of his 
investigations were given in a paper published by the Davenport 
Academy of Science;89 In this paper, on page 21, 'he stated: 

"There are three possibilities: (1) the gravels may have been laid 
down along drainage courses by waters flowing away from the melting 
and retreating margin of the pre-Kansan ice, upon a surface which but a 

. short time before had been left bare by the gradually waning glaciers 
...... (2) The gravels may have been deposited by waters flowing 
out in front of the advancing Kansan ice, in which case they were laid 
down upon the eroded and weathered surface of the pre-Kansan till 
..... . (3) The gravels may have been deposited by floods which were 
in no way related to glacial conditions, and these floods may have oc
curred at any time during the long interval of mnd climate which separ
ated the pre-Kansan glacial stage from the Kansan." 

87 Shimek, B ., Papers on the Loess, Loess and the Lansing Man, Loess and the Iowan drift: 
Univ. of Iowa, Lab. of Nat. Rist. , Vol. V, pp. 298·381, 1904. • 

88 Savage, T. E., A Bnried P eat Bed in Dodge Township, Union Connty, Iowa: Iowa' Acad. 
Sci., Proc., Vol. XI, pp. 103·109, 1904. 

89 Calvin, Samnel, The Aftonian Gravels and their Relations to the Drift Sheets in the Region 
about Afton Junction and Thayer : Davenport Acad. Sci., Vol. V, pp. 18·30, 1905. 
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In discussing these three possibilities, Calvin pointed out that 

the drift sheets related to the gravels differ in their petrological 
content. For example, the Kansan drift is much richer in quartz
ites and greenstones, the pre-Kansan is richer in granites. Fur
thermore, he stated, on page' 22: 

"The coarse feldspathic granites of the sub-Aiton ian till are common 
among the cobbles and pebbles of the Aftonian deposit, while green
stones and basalts are relatively scarce. . . . . . Another fact of great 
significance is found in the highly ferruginous and profoundly weathered 
zone immediately below their contact with the overlying Kansan till." 

Thus, the author concluded that the evidence supported the 
view that the Aftonian gravels were in place and profoundly 
weathered before the deposition of the Kansan drift, and hence 
the second hypothesis which would relate ' the gravels to the 
Kansan drift was untenable. 

In discussing the third hypothesis he stated: 

"It may be enough to say that, so far as relates to the interval between 
the complete melting of the pre-Kansan a~d the incursion of the Kansan 
ice, there is no way at present known to account for floods of volume and 
duration sufficient to transport and depo.sit the great beds 'which make 
up the Aftonian formatioiJ. ." 

That Calvin considered the evidence conclusively in favor of 
the view that the Aftonian gravels were deposited in connection 
with the retreat of the pre-Kansan ice sheet is indicated in the 
following quotation: 

"In the analogous case of the Buchanan gravels so extensively dis
tributed throughout northeastern Iowa, there are indications which point 
unquestionably to their transportation and deposition by great floods 
liberated by the melting of the Kansan glaciers. . The melting of the pre
Kansan glaciers certainly gave rise to similar floods, and it is safe to as
sume that these were the agents whereby the Aftonian gravels were car
ried and deposited." 

.., 
In the concluding part of his paper, on page 29, Calvin made 

the following very definite statement: 

"That the Aftonian was a real interglacia:I interval of mild climate 
and of long duration, is demonstrated by the evidence of extensive peat 
beds and forests which developed on the surface of the pre-Kansan drift, 
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and were later overwhelmed and buried by the glaciation of the Kansat;L 
stage, " 

This conclusion, it will be noted, is based, not upon :the evidence . 
furnished by the gravels, but rather upon the existence of peat 
and forest beds which had been found in other localities. . 

Although in the paper to which reference has just been made , 
the judgment of Calvin is very positive with regard to the close 
relation of t~e gravels to the pre-Kansan drift, it wi}.l be found, . 
if his subsequent papers are read,that he modified his view re
garding the origin of the gravels. This change of view was the 
result not of further field study of the gra:vels in the Afton Junc
tion-Thayer region, but of some interesting studies by Professor 
Shimek and himself of gravels in western Iowa and' the fossils 
which they contain. Professor Shimek in the summer of 1908 
found fossiliferous sands and gravels in western Iowa, chiefly in 
Harrison and Monona counties, which he, classified as Aftonian 
gravels of strictly interglacial origin. In a paper in which he de
scribed the sands and gravels40 he discussed their ;relations to 
the drifts as follows: ' . 

"(1) They are not sub-Aftonian because in every case examined they 
lie unconformably on the older drift, the old oxidized and weathered sur
face ' of which sharply marks the line of divi'sion between the two de
posits. (2) They are not Kansan, for in nearly all the exposures Kansan 
is shown clearly restin'g unconformably on them, with calcareous plates 
(nodular) cementing sands and gravels, and strongly oxidized material 
sharply definIng the line of division. Moreover, evidence is furnished by' 
several exposures that the Kansan passed over the Aftonian beds while 
the latter were frozen, and plowed and tilted them in mass or disturbed 
and folded them in intricate fashion . . (3) The sand and gravel beds are 
not glacial, but interglacial. That the materials were deposited in 
streams is shown by the fact that they are water-worn, cross-bedded with 
frequent interbedding of sand and gravel, the latter deposited by stronger 
currents,and that they contain fluviatile shells, with such intermingling 
of land shells as is common in the same region in modern alluvial de
posits. That the climate was mild during this interglacial period is 
show'n by the presence of the large numbers ~f · herbivorous mammals 
which required a 'vigorous flora for their maintenance, and of fresh water 
and land mollusks, which are identical with species now living in ' Iowa. 

40 Shimek, B., Aftonian Sands and Gravels in Western Iowa: Bull. Geol. Soc. of Amer., Vol. 
20, p. 406;· 1909. 
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,The aquatic shells sugges(the same biotic conditions as exist in the state 
today, and the land shells required plant covered land surfaces on which 
they could find food and shelter, and these surfaces are not radically dif
ferent from those which prevail in Iowa today, if we are to judge from 
the identity of the land forms_ ,; 

Calvin studied the mammalian remains which were taken from 
the Aftonian gravels in western Iowa, and in one of his papers41 
he made reference to the gravels and their contained fauna as 
follows: 

"The stratigraphic position .is clear and well established; the gravels 
are AftoniaIi. in age, but they contain evidence that they were not de
posited until some time after the old pre-Kansan ice sheet had completely 
disappeared_ The new evidence comes in the form of a fairly rich mam
malian fauna that must have been contemporary with the deposition of 
the gravels, but which certainly did not live in the wet, chilly, verdureless ' 
~egion ,that co-existed with the melting of the pre-Kansan ice." 

' This same view was emphasized strongly in a paper by Calvin 
published in 1910'.42 Shimek also presented evidence for the ~view 

that the fossiliferous gravel and sand beds of western Iowa are 
Aftonian.4 3

, In the first of these papers he introduced the name 
Loveland for a red joint clay above the Kansan drift in western 
Iowa which he interpreted to be fluvio-glacial in origin and to 
have been deposited during the closing stages of the Kansan. 

,These conclusions with regard to the gravels in western Iowa, 
lind the fauna associated with them, naturally caused Calvin to 
be less sure than he previously had been regarding his interpreta
tion of the origin of the Aftonian gravels in the Mton Junction, 
Grand River and Thayer pits of Union county. In his Presi
dential address44 read before' the Geological Society of America 
he referred to the gravels of Union county as follows: 

"The same gravels are exposed in a great ballast pit at Afton Junc
tion, from which locality came the name' Aftonian' given to the gravels , 
as well as to the entire interval of which ,they form part of the record." 

~1 Calvin, Samuel, Aftonian Mammalian Fauna: Bull. Geol. Soc. of Amer., Vol. 20, pp. 341-
356,~1909. ' 

42 Calvin, Samuel, The Aftonian Age of the Aftonian Mammalian Fauna: Proc. Iowa Acad. 
Sci., Vol. XVII, pp. 177-180, 1910. 

43 Shimek, B " Evidence that the Fossilifer<lus Gravels and 'Sand Beds of Iowa and Nebraska 
are Aftonian: Bull. Geol. Soc. of Amer., Vol. 21, pp. 119-140, 1910. 

Shimek B., TIw Pleistocene of Missouri Valley : Science, Vol. XXXI, pp. 75-76, 1910; Geol. 
of Harrison and Monona Coun ties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XX, pp. 277-483', 1910. 

44 Calvin, Samuel, Present Phase of the Pleistocene Problem in Iowa : Bull. Geol. Soc: of ' 
Amer., Vol. 20, pp. 133-152, 1909. . , 
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He called attention to Shimek's investigations in western Iowa, 
and stated that it might become necessary to modify the view ex~ 
pressed in 1905 in the Davenport Academy paper. He stated 
further that foot bones of a small slender limbed horse had been 
found in the Mton-Thayer deposits, and expressed the following . 
judgment: 

"In the light of new finds in Harrison and Monona counties we may 
conclude that this beautiful little Equus was probably contemporary with 
the deposition o~ the gravels. " 

In this same paper, in concluding his discussion of the Afton
ian, he stated: 

"All lines of evidence now indicate that the beds in question record 
conditions which existed at some time during the progress of the interval, 
neither at its beginning nor at its close, but in the light of present 
knowledge the precise age of the deposits cannot be more definitely 
stated. " 

J n thif: paper he referred also to the adequacy of ihe evidence 
showing five ice invasions, and pointed out that Iowa was ex-

. ceptionally favorably located with reference to the known ice 
movements. He described in consid~rable detail the pre-Kansan 
or sub-Aftonian drift, the Kansan drift, the Illinoian drift, the 
Iowan drift, and the Wisconsin drift; also the interglacial stages . 
separating the glacial stages. In relation to subsequent dis
cussion, it is well to point out that Calvin stated that the Kans~n 
drift could be distinguished from the pre-Kansan drift by 
physical characters; that forest beds were unknown at any 
horizon in the region studied by McGee except ' that betweell 
the Kansan and pre-Kansan drifts; that the Yarmouth seems 
to be the longest of the interglacial intervals, more than equal 
to all post-Illinoian time; that Illinoian drift of Keewatin 
origin had not been anywhere recognized; that opportlWities 
for observing the Yarmouth interglacial deposits in natural 
exposures are fewer than .in the case of the Aftonian; that the 
Iowan is a very young drift compared with the Illinoian; that 
the amount of we'a,thering of the Iowan must be expressed by a 
number that is very near to zero; that if differences in the amount 
of erosion may be taken as a fair measure of the differences in 
the age of two drift sheets then the Kansan is 100 times as old as . 
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. the Iowan; that · the 'Peorian interval compared with the Yar
mouth or the Sangamon was very short, and that the Iowan is 
probably not m?re than twice as old as the Wisconsin. 

Introduction of the Name Nebraskan in 1909 
The name sub-Aftonian till ·or pre-Kansan till continued in 

common use until the year 1909, wheJ;l Shimek/4 in relation to his 
studies in western Iowa and eastern Nebraska, proposed the 
name Nebraskan for this oldest known drift. Although some of 
the drift in western Iowa and eastern Nebraska ~which was in
cluded in the Nebraskan by Shimek when the name Nebraskan 
was suggested for the oldest drift may prove to be K!ansan in age, 
nevertheless, recent studies have shown that pre-Kansan drift 
extends a distance of more than fifty miles into Nebraska from 
the east boundary of that state, and hence the name Nebraskan 
would seem to be an appropriate name for this 'drift sheet. 

Reality of the Iowan Drift Questioned-Calvin's Defe~ 
For some years there wa~ general agreement among the stu

dents of the glacial deposits; of Iowa: and adjacent states that the 
evidence warranted the interpretation that there were in the 
Pleistocene period five glacial epochs separated by interglacial 
epochs. But about the year 1907 some skepticism of this inter
pretation began to be shown. The reality of the Iowan drift be
·gan to be questioned. Leverett45 in a paper in which he discussed 
the application of weathering and erosion to the correlation of 
drifts questioned the existence of the Iowan drift. He expressed 
the view that the topography of the Iowan area in northea:stern 
Iowa was of the erosional type such as characterizes the Kansan 
drift but that in northeastern Iowa talbular divides were lacking 
and none of the drift was fresh. He believed that filling of the 
valleys by slope wash in the Iowan area accounted ·for the, differ
ences in topography of this area and thalt of the Kansan of south
ern Iowa. Leverett's skepticism of the Iowan followed field 
study in the Iowan area, one 'of the objects of which study w.as to 
determine whether or not the Iowan drift was in reality Illinoian 

44 Shimek, B., Aftonian Sand and Grav·els in Western Iowa: Bull. Geol. Soc. of Amer., Vol. 
20, pp, 399-408, 1909. , . 

45 Leverett, Frank, Weathoiring and Erosion as Time Measures: Amer. Jour. Sci., Vol. 27, 
pp. 349·368, 1909. '1 

.. 
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drift from the Keewatin field. He concluded that the surf.ace 
material was not different from the weathered Kansan drift and 
that if any post-Kansan drift was present it was probably ' of 
Illinoian age. His views were influenced possibly by his studies 
of the glacial deposits of Europe. There, only four distinct drift 
sheets had been established by students of the Pleistocene, and 
in comparing the American section it was only natural that an 
earnest effort should be made to analyze 'and interpret the Amer~ 
ican deposits in terms of four rather than five glacial drifts. His 
views were given in a paper46 in which the North American and 
European glacial deposits 'are compared. In referring to the 
Iowan drift he used the expression "so-called Iowan of the Kee
watin field (Illinoian)." 
. Chamberlin47 reviewed Leverett's paper. In his review refer-· 
ence is made to Leverett's third glacial stage, 'which in Germany 
is Middle Drift, rund which is correlated by Leve~ett with the 
illinoian of the Labrador field and doubtfully the "so-called 
Iowan ·of"the Keewatin field (Illinoian)." Chamberlin stated: 

"It is in the grouping of this third stage and in the treatment of the 
Iowan that there is likely to be awakened the strongest dissent.'" 

He then presented" a few of the salient features of the shifting 
history of American' opinion on the middle drift", which includes 
the form'ations which "lie between the Mtonian interglacial beds 
that cap the lowest till and the base of the declared glacial beds 
of Wisconsin age. " He outlined the ,history of usage of the terms 
Kansan and Iowan and suggested that it might be well to apply 
these terms in the way he applied them originally. With regard 
to Leverett's suggestion to dismiss the Iowan altogether, as a 
distinct formation, or else to group it with the TIlinoian, Cham-
berlin stated: . . 

"It is appropriate here to urge restraint, pati~nce, and equipoise, for 
the distinguishing phenomeI).a, while pronounced and peculiar, ;:.,re subtle 
in their gradations and singularly puzzling." . ( 

Calvin4s came to the d~fense: of the Iowan in a paper which did 

46 Leverett, Frank, Comparison of North American and European Glacial Deposits: Zeit
schrift fUr Gletscherkunde, B. 4, pp. 241·285, 821·842, 1910. 

47 Chamberlin, T. C., Review of Comparison (If North American and European Glacial De-
posits: Jour. Geol., Vol. XVIII, pp. 470·474, 1910. . ' 

48 Calvin, Samuel, The Iowan Drift: Jour. Geol., Vol. ~1X, pp. 577·602, 1911. 
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not appear until after his de-a,tho He presented certain facts in 
explanation of the confusion in the use of the terms Kansan and 
Iowan. He pointed out that in the earlier discussions of the 
Pleistocene deposits of northeastern Iowa it was assumed that 
there were only two drift sheets in that region, named by McGee 
the Upper Till and the Lower Till and later by Chamberlin the 
East Iowan and Kansan tills, respectively. Confusion arose 'when 
it was discovered that there are three drift sheets and not two 
only in McGee's area. 

"In some cases the upper and middle sheets were described as a unit; 
in others the lower and middle were treated as one; much more frequently 
the lowest was ignored, and the descriptions of the 'low.er' and ' upper' 
tills were drawn from the other two. The presence in certain localities 
of a forest ,bed or of interglacial gravels, which it was assumed always 
lay between what the author described as upper and lower tills, as East
Iowan and Kansan, complicated matters still furthe~. There are, indeed, 
many positive references in the original texts to th.is forest and gravel 
horizon-since called Aftonian-as the plane of separation betwee~ the 
two drift sheets at that time credited to the region; but if the texts relat
ing to the subject are carefully read and the maps published in connec
tion with them are examined, it will be seen that the view that the lower 
till, the Kansan, lies below the Aftonian is untenable. For example, the 
description of the materials and prevailing color of the upper till on p. 
476 of the Eleventh Annual Report is true for only the third of the drift 
sheets and is at variance with the facts if intended to include the middle 
till. The same is true of the reference to the large granite bowlders as 
'the most conspicuous element of the upper till,' on p. 481. On the other 
hand, the characteristics assigned to the lower till in the comparisons 
made between it and the upper on p. 479 are all features that belong to 
the middle drift sheet; in no true sense are they descriptive of the sub
Aftonian. It is true that at the end of the paragraph there is a reference 
to the.' forest bed' as a plane of separation between the upper and lower 
tills, but the characters which the author saw and so correctly and graph
ically described belong to a super-Aftonian till and to n.othing else." 

Moreover, by reference to Chamberlin's chapters in Geikie's 
Great Ice Age, he showed: 

"_It is two super-Aftonian tills that are most frequently referred to in 
the text, and most accurately referred to in the map opposite page 727 as 
East Iowan and Kansan. " 

Calvin quoted Chamberlin's descriptions of the upper and mid-
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dIe drifts as accurate characteriz'ations of the , East lowan and 
Kansan tills. Furthermore, he pointed out thak Chamberlin's 
mappIng is of two super-Aftonian tills, the East Iowan and 
Kansan. Calvin stated: 

"The eastern edge of the Iowan could sCarcely be better drawn today. 
With the exception of a few poin.ts which would be mere microscopic dots 
on a map of this scale, the whole area mapped .as Kansan is covered with 
super-Aftonian tilL There is . not a single known natural outcrop of sub
Aftonian in the Kansan area east of the Iowan margin. There are no 
known outcrops of sub-Aftonian in Illinois, Missouri, or northeastern 
Kansas where the map shows extensive ar.eas of Kansan. It is only very 
recently that the presence of sub-Aftonian has been demonstrated in 
Nebraska; but even here it occurs in vertical sections at the base of bluffs, 
in such position that it could not well be represented on maps of moderate 
size. In Nebraska, as in practically all the rest of the area mapped as 
Kansan, it is .a super~Aftonian drift that occupies the Kansan area on 
the map. In all the earlier texts and maps it is a super-Aftonian drift to 
which the name Kansan was most persistently and most consistently ap
plied. " 

Calvin then argued for the retention of present usage of the 
names Kansan and Iowan rather than to make the changes sug· 
gested by Chamberlin in his recent paper. Calvin stated: 

"The imperfection of knowledge at the time the Iowan and Kansan 
drifts were named led to confusion and inconsistencies of statements, and 
these are of such character and extent as to make it now utterly impos
sible to apply the proposed names in any conceivable way that will be in 
full accord with all the sta~.!lments of the texts. · The frequent and positive 
references to the horizon of the gravels and forest beds must be admitted 
and ·must be given full weight in determining the particular drift sheets 
to which the names Kansan and Iowan should be applied. On the other 
hand, the original descriptions of the lower and upper till-of the Kansan 
and the Iowan-must have careful consideration, and the evidence of the 
map in The Great Ice Age, above cited, must be taken into account. The 
'd~scriptions would have to be r,ewritten and the map redrawn to make 
theJ;II. consistent with tlV'i view that the Kansan is sub-Aftonian. If the 
term Kansan is t!ansferred to the sub-Aftonian, an~ the term Iowan to 
the.Grift next above,"" practically the whole area represented on the map 
as Kansan would have to be changed to iowan. The Iowan would then 
extend into southern Illinois, would cover southern and western Iowa, 

, , 

* Some such shift as this seems to be favored by what is said in the Journal of Geology, Jul),
August, 1910, pp. 473·74.. 

, 
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northern Missouri, eastern Nebraska; and northeastern Kansas. With the 
transfer of the'term to the ~ub-Aftonian the Kansan would be represented 
on the map by a few dots and thin lines that could be seen only with the 
magnifier, the whole area comprising an aggregate of only a few sections; 
and in the present state of knowledge we could not be certain that Kansas 
,has a cubic foot of Kansan (sub-Afto'llian) drift. We are face to face 
with the fact that any application of the terIIlS,Kansan and Iowan involves 
some inconsistencies, is at variance with. some of the statements in the 
original publications; and so long as we seem to need the terms and have 
to use them, it is only .a question of how to use and apply them so as to do 
least violence to the original maps and descriptions. 1£ the map and de
scriptive texts referred to may be taken as representing the intent of the 
authors, the. practice of applying the terms which has been followed, and 
which seems now to come in for a 'certain amount of mild condemnation, 
is the only one that is reasonably consistent or possible. For ' it must be 
admitted that if the sub-Aftonian is to be called Kansan, and the first 
super-Mtonian drift is to be the Iowan, more than nine-tenths of the 
original descriptions are wholly erroneous and misleading, and the map 
in The Great. Ice Age showing the distribution of these drifts is altogether 
meaningless and at variance with the facts. Recent usage in the appli
cation of the terms Kansan and Iowan is based on what seemed to be, and 
still seems to be, the only reasonable interpretation of what the authors 
had in mind w:h~n describing the physical characteristics of the two drift 
sheets and mapping their areal distribution. , A departure from this 
usage, which would make the sub-Aftonian till Kansan and would apply 
the term Iowan to the old, weathered till above the Mtonian, with its blue 
color, its strikingly conspicuous array of greenstones, and with relations 
to the loess so entirely differen.t from the relations correctly descriped in 
the text as pertaining to the Iowan, would necessitate the making of rad
ical and revolutionary changes in the map and descriptive texts above 
noted. It surely accords better with what was published at the time the 
names were applied to let recent usage remain unchallenged and un
changed." 

Following this discussion with regard to the usage of the terms 
Kansan 'and Iowan, Calvin expressed surprise at the attitude 
taken by Leverett with regard to the Iowan and proceeded to 
marshal evidence concerning the Iowan drift and its geological 
relations. The phases of the Iowan presented in detail ar~ 'as 
follows: (1) The Iowan drifi is. (2) The Iowan drift is young 
as compared with the Kansan. (3) The Iowan drift is not a 
phase of the Kansan. (4) The Iowan drift has very intimate re-
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lations to certain bodies of loess. . (5) The Iowan. drift is not 
. related to the Illinoian. Strong' evidence is given in support of 
each of these affirmations. . . 

In regard to the lack of relationship of the Iowan to the Illi-
noian, Calvin stated: . 

"It is scarcely necessary to discuss the suggestion that the Iowan may 
be correlated with the Illinoian. Parenthetically it may be said that if 
the Iowan and the Illinoian represent the same stage of glaciation, the 
name . Illinoian becomes a synonym for Iowan, and we shall be reduced to 
the painful necessity of referring to one of our most beloved drift sheets 
as the 'so-called Illinoian.' But" no such calamity awaits the Illinoian. 
The Iowan is much the younger of . the two. " .As indicated by the structural 
and genetic relations above noted, the Iowan-a little later probably than 
its ma:'{imum stage-is practically contemporaneous with the -loess ; and 
as the Berlin paper, with noteworthy lucidity, correctly states on p. 299: 
' the Sangamon interval separates the loess from the Illinoian stage of 
glaciation so widely that there would seem to be no relation between loess 
deposition and Illinoian outwash. ' The same long interval, the same .wide 
separation, exists between the Iowan and the Illinoian stages of glaciation. 
The two drifts are not related in time or in any other way. " 

Again in 1913 Leverett49 suggested that the Iowan· might be a 
late substage of the ;Illinoian with no definite interglacial interval 
between. In the same year Leighton50 Pllblished two p~per~ 
which deal with the Iowan. He described 'an interurban railway 
cut near Iowa City in which were disturbed weathered gravels 
between two tills. The gravels 'Were interpreted to be weathered 
Buchanan gravels which lay on Kansan drift and. which had been 
plowed up by the Iowan i~e sheet. 

Report on Pleistocene "Mamma.ls of Iowa., and Other Papers 
A comprehensive report on the Pleistocene mammals of Iowa 

was prepared by O: P. Hay.51 The rich faunas of the Aftonian and 
other deposits of the Pleistocene of Iowa were described fully and 
illustrated . . The inter-relations of the various kinds of life were 
considered not alone from the standpoint of their distribution 

49 Leverett, Frank, Iowan Drift (Abstract) : Bull. Geol. Soc. of Anierica, Vol. 24, pp. 698-699. 
1913. 

50 Leighton, "M. M., An Exposure showing post-Kansan Glaciation near Iowa CitY. Iowa: Jour . 
. Geol., Vol. XXI, pp. 431-435, 1913. . 

Additional Evidences of post-Kansan Glaciation in Johnson . County, Iowa: Iowa Acad· 
Sci., Proc., Vol. XX, pp. 251-256," 1913. 

51 Hay, O. P., The !Pleistocene Mammals of Iowa: Iowa. Geol. "Survey. Vol. XXIII, pp. 1·499, 
1!n4. 
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and associations in Iowa, but in connection with the Pleistocene 
of the whole North American continent. 

Tilton52 described some new railway cuts between Des Moines 
and Allerton. He referred to a gumbo clay on Kansan till whicli 
he interpreted to have been formed during the closing phase of 
the Kansan glacial epoch. ' He named the guinbo deposits the 
Dallas formation and correlated it with the Loveland formation, 
which had been described by Shimek. Tilton earlier published a 
paper entitled "The Pleistocene pepostts of Warren County, 
Iowa." 

In 1914, Trowbridge58 stated that he had come to believe as a 
result of field studies that the entire inner gorge of the Mississippi 
between Iowa and Wisconsin was later than the earliest drift of 
eastern Iowa. In another paper54 he stated that he found no 
evidence of a pre-Pleistocene Mississippi river . valley between 
Iowa and Wisconsin, and that the Upper Iowa river had cut a 

, valley 600 feet deep during the Mtonian interglacial epoch. He 
found that pre-Kansan drift was not present in this valley ut 
that the Kansan drift had entered the valley and its tributaries. 
His views55 were given more fully in a paper published in 1921. 
In a paper by Lees56 there are many interesting facts regarding 
the Pleistocene deposits of the Des Moines Valley, especially those 
regarding the relative ages of Des Moines and Mississippi rivers. 

Review of the Evidences of the low,an Stage of Glaciation 
. ; . 

As was previously stated, about the year 1907'Leverett began 
to question the existence of the Io:wandrift and to express the 
view that if there is a drift in northeastern Iowa which is younger ~ 
than the Kansan drift and older than the Wisconsin drift then 
this drift should be correlated with the Illinoian drift rather 
than be i:nterpreted as the product of a distinctly la,ter stage of 
glaciation than the Illinoian stage. Calvin up to the time of his 
death in 1911 contended strongly against Leverett's interpreta
tion. He and his associates on the Iowa Geological Survey be-

52 Tilton, J. L ., Pleistocene Section from Des Moines south to Allerton: Iowa Acad. Sci., 
Proc., V.ol. XX, pp. 213-220, 1913. 

53 Trowbridge, A. C., . Preliminary Report on geological w~rk in Northeastern Iowa: Iowa 
Acad. Sci., Proc., Vol. XXI, pp. 205-209, 1914. 

54 Trowbridge, A. C., Physiographic Studies in the Driftless Area (Abstract): Bull. Geo,L 
Soc. Amer" Vol. 26, p. 76, 1915. 

55 Trowbridge, -A. C., The Erosional History of the priftles. Area: Iowa. Univ. Studies, 
Studies in Natural History, Vol. IX, Number 3, pp. 123-125, 1921. 

56 Lees, James H., Physical Features and Gedl{)gic History of Des Moines Valley: Iowa Geol. 
Survey, Vol. XXV, 1914. . 

. , 
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lieved the Iowan to be a drift distinct from both the Kans.an 
drift and the Illinoian drift. They mapped the Iowan 'drift in 
many counties and were agreed that this drift was the drift which 
McGee described as hIS Upper Till. After the death of CalVin in 
1911 it seemed highly desirable to have a review of the evidence. 
bearing upon the Iowan problem and hence, with the hope that a 
satIsfactory solution to the question in controversy might be ' 
reached, George F. Kay, Calvin's successor as. State Geologist of 
Iowa, asked the United States Geological Survey to undertake the 
jnvestigation in cooperation with the Iowa Geological Survey. It 
was agreed that 'W. C. Alden of the Federal Survey should be ' 
assigned to this work and that he should be assisted by M. M. 
Leighton of the Iowa Survey. Field work was carried forward 
during two seasons and in the office careful study was given to 
published and unpublished material related to the Iowan prob
lem. The results of the investigations of Alden and Leighton 
were published in V 6lume XXVI of the reports of the Iowa 
Geological Survey. 57' In the Introduction to this' report, page 56, ' 
it is stated: ' . 

"It is a pleas~~e to report that the c~mclusion has been reached that 
there is what seems to the writers to be good eviden<)e of the presence of. , 
a post-Kansan drift sheet 'in northeastern Iowa and that this drift ap
pears to be older than the Wisconsin and younger than the Illinoian 
drift. The' writers are, therefore. in the main in agreement with the late 
State Geologist, Dr. Samuel Calvin, in regard to the Iowan drift. There 
is, therefore,warrant for continued use of Iowan drift an.d Iowan stage r 

of glaciation as major subdivisions of the Pleistocene classification." 

T'he chief lines of evidence which causEld Alden arid Leighton 
to reach the conclusion that the Iowan drift is a reality and is dis
tinct from other drifts were the following: , (1) the topographic 
character of the Iowan area. It is pointed out that the to- , 
pography of the Iowan area is not that of. normally eroded sur
faces like the typical Kansan surface of southern Iowa, but rather 
it is a drift mantled erosional topography. , There are surface 
irregularities which are the result of glacial deposition rather 
than differential erosion. Distinct moraines associated with 
which are kames of fresh gravels are cited. Examples are given 
of valleys which are cut deep' in the Kansan area and which flat-

51 Alden, W , C" and Leighton, Morris M., The Iowan Drift, A Review of the Evidences of the 
Iowan Stage of Glaciation : Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVI, pp. 49-212, 1917. 
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ten out where they head in the Iowan area where cutting is in 
drift. and not in bed rock. The Iowan area as a whole lacks the . 
accordance of upland levels of the tabular divides so character- ; 
istic of the erosional Kansan area of southern Iowa. The lack of 
accordance in the Iowan area seems to be ' due to unequal mant
ling by glacial drift, which is confirmed by the .presence in .many 
places of relatively fresh drift on gumbotil which can be proved 
to be Kansan gumbotil. , (2) The character of the uppermost till· 

. of the Iowan area~ It is shown that the degree and depth of 
oxidation, depth of leaching and other' evidences of weathering 
indicate that the drift of the Iowan area is much younge:!; than 
the drift of the Kansan area. (3) The gumbotil.5.8Gumbotil is 
widespread at the top of the Kansan till in southern 'Iowa where 
tabular divides are preserved.59 The topographic po~ition of the . 
Kansan gumbotil is such that it 'has been possible to trace rem
nants of it into the Iowan area. And wherever the Kansan .gum
botil has been fO'Q,nd in the Iowan area it is overlain by a thin . 
mantle of drift which is the Iowan drift. (4) The loess. After 
having made detailed studies of the loess in the Iowan, Kansan 
and Illinoian areas, Alden and Leighton reached the following 
general conclusions-(a) that the deposition of the uppermost 
till of the Iowan drift area occurred but a short time prior to the 
accumulation of the main sheet of loess which borders and over
laps it; (b) that the Illinoian till was deposited at a time con
siderably before this epoch of loess deposition; and (c) that the 
Kansan drift was deposited considerably earlier than the Illi
noian till and much earlier than the loess was formed, or in other 
words, this line of evidence also supports the view that the Iowan 
stage of glaciation was ' distinct from, and later than either the 
Kansan or Illinoian stages of glaciation. 

In connection with the di.scussion of the age of the Iowan drift, 
Alden and Leighton presented evidence for their belief that the 
Iowan drift is a distinct drift from the Illinoian drift. They 
stated: 

"From thes'e various observations it is evident that the Illinoian drift 
has been modified much more by weathering and' erosion than has the 

58 Kay, G . .Jr., GumbotiI, a new term in Pleistocene Geology: Science, N. S., Vol. XLIV, pp. 
637-688, 1916. . 

. 59 Kay, G. F ., Some Features of the Kansan Drift In Southern Iowa: . Bull. Geol. Soc. of 
America, Vol. 27, pp. 115-117, 1916 
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Iowan. It also appears that most of the modification ,occurred prior to 
the formation of the main deposit of loess. It appears clear 'therefore 
that the Iowan drift is entirely distinct from arid considerably younger 
than the Illinoian drift. " , 

Gumbotil, Its Characteristics, Origin, and Significance 
Between the years 1916 and 1922 several papers were published 

by Kay dealing with the characteristics, origin, and significance 
of sticky clays or" gumbos" which had been described.by several 
geologists as superdrift clays the origin of which had not been 
explained satisfactorily. These gumbos were studied by Kay 
first in connection with general studies of the Kansan drift of 
southern Iowa. Hfi.l stated :6,0 

"(1) The surface of the Kansan drift, after the Kansan ice withdrew, 
was, according to present evidence" a ground moraine plain, which, from 
the main divide between the Mississippi and Missouri rivers, ' sloped gent
ly to the southeast and south toward the Mississippi and to the southwest
ward toward the Missouri. This drift plain was so situated topograph
ically that weathering agents were very effective, but erosion was slight. 
As a result of the weathering during an exceedingly long time, a gray
ish, tenacious, thoroughly leached, and nonlaminated joint clay, which 
has been named gumbo, W/:l.S developed to a maximum thickness of more 
than 20 feet. This gumbo contains only a few pebbles, which are almost 
wholly siliceous, and grade~ downward , into yellowish and chocolate-

, colored Kansan drift from 3 to 7 feet in thickness, in many places with 
numerous pebbles, few, if any, of which are calcareous. This oxidized 
but noncalcareous drift, in turn, merges into unleached drift, oxidized 
yellowish for several feet, below which is the normal 1;lllleached and un
oxidized dark grayish to bluish black Kansan drift. The gumbo is be
lieved to be essen:tially the result of the thorough chemical weather
ing of the Kansan ' drift; but, subordinately, other factors, such as 
the wind, freezing a'rid thawing, burrowing of animals, slope wash, 
etcetera, have' undoubtedly contributed to its formation. The Kansan 
drift which has been changed to gumbo may have differed somewhat from 
the normal Kansan drift that lies below the gumbo. , 

"(2) After the gumbo plain had been developed by weathering pro
cesses on the Kansan drift plain, diastrophic movements seem to have 
occurred, the plain having l?een elevated to such an extent that erosion 
became effective and valleys began to be cut into the gumbo plain. , 
Erosion of the gumbo plain progressed to such an extent that some val-

60 Kay, G. F" Some Features of the Kansan drift of Southern Iowa, Abstract: Bull. Gaol. 
Soc. of America, Vol. 27, pp. 115·117, 1916. 
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leys welle cut· to "a, depth· of 'more than 150 feet before grade was reached 
and a mature topography was. developed;>' .rrhere are now only remi:Lant~ 
of the original gumbo. plain, the'-IDost conspicuous of these being fiat, 
poorly drained areas, known as tabular divides. In places where creep 
and slumping have 'occurred the gumbo may be found on slopes at an 
elevation several' feet below the' level of the gumbo plain. The tabular 
divides are more-.pre:valent east of a line drawn north and south through 
~outh·central Iowa than west of such a lin,e. In the southwestern part 
of the State the Kansan gumbo which is, i"n situ is found only where the 
divides, which , are no longer distinctly t,aJmlar, :retain the level of the 
former gumbo plain." . ',' . 
. His later studies61 revealed a gumbo on the Nebraskan till in 

Iowa. Many years earlier Leverett had ' described a gumbo on 
th~ Illinoian ttll which lte thought . w~s of the same. age as the 
gumbo on the Kansan but wnil3P- ,Kay .found to be distinct in age 
from the gumbo on the Kansan .. : l{:ay. found that the 'gumbos on 
alUhree tills, the. Nebraskan; the Kansan, and the lllinoian, had 
sim,ila"r ,characteristics and had the; same relationshipR to the tills 
und.-tlplying them. He then proposed the name gumbo til for th.ese 
sll']>erdrift clays. He stated :62 

.: , , G~botil - js, . therefore, a gray to dark colored, thoroughly leached, 
nonl'~~lhai~9-, deoxidized clay,. very Sticky, and breaking with a sta~chlike 
fnic{u're'}Vhen wet, very hard and tenacious when dry, arid which is chief
ly' the '-result of' weathering of till. The name is intended to suggest the 
:ri.~tureo{ti'iematerial and its origin, and 'it is thought best to use a sim
ple 'ratlier than a qompound word. Field work has already established 
the facfthat in Iowa there are three gunibotils, the Nebraskan gumbotil, 
. the Kansan' gumbotil, and the Illinoian gumbotil." 

" 
. In a later paper68 the characteristics, the origin, and the signifi

cance·of.the gumbotils were discussed fully in relation to extensive 
field and laboratory studies. In this paper it is stated tha,t there 
is gumbotilon the Nebraskan, Kansan, and Illinoian tills, but no 
gumbotil has been developed on the Iowan or Wisconsin tills. 
The views which had been held by geologists as to the origin of 
the gumbo ciays are outlined. They indicate that there had been 
gre'a~ ~iversitY.o~ opinion . . A ll'J.l.mber of sectio~s are described t~ 

61 Kay, G. F., Pleistocene Studies betweep. .ManiJIa, iIi Crawford ' County, and Coon Rapids, in 
Carroll County: Iowa GeoL Survey, Vol. XXVI, pp. 215·231, 1917. 

62 Kay;- <1':' F., Gumbotil, a New Term in Pleistocene Geology: Science, New Series, XLIV, 
637-638, Nov. 3, 1916. 

. 63 Kay, G. F., and . Pearce, J. N., The O,rigin of GumbotiJ.: Jour. of Gaol., Vol. XXVIII, pp. 
89-125, 1920. . ' 
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show, the relations of the gumbotil to the underlying Kansan, 
Nebraskan and lllinoian tills, respectively. In each case the 
gumbotil grades downward into l~ached 'till and this in turn 
within. a few feet into unleached till. In several cases fresh 
younger till overlies gumbotil, ,and in one sectio~ this overlying 
fresh till changes above into leached till and this again into gum
botil, thus repeating the normal succession. Reference is made to 
the many interesting sections which show disintegrated and de
composed bowlders in the zone between gumbotil and the base of 
the underlying oxidized and leached till. ' ' ' 

The results of a number of pebble counts are given to show that 
the percentage of siliceous pebbles is considerably higher in the 

, gumbotils than in the, leached tills and much higher still than in 
the unleached tills. Measurements of these pebbles showed also 
that those from the gumbotils were, on the average, much smaller 
than those from fresh till and somewhat rp.ore rounded. ' 

The discussion of the chemical characters of gumbotil is pre- , 
faced by a statement concerning the geo-physico-chemical im
portance of water and its activity below the surface of the litho- , 
sphere. The chemical nature of glacial material and the chem
ical reactions whic~ tr51,nspire in the soil solutions formed dup.n~ 
the long period of glacial history are set forth. The chemical , 

, ' "'" 
products of weathering are classed as crystalloids and coll()t~~, . 
of which the former include t.he sohible portion~, the lf1tt~r ,the 
gluelike, gelatinous, amorpho)ls substances. As a result ,of wea-th- . 
ering of till one should expect to find a gradual relative'inc:rreas,e 
in the proportions of soluble diffusible material from the surface 
downward, but,a gradual decrease in the proportion of alumina; 
and this is eX;:Lctly what is found in the analyses 'o-f a,'complete ' 
series of strata of glacial till. 

Analytical data obtained from the study of samples ' of gum
botil are tabulated and discussed, and the conclusion is reached 
"that all gumbotils have a common origin-the chemical modifi
cation by weathering of glacial till." In reaching this conclusion ' 
cognizance is taken of the , decrease downward of the percentage ,I 

of Al20 s and the pronounced increase of eaO and MgO ~n the 'I 
lower horizons. The stages of the alteration processes are out
lined, including solution, hydrolysis, the formation of collOIds ;, 
and crystalloids, precipitation and leaching, the gradual passage,,, 
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downwaTd of all the transportable 'elements of the till, including 
the iron, the silica, the colloidal. clays, and £impler colloidal 
silicates. The resultant residuum of the chemical leaching pro
cess is a practically insoluble stratum-the gumbotil. In addi
tion, such physical factors as wind action, freezing and thawing, 
and burrowing of ground animals may have played some part. 

"The gu'mbotils, on account of their distinctive characters, wide dis
tribution, and topographic positions, are the most satisfactory criteria 
that have yet been ' found for differentiating the older drifts. Further
more, since the gumbotils are the result of changes which took place in 
interglacial times, they may be considered in relation to the problem of 
the relative durations of the interglacial epochs. 

"The gumbotils strengthen the view now generally accepted that the 
Glacial Period involved, not a few thousand but probably hundreds of 
thousands, and possibly millions o~ years." 

The views of Kay and Pearce on the origin of gumbotil were 
opposed by Keyes.64 " 

The gumb6tils have been us'ed in differentiating the Nebraskan 
till from the Kansan till.65 Kay's 'statement is as follows: 

"The prevalent opinion among Pleistocene geologists has been that 
Nebraskan till can be distinguished without difficulty from Kansan till 
by differences in physical characters of these two tills. Recent detailed 
investigations of Nebraskan and Kansan tills, where the evidence admits 
of no doubt as to their correct identification, has shown conclusively that , 
this view must be modified. Many excellent exposures of these two tills, 
separated by materials which could have been formed only during an 
interglacial epoch of lo'ng duration, have been made available for stu,dy 
in re<lent years in connection with railway construction and the improve
ment of the roads of the State. The evidence gained from a study of 
these exposures in widely distributed areas in Iowa justifies the conclu
sion that, whereas it is true that in some parts of Iowa the Nebraskan and 
Kansan tills can be distinguished by their differences ,in color, texture, 
structure, lithologic composition, and related features, as was pointed 
out by Carman. in his report on the Pleistocene history of northwestern 
Iowa, nevertheless there are many areas in Iowa within which these two 
tills resemble each other so closely that it is impossible to determine by 
physical characters whether a particular outcrop of till is Nebraskan till 

6. Keyes, C. R ., Ceramics of gumbo soils: Pan-American Geologist, Vol. XXXVIII, 'PP. 403-
408, 1922. 

85 Kay, G. F., Comparative Study of the Nebraskan and Kansan Tills in Iowa: Bull. Geol. 
Soc. of Amer., Abstract, Vol. SS, p . 115, 1922. 
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or Kansan till. In such places the only satisfactory basis thus far found 
in Iowa by which it is possible to decide whether the till is Nebraskan till 
or Kansan till is the relationship of the till to interglacial material the 
age of which can be determined. A.mong the most widespread and most 
significant of these interglacial materials is gumbotil. If a till is overlain 
by Nebraskan gumbotil or can be shown to be related to Nebraskan gum
botil, which in Iowa is found as remnants of a former extensive Nebras
kan gumbotil plain" the tin is Nebraskan till. H, however, the till is over
lain by Kansan gumbotil or can be shown to be related t~ Kansan gum
botil, which al~o is foun,d as remnants of a former extensive Kansan gum
botil plain, the till is Kansan till." 

Recent studies have shQwn that nowhere does the Kansan gum
botil have a greater thickness than about fifteen feet. It has been 
found that in some of the sections where it "Was thought the 
Kansan gumbo til had Ii thickness of twenty feet the upper part 
~s an old leached loess and not gumbotil. 

Pleistocene Geology of Northwestern Iowa 
The glacial deposits of northwestern Iowa have been difficult 

to. interpret. This has been true particularly of the deposits 
which lie just outside the fairly distinct west boundary of the 
Des Moines lobe Qf Wisconsin drift. Those who have studied this , 
area have not been in agreement as to the age and relationships 
of the tills and asso.ciated sands and gravels. The surface drift 
of this questionable are8j has been thought by different persons to 
be of Wisconsin age, to be extra-morainic Wisconsin, to be early 
Wisconsin, to be Iowan, to be Illinoian, and to be Kansan. 

The most comprehensive report on .the Pleistocene geology of 
northwestern Iowa has been prepared by Carman.66 The field 
work was begun in 1909, the chief purpose at that time being to 
retrace in detail the west boundary of th~ Des Moines lobe of the 
Wisconsin, drift plain. Later, it seemed desirable to revise and 
correlate the earlier work which had been done outside the Wis
consin glacial boundary. Field work' was continued by Carman 
during the summer_of 1910 and parts of the summers of 1911, 
1913, and 1916. His studies were carried westward from the 
Wisconsin boundary to the west boundary of the state and to 

66 Carman, J .- E ., The Pleistocene Geology of Northwestern Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. 
XXVI; pp. 289·445, 1917. 
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some extent into SoutI?- Dakota to the west and into Minnesota to 
the north. , 

In his report Carman gives a summary of the earlier work in 
northwestern, Iowa. Then the several drifts of the region are 
discussed in order from youngest to oldest. A chapter is devoted 
to the Wisconsin drift region and a chapter to the area outside 
the Wisconsin, which Carman interpreted to be Kansan. Two 
chapters deal with the gravels which' are associated closely with 
the . Kansan drift. Another chapter deals with the Nebraskan 

. drift. The two concluding chapters give respectively the geologic 
history of northwestern Iowa and a summary of conclusions re
garding the whole area. 

The questionable area just outside the Wisconsin boundary 
Carman finally mapped and described as Kansan drift. For a 
time, however, he was of the opinion that there is in this area a 
drift younger than the distinctive Kansan drift farther west and , 
older than the Peorian loess. He referred to this drift as the 
drift of the Intermediate area. He even considered' giving the 
name Iowan to this drift. In fact, in his earlier manuscript, sub
mitted to the Iowa Geological Survey in 1913 for publication, 
this drift was differentiated from the Kansan drift and described 
in considerable detail. This manuscript was withheld from pub
lication by the Director of the Iowa Geological Survey for the . 
reason that at this time there was doubt in the minds of some 
geologists as to the existence of an Iowan drift even in the type 
area of northeastern Iowa. Alden and Leighton had not at this 
time reviewed the evidences which later convinced them that there 
was warrant for the continued use of Iowan drift ·and Iowan . 
stage of glaciation as major subdivisions of the Pleistocene class
ification. Furthermore, ,at this time Leverett, as a result of his 
studies in southwestern .Minnesota, which is just north of the 
area described by Carman, was maintaining that he , had not 
found evidence in his area of 3: post-Kansan, pre-Peorian 
drift. He was convinced, however, that he had found in his area 
a drift younger than the Peorian loess and somewhat older than 
the Wisconsin drift, that is, an early Wisconsin drift.67 He be
lieved that. this early Wisconsin drift was present also in north-

r.7 Leverett, Frank, and Sardeson, F, W., Surface Formations and Agricultural Conditions of 
the South Half of Minnesota: Minn. Geol. Survey, Bull. 14, pp. 51-52, 1919. 
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western Iowa. ' In the hope that the questions in controversy 
might be settled, several conferences were held in the field in 
which Carman, Leverett, Kay, and Le~s participated. The mem
bers of the Iowa Geological Sunrey were unable to agree with 
Leverett that there ~as a drift in the region younger than the 
Peorian loess and older than the late Wisconsin drift. In 1916 
Cal'IIl.an a,ttempted to clear up the matter of the age of the Inter
mediate ' area which earlier he had thought had on it a post
Kansan, pre-Peorian drift probably of Iowan age. In his final 
report he stated: 

"A more detailed study of the loesslike clay that overlies the Inter
mediate area con,vinced the writer that it is the leached lOess and the 
continuation of the loess of the Kansan region farther west. This cor
relation of the loesslike clay with the loess makes the area preloess in age. 
This correlation, coupled with the practical identity of , the drifts of the 
Kansan and the so-called Intermediate areas, and the indefinite boundary 
separating the two areas, led the writer to reaffirm the interpretation 
macle in 1911, that all of north>yestern Iowa west of the Wisconsin 
boundary 'belongs to the Kansan drift-sheet. It is believed that the some
what peculiar topography which exists over the northeast part of the 
area here called Kansan, and which is not like the typical topography of 
the Kansan farther southwest, must be explained in some other way than 
by assuming -that it was overridden by another ice sheet which modified 
the topography but which left no continuous drift sheet." 

In referring to the history of the Kansan topography of north
western ~owa Carman contrasted the conditions in northwest 
Iowa with those of the Kansan area of southern Iowa. He stated: 

"In the Kansan drift region of southern Iowa the principal divides of 
the region commonly rise to a uniform altitude and have some level sur
face at their summits. These level areas are interpreted as remnants of 
the original Kansan drift-plain which is thought to have been relatively 
level, without marked constructional features. 

"These level uplands of southern Iowa are covered with fifteen to 
twenty feet of gray to qark colored, noncalcareous, sticky clay which 
Professor Kay has called gumbotil and interpreted to be the result 
chiefly of the chemical weathering of Kansan drift on the level Kansan 
drift-plain. After the development ,of the gumbotil zon.e, uplift is be
lieved to have occurred and erosion has carved out a mature topography 
and reduced most of the surf!J.ce below the h3vel of the former gumbotil 
plain. The above interpretation is based on'the evidence of the few rem
nants. 
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, 'Remnants of- the gumbotil zone have been found northward to Car
roll and Crawford counties, just south of our region.· The most north
e~ly known outlier of the Kansan, gumbOtil is exp10sed in a railway cut 
east of Kiron, a few miles south of the southwest corner of Sac county. 

"Neith~r the . level uplands nor the gumbotil have been found within 
our region although exposures of unleached till have been see;n on most 
of the high areas. However, it is believed that northwestern Iowa has 
passed through essen.tially the same hi$tory as ' has been outlined for 
southern Iowa by Professor Kay. That is, that the Kansan ice-~heet left 
a relatively even drift-plain; that the gumbotil was developed over the 
entire region; that the gumbotil plain was uplifted; and that it has since 
been eroded. This erosion, h<;>wever, has been greater in northwestern 
Iowa than in southern Iowa, so that, although remnants of the plain and 
the gumbotil remain in southern Iowa, in northwestern Iowa all the sur
face has been reduced below the level of the gumbotil plain and every 
remnant of the plain and the gumbotil has been destroyed. 

" Concerning this matter of erosion of the gumbotil plain in Carroll 
county, just to the south of our area, Professor Kay says:t . 

'The history of n.orthern Carroll county and farther to the 
north seems to have differed from the history of the Templetorl" 
region -(southern Carroll county) in having undergone still 
greater erosion. Northward from Templeton there are fewer 
and fewer remn~ts of the weathered zones until none are found. 
Moreover, in the region of Templeton there appears to have been 
more erosion than farther to the south. ' In south-central Iowa 
the uneroded remnants of upland with .gumbotil and leached 
till are a somewhat distinctive feature of the topography.' 

"The above explanation includes several points that have not been 
conclusively proved but the interpretation explains the conditions fairly 
well. It has not been proved that the gumbotil plain extended over north
western Iowa. However, the writer has seen some of the evidence, in 
southern Iowa and in Carroll and Crawford counties just south of our 
region, upon which Professor Kay bases the gumbotil idea, and consicters 
it so strong that he cannot fail to use this interpretation for the southern 
part of the region here under q.iscussion. It is believed that the develop
ment of the gumb6til to a depth of fifteen to twenty feet over southern 
Iowa required a very great length of .time. Such thicknesses are found 
northward to Carroll county where a section recorded by Professor Kay 
from a railway cut three miles west of Templeton shows twenty and one-

* Kay ... G. F., Pleistocene Deposits between Manilla in . Crawford County and Coon Rapids in 
Carroll \.Jounty: Iowa.. Geol: Survey, Vol. XXVI, pp. 218-281, 1917. 

t Iowa Geol. Surv., Vol. XXVI, p. 218, 1~17. 
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half , feet of Kansan gumbotil. It seems very probable therefore that 
the gumbotil was developed farther northward over northwestern Iowa 
during this same long interval of time. 

"The way in which the remnants of the gumbotil on the highest divides 
become fewer and smaller as they are traced northward in west-central 
Iowa, and especially in Carroll county, indicates strongly that these rem-. 
nants have been entirely destroyed farther north, that is, that northwest
ern Iowa has been entirely reduced below the leyel of the gumbotil plain. 
The altitude of the remnants of the gumbotil along the divide between 
Mississippi and Missouri rivers increases northward from about 1250 feet ' 
at Tingley near the south' line of the state to nearly 1500· feet west of 
Templeton in Carroll county. If these altitudes are used to project the 
plain northward, it is found that it would pass above a.ll the high points. 

, , An uplift of the region is postulated in order to cause the erosion of 
the gumbotil plain: In southern Iowa where re!llnants of the gumbotil 
plain exist the postulated uplift rests on firmer basis than for north
western Iowa, where the uplift is merely inferred. The question as to 
why northwestern Iowa was eroded more deeply than southern Iowa in 
spite of the fact that it is farther up ' the Missouri valley, has not been 
satisfactorily answered. Possibly the uplift in northwestern Iowa was 
greater than in southern Iowa; possibly it occurred earlier. , There exist 
in northwestern Iowa considerable areas of slight relief which must be 
interpreted as having been reduced below the original plain and yet they, 
are not at flood plain level. The origin of 'these areas is not understood. " 

All persons who have studied the Kansan drift of northwestern 
Iowa have been puzzled to find how free from leaching the till is 
as compared with the leaching of the Kansan till of southern 
Iowa. In attempting to explain these differences Carman stated: 

" A notable character of the Kansan till of northwestern Iowa is the 
small amount of alteration and weathering which it shows. Oxidation to 
a rellow co~or commonly extends to a depth of twenty to thirty feet ,. and 
locally the till is iron-stained along the joints, but the degree of this ox
idation is only moderate. Excessive oxidation of the type represented 
by the iron-stained horizon (ferretto) present at the top of the Kansan 
till at many places farther south, is lacking in northwestern Iowa. J[ur
ther, the: Kansan till of northwestern Iowa is commonly calcareous to .the 
surface. In only a few places, in the south and southwest part of the 
region, was any leached till found. Even where the overlying loess is 
leached for its entire thickness, the till beneath is unleached. 

"In southern Iowa leached till is much more commonly present and in 
many places has a depth of several feet. It occurs in a zone which 
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directly underlies the gumbotil of the remnants of the upland, wher~ it 
may be seven to ten feet thick In such position it grades upward into 
the gumbotil and represents a less altered phase of the till. 

"If a gumbotil 'zone was formed over the Kansan drift-plain of north
western Iowa, there was formed also beneath it a zone of leached till, but ' 
the erosion which removed every vestige of the gumbotil also removed the 
leached zone of Kansan till beneath, exposing unleached till everywhere 
at the surface. This complete erosion ~f . northwestern Iowa below the 
original plain explains the absence of leached till. " 

Since the .publication of Carman's report on the Pleistocene 
geology of northwestern Iowa additional field work by Leverett, 
Carman, and the writer has shown that there' is no pOf?t-Peorian 
loess, pre-late Wisconsin drift in the region as Leverett previous
ly had thought, but that there is a drift west of the boundary of 
the Wisconsin terminal moraine which is post-Kansan, pre-Peor
ian loess in age. This drift has been differentiated from the 

. Kansan drift chiefly' by differences in topography ' and the pres
ence of weathered loess, silts and gravels' which ~re much young
er than the Kansan drift and are older than the drift which 
underlies the Peorian lqess.6 8 Lever~tt, Carman, and Kay are 
agreed that thi~ P9st-Kansan, pr~-Wisconsin ' drift in northwest
ern Iowa probably is of the same age as the post-Kansan drift. 
the Iowan, of northeastern Iowa. 

The Io'Wian of northwestern Iowa will be described and its 
boundary discussed in a report now being 'prepared by Carman. 

Pleistocene Geology of Western Iowa 
In the year 1924, E:ay made the following statements as a re

sult of studies in western Iowa :69 

"More than a decade ago the Pleistocene tills and associated materials 
of western Iowa were described in papers published by Udden, Calvin, 
Shimek, and others. In more recent years nothing has been written about 
these deposits, although they have been studied to some extent by several 
persons interested in glacial geology. 

"This paper is a result of several weeks of field study, chiefly in Pot
tawattamie, Harrison, and Monona counties and in adjoining counties 
farther east. The chief purpose <?f the investigation has been to deter-

68 Kay, G. F ., Loveland Loess: Post-Illinoian, Pre-Iowan in Age: Science, N. S., Vol. 
LXVlII, pp. 482-483, Nov. 16, 1928. 

69 Kay, G. F ., Recent Studies of the Pleistocene in Western Iowa : (Abstract), Bull. Geol. 
Soc. of America, Vol. 35, pp. 71-73, 1924. 
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mine whether or not a restudy of the tills, gravels, and related deposits 
of the area would permit, in the light of our most recent knowledge of 
the PleistocenEj Qf southern, southwestern, and northwest!)rn Iowa, a more 
satisfactory interpretation of the relationships and origins of these glac
ial .materials than was possible when previous studies were made. Con
siderable additional field work will be necessary before final conclusions 
can be rea~hed, but thus far the evidence· warrants the following tenta
tive statements: 

"1. The two oldest known tills, the Nebraskan till and the Kansan 
till, separated in many places by Nebraskan gumbotil of Aftonian age 
and in other places by peat, lignite, and soil zones of Aftoniim age, have 
been traced as far west as the western parts of Crawford and Shelby 
counties, a distance of less than 25 miles from the Missouri river, the 
western boundary of Iowa. Moreover, in the southeastern part of 'the 
town of Council Bluffs, in Pottawattamie county, there is a distinctive 
zone of leached Nebraskan till separating unleached Nebraskan till below 
this ZOTI.e from unleached, oxidized Kansan till above the zone. The evi
dence in hand seems to indicate clearly that both these old tills extend to 
the Missouri river and probably, also, beyond into the State of Nebraska. 
If it were not fQr the thick deposits of loess overlying the tills 'n this 
region, no doubt many additional good ' sections of these two tills could 
be seen. 

"2. In western Iowa it has not been possible to distinguish the 
Nebraskan till from the Kansan till by differences in color, texture, litho
logical composition, or degree of weathering. Only when it is possible to 
establish the relationship of an outcrop of till and associated gravel to 
gumbo til or other interglacial material whose age is known, can the 
definite age of the till and gravels be determined. When the till is over
lain by Nebraskan gumbotil or can be shown to lie lower topographically 
than near-by remnants of the eroded Nebraskan gumbotil plain, then the 
till may be interpreted as being Nebraskan till. If, however, an outcrop 
of till is overlain by Kansan gumbotil, or if the till has the proper rela
tion topographically to remnants of the eroded Kansan gumbotil plain, 
the till may be interpreted as being Kansan till. 

"3. The sands and gravels of western Iowa, which were described by 
Shimek and Calvin as being Aftonian interglacial gravels separating the 
Nebraskan till fro~ the Kansan till and related in origin neither to 
deposits made during the closing stages of the Nebraskan 'glacial epoch 
nor to deposits made during the Kansan glacial epoch, are thought by the 
writer not to represent a distinctive stratigraphic horizon separating the 
Nebraskan till from the Kansan till. But instead they are interpreted as 
being lenses and irregularly shaped masses of gravels and sands within a 
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single till; or, if in two tills, it is not possible to use the gravels and sands 
as evidence for differentiating these two tills. The -gravels and sands are ' 
unleached and appear to be contemporaneous in age with the -tills with
which they are associated. This view is in accord with .the author's inter
pretation, -recently published, of the relationships to till of' the welJ
known gravels near Afton Junction and Thayer, in Union county. 

"4. Many mammalian fossils have been found in the sands and gravels 
associated with the tills of western Iowa.- -Calvin and Shimek believed 
that these remains were of animals which were living during the time of 
deposition of the gravels,' which they interpreted as Aftonian and inter
glacial. But H the sands and gravels are lenses and irregularly shaped 
pockets related in age to the till with which they are associated, then a 
somewhat different interpretation of the age of the mammals :-becomes 
necessary_ At the present time it is impossible to state whether the 
gravels in which the mammalian remains have been found are associated 
with Nebraskan till or with Kansan till, since, as stated previously, it has 
not been possible thus far to differentiate Nebraskan till from Kansan' till 
except where the relationships of the till to gumbotil the age of which is 

, known have been established. ,If the gravels in which the mammalian re~ 
mains have been found should prove to be lenses and pockets in N ebras
kan till, then the evidence would suggest that the animals are Nebraskan
in age, It would be reasonable to assume that the animals were living in 
front of the advancing Nebraskan ice-sheet, out from which sands and 
gravels were being carried. Remains of mammals became imbedded in 
the sands and gravels, which themselves later were overridden by or be
came incorporated in the onward moving Nebraskan till. If, on the other 
hand, the sands and gravels containing the mammalian remains should 
prove to be lenses and pockets in Kansan till, then the suggested inter
pretation would be that the mammals were living on the Aftonian sur
face during the advance of the Kansan ice-sheet, out from which sands 
and gravels were being carried. After remains of mammals became im
bedded in these sands and gravels the Kansan ice-sheet advanced and in
corporated i~ Kansan till these masses of sands and gravels in which the 
remains are found. If these conclusions are justified, then this mam
malian fauna may not be a strictly interglacial fauna of Aftonian age. 
It is important to note, however, that the fauna is certainly early Pleis
tocene-that is, it was closely associated either with the advance of the 
Nebraskan ice or with the advance of the Kansan ice-sheet, or it was as
sociated with both as a result of having persisted on the adjacent plains 
from Nebraskan through Aftonian to Kansan time: 

"5. The name 'Loveland formation' was given by Shimek to a de
posit in western Iowa whieh.is a 'heavy, compact, reddish (especially on 
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exposure to the air). or sometimes· yellowish silt, which when dry is hard, 
with a tendency to breal,l: into blocks like a joint clay, and when wet be
co~es very tough and sticky and hence is sometimes called a gumbo.' 
The type section of this formation is at Loveland, Harrison county. By 
early workers this formation was thought to be related to the widespread 
buff loess of the region, but Shimek belieyed that it was a fluvio.glacial 
deposit 'formed during the melting of the Kansan ice.' In many. places 
it is calcareous anq. contains calcium carbonate concretions, many of 
whic.h are from three to six inches in diaineter; a few were seen with 
greatest diameter more than 12 inches. The Loveland does not show the 
laminations of waterlaid clay, but in places sands and silts of distinct 
aqueous origin are interstratified with the Loveland clay; and in a few 
places volcanic ash is interbedded with the formation. Moreover, it has 
the vertical cleavage of loess and stands with similar vert~cal faces. Al
though in places fossil shells are present in the Loveland, they are ex
tremely rare in comparison with the numbers ' of shells which are in the 
buff loess. The writer believes .that the Loveland is not a fiuvio.glacial 
deposit, but a loeS$ distinctly older than the widespread buff loess which 
overlies the Loveland and which is thought to be chiefly of Peorian age; 
the Loveland is younger than the Kansan glacial epoch, since it lies upon 
the maturely eroded surfaces of Kansan till. 

"6. Northeast of the village of Little Sioux, in Harrison county, there 
are along the east slope of the Little Sioux river tills, gravels, and re
lated materials which were described by Shimek as the county-line ex
posures. Here are fine, whitish 'silts' which were thought by Shi~ek to 
be part of a section of sands and gravels which he interpreted as being 
Aftonian in age. Recently these 'silts' were studied by Doctor Alden, 
who proved that they are volcanic ash. The writer is convinced that this 
volcanic ash is not of Mtonian age, but is of the same age as the Love
land loess, with which in some of the county-line ' ~xposures it is inter
stratified. " 

Additional field work in western Iowa and eastern Nebraska 
has strengthened the view that both Nebraskan and Kansan 
drifts were deposited not only to Missouri river but into Nebras
ka for more than fifty miles. 

The exposure in the southeastern part of Council Bluffs which 
until recently was thought to show unleached Kansan drift over
lying leached Nebraskan drift is interpreted now to show un
leached till, probably Nebraskan in age, overlying pre-Pleisto
cene clays, sands and gravels, . probably of Tertiary age. 

The sands and gravels in western Iowa which were interpreted 
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by Shimek a:nd Calvin to. he 'AftQnian in age chiefly Qn aCCQunt Qf' 
. the presence in the gravels Qf remains Qf mammals which they 
'believed CQuld have lived Qhly in an interglacial e;PQch, are 
thQught to. be nQt interglacial but chiefly cQntempQraneQus in age 
with the till with 'which the gravels are clQsely assQciated, the 
age Qf the till being prQbably Nebraskan but PQssibly Kansan. 
SQme Qf the gravels may have been depQsited in valleys in the 
AftQnian interglacial epQch, but theIr characteristics and their 
relatiQnships to. the till do. nQt seem to. supPQrt this view. Mam
malian remains in the gravels do. n9t Qf themselves determine 
whether the gravels are strictly interglacial in age Qr are Qf 
glacial Qrigin, since vertebrate paleQntQIQgists are nQt in agree
ment regarding the climatic cQnditiQns under which mammals 
such as have been fQund in these gravels may live. O. P. Hay70 
-is Qf the QpiniQn that the mammals the remains Qf which have 
been fQund in the gravels Qf western IQwa CQuld nQt have lived 
in the immediate vicinity Qf an ice sheet, but must have lived un
der interglacial climatic cQnditiQns. On . the Qther han<;l, W. D. 
Matthew71 believes that in determining the age Qf gravels- and 
sands stratigraphic evidence can be mQre safely fQllQwed than 
fQssil evidence. In a letter he stated: 

"What actually seems to have happened in the Pleistocene was that 
glacial adyances drove the boreal forrns southward and compelled them 
to mingle temporarily with temperate faunas . . . . . . ' . 'When the re
treat of the ice opened up northern territory 'again, the boreal types were 
fhe first to extend their range northward, and then or later retreated 
from the s~)Uthern territory they had invaded." 

Matthew offers no. ad~erse criticism to. the view taken in this • 
paper tha,t the sands and gravels Qf western IQwa cQntaining the 
remains Qf mammals were prQbably cQntempQraneQus in age with 

" I • , 

the till with which they are appare~tly clQs~ly related in Qrigin. 

HistQry of Extinct Lake Calvin, and Other ~apers 
W. H. SchQewe72 established beyQnd a dQubt the existence Qf 

Lake Calvin. Reference to. this lake 'w:as made first by .T. A. U d-

70 Hay, O. P., The Pleistocene of the Middle Region of North .America and its verj;ebrated 
Animals : Carnegie Institution, Washington, Publication 322A, 1924. 

71 P er sonal communication. 
72 Schoewe, W. H ., The Origin and History of Extinct L ake Calvin: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. 

;XXIX, pp. 55·222, 1923 . . 

/ 
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den.7s Schoewe described the lake in detail and presented rea
sons for the belief that Lake Calvin existed for a long time, prob
ably to the time of the Iowan ice invasion. The drainage of the 
lake was discussed, and the author's view of the origin and his
tory of,the lake was presented. The lake covered parts of Mu.s
catine,- Cedar, Johnson, Washington, and Louisa counties. Its 
area was about 325 square miles and in plfl,ces it had a depth of 
probably 100 feet. . 

In several county reports74 published since 1915 there .are in
teresting facts with regard to the Pleistocene, also in a paper by 
Cable published .in 1921,75 

Recent Work in the Afton Junction-Thayer Region 
The views of Chamberlin, Bain, and Calvin with regard to the 

tills al1d gravels of the Afton Junction-Thayer region in Union 
county, Iowa, and the names w:q.ich they applied to. the tills and 
gravels have been presented in an earlier part of this chapter. 

• The two tills of the region are now called the Nebraskan till and 
. the Kansan till, and the gravels separating these tills have long 

been called the Aftonian gravels. It may be well to restate here 
that Chamberlin interpreted the chief gravels separating the two 
tills to be kamelikedeposits on the s~rface of the lower till (pres
ent Nebraskan till) and related in age to this till. The gravels be
came much weathered during the A,ftonian interval. Bain re
ferred to evidence of lateral transition from gravels into boulder 
clay and suggested the possible contemporaneity of the gravels 
with the upper till (present Kansan till). Calvin in 1905 inter
preted these gravels to be deposits made by torrential floods dur
ing the retreating stages of the pre-Kansan ice. Later, in 1908, 
chiefly as a result of studies by himself and Shimek of gravels 
and their included fossil faunas in western Iowa, he suggested 
modification of his former view of the Aftonian gravels. He ex
pressed the judgment that the most satisfactory interpretation 
of the gravels was that they are interglacial in age, having been 
deposited during the progress of the Aftonian interval, neither 
at its beginni!lg nor at its end. 

7 3 Udden, J. A ., Geology of Muscatine County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, 1898. 
74 Geology of Ringgold, Taylo~, Clarke, Cass and Adai; Counties : Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. 

XXVII, 1916; Geology of Lucas anell Crawford Counties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXXII, 1927. 
75 Cable, E . J., Some Phases of the Pleistocene <>f Iowa, with special reference to the Peorian 

Interglacial Epoch: privately published, 1921. 
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Recent studies of the gravels and their relationships to the tills 
in the Afton Junction-Thayer region justify the statement that 
the chief gravels of Union county, which were thought by Calvin 
to have been deposited within the Aftonian interglacial epoch 
and to constitute a distinct stratigraphic horizon separating the 
Kansan till from the Nebraskan till, ;are not of this origin or age. 
Rather, the chief sands and gravels .are lenses and irregularly 
shaped masses of gravels in the Nebraskan till and contempor
aneous in age with that till. They are gravels not of Aftonian 
age but of Nebraskan age. ' They lie in large part below the 
level of the remnants of Nebraskan gumbotil within this area. 
However, in a few places, as for example, in the Afton Juncti<5n 
pit close to Afton Junction station, the Nebraskan gravels in 
some places and the Nebraskan till in other places are at the 
surface of the Nebraskan drift. During the Aftonian interglacial 
interval the upper part of the N ebr.a:skan till became weathered 
to Nebraskan gumbotil and the Nebraskan gravels which had a 
similar topographic relation to the Nebraskan till became weath- • 
ered to highly oxidized and leached gravels. There are grada
tions laterally from typical Nebraskan gumbotil to gumboized 
gravels to thoroughly leached gravels. Later, both Nebraskan 
gumbotil and the oxidized and leached Nebraskan gravels were 
overlain by Kansan drift. Some of the Nebraskan gumbotil and 
some of the weathered gravels were picked up by the Kansan ice 
and ,are now inclusions in the Kansan till. Since the Nebraskan 
gravels which were weathered while at the surface and whichnow 
separate the Nebraskan till 'below from the Kansan till above un
derwent their great changes during the Aftonian intergladal 
epoch it may be considered proper to continue to call such gravels 
Aftonian gravels, but it is here suggested that the name Afton
ian gravels be no longer used for the sands and gravels of Ne
braskaiIl age which were changed to their present condition in 
Aftonian time, but that they be called weathered Nebraskan 
gravels, just as the Nebraskan gumbotil is the name given to 
weathered Nebraskan till, the weathering having taken place in 
Aftonian time. The weathered Nebraskan gravels do in places 
separate Nebraskan tm from Kansan till and hence constitute the 
Aftonian stratigraphic horizon, just as peat does in some places 
in this area and in other areas. But Nebraskan gumbotil rathe1 
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than gravels or peat is the most widespread evidence of Mtonian 
interglacial time in the Afton Junction-Thayer region. This 
Nebraskan gumbotil has been mapped over wide areas in south
western Iowa and in other parts of the state and hence is ' the 
most significant Aftonian horizon marker which thus far has 
been found. 

The major interpretations of Chamberlin and McGee made 
many years ago in the Mton Junction-Thayer region have been 
strengthened by the recent studies, and this region will continue 
to be the classic area of Iowa for the investigation of the two old
est drifts, the Nebraskan and the Kansan, and of ,Nebraskan 
gumbotil, weathered Nebraskan gravels, and peat, which are the 
most distinctive evidences in support of the reality of the Afton
ian interglacial epoch. 

The Relative Ages of the Iowan and Illinoian Drift Sheets 
Sardeson76 still believes that there is no Iowan drift sheet ill 

northeastern Iowa, and hence contends that only four of the five 
generally recognized glacial stages should be included in the 
classification of the Pleistocene. ' , 

Frank, Leverett in, a paper read before the American Philo
'sophical Society77 stated th~t he was convinced that there is' ,a 
post-Kansan drift in northeastern Iowa, the Iowan drift, but sug
gested that this drift be correlated with a late phase of the Illi
noian stage of glaciation. If this were done the classification of 
American Pleistocene deposits would include four rather than 
five major gla.cial stages. 

In reaching the judgment that the Iowan stage is related close
ly in age'to the Illinoian stage, Leverett has been much impressed 
by a pebble band at the surface of the Iowan till and beneath thin ' 
loess of Peorian age~ He believes that the pebble band was the 
result chiefly of erosion by running water and that much time 
was involved in its formation. He is of. the opinion that the time 
between the retreat of the Iowan ice sheet from the Iowan area 
and the deposition of the overlying loess was comparable to the 
time between the retreat of the Illinoian ice sheet from south
eastern Iowa and the deposition of the widespread loess overly-

76 Sardeson, F. W., Four Stage Glacial Epoch: Pan-American Gilologist, Vol. XLVI, pp_ 175-
188. 1926. 

77 Leverett, Frank, The Pleistoce~e Glacial Stages: Were there more than four': Proc., 
American Philosophical Soc., Vol. LXV, Number 2, 1926. 
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ing the Illinoian drift, which loess is of the same age as that over
lying the Iowan drift. Moreover, he stated in his paper that the 
Iowan drift "lies wholly within the limits of w}:lat has been 
tenned the Keewatin field of glaciation." And then, after hav
ing presented some facts with regard to the growth of ice sheets, 
particularly with reference to the Wisconsin ice sheet, he sug
gested the application of the same principles to the method of 
growth of the Illinoian ice sheet. He stated: 

"It seems but natural that westward growth such as we know affected 
the Wisconsin ice sheet should also have occurred on the Illinoian and 
given the ice movement that brought inthi Iowan drift." 

Here we have his theoretical grounds for suggesting that the 
Iowan drift should be correlated with the Illinoian. ' 

The questions raised by Leverett with regard to the relations 
of the Iowan drift to the Illinoian drift called forth three papers 
by Kay!S In the first of these papers he stated that the 
characteristics, distribution, origin, and age of the deposits of 
Loveland time in Iowa had been detennined. 

"The Loveland loess has now been established by stratigraphic methods 
as being much , younger than the Illinoian glacial drift and older than 
the Iowan glacial drift. The significance of the determination of the 
definite age of the Loveland loess must be emphasized. It would seem to 
settle conclusively the relative ages of the Illinoian glacial stage and the 
Iowan glacial stage. The Loveland loess was deposited after the develop
ment over wide areas on the Illinoian till, chiefly by chemical weathering, 
of a gumbotil more ' than three feet thick. Furthermore, there was suffi
cient time a.fter the Loveland loess was laid down for this loess to be 
leached to a depth of several feet before the coming of the Iowan ice
sheet. " 

. . 
In the paper entitled "Relative Ages of the Iowan and Illinoian 

Drift Sheets" Kay made brief statements regarding the develop
ment of our present knowledge of the Iowan and Illinoian drifts 
and closely associated glacial and interglacial deposits, following 
which the aLI'guments of Calvin, Alden and Leighton, and the 
writer were presented in support of the view that the Iowan 

78 Kay, G. F., Loveland Loess : Post-Illinoian, Pre-Iowan in Age : Science, N. S., Vol. 
XLVIII, pp. 482-483, Novel)loor 16, 1928. 

The Retative Ages of the Iowa!' and Illinoian Drift Sheet,.: American Journal of Science, 
December, 1928. . 

Significance of Post-Illinoian, Pre-Iowan Loess: Scien~e, N. S., Vol. LXX, pp. 259, 260, 
Sept. 13, 1929. 

. , 
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! ' glacial stage was a distinct stage from the Illinoian glacial stage. 
~ay stated: I, 

I I The strongest of several arguments in favo'r of a long interval be
tween the Illinoian and Iowan glacial stages are the occurrence of a gum
botil on the Illinoian in contrast to no gumbotil on the Iowan, and the 
leached Loveland loess, which is post-Illinoian gumbotil, pre-Iowan in age. 

I I The relative ages of the Iowan and IllinoJa,n glacial stages w()uld 
seem to have been established, and hence five glacial stages and four in
terglacial stages must continue to be given a place .in the classification of 
the North American glacial deposits." 

Widespread Mapping of the Aftonianand Yannouth Inter-' 
Glacial Horizons in Iowa 

For more than ten years members of the Iowa Geological Sur
vey have been mapping the outcrops of Nebraskan and Kansan 
gumbotils in Iowa. These gumhotils, because of their distinctive 
characters, topographic positions, and wide distribution, have 
proved to be the most satisfactory Aftonian and Yarmouth inter
glacial horizon markers in the state. They have been especially 
useful in differentiating and mapping the two oldest tills: 

Peats and .weathered gravels have been and will continue to be 
of value in interpreting interglacial history, but they have been 
found to be less serviceable than the gumbotils in areal mapping 
in Iowa. Only a few good exposures of peat of Aftonian age have 
been found in the whole state, and these are separated wide
ly from one another. N or are there ma:o.y good exposures of 
peat of Yarmouth age. Moreover, since gravels differ in origin, 
in topographic position, in degree of weathering, and in other 
respects, their ' use in mapping is somewhat restricted. Much 
less reliance is now placed upon ,interpretations of gravels and 
"forest beds" penetrated in well drillings than was given to 
these materials in the earlier years of Pleistocene studies. 

Figure 26 shows the locations of outcrops of Nebraskan gum
botil of Aftonian age separating' Nebraskan till from Kansan 'till 
in Iowa, arid figure 27 shows the locations of outcrops of Kansan 
gumbotil of Yarmouth age. ' 

A study of figure 26 shows clearly that the Nebraskan gum- ' 
botil is widespread in southwestern Iowa; in fact, from these 
gumbotil outcrops it is now possible to map areally the N ebras-



FIG. 26.-The triangles show the locations of Nebraskan gumbotil outcrops in Iowa. This gumbotil is the chief Aftonian interglacial 
horizon marker in the state. 
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FIG. 27:-The crosses show the locations of Kansan gumbotil outcrops in Iowa. This gumbotil is the chief Yarmouth interglacial 
horizon marker of the state. 
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kan drift of this region. This map shows also that Nebraskan 
. gumbotil extends into the northwestern part of the state, and that 

comparatively few outcrops of this gumbotil have been found 
within the Iowan area of northeastern Iowa or in southeastern 
Iowa. 

Within the Iowan area of northeastern Iowa, not only are 
there few known exposures of Nebraskan gumbotil, which repre
sents the Aftonian horizon, but expo'sures of Aftonian peats and 
gravels are rare. On the contrary, within this Iowan area, as is 

, shown oil figure 27, th~re are many exposures of Kansan gum: 
botil, which represents the Yatmouth interglacial horizon. At the 
surface of several of the Kansan gumbotil exposures within the 
Iowan area there is a distinct soil zone or "forest bed", above 
which there is calcareous Iowan drift. Furthermore, at the 
same topographic position as the Kansan grimbotil, there are in 
many places thoroughly leached gravels-the upland phase of 
the Buchanan gravels of Calvin-overlying which in many places 
there is a thin Iowan drift. From these facts it is now possible 
to state that within the area of Iowan drift in northeastern fowa 
(the area mapped by McGee), the Kansan gumbotil (McGee's 
gumbo, which he stated was· the stratigraphic equivalent of his 
forest bed) is much better known from observation than the 
Nebraskan gumbotil or peat separating the Nebraskan till from 
the Kansan till. In other words, the "forest bed horizon" has 
been mapped more widely between the Kansan. till and Iowan 
till, that is, between the tills which McGee mapped areally as his 
Lower and Upper tills, than between the Nebraskan and Kan
san tills in this part of the state. It is believed that the N ebras
kan gumbotil is at the horizon of the forest bed on Winchell's 
"older" till of southeastern Minnesota, and that the Kansan 
gumbotil is at the surface of his" old" till in the same area. Mc
Gee's Upper Till in Iowa, the Iowan, was apparently not differ
entiated in Minnesota by Winchell although it is present 'there. 
·Nor did McGee map in Iowa Winchell's "older" till. 

Both Winchell and McGee had an ' upper till and a lower till. 
It is believed that Winchell's upper till or "old" till is the. pres
ent Kansan till and that his lower till or "older" till is the pres
ent 'Nebraskan till. McGee's Upper Till is the present Iowan 
till and his Lower Till is the present Kansan till. Together they 
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. recognized the three tills which are now known as the N ebras
kan, the Kahsan, and the Iowan tills: Both of them were familiar 
also with Winchell's "younger" till, which is the Wisconsin till. 

The absence of Kansan gumbotil in northwestern Iowa was 
explained in a former part of this chapter to be the ' result of 
erosion of this gumbo til after it had been developed on Kansan 
till here as well as in other parts of the st:;l.te. . . 

The Kansan gumbotil has been found in.many places beneath 
the Illinoian till of southeastern Iowa, and in a few places with
in the illinoian drift area Nebraskan gumbotil has been found 
beneath the Kansan till. . 

. The mapping of the outcrops of -Nebraskan gumbotil and 
Kansan gumbotil has impressed the fact that the original N e
braskan gumbotil plain and the original Kansan gumbotil plain 
were widespread in the state. It is somewhat surprising to find 
that so much of each of these plains has escaped erosion. Rem
nants of the Kansan gumbo til plain are a stri.ki.ng feature of the 
topography of the Kansan drift area of southern Iowa, where 
they are known as tabtfar divides. 

Concluding Statements 
It is hoped that the history of the investigations and classifica

tions of the Pleistocene deposits of Iowa has been presented in 
sufficient detail to have enabled the reader to get a clear under- . 
standing of the extent to which the glacial and interglacial de
posits of Iowa have been studied and of the contributions which 
have been made by each of the many persons who within the last 
half century have been interested in unraveling the intricate 
story of the Pleistocene deposits of Iowa and adjacent states. 
These investigations and the conclusions drawn from them have 
attracted attention throughout America and also in foreign lands. 

- In fact, it is now conceded by students of the Pleistocene that 
Iowa is the area where the records of the glacial and interglacial 
stages of the Glacial Period have been best preserved and where 
the deposits, glacial and interglacial, l).ave been best studied in 
such detail a,s to permit of their satisfactory. interpretation and 
classification. . 

Much credit must be given to thelPioneers in glacial studies. 
From, their splendid beginnings new facts have been gathered 

. , 
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. Y~l:!-r by ye~runtil now ther.e is genera~ ~greement that tho Glacial 

.p:~rjod did not con~i~t of one ice invasion and one retreat, but that 

.nwre were s~veral , major advances of the ice and several major 

.retreats with, attendant minor readvances and retreats. All are 
agreed that the history of each 'of the glacial and interglacial 

. stages was not simple but 'complex. 
In Iowa the evidence justifies the interpretation that the Pleis

tocene included five glacial stages and fou.r interglacial stages . . 
In.' the course of the development of the classification of these 
glacial and interglacial deposits names were introduced one by 
one until finally ' the present classification was evolved. The 
c~assification now recognized by the Iowa Geological Survey is 
as follows: 

Glacial stages Interglacial stages 

'Visconsin 
Peorian . 

Iowan 
Sangamon 

illinoian 
Yarmouth 

Kansan 
Aftonian ' 

Nebraskan 

The name Buchanan, which was first used by Calvin, is used 
still for the interval between the Kansan glacial stage and the . 
Iowan glacial stage. This interval includes the Yarmouth inter
glacial stage, th.e Illinoian glacial stage, and the Sangamon in
terglacial stage. 

If all the facts which are now known had been available at the 
time each of the names was first given a place in this classification 
it is very probable that more satisfactory terms than are now be
ing used would have been introduced. This paper has given the 
history of each of the names which now appears in the classifica
'tion. With the exception of the name Nebraskan, which was used 
'for the first time in 1909, all the names have had their present 
usage in the classification for more than thirty years. Al
though adverse criticism can be made with regard to some of 
the names and to the factors which controlled when the names 
were introduced, it is doubtful if the advantages which would be 
gained by attempting to improve the present names would at this 
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time outweigh the disadvantages which would attend the changes 
made. 

The oldest glacial stage in Iowa is the Nebraskan stage. The 
e.vidence indicates that th~ :~ ~ b:r:a'Skan ice sheet covered the whole 
state, including the so-called "driftless area" of northeastern 
Iowa. Dur~ng the ~ A:ftol1ian' interglacial stage Nebraskan gum
botil was developed on the Nebraskan till to an average thickness 
of about eight feet. The second glacial stage' is the Kansan. The 
Kansan ice sheet covered all of Iowa except a small area in the 
northeast corner of the state. During the Yarmouth interglacial 
stage Kansan gumbotil was d~veloped on the Kansan till to a 
maximum thickness of about 15 feet and an average thickness of 
more than 11 feet. The third glacial stage is the lllinoian. The 
Illinoian ice sheet invaded only the southeastern part of the state. 
During the third interglacial stage, the Sangamon stage, a gum
botil was developed on the Illinoian till to a thickness Of more 
than three feet, and later a loess, the Loveland loess, was depos
ited over the Illinoian gumbotil and older Pleistocene deposits. 
This loess in places was leached and a soil formed on its surface 
before the' clo~~ ,'of ~a~gain~n ' time. The' fourth gla~ial stage is 
the' Io'wan,' now well determined in northeastern and, northwest
ern Iow'~., The fourth ,itterglacial stage i~ tl;1e Peorian. During 
this stage the Iow.ari till w!ls 'leached to an average depth of less 
than five feet. Apparently the widespread loess of Peorian age 
was laid down by -wind action very soon after the retreat of the 
Iowan ice and ben,ce is early p~o,rian in age. ,The evidence indi
cates that the Peorian interglacial stage was by far the shortest 
of the interglacial stages. The youngest glacial stage 'is the Wis
consin:. ln Iowa the Wisconsin glacil;tl lobe terminates at Des 
Moines. ' " 
, There seems to be no reasonable doubt, when all the evidenc~ 
is fairly balanced, that there' are iIi Iowa remains of five distinct 
glacial stages and of four distinct, interglacial stages. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE NEBRASKAN GLACIAL STAGE 

Discrimination of ~he Nebraskan drift 
Distribution of the Nebraskan drift in Iowa 
Origin of the drift · 
Changes in the drift 
Typical sections of the Nebraskan drift 

Nebraskan drift in southwestern Iowa 
, Nebraskan drift in southeastern Iowa 
Nebraskan drift in northeastern Iowa , 
Nebraskan drift in northwestern Iowa 

Descriptions of the drift phases 
The Nebraskan gumbotil 
Oxidized and leached NebraSkan till 
Oxidized and unleached Nebraskan till 
Unoxidized and unleached Nebraskan till 

Thickness of the Nebraskan drift 

The Nebraskan glacial stage is the oldest of the five glacial 
stages of the Pleistocene of Iowa, The drift deposited during 
this stage is known as Nebraskan drift, the name Nebraskan 
having ·been given to it by Shimek.1 Other names which have 
been used for the drift of the Nebraskan glacial stage are Pre
Kansan, Sub-Aftonian, Albertan and J erseyan. 

Discrimination 0{ the Nebraskan Drift 
The Nebraskan drift is exposed in many parts of the state 

where younger overlying Pleistocene or Recent materials have 
been eroded. In many places this drift can be identified with 
certainty only if one can establish d,efinitely its relations to cer
tain interglacial materials the age of which is knoWn.2 In north
eastern Iowa there is an area which a few years ago was included 
in the Driftless Area, but within which now there are known to 
be small patches of drift. 'These patches are so related topo
graphically to Kansan drift that they have been interpreted to 
be older than the Kansan and hence to be Nebraskan drift. In 

1 Shimek, B ., Aftonian Sand and Gravels in Western Iowa: Bull. Geol. Soc. of Amer., Vol. 
20, pp. 399-408, 1909, 

2 Kay, G. F." Comparative Study of the Nebraskan and Kansan Tills in Iowa: Bull. Geol. 
Soc. of Amer" Abstract, Vol. 33, p. 115, 1922. 
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parts of northwestern Iowa it is possible to differentiate the' 
Nebraskan drift from younger drifts by its lithologic characters 
as has been shown by Carman. S 

The base of-the Nebraskan till is exposed at only a few places 
in the state; but from well records it is known at many places. 
As the Nebraskan drift was, so 'far as we know, the first glacial 
material to be deposited over the northe~n Mississippi Valley 
area, it lies upon the bedrock surface described in Chapter I. 
As was stated on page 26 the evidence at present available war
rants the interpretation that when the Nebraskan i<te sheet in
vaded Iowa the surface of the bedrock had gentle slopes wit,h a 
relief of approximately 400 feet. In a few places sands , and 
gravels are known to lie on the bedrock and beneath the Nebras
kan till. It is difficult to determine from tHe records available 
whether such gravels are , or are not a part of the Nebraskan 
drift. 

· The upper limit of the Nebraskan drift is Its contact with over
' lying mater,ials. The most prevalent contact is that between the 
· Nebraskan drift and Kansan drift. In fact no exposures of 
Nebraskan drift in contact with drift other than the Kansan , 

' have been recognized in the state except in Delaware . county 
where Iowan drift overlies Nebraskan drift. (See page 154.) 
In the areas where the younger drifts have been removed from 
the Nebraskan drift the latter is in many places mantled by loess; 
where lpess is absent, the Nebraskan is overlain only by a soil. , 

Distribution of the Nebraskan Drift in Iowa 
The distribution of Nebraskan drift in Iowa was coextensive 

· with the area' of N eb,raskan glaciation. In some places there is 
, evidence that all the Nebraskan drift has been removed; in parts 
of the state there may be areas upon which little if any N ebras
kan drift was deposited. From the evidence gained from field 
studies in all parts of the 'state, it is known that the Nebraskan 
ice sheet covered all of Iowa as shown in figure 28. 

The Nebraskan drift is now a surface feature in Iowa only in 
restricted areas as it is nearly everywhere overlain by younger 
drift or loess. In northeastern Iowa the drift is overlain only by 
loess as no glacier later than the Nebraskan crossed this area . . 

S Carman, J. E" The Pleistocene Geology of Northwestern Iowa: Iowa Geological Survey, Vol. 
XXVI, pp. 414,424" 1915. 
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Flo.' 2S.-Map of Iowa shOwing the extent of' Nebraskan' glaciation in the stafe. 
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Plate II and figure 32 show ,the locations of the patches of drift 
, which constitute the representative of the first glaciation in this 

region. 
In some parts of Iowa the erosion of younger drift which over

lay the Nebraskan exposed the underlying drift, though in some ' 
cases this was to be later covered by loess. The extent of the 
Nebraskan drift beneath the loess is difficult to determine unless 
the Nebraskan gumbotil plain' is known to have been nearly con
tinuous, in which case the drift below the level of that horizon is 
largely if not entirely Nebraskan., Valleys of any size cut into 
the Nebraskan gumbotil plain would have been filled with Kansan 
drift and later erosion would have caused this drift to be exposed 
below the level of the Nebraskan gumbotil plain. 

The Nebraskan gumbotil surface is known from the outcrops 
of the gumbotil, and from its manifestations on -hillsides as 
benches; as a spring horizon, and as an infertile soil, to have 
been extensive in southwestern Iowa at the time of the Kansan 
glaciation. The distribution of the Nebraskan drift over this 
area has been mapped, as in Plate II, on the basis of the gumbotil 
outcrops and the relationship of the Nebraskan gumbotillevel to 
the present topography. Such valleys as were filled with' the 
Kansan 'drift carry that drift into the area mapped as Nebraskan, 
but extensive valleys formed by Aftonian erosion were appar
ently few in the area in which the Nebraskan drift is shown in 
Plate II. 

Origin of the Drift 
The Nebraskan drift is typical of material 'of glacial origin. 

The great accumulation of ice and snow which resulted in con
tinental glaciation was not uniform in thickness over the land 
areas, but in certai:p. limited areas there were' centers of disper
sion' out from which the ice tended to move in ali directions. 
Movement did not begin until a great thickness of ice had ac
cumulated and heavy pressure was put upon the land surfaces 
beneath the ice. A long period of weathering had preceded the 
formation of the continental glaciers, !:\.s a result of which con
siderable thicknesses of unconsolidated residual and related ~a
terials were accumulated on the land areas. The loose 'Products, 
after the beginning of glaciation, became frozen into the bottom 
of the ice mass and as this mass' moved these materials were 
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pushed along by the pressure of the jce.The rock material 
which was shoved along and that which was frozen in the ice 
served as tools which effectively carved, polished, and grooved 
the glaciated bed. The forward ice movement in the region of 
erosion removed not only all the accumulated weathered material 
over wide areas but cut into the unweathered rock as well. The 
accumulation of material froin the different deposits over which 
the ice passed furnished tp the glacier a heterogeneous mixture of 
weathered and unweathered materials limited in variety only by 
the different kinds of rock which the ice traversed. 

The deposition of the debris which the ice had acquired in its 
movement over the land took place under conditions which re
sulted in two distinct types of materials: one of these is an un
assorted heterogeneous mass of coarse and fine material-the 
boulder clay or till due to the melting of the ice with accompany
ing settling of the whole glacial load in situ; the other is fluvio
glacial material-the result of deposition from glacial waters 
which flowed beneath or on the ice, at the borders of the ice, or 
'out beyond the front of the ice. It consists of assorted clays, 
silts, sands, and gravels. Some of the fluvioglacial deposits are 
very well sorted and evenly bedded; in places they are distinctly 
cross-bedded. The texture of fluvioglacial material is within the 
. range of textures of deposits made by running water with the 
exception of a few boulders which may well have been rafted 
into their present positions by ice floating on the water which 
deposited the sands arid gravels. The lithology of the sands 
and gravels resembles that of the till with which they are 
associated. In some places the fluvioglacial deposits are poorly 
sorted and grade both laterally and vertically into sandy and 
gravelly till and into unsorted till. 

The fluvioglacial materials were carried in the streams and 
other waters related to the continental ice mass,while the ice 
sheet either was advancing, was in its halting stages, or was re
treating. Running water was no doubt active at all times at the 
margins of the glaciers; the streams flowed at least seasonally 
upon the . surface of the ice, and some waters were active within 
or at the bottom of the glacier in ice tunnels. From all such 
waters fluvioglacial materials were · deposited. 

The origin of the sands and gravels associated with the N e~ 
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braskan till 'and the conditions under which they were deposited 
are in many places difficult of interpretation owing to the very 
restricted and often unsatisfactory exposures of these sands and 
gravels. 

As the first continental ice sheet, whose c nter of dispersion 
was the Keewatin field, moved over Iowa, it brought a load from , 
the north and added to it from the formations over which it 
passed in this state. Eventually the time came when the ice at 
the margin of the glacier melted faster than new supplies were 
pushed forward by the ice movement. Under such conditions 
the glacier was in retreat, not by a retur~ movement but by melt
ing. As the ice field occupied successively smaller and smaller 
areas, more-and more of the glaciated bed was left covered with 
the debris which the ice had not pushed to its farthest front and 
which it held as .its load until melting caused it to be deposited 
as glacial drift. 

The plowing and grinding action of the glacier lowered the 
hills. The subglacial valleys were depressions in~o which loaded 
portions of the ice had moved and stranded while the upper por
tions of the ice still participated in the ice movement. When 
the ic.e had retreated finally from such areas, the old surface bed
rock irregularities were no longer to be seen but instead there 
was a new surface which was a plain with minor surface irregu
larities and gentle slopes. 

Changes in the Drift 
Following the retreat of the Nebraskan ice sheet beyond th~ 

northern boundary of Iowa and far to the north, Iowa's Afton
ian interglacial history began. The new Nebraskan drift surface 
which resulteq. from the advance and retreat of the Nebraskan 
continental ice sheet could not have remained uncovered for more 
than a very short time. Marginal vegetation unde'rtook almost 
at once to occupy the new territory, and as soon as the climatic 
conditions became sufficiently congenial this vegetation no doubt 
spread rapi~y over the surface. Even before the vegetation 
came wind and rain, sun and frost and other weathering agencies 
began to alter the newly exposed glacial drift; and these agencies 
were effective. The air and water oxidized the iron compounds 
in the drift and changed the color from a drab or gray of the 
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fresh drift to the 'yello~, red arid brown colors of-iron oxide~.: 
Thus the drift became oxidized. As the oxidation extended down
ward from the surface other changes foilowed. The undergr'ound' 
water began to dissolve those rock materials which were the most 
soluble, and as' the water passed downward the soluble materials 
were carried from the 'soil into the subsoiL ' Thus limestone and" 
other calc~reous materials were leached, first from the surface 
zones, and then from deeper and deeper horizons.. Oxidation 'ex
tended itself downward much more rapidly than did leaching, 
and,hence in the course of time the unchanged fresh till had two 
zones developed above it-the oxidized unleached zone, and the 
overlying oxidized and leached zone. But the maximum change 
had not yet been reached. Vegetation was growing on the sur
face and the vegetal product of previous seasons was undergo
ing decay. Organic acids were formed which together with the 
other agents of weathering brought about additional chemical 
changes. The result was a reversion to the darker colors of 
reduced iron compounds; the breaking down of fine materials 
into still finer-with many of them reduced to colloidal size
and the disinteg-ration and decomposition of many of the min
erals of which the drift is composed. This mature product of 
weathering has been named gumbotil,4 chiefly a res.idual product 
which is very sticky when wet, very hard and tenacious when 
dry, and which is interpreted to be chiefly the result of chemical 
weathering of glacial till,5 

Apparently the formation of the gumbotil caused the rate of 
l,eaching to be decreased below that impervious material for 
whereas the gumbotil on the Nebraskan till has been found to 
average between eight and nine feet in thickness, the oxidized 
and leached zone below it is less than three feet thick. Not 
enough exposures of the oxidized Nebraskan drift have been 
available for study to warrant any definite statement with regard 
to the maximum thickness of this oxidized zone, but in places it 
is more than thirty feet in thickness. The record of the weather
ing of the ' Nebraskan till is well preserved in many places be
cause the gumbotil and related materials of Nebraskan drift were 
covered by the ~rift of the second ice sheet, the Kansan. In the 

4 Kay, G. F ., Gumbotil, A New Term in Plei~tocene Geology: Science, N. S., Vol. XLIV, ' pp .. 
637'638, 1916, 

5 Kay, G. F ., and P earce, J. N., The Origin of Gumb~tiI: Journ. of Geol., Vol. XXVIII, pp. 
89-125, 1920. 

, 
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siopes of 'valleys, i~ road and railroad cuts and in other excava
tions which go below the old Nebraskan surface, there are ex- ' 
p08ures of the Nebraskan gumbotil and up.derlying zones. 
Where good drainage condItions resulted from erosion within 
the gumbotil areas, the gumbotil in places was freed of its colo. 
'loidal content and there was left an oxidized thoroughly leached 
secondary gumbotil profile. In places th~ Nebraskan drift was 
all eroded before the coming of the Kansan ice sheet; elsewhere 
the Kansan glacier removed a part of the Nebraskan drift. Un
der such conditions the upper part of the Nebraskan drift is 
absent, and where the remaining Nebraskan till is overlain by 
Kansan till it is difficult in rriany places to distinguish one from 
the other. They may be alike in color, tflxture, lithologic com
position and other features. 

Typical Sections of the Neb:t'laskan Drift 
Some sections of Nebraskan drift from different parts of the 

state will be described. These sections show the characteristic-, 
ally developed gumbotil, oxidized and leached till, oxidized and 
unleachad till and unoxidized and unleached Nebraskan till. 
Some sections show the relationships of sands and gravels to the 
Nebraskan tills. Rarely is an exposure sufficiently deep to reveal 
in a single section all the phases of the till. In some sections the 
Kansan till or other material overlying the Nebraskan gumbotil 
will be described. 

NEBRASKAN DRU'T IN SOUTHWESTERN IOWA 

In southwestern Iowa there are many outcrops of Nebraskan 
till overlain by Kansan till. The two tills are separated in many , 
places by Nebraskan gumbotil, in a few places they are separated 
by leached gravels and in two places at least theY. are kIlown ·to 
be separated by peat. In this part of the state there is a mature ' 
erosional topography and the Nebraskan till outcrops only at 
elevations considerably below the summits of the main divides. 
One of the best of the known exposures of Nebraskan till in 
southwestern Iowa is in a road-cut west of the flood-plain of ) 
Platte ~iver ~est of Blockton in Taylor county. , The lowest part . 
of t~e section is seen. just west of where ' the -wagon road leaves L 

the flood-plain (Sec. 12, Jefferson Twp., T ... 67 N., .R. 32..,WJ). r 
Here the Nebraskan till is unoxidized, imleached boulder clay . . 
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The dry surface of the till is gray' to drab in color; the fresh 
damp surface is '<lark in color but not distinctly black. The moist 
till is somewhat flexible and wh~n wet it is sticky. Pebbles and 
boulders are present, those which were seen ranging up to four . 
feet in greatest diameter. ConcretIons of calcium carbonate are 
abundant. A pebble analysis of this Nebraskan till is as follows: 

Limestone ......... _ .......................................................................... . 
PER CENT 

58 
Granite ................................................... _ ................................... ~ 
Basalt or greenstone ............. _ .... _ .................. _ .... _ .......... _ ...... .. 
Quartzite ............... _ ...... _ ........ _ .... _ .......... _ ........ _ ................ _ .... . 
Quartz ................... _ .................................................................... . 
Chert ..................................................... _ .................................... . 
Feldspar ....................................................................................... . 
Dolerite ............................. _ ............ ~ ..................................... : ..... . 
Others ............................................. _ .. _ ...................... _ ........ _ ...... . 

4 
18 

7 
3 
4 
1 
3 
2 

Above the 'unoxidized and unleached Nebraskan till is oxidized, 
unleached Nebraskan till. In places. stringers of this oxidized 
phase of till extend along joint planes into the .uno~idized till. 
This oxidized till ranges in color from light grayish yellow on 
a dry surface to brownish yellow on a moist surface. It breaks 
with an irregular fracture; calcareous concretions are much 
more abundant than in the underlying unoxidized till. A pebble 
analysis is as follows: 

Limestone ............................................................................... _ .... . 
Granite ................................................................................. _ ...... . 

~~=~!;i~: ~.~.~~~~.~~.~ .. :::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::: 
Quartz ................................... ~ ... _ ............ __ ................................ . 
Chert ....................... _ .................. _ ........ _ ...................................... . 
Feldspar ......... _ ............. : ........................ : ............. _; ..... _ .......... _ .. . 

PER CENT 

49 
8 

25 
5 
6 
6 
1 

This analysis shows that here alEl0 limestone is the most abun~ 
dant constituent. 

Above the oxidized~ unleaehed Nebraskan till is oxidized, 
leached Nebraskan till. This till phase is seen best along the 
road, particularly just west of the school, in section 10, Jefferson 
township, where it is only about two feet thick. In color this till 
ranges from brownish yellow on a dry surface to chocolate color 
on a fresh damp surface. The presence of disintegrated pebbles 
and cobbles is a common characteristic and calcareous concre~ 

. tions are abundant. A pebble analysis of the oxidized and 
leached till is as follows: 
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PER CENT 

Limestone ............... _ ............................ _ ........ _ .. : .......... _.............. 0 
Granite ............... _ .................................. _ .......... _ ...... _._.............. 23 
Basalt or greenstone ... _ .. _ ............................ _ ......... _ ..... , ... _..... 26 . 
Quartzite ......................................................................... :............ 13. 

~~:::z ...... :::=::::::=::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::==::=:::;::: ~~ 
Dolerite ..................... _ .............. _ ...................... _ .. ;........................ 3 
Schist ..................... : ........................................... _ ........ _............... 5 
Others ................................................................................ _._ .. _... 2 

This analysis shows that limestone pebbies are absent and ·that 
the ' siliceous content is relatively high. Above the oxidized, 
leached Nebraskan till is . Nebraskan gunibotil. 

The Nebraskan gumbotil is a gray to drab colored, thoroughly 
leached clay, which contains only a few pebbles and these chiefly 
siliceous. The thickness of the gumbotil in this exposure is about 
six feet. It is very tenacious when wet and when dry is tough 
and hard. The presence . of calcareous concretions in the gum
botil is a result of precipitation of calcium carbonate which was 
dissolved and carried downward from overlying till. A pebble 
analysis of the Nebraskan gllmbotil is as follows: 

PER CENT 

Limestone ......... _ .......... _ ................................ _............................. 0 
Granite ........................................... _ .......... _................................. 6 
Basalt or greenstone ...... : .. _ ............ _......................................... 3 
Quartzite ................................................................ _ .............. _....... 20 
Quartz ... _ .......... : ............. _ ............ _ ...... _ ................ _..................... 47 
Chert .... : .......................... _ ........................ _ ...... _........................... 15 
Schist ....................................... _ ..........•........ _............................. 1 
Others ....................................................................................... _... 8 

The analysis shows that this gumbotll has 83 p~r ce~t of siliceous 
pebbles. Above the gumbotil is a gentle slope al~:mg which oxi
dized unleached Kansan drift is exposed. 

Southeast of New Market, near the middle of the north boun
dary of section 5, Mason township (T. 68 N., R. 35 W.), Taylor 
county, is a fine exposure of Nebraskan gumbotil with Kansan 
till above it and Nebraskan till below it. The section is as fol
lows: 

FEET 
4. Till, Kansan, oxidized and unleached, many cO,ncretions """"""" 15 
3. Gumbotil, Nebraskan, gray to drab·colored, leached, a few 

siliceous pebbles ............................................. _ ...... _............................. 8 
2. Till, ' Nebraskan, oxidized, leached .................................................... 3 
1. Till, Nebraskan, oxidized, unleached, many calcareous concre· 

tions; exp6sed ........................... _ .... _ .......... _ .. _ .............. , .................. _ 22 

A section in the northeast quarter of section 25, Jackson to'wn
ship (T. 71 N., R. 36 W.), Montgomery county; is as follows: 
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FEET 
4. Till, Kansan, oxidized, leached ____________________ __ ___ ___ ___ :_______________________ __ 3 
3. Gumbotil, Nebraskan, gray, few siliceous pebbles, leached ________ 10 
2. Till, Nebraskan, oxidized, unleached, concretions, much jointed 40 
1. Shale at base of slope. 

In Shelby county, in western. Iowa, there is a fine section to 
show Nebraskan gumbotil and' Nebraskan till. The road-cut is 
in the northeast quarter of section 21, Cass township (T. 79 N., 
R. 40 W.), close to the edge of the' flood-plain east of Portsmouth. 
The section is as follows: 

4. Loess, leached ___ . ______ . __ ____ . ____ . ____________ . ______ ___ . ______ . ____ ___ ___ _________________ __ ___ _ 
3. ~i!l,. Kansan, oxidized, unleached, ma~y concretions, irregular JOlntmg __________ ___ __________________ __ . ___________ . ________________________ ______________________ . ____ _ 

2. Gumbotil, Nebraskan, gray, compact when dry; breaks with ir-
regular fracture, leached, siliceous pebbles, few concretions. _____ _ 

1. Till, Nebraskan, oxidized, irregular fracture, highly calcareous, many concl-etions ____________________________________________ ___ ___ ______________ _____________ __ _ 

FEET INCHES 

2 

5 6 

5 6 

7 

The elevation of the Nebraskan gumbotil is about 1245 feet 
above sea level. It is of interest to note that less than one mile 
east of this section' at an elevation of 1305 feet above sea l~vel, 
there is a good section of Kansan gumbo til and underlying Kan
san till. 

No outcrops of Nebraskan gumbotil have been found between 
Portsmouth and Missouri river. The loess is so thick in this 
region that there are comparatively few drift exposures. 

A good section to show the field relations of the Nebraskan 
gumbotil- to the underlying Nebraskan till is a railroad cut just 
east of a viaduct one and one-half miles west of Manning, Carroll 
county (sec. 18, T. 82 N., R. 36 W.). From the top the cut shows 
loess, Kansan till, a soil band, Nebraskan gumbotil and N ebras
kan till. The section is as follows : 

FEET INCHES 
6. Loess : 

Leached, yellowish gray on dry surface; yellowish brown to 
buff-brown on damp surface; no shells or concretions ._______________ 7 

Unleached, lighter colored on dry surface than the leached 
loess, and when damp is buff with gray streaks; contains shells 
and concretions ----__________ '-____________________________________________________________ __ __ ___ 5 

5. Till, Kansan, yellow, unleached, with calcareous concretions; 
numerous pebbles including granites and quartzites_ Below the 
oxidized, unleached till is gray till with a few pebbles. It is 
gumbotil-like, but effervesces freely. It was probably picked 
up from the gumbotil zone below ___________ _____ __ _________________________________ 5 

4. Soil band; Aftonian, containing carbonaceous material __ ____________ 4 
3. Gumbotil, Nebraskan, gray to drab-colored, few pebbles. The 

upper 6 feet is :fine grained, gray, and is less sticky and gum-
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botil·like than the lower 7 feet, which is leached but has some 
calcareous concretions ............. ,............................................................ 13 

2. Till, Nebraskan, oxidized, leached but has calcareous concre· 
tions upon which are films of manganese dioxide .......................... , 2 

1. Till, Nebraskan, unleached, oxidized, light yellowish color on 
dry surface, mottled brownish with gray when damp; many cal· 
careous concretions, especially in upper 10 feet ....... _.................... 17 

,145 

This section was described and chemical analyses of the N ebras
ka~ till phases were: reported in a paper by Kay and Pearce on 
the origin of gumbotiL 6 , 

On the north and. the south slopes of Twelve Mile creek, di
rectly south of Afton, Union county, are fine exposures of Ne
braskan gumbotil and Nebraskan till. One of the cuts along the 
road on the south slope of Twelve Mile creek valley is as follows: 

FEET 

6. Loess, buff· colored, leached ................................................................ 6 
5. Till, Kansan, oxidized, chc;>colate·colored, leached ........................ 4 
4. Till, Kansan, oxidized, unleached, many concretions .................. 21 
3. Gumbotil, Nebraskan, gray to drab color, siliceous pebbles, 

leached, upper surface uneven owing to ploughing by Kansan.. 8 
2. Till, Nebraskan, oxidized, leached .................................................... 3 
1. Till, Nebraskan, oxidized, unleaehed, many concretions; ex· 

posed ...................................................................................................... 25 

The Nebraskan and Kansan tills resemble each other closely 
jn all respects. 

A pebble analysis of this Nebraskan gumbotil is as follows : 
PER CENT 

Limestone ............. : ................................................................. >...... 0 
Granite .......................................................................................... 6 

. Basalt and greenstone ................................................................ 12 
Quartzite , ...................................................................................... 25 
Quartz ........................................................................... _............... 30 
Chert .................................. :........................................................... 24 
Fel~spar . ....................................................................... _............... , 3 

Another cut which shows' Nebraskan gumbotil and underlying 
till is along the wagon road west of Osceola, Clarke county, near 
the school at the southwest corner of section 13, Ward town
ship (T. 72 N., R. 26 W.). The section is as follows: 

FEET I NCHES 

5. Loess, gray to light yellow ................................................................ 8 
4. Till, Kansan, oxidized, leached, ferretto zone on top .................. 5 6 
3. Till, Kansan, oxidized, unleached, many concretions .................... 8 
2. Gumb9til, Nebraskan, gr,ay to drab·colored, sticky when wet, 

tough and hard when dry, some calcareous concretions, a few 
siliceous pebbles; leached ................... : ... , ..................................... _.... 10 

1. Till, Nebraskan, oxidized, unleached except in narrow upper 
zone; many ,calcareous concretions; boulders and pebbles; to 
base of exposure ............... , .... _ ........ __ ................................................... 25 , 

6 Kay, G. F., and Pearce, J. N., The Origin of Gumbotil : Jour. of G-eol., Vol. XXVIII, pp. 
115·117, 1920. 
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NEBRASKAN DRIFT IN SOUTHEASTERN IOWA 

rrhe exposures of Nebraskan drift in southeastern Iowa are 
less numerous than those in southwestern Iowa, but the follow
ing sections show that drift to be typically represented eastward 
as far as the Mississippi valley. A road cut near the middle of 
the east half of section 19, Clay township (T. 69 N., R. 23 W.), 
Wayne county, shows the folloWing ~ection: 

4. Till, Kansan, strongly oxidized, upper part reddish, upper 8 
feet leached, many concretions in the unleachlld till, where 

FEET 

thickest _______________________________________________________________________ _______ ____________________ 15 

3. Gumbotil, Nebraskan, gray to dark gray, few sili~ous peb-bles, leached ____ __ ___________________________________________________________________________________ 4 
2_ Till, Nebraskan, oxidized, leached _____________________________________________ __ ____ 2 
1. Till, Nebraskan, oxidized and unleached _______________________ ,_______________ 20 

In the middle of section 33, Troy township (T. 22 N., R.17 W.), 
Monroe county, there is a road cut which shows N: ebraskan gum
botil underlain by Nebraskan till and overlain by Kansan till. 
The section is as follows: 

FEET 
5. Loess, leached _____________________________________________________ : _________________________ ~___ 8 
4. Till, Kansan, oxidized, leached ______________________________________________________ 5 
3. Till, Kansan, oxidized, unleached ____________________________________________________ 2 
2. Gumbotil, Nebraskan, gray, concretions, few siliceous pebbles, 

leached ' . 
1. Till, Nebraskan, poorly exposed along the road 

This cut is 40 feet below the upland and the elevation of the 
Nebraskan gumbottJ is about 925 feet above sea level. 

Near the north boundary of section 24, Jackson township (T. 
78 N., R. 15 W.), Poweshiek county, on the west side of primary 
road 59, is an outcrop of Nebraskan gumbo til overlain by Kansan 
till. The section is as follows: 

4. Loess, buff-colored, leached ______________ __ • ___ _______________ , ________________________ _ 
3. Till, Kansan, oxidized and leached __________________________ 1.. __________________ _ 
2. Till, K ansan, oxidized and unleached _________________________________ ___________ _ 
1. Gumbotil, Nebraskan, dark gray,- leachEid, few siliceous pebbles, 

FEET 

5 
5 
8 

carbonaceous zone at surface; to base of cut _______________________________ _ 4 

The elevation of the Nebraskan gumbotil is abou~ 1018 feet 
ab~ve sea' level. The Kansan upland in this region is about 70 
feet higher than the Nebraskan gumbotil surface. 

In Tama county between two and three miles northeast of 
Gladstone in section 22, Otter Creek township (T. 83 N., R. 14 
W.), there is a cut on the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and 
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Pacific railway which shows Nebraskan till and Nebraskan gum
botil. The section is as follows: 

5. Loess __________________ _________________________________________________ _____________ _____________________ . 
4. Till, Kansan, oxidized, leached _______________________________________________________ _ 
3. Till, Kansan, oxidized, il)lleached, has concretions _______________________ _ 
2. Gumbotil, Nebraskan, dense, gray, leached, few siliceous peb-

FEET 

5 
5 
4th 

bles; upper surface uneven as if disturbed by over,riding ice ____ 3 to 5 
1. Till, Nebraskan, oxidized in upper part,_ in lower part gray tc 

dark slate color, unoxidized, unleached, many concretions; ex-
posed ____________ ____ _______________________________________________________ ____________________ ___________ ' 10 

In southeastern Iowa Nebraskan drift has been found with its 
relationships to the Kansan and Illinoian tills clearly shown. 
These relationships can be made clear by describing some ex
posures, (a) in section 20, Denmark township, Lee county, and 
in section 4, Washington township, Lee county; and (b) in a 
small valley folIowed by the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy rail
road in sections 28 and 33, Washington township, Lee county. 
The exposures in section 20, Denmark township, and section 4, 
Washington township, are about three miles apart. Their loca
tions are indicated at A and B on the small map which is a part 
of. figure 29; Topographically, the upper surface of the A ex
posure is more than 110 feet higher than the base of the exposure 
at B. Figure 29 shows graphically the relationships of the tills 
and related materials as they 4aye been interpreted from a study 
of the exposures at A and B. The A exposures are in gullies and 
in the slope of a small valley in section 20, Denmark township (T. 
69 N., R. 4 W.), Lee county. The section here is as follows: 

2. Loess covering the slopes to an elevation of about 20 feet above 
the gumbotil on which it lies. The upper surface of the loess 
is about at the level of the upland plain upon which the village 
of Denmark is located, and which is approximately 700 feet 
above sea level. 

1. Gumbotil, Illinoian, typical bluish gray color, f ew siliceous peb
bles, irregular polyhedral fracture, about 3 feet thick. 

About 150 yards to the southwest of this gully Elxposure is an 
exposure lower topographically and showing the following: 

FEET 

3. Till, Illinoian, oxtdized, highly calcareous. Front" this outcrop 
the Illinoian gumbotil and loess have been eroded ________________________ 7 

2. Till, Kansan, gumbotil-like, more strongly oxidized than the till 
above. Much carbonaceous material in the. upper 1 foot; 
leached, but having some secondary calcium carbonate as con
cretions and in joints; about 4 f eet thick but grades horizontal
ly and vertically into sands and gravels, strongly oxidized red-
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·dish and brownish, highly f erruginous, strongly cemented and 
thoroughly leachea. .................................. :........................................... 22 .. , 

1. Silts, blue·black, leached .................................................................... 1% 

Farther down the valley the Kansan till is exposed ~ also in 
road cuts below the illinoian till between Denmark and the B ex
posures next to be described. The B exposures are in. the slopes 
along Lost creek east of the road crossing in section ·4, Washing
tori township (T. 68 N., R. 4 "V.), Lee county. The following 
section was taken in a high bluff on the east bank of Lost creek: 

FEET 

6. Loess, light buff in color ............................... _................................. . 5112 
5. Pebble band, a concentration of the .larger material in the drift; . 

formed during erosioll. A f ew inches. 
4. Till, Kansan, oxidized brownish and yellowish, leached .............. 5 
3. Till, Kansan, oxidized and unleached. Upper part has a zone of . 

concretions which marks the base of the overlying leached till; 
sand masses included in the till; oxidized till grades downward 
into unoxidized and unleached till .................................................. 22 

2. Till, Kansan, unoxidized and unleached, very dark when moist, 
light gray on a dry surface, hard, tough, difficult to cut. Many 
joint planes along which oxidation has taken place ...................... 20 

1. Till, Nebraskan, oxidized, leached, .distinctly reddish on surface 
but greenish gray when freshly cut. The color is in striking 
contrast with the unoxidized and unleached till above; breaks 
into small irregular fragments; compact and uniform through· 
out its thickness, nonlaminated, more sandy near the ·base ........ 11 

The Nebraskan in this section is interpreted to have been 
Nebraskan gumbotil from which much of the colloidal material 
was carried while the Nebraskan gumbotil plain was being eroded 
and before the advance of the Kansan ice sheet; the el~vation of 

. the surface of the leached Nebraskan till is about 600 feet above 
sea level. A study of figure 29 will show that in this area th~ 
thickness of the Kansan till is approximately 60 feet, of the illi
noian till ~O feet, and of the loess less than 20 feet. 

Another section in southeastern Iowa which shows Nebraskan 
drift is in a ,small valley followed by the Chicago, Burlington & 
Quincy railroad . . The upper yart of the section is near the mid
dle· of the southwest quarter of section 28, Washington township 
(T. 68 N., R. 4 W.), Lee county; the lower part of the sec.tion is 
in two exposures in the northern part of section 33 of the same 
township. 

·The upper part of the section located in section 28 is as fol
lows, where the upland is a few feet above the top of the ex
posure and is underlain by loess: 
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FEET INCHES 
6. Gumbotil, lllinoian. A band along the brow of the cut, which 

is a few feet below the upland. The gumbotil is gray to ashen 
on a dry surface. On a damp surface it is dark gray mottled 
with brown. It has the starchy fracture which results in poly-
hedral blocks of small size. It is leached and contains siliceous 
pebbles, also ' a few secondary calcium carbonate ,concretions ____ 4 6 

5. Till, Illinoian, oxidized and leached; the prevailing color is 
brownish buff grading upward into gray through a narrow 
zone in which the colors "are blended; some pebbles, cobbles and 
boulders; no concretions __ ...................... __ -.. _: .. __ .... ~ ................ _ ........... 5 6 

4. Till, Illinoian, oxidized and unleached; buff to brown with very 
few patches of gray; jointed; breaks into irregular fragments 
a few centimeters on a side; larger fragments as well as peb-
bles in this zone; about _ .. _ ........... _ ........ ____ ... __ ......... _ .. _ .... : ..... _._ .. _ 1 

3. Gumbotil, Kansan; dark gray to drab in the upper part, lighter 
color in the lower part; some patches of brown; starchy frac-
ture; closely spaced joints in upper part, becoming more widely 
spaced in lower part, but the resulting fragments in each ease 
are the irregular, many-sided blocks a few millimeters in diam-
eter; leached; a few secondary concretions of calcium carbon.: 
ate; calcareous zone around the concretions usually very narrow 8 6 

2. Till, Kansan, oxidized and leached; the gray of the gumbotil 
found in patches through this otherwise brownish buff clay ________ 5 

1. Till, Kansan, oxidized .and unleached; yellowish brown in color; 
jointed, breaks into blo.cks the surfaces of which are in many 
eases of somewhat darker color than the face of the cut; un" 
leached; has concretions especially in the upper part ____________ 12 

About one-fourth mile down the gully from the section just 
described there is east of the railroad track an exposure about 
60 feet in depth on the face of a truncated spur on the ,valley wall. 
Here is the following section: . 

FEET 

. 4. Loess, buff-colored, leached, upper surface below the upland 
level ___ . __ ... ___ .... ___ .... ____ . ____ ..... _ ..................... ___ .. ___ .. _ .... _ .......... _ ............... __ 3 

3. Till, Dlinoian, oxidized, unleached ........ __ ........................ _ ............. _ 8 
2. Gumbotil, Kansan, a distinct dark zone extending across the face 

of the exposure; thoroughly leached, few siliceous pebbles ........ 12 
1. Till, Kansan, oxidized and unleached except in upper part, con-

cretions; to the base of the cut .............................. _ .. __ .. _ .. __ ... _ 37 

About 400 yards still farther down the valley is a tributary 
gulch from the west. Here is exposed the transition zone be
tween the oxidized and unleached J(ansan till and the unoxidized 
and unleached Kansan till, which is here about 15 feet thick. 
Near the base of the unleached and unoxidized Kansan till there 
is mu~h carbonaceous material, beneath which is a zone a few 
feet thick of leached sands and silts, the upper part of which is 
very carbonaceous. Included in the sands and silts arE) sticks 
and logs, some of which have. a diameter of nearly six inches. 
The leached sands and silts, which are interpreted to be Aftonian 
in age, are in marked contrast to the overlying unleached car-
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bonaceous Kansan till. Beneath the Afto,nian leached sands and 
silts there is unoxidized and unleached till which is interpreted 
to be Nebraskan till. The elevation of the Aftonian horizon is 
600 feet above sea level, which is the elevation of the upper sur
face of the Nebraskan till described from section 4, Washington 
township. Moreover, from the top of the Nebraskan till in sec
tion 33, Washington township, to the surface of the Illinoian 
,gumbotil in section 28, Washington township; there is a differ
ence in elevation of approximately 80 feet; the thicknesses of 
the Kansan and Illinoian tills in these sections are similar to the 
thicknesses of , the -Kansan and Illinoian tills in the sections in 
section 4, Washington township, and section 20, Denmark town
ship. 

The relationships of the Nebraskan till to 'the K:ansan and 
Illinoian; tills in sections 28 and 33; Washington township, are 
shown in figure 30. 

In Johnson county there are several exposures of Nebraskan ' 
till and related materials. One of these is on primary road 161, 
on the north slope of Indian Lookout in section 33, Lucas town
ship (T. 79 N., R. 6 W.).' Here is Nebraskan gumbotil underlain 
by Nebraskan oxidized and leached till below which is oxidized 
and unleached Nebraskan till. Above the gumbotil is Kansan 
till above which is thick loess. The el~vation of the Nebraskan 
gumbotil is approximately 700 feet. To the west of the road is 
a spring where the Nebraskan gumbotil again outcrops; still 
farther west and at the same elevation the Nebraskan gumbotil 
is seen. 

Another most interesting exposure in J ohns'on county is in the 
interurban cut just west of Iowa river at Iowa City. Here in the 
base of the cut is bluish black till containing many striated lime
stone pebbles. The till is highly calcareous and abDve it are 
highly oxidized, distinctly reddish leached gravels about eight 
feet thick. Similar gravels have been found also in excavations 
for the basements o,f buildings on the east side of Iowa river at 
the same elevation, namely, about 710 feet above sea level. The 
Nebraskan till here is thin; it lies on Devonian limestone. Above 
the leached ferruginous gravels which are exposed on the south 
side of the cutfor nearly 200 yards there is thick loess. On the 
north side of the cut the Peorian loess is 22 feet thick, the upper 
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15 feet being leached and the low'er 7 feet unleached. Beneath the 
Peorian loess is thin, leached Loveland ioess. ' The gravels are 
interpreted to have been deposited by the Nebraskan ice sheet, 
and hence to be Nebraskan gravels. Figure 31 shows the N ebras
kan till and'gravels and overlying loess. To the southwest of this 
interurban cut is an exposure at approximately the same eleva-

, ti~n, in the southeast quarter of the northeast quarter of section 
8, Lucas township, Johnson county. This is in the south part of 
the Finkbine golf field, in a ravine about 100 yards north of the 

FIG. 31.--':'Intururban cut west of Iowa river at Iowa City. Shows loess, Neb,raskan gravels, and 
Nebraskan till. ' 
.. . . 

Rock Isiand railro~d tracks. Here are highly oxidized, leached' 
graveli? and sands exposed for a depth. of 15 feet, 6 inches. The' 
upper 5 feet 'of th.e deposit is gravel and gumbQtil-like till, above 
which js 7 feet of leacb,ed loess. Less than one mile from this 
exposure is the University of Iowa new football stadium. When., 
the excava~ions for this stadi,um were being made Nebraskar\ 
gumbotil an,d ; related , materials 9verlain by two , loesses were 
made a,vailab,le for study. The ~ ebrask~n gumqotil ill the floor: 
of th~ sta~iutn !s intimately associated 'with thorou'ghly leached', 
N e~raskan s~nds .. ~p.d gravels. The base of these dePQsit~ wa.s 

• ~ I ! . ,..". ,'. I '0 ~...' t ~~ 4. • , - ~ '. ~'. ' r 
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not reached in' the trenches which were dug four feet deep below 
the floor of the stadium. In the south slope of the stadium, the 
fbllowing section was exposed: 

FEET 
5. Loess, Peorian, buff·colored, leached to tQP of slope ........... _..... 10 
4. Loess, Peorian, buff color, iron tubules, calcareous, contains 

shells, grades into 3 below ................................................................. 2 
3. Loess, Peorian, gray, many iron, tubules, calcareous, many 

shells ............... ' ................................................................................ ,...... 8 
2. Loess, Loveland, oxidized reddish, leached, compact, contains 

carbonaceous specks and flakes, no pebbles .................................. 2 
1. Gumbotil, Nebraskan, drab to dark gray to purplish color, tough, 

leached, few siliceous pebbles, to base of slope .......................... 6 

Another exposure showing Nebraskan qrift is in the west 
bluff of the Iowa, river valley, one mile north of Coralville, in 
section 33, Penn township (T. 80 N., R. 6 W.), Johnson county. 
In the lower slopes is Devonian limestone. On the limestone is 
16 feet of Nebraskan drift, the upper 5' feet of which is gumbotil 
with a carbonaceous zone at its surface . . The elevation of the 
Nebraskan gumbotil is about the same as the .elevation of the 
Nebraskan drift in the interurban cut, in the Finkbine field cut, 
in the University stadium, and in the slope at Indian Lookout 
Above the Nebraskan gumbotil .in the Coralville exposure is 
~ansan drIft, oxidized and unleached, with an e.xposed thickne.ss 
of 25 feet and overlain by loess. 

NEBRASKAN DRIFT IN NORTHEASTERN IOWA 

In northeastern Iowa three 'Outcrops have been found thus far 
which ·have been interpreted as showing Nebraskan gumpotil. 
Two of these are in Delaware county, the other is in Winneshiek 
county. One of the exposures in Delaware county is about one 
mile north of Thorpe station, between sections 28 and 29, Honey 
creek township (T. 90 N., R. 5 W.). Here is what is interpreted 
to be Nebraskan gumbotillying on the bedrock and overlain by 
till. The other exposure in Delaware county is about 2 1/2 miles 
south of Thorpe station, in the northeast corner of section 17, 
Delaware township (T. 89 N., R. 5 W.). Here in a shallow road 
cut is exposed one foot of dark gray Nebraskan gumbotil over
lain by about 5 feet of oxidized, leached Iowan till. At approx
imately the same elevation as the Nebraskan gum~otil and about 
one-eighth mile farther south is a pit in highly oxidized N ebras
kan gr;:tvels, which are leached to the bottom of the 11 feet of the 
exposure. The gumbotil and gravels are about 40 feet lower 
than the known exposures of Karisa~ gumbotil in this area. The 
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exposure in Winneshiek county is in the middle of the south 
line of section 10, Lmcoln township (T. 98 N., R. 10 ·W.). 

FIG. S2.-Northeastern Iowa, showing by dashed line the margin of the Kansan drift and by 
dots · the locations of drift patches in the region formerly included in the Driftless Area. 

Here is Nebraskan gumbotil Qverlainby about three feet of 
Kansan till. Its elevation is about 1,050 feet above sea level. 

Nebraskan drift has been recognized in the extreme northeast
ern part of Iowa as the omy drift there present. Itsidentifica
tion is based on its topographic position in relation to known 
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y'<:>unger "'drifts; including the Kansanj Illinoian, and Iowan. 
~Nwb.ridge, Will1aml;'; and others have shown that the. northeast 
tcorner of Iowa, formerly included in the Driftless Area, is not 
'entirely driftless. If is", however, an area in which only .patches 
'of drift are found. . Figure 32 shows some of the localities in 

" which the drift has been found. 4 The topographic position of the 
,drift patches in relation to the topography of the region indi
,'cates considerable erosion since the deposition of the drift. The 
area within which there are patches of thin drift includes some 
'1400 or 1500 square miles bordering Mississippi river from the 
northern boundary of the state to the latitude of Bellevue in 
Jackson, county. Within this region there are three levels of 
erosion represented on the present .surface, and a fourth level is 
buried beneath silts which occupy the floors of the present val
leys. The region therefore is divided into: somewhat flat up
lands representing, according to Williams, old erosion surfaces, 
which occupy about 140 square miles of the area; the flats along 
the present drainage levels, which cover about 210 square miles; 
and the slopes between the various levels, which account for the 
remaining 1090 square miles of the area. The region is in ma~ 
turity with the maximum area in slopes and in the stage of 
transition between upland flats and large valley flats. 

As was stated in Chapter II the upland areas show two levels 
of erosion about 200 feet apart vertically. The higher of these 
levels has been called the Dodgeville peneplain and the lower the 
Lancaster peneplain. The present drainage, where reduced by 
the larger streams to a low gradient, lies some 300 to 400 feet 
below the Lancaster peneplain. Beneath the beds of the larger 
streams, and also under some of the channels of the smaller 
streams, are rock gorges cut to a depth.of 180 feet below the 
,present stream levels and filled to these levels with stream debris. 
There are thus recognized four levels of erosion three of which 
are significant features of the" p~esent surface. Nebraskan drift 
~s l~mited 'in its distribution to' the surface of the two high pene
plains, the DQdgeville and Lancaster peneplains, or to the slopes 
between. these surfaces. Extensive field studies have failed to 
r~veatwithin this so-called "Driftless Area" any drift at eleva
tions. )owE;lr than. the surface of the Lancaster ·peneplain. How-

~ . r'. '. . \ 

I 4 Map hom 'Unpublished manuscript 'by A. J. Williams, Library, State UniveI:sity of 1011'&. ~9i3~ 
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ever, at the west edge of this are' a 
there is drift which extep.ds down 
into the inner and deeper valleys 

. below the level of the Lancaster 
peneplain. This drift is of Kansan 
age. , The later erosion' valleys 
which have been cut into and . in 

. places ' through -this drift· have iIi. 
many places terraces of 'relatively 
fresh materia;ls, which now !i.e ten 
to thirty ' feet above' the :prese'nt 
streams. These terraces are re~ 
garded by Alden and Leighton7

. as 
probably Iowan in age. Figure .33 
is a diagrammatical ,illustration of 
the relationships . between the 
Dodgeville and Lancaster pene
plains and the drifts of various 
ages. 

NEBRASKAN DRIFT IN N ORTH· 
WESTERN IOWA 

The N ebraskantill of northwest
ern Iowa has been described by 
Carman in his . paper entitled 
"Pleistocene Geology of N orth
western Iowa".s In places in this 
part of the state the Nebraskan till 
differs in its characteristics from 
that till in other parts of the state, 
and moreover, it can be distin
guished from the Kansan till by 
lithological, textural, and other 
characters. 

The exposures of Nebraskan till 
in northwestern Iowa are chiefly 
within the valley .of Little Sioux 
river in Cherokee county. Here 
the river has cut through the Kan
san till into the Nebraskan till. 

7 Alden, W. C., and Leighton, M. M" The Iowan Drift : Iowa Geological Survey, Vol. XXVI, 
pp. 130·137. 

8 Cannan, J. E ., The Pleistocene Geology of Northwestern Iowa : Iowa. Geol. Survey, Ann. 
Report, 1915, Vol. XXVI, pp. 239·445, 1917. 
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Parts of the Nebraskan ice sheet had as the most irilpor
tant sources of material the shales. of Cretaceous age which cov
ered eastern North and South Dakota, western 'Minnesota, 
and western Iowa. This source explains the very compact, some
what calcareous clay which characterizes some of the Nebraskan 
till of this part of the state. Carman9 states that the Nebraskan. 
till of Cherokee county 
"is gray modified by various tints of chocolate brown, purple and blue. 
The most important colors are chocolate, gray and purplish gray, and 
generally the color is darker with greater depth beneath the face of ~he 
exposure. In its most weathered phase it has a yellowish cast. The till 
is almost free from pebbles or sand grains, and is so fine-grained that in 
most cases very little grit can be detected even when a small piece is 
tested between the teeth. The matrix of the till is c'ommonly calcareous 
but at some places it is only slightly so or even is entirely free from cal
careous material, although it is the fresh unaltered till. Calcareous con
cretions ranging in size from small grains to masses eight or ten inches 
across are found in the upper part of this till in some of the exposures. 
The till is compact and tough when fresh, but in most surface expo !lures . 
it is loose, and can be dug easily with the hammer. It has a peculiar and 
characteristic method of fracture by which it breaks up into small angu- ' 
la~ fragments similar to those into which starch fractures on drying. " 

It is difficult to distinguish the Nebraskan gumbotil of the 
Cherokee regio:o, from the Nebraskan till. This gumbotil in 
other parts of the state is gray to drab in color, is tough, is non
calcareous, and has few pebbles. In many places in Cherokee 
county the fresh Nebraskan till has similar characteristics, and 
moreover, it does not oxidize to give the yellow-brown colors as 
do the N.ebraskan tills farther south. However, if a careful study 
of a section shows that the upper part has only siliceous -pebbles 
and has only secondary calcium carbonate, whereas, lower in the 
section the clay has not only secondary calcium carbonate but 
some pebbles of limestone, one is justified in reaching the judg
ment that the upper part is weathered to Nebraskan gumbotil, 
whereas the till with the limestone pebbles is fresh Nebraskan 
till. A good exposure in which there is Nebraskan gumbotil un
derlain by Nebraskan till is in the lower part of the east slope of 
the Little Sioux valley along the abandoned wagon road leading 
eaRt from , Cherokee, in the southeast corner of section 26, Cher-

9 Op. Cit., p: 415 . 

. . -.1' 
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okee township (T. 92 N., R. 40 W.). It has been described by 
Carman10 as follows : ' 
"Nebraskan till is exposed in the lower part of the east slope of the 
Little Sioux valley along the wagon road leading east from Cherokee. 
The exposure extends along the road for more than 100 feet and for most 
of this distance the cut is ten to twelve feet deep. It covers a vertical 
distance of thirty-five feet and rises to an elevation of 1,250 feet above 
sea level, or approximately eighty feet above the river. The lower part 
of the exposure shows blue-gray compact gummy clay that is slightly 
calcareous · and contains a few limestone pebbles. It has the typical 
starchlike fracture of the Nebraskan and at a depth of six to nine inches 
below the face of the exposure the clay is very cOJP.pact and hard. The 
upper part of the exposure, about fifteen feet, is not the typical Nebras
kan till, although it is very similar. This part is more plastic, looks like 
a massive silt deposit and breaks up into small fragments similar to the 
starch ~racture. This zone contahis calcareous matter as powdery mate
rial along the joints, and in the form of concretions whose diameters 
range from the size of sand grains to two inches, but no limestone peb
ble's were found and the matrix is thought to be leached. Ho~ever, it is 
difficult to deterJDine whether the effervescence produced is by a small 
concretion, by a small grain of limestone, or by a calcareous matrix of 
clay. It is believed that this zone is the Nebraskan gumbotil, that it was 
thoroughly leached before the Kansan epoch and that the calcareous 
material is all in the form of concretions and has been carried down from 
the Kansan till above. The upper contact of the Nebraskan till was not 
exposed, but Kansan till is exposed twenty-five yards farther east and 
twenty-five feet higher and this continues to the top of the slope." 

Since Carman described this road cut east of Cherokee the 
road has beeri abandoned and a new road, primary . number 5, 
made to the south of the old road. In making a satisfactory road 
grade from the Sioux .river flood-plain level to the upland so;me 
splendid cuts were made. These cuts were studied by Carman 
and Kay in the summer of 1927 and again by Kay in 1928. . The 
section is as follows: 

At the base of the slope there is a cut in the lower part of 
which is gray .unoxidized and unleached Nebraskan till, and in 
the upper part of which there is considerable secondary calcium 
carbonate in nodules or concretions. Above the unoxidized and 
unleached Nebraskan till there is about 8 feet of leached Nebras
kan till or gumbotil. Farther along the road the Nebraskan gum-

10 Op. Cit., p. 4.20. 
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botil and Nebraskan till are ploughed by Kansan tilL In de
pressions on the eroded surfaces of the Kansan till are Loveland . , - , 

silts which are overlain by Io~an till and gravelly till which in 
turn are overlain by Peorian 10es'S. A composite section along 
this road f:rom the east edge of the Little Sioux flood-plain to the 
upland about one-half mile farther east shows the following mate
rials: Nebraskan till, Nebraskan gumbotil, Kansan till, Love
land silts', Iowan till and gravels, and Peorian loess. 

On primary road 18 east of the crossing of the Big Sioux, in 
section 16, Lyon township (T. 98 N., R. 48 W.), Lyon county, 
there was 'exposed in the summer of 1927 a most interesting ser
ies of cuts. ' One and one-half miles east 'of Big Sioux river on 
the south side of the road the section is as follows: 

3. Till, Nebraskan, sandy, brown (,Iolor, leached ________ ________ ____ ________ __ __ 
2. Till, Nebraskan, oxidized, highly calcareous, many concretions 

FEET 

5% 
3 

1. Till, Nebraskan, dark gray, unleached and unoxidized, highly 
calcareous, has concretions, cuts readily, starchlike fracture; exposed ___________ ___ ___ __ ___ __ _____________________ _____ __________________________ __ ___________________ _ 

8 

In a cut to the east on the north side of the road and at a high
er elevation, is a section as follows: 

FEET 

5_ On slumped slope, many feet of gravelly tilL 
4_ Silts, dark gray with purplish tint, concretions, no pebbles, -

laminations not distinct __ __ _______ __ _____ _________________ _____ ___ __________________________ 4 
3. Silts, pebbly, gray, with dark carbonaceous streaks, highly cal-careous ___ _________ ___ _________________ __ ______ ______ :______________________ _______________________________ 1 

' 2. Till, ' Nebraskan, oxidized, unleached, dark ' brown, chocolate
colored stains along many joints, breaks into irregular frag-
ments, many lime concretions in upper part ________ ________ __ _____________ 10% 

1. Till, Nebraskan, unoxidized and unleached, dark gray color, 
much jOinted, breaks into irregular fragments, brown stains on 
the joint faces, cuts readily, pebbles not abundant ___ ___________ __ __ __ 6 

A study of this section in relation to the preceding section 
f.arther down the slope reveals a thickness of 25 feet of unoxi
dized and unleached and oxidized and unleached Nebraskan till 
underlying the silts. Farther east, and continuing up the slope, 
ther'e is a section -as 'follows: 

FEET 

7: Till, Kansan, o~idized, unleached, many concretions, many peb-
bles, 'jointed, breaks into i,rregular fragments, to top of cut, 6 
feet, but extends up the grassed slope. 

6. Silts, in lower' part gray to yellow in color; upper part gray to 
dark gray, calcareous, has concretions ____________________________________________ 6 

. 5. ·Silts, a definite dark brown band; a fairly dense clay, concre
tions, with concentration of concretions at the contact with over
lying silts; no pebbles, fairly dense and somewhat tough, ~am, .~ 
inations not evident, highly calcareous ____________________________________________ 4 
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4. Silts, very loesslike; a distinct band, cuts like loess and feels 
like loess, has concretions .......................... ,....................................... 3 

3. Silts, like number 5 in every respect .............................................. 4 
2. Silts, very loesslike, exceedingly fine, light buff color, many con· 

cretions, lines of stratification seen on the surface, no shells 
seen, no pebbles ................................................................. _ .... _........... 10 

1. Silts, dark, carbonaceous ... _ .................................... _ ...... _............... 3 

By combining the two sections above it is possible to determine 
the thickness of the silts above the Nebraskan till to be about 30 
feet. 

Still farther up the slope is. another good cut on the north side. 
The section is as follows: 

2. Till, Kansan, oxidized and unleached, yellowish to brownish in 
color, cuts readily into irregular fragments .................................. 27 

1. Silts, gray, calcareous. 

The base of the next cut up the slope is at tl;1e same elevation 
as the top of the 27 feet of Kansan till in the cutdown the slope. 
Here the section is as follows: 

F,EET 

2. Loess, buff·colored, lowest 1 foot is- gray and has iron t~pules, .. 
unleached e)(cept the upper 3 feet, which is dink :prawn ~nd 
leached ......................................................... : ... :.. ........ : ....... , ......... _ .•.. ,.... 14 

1. Till, Kansan, oxidized and unleached, sand pockets .;.................. 1~ . ) ' , 

The top of this, section is approximately at the upland of the 
region. 

The total thickness of Kansan till revealed in these sections is 
38 feet. .A composite section of about 110 feet in thickness repre
senting the kinds of materials to be seen in these· splendid cuts is • as follows: 

5. Loess, buff· colored, lowest one foot gray and has iron tubules; 
unleached except upper 3 feet; which is dark brown and 

FEET 

leached ....... _ .................... _ .... ~ ............................................................. :.. 14 
4. Till, Kansan, oxidized, unleached, has .concretions, sand pock. 

ets, breaks into irregular shaped fragments, jointed .................. 38 
3. Silts, alternating bands of dark brown chocolate·colored cal· 

careous silts and lighter colored loesslike silts with · no pebbles 
and highly calcareous and having concretions .............................. 30 

2. Till, Nebraskan,. oxidized and unleached, dark brown, chocolate· 
colored stains along many joints, many lines of concretions, 
breaks into irregular fragments ........................................................ 101h 

1. Till, Nebraskan, unoxidized and unleached, dark gray in color, 
highly calcareous, has concretions, starchlike fracture ......... _....... 15 

The silts in this section are interpreted to be of interglacial 
origin and to be Aftonian in age. . 

From a study of these sections and scores of other sections. of, 
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Nebraskan gumbotil, Nebraskan till and related materials, it has 
been found that a normal section may be represented by a dia
gram as in figure 34. It ·will be shown later that similar zones 
are characteristic of the Kansan drift. 

" ' 

Descriptions of the Nebraskan. Drift Phases 
The Nebraskan drift has several phases, each of which has 

characteristics which are fairly constant wherever the phase is 

GU ... SOTIL 

TR~NSITIO" .ZONIll . 

OXIDIZ80 ANQ LE~ED P"M~ 
ZONa 0 .. CONC;ReTIOp 

,OXIDizeD AND UNLIIACHED .... M& 

• 

TRANSITION zo .. a 

. ' . ... .... UNOXIDIZED AND UNLIIACHI!D PHASE • . :0 . ... ~.~. 
FIG. 34.-Diagram of a complete normal section of ' Nebraskan drift. 

found. These phases include gumbotil, oxidized , and leached 
drift, oxidized and unleached drift, and unoxidized and unleached 
drift. Each phase grades above and below into adjacent phases. 
Each phase Will be described from studies made in the field and 
in the sedimentatIon laboratory. . 
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TIlE NEBRASKAN GUMBO TIL 

The Nebraskan gumbotil is the most weathered phase of the 
oldest Pleistocene till. It is very different from the till below it · 
and from any till which lies on it. The color of the gumbotil is 
one of its most uniform characteristics. A dry surface is gray 
with a tendency toward shades lighter than neutral gray rather 
than the darker shades. Some slightly purplish or reddish tints 
are seen and where the gumbotil has been used for road bed 
material and has beeit pulverized by traffic it has a distinct ashen 
gray color. The wet gumbotil has a somewhat greater range in 
color than the dry gumbotil. When thoroughly we,t it 'is ~'flark . 
gray with minor shades of purple and blue: A bluish tinge is 
common over the surface and streaks of dark rusty colors, due. 
to infiltration of iron oxide, are seen on many of the broken sur
faces. The 'colors of the gumbotil are in strong contrast to the 
yellows and browns of other phases of the till. 

Another feature ~f the Nebraskan gurpbotil as well as of gum
botils on the Kansan and Illinoian tills is that it is very sticky 
and plastic when wet, as it retains much capillary water. When 
water is removed by evaporation the upper part of the gumbotil 
shrinks in volume. The result is the development of a series 'of 
intersecting irregular angular cracks over the surface which . . 
widen as the clay dries; the upper part of the gumbotil is separ-
ated into polyhedral blocks. These blocks range from about one 
inch to more than two inches in diameter, with the cracks from 
one-quarter of an inch to more than half an inch deep. Prolonged 
drying of the gumbotil produces secondary divisions of the sur
face into smaller areas which give the appearance" of a crumbling 
loose layer of isolated fragments, as shown in figure 35. But this 
appearance is deceiving for the small blocks are rather solidly 
attached to the main mass of- guinbotil although a zone of weak
ness at the base of the blocks serves to permit the breaking away. 
of the blocks more easily thari a lump of solId dried gumbotil 
can be broken. The small fragments when broken from the 
main mass are polyhedral, hackly faced, irregularly shaped 
forms. The larger blocks are separated by deeper cracks than 
are the smaller, but they do not appear to have developed the 
zone of weakness at the base of the block as have the smaller 
blocks. The angular cracks which separate the surface blocks 
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FIG. 3S.-Showing dried surface of gumbotil with smooth loess surface above it. Both materials 
have had the same amount of exposure. ' 

on the gumbotil have some of the features of mud cracks as de
velope,d in horizontallystrati;fied muds. The ' chief difference 
seems to be ln ' the irregularity of the cracks and in the control 
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of the direction of the cracks by the surface features of the 
material~ In the gumbotil there are sand and pebbles aJ:).d iron 
cemented zones, hence, the cracks which cross its dried surface 
after it has been wet are not straight, nor do they seem to be 
directed by minor surface features as are typical mu,d cracks. 
The gumbotil cracks are sharply angular and the surfaces of the 
sides of the. cracks are rough and may usually be matched. The 
cracking takes place on any gumbotil surface whether it be in a 
vertical, a sloping or a horizontal position. 

Gumbotil is without stratification. At no place where it was 
studied does the material seem to have the even banding of color., 
separation of size' grades, parting along flat surfaces, or differ- ' 

. ential surface weathering which would indicate deposition in 
layers. There are, however., exposures which show a stratified 
silt or a loess on the gumbotil. But neither the silt nor the loess 
is related to the gumbotil in origin. 

The mass texture and the clastic texture of the gumbotil are 
characteristic features. By texture is meant the character and 
disposition of the constituent parts (particles) of a composite 
mass. Mass texture is used in this paper to mean the character 
and di~position of the joint or surface bounded units of till 
material, each of which is composed of sand in a clayey matrix. 
Clastic texture is used here to mean the character and disposi
tion of the unit rock or mineral fragments cc:mstituting the de
posit 'which these fragments are aggregated to form. Within 
the till there are units, composite in themselves, which are bound
ed by joints or surfaces along which separation takes place more 
easily than through the units. In some places these surfaces 
result ip. 'starchlike fracture', and in other places they result in 
faces of hackly appearance or with other characteristics pro-
duc~d by the presence of these separation' surfaces. . 

The mass texture of the gumbotil is characteristic. Within 
the gumbotil are ~any surfaces along which separation takes 
place rather readily when the material is moist. The extreme 
division of the gumbotil along these surfaces results in small, 
irregular, polyhedral fragments. Surfaces ' which ·include many 
of the small fragments have a "hackly" appearance. The sizes 
of the small pieces range from about one-sixteenth of an inch to 
more than o;ne-fourth of an inch. ~he forms are many-sided; 
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some of them approach the form of a sphere, others do not. In 
some specimens the corners or edges are projected into thin 
sheetlike plates which lie between two adjacent blocks ; in other 
specimens the forms are flakelike with one d~ension much less 
than the others; some have square margins and some taper off 
to thin edges. The faces of the polyhedral figures are usually 
slightly convex with the ridges 'of varying sizes and sharpnesses. 

When the gumbotil is dry it does' not separate readily along 
the. surfaces which are the limits of the small pieces referred to 
above, but yields somewhat readily along wider spaced promi
nent 'joints which may be remnants of structure in the original 
till. The joints which are nearly vertical are apparently best 
developed. While these planes are prominent in the dry gum
botil they are usually not more noticeable than those along the 
smaller blocks in gumbotil which is moist enough to be moulded. 
It is suggested that probably the smaller surfaces and perhaps 
the more extensive series of joints are the result of movement 
within the gumbotil during the minor disturbances which must 
have occurred in the mass during its weathering and during the 
settling to its present compact condition. 

The clastic texture of the gumbotil is somewhat variable. The 
gumbotil is made up of fine clay, sand grains, a few pebbles, and 
in some places fragments of sufficient size to be called cobbles 
and boulders. The amount of coarse detritus in the .gumbotil 
differs greatly'; in some places it gives to the .material a distinct
ly sandy texture and it may even inQlude numerous pebbles. 
Indeed the sand content may be .so high that the clay present is 
barely sufficient to fill the spaces between the sand grains. In 
most specimens, however, the clay forms the major part of the 
gumbo til and is the constituent which determines its physical 
character. 

The clay content of the Nebraskan gumbotil has a wide range. 
This is evident from field studies, but more particularly from 
laboratory studie~. In the laboratory the size-gr~de distribution 
of the particles in the gumbotil above 1/64 millimeter in diameter 
was determined. The clay and silt below 1/ 64 millimeter were 
combined in the analyses and gave a range from 48 per cent to 
79.3 per cent in the nineteen analyses which were made. The 
range' between these figures is shown in the following table: 
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Percentage of clay and silt below 1/64 millimeter in diameter : 
45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75 75'-80 

'Nwmb er of analyses: 
1 0 3 454 2 

It will thus be seen that about two-thirds of the analyses show 
a content of silt and clay between 60 and 75 per cent with more 
analyses below the lower figure than above the higher figure. 

The sand content shows prevailingly a. greater percentage of 
the sizes between 1/16 millimeter and 1/32 millimeter than of 
any other grade, although the next smaller size, 1/ 32 millimeter 
to 1/ 64 millimeter, may be very close to the same percentage; in 
three analyses ' the grade 1/32 millimeter to 1/64 millimeter in 
diameter exceeded in percentage that between 1/16 and 1/32 
millimeter. . The percentages of the 1/32 millimeter to 1/64 milli- , 
meter grade range frOID 5.3 to 12.4 of the whole sample. The 
percentages of the 1/16 millimeter to 1/32 millimeter grade 
range between 7.3 and 23:5. The sand and pebbles which are 
coarser than 1/16 millimeter in diameter make from less than 1 
per cent to more than 20 per cent of the sample. The maximum 
size of fragments found in the specimens analyzed was less than 
16 millimeters. 

The most conspicuous of the similar features is an approxima
tion to the same percentages of the three grades, % millimeter 
to 1.4 millimeter, 1.4 millimeter to Ys millimeter, and Ys millimeter 
to 1/16 millimeter. The following table shows the striking num
ber of times the figures approach each other, although here as 
in percentages of other characters there is no value common to 
all of them. Percentages of the whole specimen are given : 
Spec. No. 
1/2 to 1/4 mm. 
1/4 to 1/8 mm. 
1/8 to 1/16 mm. 

64A 78A 202A 223A 23M 237 A 239.A. 245A 269A 273A 
1.6 3.1 3.1 
2.7 3.4 3.9 
3.6 3.7 5.1 

7.2 2.6 1.7 
5.8 2.3 2.0 
4.9 ' 2.2 2.2 

0.1 1.6 2.5 2.6 
0.2 1.6 2.4 2.6 
tr. * 1.4 2.8 3.4 

276A 280A 291A 292A 295A 296A 302A 306A 307 A 
3.0 3.1 9.3 2.8 2.5 5.4 3.4 5.1 . 3.0 
2.4 2.9 5.9 2.5 2.4 4.8 3.2 5.6 3.3 
2.6 2.4 1.7 2.8 2.6 4.2 3.1 6.9 ' 4.5 

The Nebraskan gumbotil has physical features dependent l!.pon 
the amount of clay in it. Mechanical analyses of the size grades 
as well as field observations show in different localities different 
proportions of clay and sand in the gumbotils. This is due to 
the differences in the original materials from which the gum-

* Less than ' 0.1 per cent. 
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botils were derived. In some places sands and gravels were at 
the top of the drift. During the time of gumbotil formation, the 
alteration in these sands and gravels produced a thoroughly 
leached and partly decomposed mass of coarse detritus. 

Nebraskan gumbotil shows a predominance of those rocks and , 
minerals which resist chemical weathering. As would be ex
pected in a much weathered product" the limestones, dolomites, 
and other soluble rocks have been entirely removed by leaching. 

' The average pebble content of several analyses of Nebraskan 
gumbotils made in widely separated, areas is as follows: , 

PERCENTAGE 
Quartz __________ __ _____________________ ' _________________________ ___ ________ ~_________________ 36,75 
Chert, flint, etc. _: _________________________ __ __________________ __________ ___ ___ __ ,_____ 21.25 
Quartzite .. _ .... ___ ..... ________ .. ___ ..................... .................. .. ....... ____ ..................... 20.25 ii Granite _____ ____________ __ ___________ ________ ___________________________________________ 8,25 
B,asalt and gteenstone _____________________________________________ _____ __________ 11,00 
Feldspar • _____________________________________ ________________ 0_____________ ____ _____ ____ 1.25 
Felsite ___________ : ____ ____________ . ________________________ \ _______ . _____________ ___ ._______ 0.50 

The content of siliceous pebbles is here more than 78 per cent. 
None of the Nebraskan gumbotil examined showed less than 72 
'per cent, and the highest showed 88 per cent of siliceous pebbles. 
The studies of leached and-oxidized Nebraskan' till showed about 
38 per cent of siliceous pebbles, and the unleached and oxidized 
Nebras~an till showed about 15 per cent of such material. 

In the sands washed from the gumbotil and separated into 
size grades' ther'e are some minerals with characterIstics which 
indicate that their form is immediately derived from the disin
tegration of igneous rocks. There are numerous feldspar frag
ments, unrounded and showing under the microscope that they 
have undergone partial kaolinization. There are also hexagonal 
flakes of dark mica which show a coating of iron oxide, as would 
be true if they had been derived from rock fragments. There are 
quartz grains which show the imprint of crystals which were ad
jacent in the original rock mass. There are also quartz grains 
which ' are irregular in shape and which still have attached to 
them bits of mica or feldspar from the rock of which they were 
a part. 

When pebbles from the Nebraskan gumbo til and underlying 
phases of the till are studied , ~o ascertain the relative sizes of 
pebbles in the different horizons and to determine the shapes of 
the pebbles some interesting information is obtained. For ex-
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ample, one hundred pebbles collected from the Nebraskan gum
botil at one locality had dimensions 'as follows: largest pebble 
24 by 14 by 10 millimeters; smallest 2 millimeters; and average 
pebble 8 by 5 millimeters. The shapes of these pebbles were 
sub angular to spheroidal. The unleached and oxidized N ebras
kan drift beneath the Nebraskan gumbotil had pebbles with di
mensions as follows: largest pebble 62 by 45 by 17 millimeters; 
smallest pebble 3.4 millimeters; and average pebbles 17 by 15 by 
10 millimeters. The pebbles were chiefly flat and subangular; 
some were appreciably rounded. The largest pebble in the Ne
braskan gumbotil from another locality was 10 by '7 by 5 milli- . 
meters; the smallest 1.5 by 2 mill~meters ; and the average 3 milli
meters; the shapes were Bubangular to spheroidal. Here the 
underlying Nebraskan till had pebbles the largest of which was 
55 by 35 by 30 millimeters; the smallest pebble 3 by 2 milli
meters; ·and the average 15 by 10 by 7 millimeters. Theshapes 
of the pebbles were sub angular to angular . . 

Some detailed laboratory work was done with reference to the 
roundness of the larger fragments of rock in the gumbotil. The 
roundness was determined by the simple . expedient of rolling 
the pebbles down a mathematically design~d curved inclined 
chute and then re:;tding by means · of a chart a roundness value 
for the distance rolled. . The value .00 is the unit angularity or 
the figure for a fragment the shape of a cube. The value 1.00 is 
reserved for the perfect sphere, which it natural fragment prob
ably never attains. The, values between these two extremes then 
represent the proportional amount of rounding which particular 
pieces have undergone. The percentages given below are based 
on several hundred determinations for each size given. 

Pebbles from the Nebraskan gumbotil of the size from 8 milli
meters to 16 millimeters in diameter gave therollowing round
'ness values: 

EO'UIIUlness: 
.00 .03 .06 .10 .15 .19 .24 .26 .29 .33 .36 · .40 

Percentages: 
34 21 18 14 10 1 1 1 

FJ;he values for the pebbles between 4 and 8 millimeters in diam
eter were determined to be as follows: 

f 
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Bowndness: 
.00 .01 .07 .13 . .17 .23 .. 27 .31 .36 .40 .44 .48 

Percentages : 
22 19 18 15 13 7 2 2 1 1 

Those pebbles between the sizes of 2 and 4 millimeters gave the 
following roundness figures: • 
Boundness: 

.00 . . 06 .14 .20 .26 .32 .37 .44 .48 .53 .59 .63 
Percentages: 

21 14 21 18 9 9 3 3 1 1 * 

The distribution of the percentages shows a fairly regular 
gradation from the angular pebbles down to those showing max
imum rounding. In the 16 to 8 millimeters size, the. largest size 
for which determinations were made, the fragments have a 
rather well defined upper limit for the rounding. This is be
tween the values of .15 and .19, for only '3 per cent of the total 
lies above the latter figure, while 10 per cent shows a v.alue of 
roundness .15. The other sizes show a mor~ gradual decrease in 
percentage, though a rather marked drop in percentage is noted 
near roundness .20 in each case. The upper limit is not very 
definite for any of the sizes. In the smaller sizes a few well 
round.ed. quartz peQbles gave the higher roundness figures, and 

. in the largest size a number of cherts and a few quartz pebbles 
gave the .higher figures for these grades. There were obtained 
figures of . roundness .40 and .63 for the largest and smallest 
sizes -respectively, but in .each case the determinations were less 

. than half of one per cent of the whole, so they were not separ
ated in the averages~ 
. The pebbles which show the moderate rounding include in 

most cases those which are composed of igneous rocks. The 
alteration of the . pebbles, which took place during the formation 
of the gumbotil, began along the . edges and corners of, the frag
ments, tending to round them. The break found in the percent
ages of roundness values probably shows about the upper limit 
of rounding by the disintegration of the fragments in the gum
botil. Many of the chert and quartzite pebbles and some of the 
quartz pebbles have one or more broken faces which have had 
the edges but little. rounded since the fracture. It is this kiI].d of 
fragment which predominates in the angular and less rounded 

* Highest roundness . value obtaine<l for the size, but less than one-half of one per cent in the 
average. . 
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percentages and on which is superimposed the percentage of 
roundness values of the other rock fragments. There were not 
available 'sufficient pieces of rocks other than the siliceous types 
to make separate determinations to be compared with the round
ness values of the siliceous fragments. 

The-Nebraskan gumbotil has distinctive features as a glacial 
drift material. Foremost is its gumbo (lharacter. , Water ap
plied to the surface forms a clay slip which is very sHppery. 
Soaking with water causes it to become very plastic and tough, 
although the dry material is hard and tenacious. The color and 
surface weathering of gumbotil are striking features. The gray 
to drab color, lighter on the washed surface because of the ex
posed sand, and the polyhedral fracture of the surface are char
acters which taken together make it conspicuous i;o drift ex
posures and help to distinguisil it from the other phases of the 
drift. . 

THE OXIDIZED AND LEACHED NE~RASKAN 'TILL 

The oxidized and leached Nebraskan till lies immediately below 
the gumbotil. The oxidized and leached phase in most places is 
not separated sharply from the phase above, but transition from 
one kind of material to the other is through a narrow zone in 
which there is distinct interfingering of the two phases. 

The prominent difference between the gumbotil and the oxi
dized and leached till is one of color. The color of the oxidized 
and leached till is in most places brown or brownish yellow. 
Along the joints the color is usually somewhat different from the 
color <:>f the mass. This color in the upper part of the zone is the _ 
color of the gumbotil where the alteration has penetrated below 
the general level of gumboization. Some of the joint surfaces in 
the mass of leached material are coated with thin layers of iron 
oxide which is darker in color than the till,' mar~g smoothed 
surfaces into patches with dark boundaries. 

The wet oxidized and leached till does not have the very sticky 
and plastic character which is possessed by the gumbotil. In 
places it will form a clay slip, but in places there is insufficient 
of the very fine material to permit its formation. 

The exposed surface of the oxidized and leached till is not of 
the same character as the surface of the gumbotil although there 
are similarities. The cracks which form in the surface after 
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wetting are not as large as those which mark the gumbotil sur
face and the tops of the blocks are · crossed by fewer smaller 
cracks, which gives to the surface a less crumbly appearance 
than that of the more alteredgumootil. 

The mass texture of the oxidized, leached Nebraskan till and 
the clastic texture differ from these features in the gumbotil. 
The flngerlike extensions of the g~botil into the zone below 
follow joints which are continuations of the larger joints in the 
gumbotil. These extend through the oxidized and leached zone 
and within this zone they are increased in number by a series of 
smaller, closely spaced joints which permit the material to be 
separated into angular blocks. These blocks are . of different 
sizes but are generally larger than the small blocks which are 
found in the gum:botil. The same type of fracture appears to 
develop whether the material be wet or dry, whereas in the gum
botil only the moist mass shows · distinctly the smallest joints. 
There is ~ tendency for the oxidized and leached till to show 
wider spacing of the · joints, both large and small, towarq the 
bottom of the zone, while at the top the gradation of the joint 
system into gumbotil is gradual, and is not sharply set off by 
any abrupt change in the nature of the fracture. 

The clastic texture of the oxidized and leached phase is some
what coarser than is that of the gumbotil: The clay matrix is 
not as fine as in the gumbotil and it includes more sand. Peb- ' 
bles are more numero~s in the outcrops than in the zone above. 

In the laboratory, mechanical analyses of the oxidized and 
leached Nebraskan till show major features similar to the major 
features of the gumbotil. The percentage of the 1/16 millimeter 
to 1/ 32 millimeter grade is higher than the percentage of the 
next smaller grade, perhaps somewhat more persistently higher 
than in the gumbotil. The three sand grades, lh to % millimeter, 
% to Ys millimeter, and Ys to 1/16 millimeter, show the same 
parallelism in percentages although the percentages in the oxi
dized and leached till are nearly twice the average percentage 
in the gumbotil, being in most cases about six per cent for each 
of the three grades. The silt and clay content is the greatest of 
any of the grades, but it is not as high as in the gumbotil. Most 
of the an{l.lyses show between fifty and fifty-five per cent of the 
materi_al to be less than 1/64 millimeter in diameter, whereas in 
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the gumbotil three-fourths of the specimens showed over sixty 
per cent of the same size grades. In the specimens analyzed the 

. samples were too small, about fifty grams, to include large peb
bles, 'although some of 4 to 8 millimeter.s and even 8 to 16 milli
meters in size occurred in the random samples used. ' Fragments 
over 1/16 millimeter diameter in the gumbotil form from one to . 
twenty per cent of the whole sample; in the oxidized and leached 
Nebraskan till the percentage of material over 1/16 mjUimeter 
grade ranged in the specimens studied between' 24 and 30 per 
cent. . 

It is seen from these comparisons that the Nebraskan gumbotil 
is somewhat finer in texture than .the oxidized and leached N e
braskan WI. The two have in general the same textural qualities 
which are dependent upon the clastic content with the exception 
that the oxidi~ed and leached till does not have the very fine clay' 
which gives to the gumbotil its distinctive physical characteris
tics. The development of th~ finer clay and the reduction of the 
textural range would result from long continued chemical weath
ering of such material a~ oxidized and leached till. 

The siliceous content of the oxidized and leached Nebraskan 
till is shown from pebble analyses 'to be lower than is that of the 
gumbotiI. The average of three typical analyses gave the fol
lowing: 

. Chert ............................................................................................. . 
Quartz ............................................................ : ............................. .. 
Quartzite ..................................................................... _ ............. .. 
Schist ........................................................................................... . 
Felsite .......................................................................................... .. 

PER CENT 

15 
14 
13 

Granite ......................................................................................... . 

2 
3 

19 
29 

1 
Basalt and greenstone ............................................................. . 
Dolerite ......................................................................................... . 
Unidentified ................................................................................. . 4 

The percentage of siliceous pebbles is only 42; in gumbotil it 
, is rarely less than 75. The granites, basalts, and greenstones are 
more , abundant than in the gumbotil and most of these pebbles 
show considerable surface alteration. . There are many rotten 
pebbles which go to pieces very readily; some may be crumbled 
between the fingers. Several kinds of igneous rocks are repre
sented by the pebbles, the most common being those containing 
abundant fetromagnesian minerals; 

The oxidized and leached Nebraskan till has distinctive char-
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acteristics by which it may; be readily distinguished from the 
gumbo tiL Prominent among these are the color differences, the 
aspect of . the weathered .surface, and the plasticity when wet. 
The jointing of the mass, the lithologic content, and the texture 
are similar but sufficiently different so that anyone of these may 
be used as an indicative criterion for the determination of the 

, phase of till represented. No sharp line can be drawn between 
the zone of oxidized and leached till -and that of the gumbotil, as 
there is a transition . zone through which one merges into the 
other. 

The thickness of the oxidized and leached till beneath the 
Nebraskan gumbotil differs from section to section, but the most 

I 

prevalent thickness is about two feet. In the Kansan and Illi-
noian tills the corresponding.zones are thicker. 

THE OXIDIZED AND UNLEACHED NEBRASKAN TILL 

Below the oxidized and leached till is oxidized and unleached 
till. In the Nebraskan ' drift this phase is in places more than 
forty feet thick, as measured in cuts .made in steep slopes._ It 
grades above into the oxidized and leached phase and .below into 
the unoxidized andunleached Nebraskan till. The contact be-

. tween the oxidized and unleached phase and the oxidized and 
leached Nebras;k:an till above is in ,many places sharp, the two 
phases being recognizable within an inch of each other. How
eve~, in most places leaching has extended down along joint sur
faces into the oxidized and unleached till, the result being that 
the surfaces of joint-bounded blocks are leached while the inter
iors of the blocks are still highly calcareous. 

In many sections of Nebraskan drift the oxidized and un
leached zone is not well exposed. It is a typical boulder clay 
but may include some sands and gravels. The color is yellowish 
to brownish and is distinctly lighter than that of the oxidized and 
leached zone. The wet surface is appreciably darker than the 
dry surface. 

The surface weathering of the oxidized and unleached till re
sults in the formation of numerous cracks which separate the 
till into blocks. The cracks are not as large nor are they as 
ninnerous as in the Nebraskan gurribotil and in the oxidize~, 
leached Nebraskan till. Smaller cracks are associated in places 
with the. larger cracks which divide the surface into angular 
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patches several inches across. The large cracks are, the first to 
develop; and on a surface only partly dry they are the only 
cracks present. With continued drying there are developed 
smaller fissures separating surface blocks an inch or two across 
which give a checkered appearance to this dried till. 

The smaller surface blocks are about the size of the larger 
ones on the surfaces of the gillnbotil and of ' the oxidized and 
leached till.' r.Dhe larger blocks of the oxidized and unleached 
phase are not distinctly represented in the phases above. The 
differences in surface character are due no doubt to the differ
ences in clay content. The greater proportion and fineness of 
the clay in the gumbotil and in the oxidized and leached phase 
enables these tills to retain ,more water when wet and hence to 
shrink more when dried, thus developing more cracks than does 
the oxidized and unleached tilL 

The body texture of the oxidized and unleached Nebraskan till , 
is the result of a series of vertical and horizontal joints which 
are spaced from one-half inch to three inches apart. ' The till 
bre'aks readily along the joint planes into angular blocks, usually 
with rectangular outlines. The sizes of th~se blocks differ with 
the spacing of the joints; the usual 'size's are from less than one 
inch to several inches in the different dimensions, and while there 
is no sharp upper or lower limit of size there is a very distinct 
range into which most of the pieces fall. ' ' ' 
~he joints in the till are the planes along which the water pene

trates the most readily, and henc~ are the planes along which' 
weathering first 'takes place. ' This IS particularly noticeable in 
the contact zo'ne with the OXIdized and leached till where, finger
like, the ieached till follows the ,joint planes for several inches 
below the upper limit at which the till effervesces with acid. 'Be
low the leached phase the waters which were charged with lllne 
from the upper phases ' entered a different environment, where 
they precipitated some ' or most of the lime ' they carried. In 
some places this secondary caiciiun carbonate ~ccumulated ~bout 
distinct centers and 'became concretionary masses' with more or 
less reguli:trsurfaces. In :nlost places, however, iime was de
posited along the joint surfaces which the ' solutions ' foilow~d, 
filling them with white calcareous material which is easily ' re": 
duced to powder when dry. The seco;ndary ' calciuffi' carbonate 
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is a distinctive feature of the upper part of the oxidized and un- ' 
leached phase, and even when the gumbotil and the oxidized and 
leached phases have been removed by erosion the secondary car
bonate along the joints is ' evidence of the former existence of 
overlying phases which once coritained calcium ' carbonate. 

The clastic content in exposures of the oxidized and unleached 
till is somewhat striking; a yellowish colored clay matrix en", 
closes sands, pebbles, and larger fragments. The joints which 
separate the till into the characteristic blocks have formed with
out apparent regard to the larger fragmental content of the 
clay; they have surfaces in which are partly embedded sand 
grains and pebbles with the mould of the protruding part in the 
opposed surface. The pebbles and finer particles are d:i,stributed 
promiscuously through the clay, which in normal till has no lines 
of stratification. 

The upper limit of size of rock in the Nebraskan till is that of 
the large boulders which occur in places. The larger are several 
feet in diameter and are of the same kinds of rock as the cobbles 
and pebbles. Boulders are not abundant in the Nebraskan dr ift; 
in most exposures the upper limit is within the size of cobbles. 

In the laboratory, mechanical analyses of the oxidized and un- , 
leached till reveal about the ~~me characters as the 'oxidized and 
leached till shows. Most of the ratios of percentages are about 
the same in both types. There is, however, a noticeable increase 
of the coarser material and corresponding decrease of the· clay 
and silt grades. In some analyses there is less than 45 per cent 
of grade sizes below 1/64 millimeter., showing clearly that in the 
oxidized and unleached till there is less clay and silt than in the 
oxidized and leached till and in the gumbotil. There is in gen
eral a decrease ~n percentages of the sizes from 1/ 2 millimeter 
up to the coarsest of material present. 

The oxidized and unleached till, except in degree of color and 
weathering of materials, is much like the oxidized and leached 
till above and in some respects it is similar to the gumbotil. A 
comparative study of the gumbotil, the oxidized and leached till, 

, and the oxidized and unleached till shows that the oxidized and 
unleached till contains the coarsest materials. The same general 
ratios of size grades seem to indicate, a genetic relationship be
tween all three kinds of till.T~eoretically, weathering should 
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reduce the sizes of fragments in a till and the studies in the field 
and in the laboratory show that the most weathered material, 

,the ,gumbotil, has the fragments most reduced, and the oxidized 
and unleached till the least reduced of these three phases; the 
oxidized and leached till is intermediate. 
, The pebble analyses of the oxidized and unleached Nebraskan 

drift show pebbles of kinds of rock which are rare or absent in 
the more weathered zones. Limestone, which is not found in the 
gumbotil or in the oxidized and leached' phase, is in most places 
an important constituent of the oxidized and unleiwhed tilL An 
average of fourteen analyses shows 44.6 per cent of limestone 
and dolomite pebbles. Granites, greenstone, and basalt pebbles 
also are numerous. Chert and quartz, which are so abundant in 
the gumbo til and which are well represente'd in the oxidized and 
leached zone, make up together ,only 7.6 per cent of all the peb
bles. The average of the fourteen pebble analyses is as follows: 

Limestone, and dolomite ____ ~ ________________________ : ______ _________ _________ _____ _ 
Shale _________________________________ ___ _______ ____ __ _______________ __________________________ _ 
Sandstone _______ ___ _______________________________________________________________ : _________ _ 
Quartz __ _______________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Chert ___________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Quartzite ________________________ : ___________ ________________________________________________ _ 
Schist _____________ ___________________________________________________ __________________________ _ 
Granite ________________ : ______________________________________ ______________________________ _ 
Basalt and greenstone , ____________________________________________________________ _ 
Unidentified ____________________________________________________________________________ _ 

PER CENT 

44.6 
1.0 
1.9 
3_3 
4.3 
5.7 

.2 
13.3 
25.1 

.6 

Some of the rocks are much weathered and some of the lime
stone has a coating of leached clay. But, as a whole, the ro.cks 
which are in the oxidized and unleached Nebraskan till show 
less weathering than do those in the overlying related till. In 
some parts of the oxidized and unleached phase there has been 
apparently almost no modification of the rocks since they were 
deposited by the ice, for the edg~s of some of the fragments are 
sharp, strire are found on limestone surfaces, indicating freedom 
from solution, and the colors of the minerals on freshly broken 
surfaces show very little change due to weathering. The weath
ering of the rocks represented by the pebbles of the unleached 
till would result in materials with the characteristics now shown 
by the oxidized and leached till and the gumbotil. , 

The roundness of the pebbles in the oxidized and unleached 
Nebraskan till has .a somewhat different distribution from the 

-- - --------
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roundness 'of the gumbotil pebbles: About 40 per cent or slightly 
more of the p~bbles betwee~ 4 and 16 millimeters diameter in the 
oxidized arid unleached till show angularity. The first pe.rcent
ages' of distinctlY rounded groups are 11 and 12 per cent with a 
roundness value of .07 and .03 respectively. The next groups 
show percentages ' of 18 and 16, from which the percentages 
diminish to the limit value of roundness of the pebbles. , If the 
rounding of the pebbles by ice action and the fracturing of 
rounded pebbles ' to increase the number of angular pebbles be 
assumed to balance' approximately" then the roundness of the 
pebbles in the oxidized arid unleached-till may be used to indicate 
the proportion of till derived by the ice from loose residual ma
terial and from the bedrock. If the angular pebbles represent 
those derived by ice a:ction from bedrock, then about 40 to 45 per 
cent of the pebbles between 4 millimeters and 16 millimeters in 
diameter are ' so derived. Weathei'ing would increase the round
ed pebbles with a corresponding decrease in the number. of 
angular pebbles, tending to make an even distribution through
Olit the roundness values. 

The oxidized and unleached Nebraskan till grades upward into 
the oxidized and leached till phase and downward into the un
oxidized till phase. It represents therefore a stage in the altera
tion of the drift. The oxidized and unleached till has -several 
times the thickness of the combined gumbotil and oxidized and 
leached phases. Oxidation 'is therefore shoWn to be the ' most 
rapid change which ,takes place ,in 'the till. The' three phases of 
the till which 'have been described constitute three distinct hOii-
,zons,each differing somewhat in thickness and each distinct iIi 
characteristics; which are the product of weathering cha'nges in 

, th~ till. These changes take place in regular order to succes,sive
ly greater depths, first along joint surfaces and then toward the 
interior of joint-bounded blocks. 

THE UNOXIDIZEDAND UNLEACHED NEBRASKAN TILL 
, ' 

, Beneath the oxidized and unleached till is unoxidized and un-
leached till. :But o:rliy in a few places, in the state have good sec
tions of the unaltered Nebraskan till been found. In most places 
~here observed in t,he state ~his till is dark gray when moist with 
a distinctly Olui~h cllston a fre~hly exposed surfac,e. The dry 
surface has a brownish gray color, the brown tint being due to a 
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thin film of oxidized material which forms very readily when the 
till is exposed to the air. 'The yellow color of the oxidized till is 
in many places developed along joint surfaces in the unoxidized, 
unleached till. In some places the blocks of till which are separ
ated by joints are unoxidized only in the center of the blocks. 

'The color of the unoxidized and unleached Nebraskan till is its 
most distinctive feature. The mass and clastic textures are al
most identical with those of the oxidized arid unleached till. The 
lithology of the unoxidize'd and unleached till and the roundness
es of the pebbles are very similar to those features in the oxidized 
and unleached till and hence will not be separately described. 
As was stated in a previous part of this report, the unoxidized 
and unleached Nebraskan till of parts of northwestern Iowa has 
characters quite different from those of the unoxidized and un
leached Nebraskan till in other parts of the state. This different 
character is due probably to the inclusion of much shale from 
rocks underlying the drift. The unleached till resembles the 
gumbotil more than the, usual unweathered phase of the material. 

The lowest phase of the Nebraskan drift is so deeply buried in 
most places that it is seldom exposed. This drift has been buried 
under the Kansan in all places in the state except in the extreme 
northeastern part. The erosion of this 'upper material and of 
most of the Nebraskan is necessary to uncover the unaltered 
oldest drift. Such erosion has taken place only in·the southwest
ern part of Iowa and there only ,along the main drainage lines. 
Most ,of the valleys are cut only slightly below the level of the 
Nebraskan gumbo til and therefore expose only the up'[>er phases, 
including a portion of the oxidized andunleached till. In many 
plac~s where the bottom of the drift h~s been reached either by 
erosion or by-excavation, the drift is so thin that at least oxida · 
tion has penetrated to its base. 

Thickness of the Nebraskan Drift 
The depth.to which the surface of Iowa was covered by N e

braskan drift may be estimated by (a) the amount of bedrock 
relief which was smoothed over to form the Nebraskan ground 
moraine plain on which the Nebraskan gumbotil was developed; 
(b) the amoupt of Aftoniari erosion in Nebraskan drift; and (c) 
the elevation of the Nebraskan,gumbotil plain above the bedrock 
surface. 
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The relief of the bedrock surface is discussed in Chapter I, 
where it is stated that the local relief of the surface at the time 
of the Nebraskan ice invasion was as great as 300 to 400 feet, 

. although there were areas where the bedrock relief. was slight. 
The Nebraskan drift so covered this uneven surface that the.new 
surface was a co~aratively level ground moraine plain. This 
surface continued until after several feet of gumbotil had been 
developed from the till and ~his gumbotil is the present testimony 
of the existence of an extensive drift plain. A drift mantle which 
would cover the pre-Nebraskan bedrock surface to sufficient depth 
to make the surface a plain would of necessity be a massive drift. 

The agents of erosion which dissected the Nebraskan gumbotil 
plain within ' Aftonian time persisted long enough to cut valleys 
in bedrock to depths of more than 400 feet in the vicinity of 
Mississippi river in the northeastern part of the state. But over 
much of the state Aftonian erosion occurred only or chiefly 
in Nebraskan drift as is indicated by the relatively few areas of 
sharp bedrock relief beneath the drift (see Chapter 'I) and the 
occurrence of Nebraskan drift in numerous localities. I the 
drift had been thin it probably would have been largely removed 
by erosion during the long Aftonian interval. 

The depth to which the bedrock surface was buried by Nebras
kan drift may be determined by the elevation of the Nebraskan 
gumbotil above the indurated rocks. The construction Of a set 
of profiles across the state showing the average elevation of the 
bedrock, above which . the known elevations of the Nebraskan 
gumbotil plain are ' plotted shows that there are differences in 
depth of rock covering by the gumbotil-topped Nebraskan drift. 

I In the western part of the state, in the vicinity o~ the Height of 
Land, the Nebraskan gumbotil lies 100 to 300 feet above the 
average elevation of the bedrock as determined from available 
data. The greatest thickness is in the west-central part of the 
state, with thinner Nebraskan drift to the north and south. In 
southwestern Iowa the Nebraskan drift 'when deposited was 
probably 75 feet to 100 feet thick, thinning gradually to the east. 
The few Nebraskan gumbotil outcrops in the eastern, central, 
and northeastern parts of the state show the Nebraskan drift in 
those areas to have been more than lob feet in average thickness, 
although just how much of the bedrock re~ief on which this figure 
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is based was developed in Aftonian time is not definitely known. 
Such drift thicknesses, which are average figures, sho'V that a 
considerable body of transported debris was deposited by the 
Nebraskan ice. 

The position of the Nebraskan gumbotil plain indicates that 
probably the thickest Nebraskan drift was deposited in the west
central part of the state, with the northern and eastern exten
sions having only slightly lesser thicknesses. T:p.e thinner drift 
was deposited to the south and southeast of the thick drift region, 
but still. with sufficient depth to smooth the surface to an ex
tensive plain. 

The relatively large areas in which there is now found N e
braskan drift which survived the long Aftonian erosion, together 
with the evidence of the kind of surface which the drift mantled, 
indicate that the average thickness of the drift was greater than 
it has generally been believed to be. It was probably more than 
100 feet thick as an average for the state, and may perhaps have , 
been as thick as 150 feet. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE AFTONIAN INTERGLACIAL STAGE 

The Aftonian record . 
Sections representing the Aftonian in western Iowa 

Gravels of the Afton Junction-Thayer region 
Other gravels in western Iowa 
Aftonian peat deposits in western Iowa 

Sections representing the Aftonian in eastern Iowa 
Peat deposits and soils in eastern Iowa 
Weathered gravels in eastern Iowa 

The Nebraskan gumbotil 
Aftonian erosion 
Aftonian loess 
Life of the Aftonian 

,The Aftonian interglacial stage is the oldest of the four inter
glacial stages recognized in the present classification of the 
Pleistocene deposits of Iowa. The name Aftonian was used first . 
by Chamberlin1 in 1895, in connection with interglacial deposits 
separating the two oldest tills in the Afton Junction-Thayer re
gion, Union county, Iowa. As was stated on page 76 of this 
.report, the name was applied to the horizon represented by soil 
bands, peat, and muck, and was correlated with the forest bed 
horizon of McGee in northeastern Iowa. Below the Aftonian 'in 
the Grand River pit of the Afton Junction region there is N e
braskan till with associated gravels. ' ,Overlying the till and 
gravels is Kansan till. These gravels separating the two oldest 
tills have been for many years known as Aftonian gravels, not 
because of the time of the deposition of these gravels" which was 
during the closing stages of the Nebraskan glacial epoch, but be
cause the weathering of the gravels occurred during the Aftonian 
interglacial epoch. 

The Aftonian Record 
The Aftonian interglacial stage is represented in Iowa by 

Widespread Nebraskan glimbotil, peat, mucks, old soils, weath- , 
ered sands and gravels, and other evidence's of a long interval 

1 Chamberlin, T , C" The Olassification of American Glacial Deposits : Jour, of Geol., , Vol. 
III, pp, 270·277; 1895. , 

/ 
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between the retreat of the Nebraskan ice sheet "and the cowing 
of the Kansan ice sheet. The Aftonian deposits are exposed by 
erosion in many places in the state and have been made available " 
for study also in railroad and road cuts and have been pene
trated in many well drillings. 

The evidence indicates that when the Nebraskan ice sheet 
withdrew from Iowa the bedrock relief had been largely effaced 
by the Nebraskan glacial and fluvioglacial materials and a 
ground moraine plain with but slight relief was the prevailing 
surface feature of the whole state. The chief basis [or this judg
ment is the widespread distributIon and topographic position of 
Nebraskan gumbotil. The history of Aftonian time is recorded 
in considerable part by the changes which the Nebraskan mate
rials of the ground moraine plain underwent by weathering and 
by the modifications of the plain itself by erosion during the 
time between the Nebraskan glacial stage and the Kansan glacial 
stage. 

" In several places in the state Aftonian peats, soils and weath
ered sands and gravels of Aftonian age have been found. Sec
tions will be given in this chapter to show the characteristics of 
these interglacial deposits. 

The Aftonian record is the record of an interglacial stage of 
long duration. " It is impossible to state with any degree of 
definiteness, however, the number of years involved in this stage, 
but the time is to be measured in hundreds of thousands of years 
rather than tens of thousands of years. 

Sections Representing the Aftonian in Western Iowa 
The Nebraskan drift has been shown to be separated, in many 

places in Iowa, from the overlying Kansan drift by Nebraskan 
gumbotil. This Nebraskan gumbotil has significance as an Af- ' 
tonian horizon marker because it was q.eveloped over wide areas ' 
under distinct topographic conditions. The weathering of N e
braskan till to gumbotil took place within the Aftonian inter
glacial interval, and hence might quite " properly be given de
tailed .consideration here. However, the gumbotil is so intimate
ly related to the Nebraskan till that it was described as a phase 
of that till. It will be discussed in this chapter only as a part of 
the eVidence of-the Aftonian intergtacial stage. " 

I 
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GRAVELS OF THE AFTON JUNCTION-THAYER REGION 

Until the importance of Nebraskan' gumbotil as an Aftonian 
horizon marker separating the Nebraskan till from the Kansan 

. till was recognized a few years ago other materials were empha
sized as bases for separating the Nebraskan till from Kansan 
till. Chief among these criteria were weathered sands and grav
els and peat~ lying betwee~ the two. Qldest tills. Type sections 

FIG. 36.-Map of Iowa showing the location of Union county. 

of the two oldest tills separated by gravels are in the region of 
Afton Junction and Thayer in Union county in southwestern 
Iowa, the location of which is shown in figure 36. In fact, the 
Aftonian gravels in this part of the state are so well known by 
students of Pleistocene geology that one hesitates to state that a 
restudy of these famous exposures and other exposures in the 
same region has revealed evidence which seems to justify further 
discussion of the origin and relationships of these gravels, and 
to warrant question being raised with regard to some of the 
former interpretations. · . . 
F~om the time the gravel pits of this area were opened more 

than thirty-five years ago and their interesting characteristics 
revealed, they have been visited by many glacial geologists of 
America and of Europe. Some persons have come merely to see 

\ 
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the type sections of the two oldest tills, now known as the N e
braskan till and the Kansan till, separated by the gravels which 
for many years have been called the Aftonian interglacial grav
els; others have come to study ~arefully the characteristics of the 

FIG. S7.-Map of Union county., 
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tills and gravels and their inter-relationships. . The most im
portant contributions dealing 'with these gravels and associated 
deposits have been made by Dr. T. C. Chamberlin, Dr. H. F . . 
Bain, and Dr. Samuel Calvin.2 

The chief gravels are exposed in three gravel pits in Jones 
township and a gravel pit in Union township, Union county, 
figure 37. The locations of the pits ~re shown on the accompany
ing map, figure 38. One pit, known as the Afton Junction pit, is 
about 200 yards west and somewhat south of Afton Junction 
station on the Chicago Great Western railway, and' of Great 
Western Crossing on the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy rail
way; a second pit, called the Grand River pit, is on the south 
bank of Grand river more than a mile southeast of Afton 
Junction station; the third pit in Jones township is the Thayer 
I 

\pit and is about three-fourths mile southwest of Thayer station. 
IAII of these pits have been abandoned for more than thirty years. 
Northeast of Afton, Union township, a pit was opened only re
~ently and from it gravels are still being taken. This will b,e 
~alled the Afton pit. . 
: When the now abandoned gravel pits were studied by Cham
perlin and by Bain, the cros&ing of the Chicago Great Wester'n 
railway with the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy railway was 
about one-half mile south of the .present junction of these two 
railways. This fact must be kept in mind when the earlier geo
logical reports of this region are being read. 

The till below the gravels was named many years ago the Pre
Kansan or. Sub-Aftonian till, but more recently it has been called 
the Nebraskan till. The till above the gravels ' has long been ' 
known as the Kansan till an~ the gravels separating the tills are 
i the Aftonian gravels, In Chapter III of this report there is a 
. discussion of these most interesting gravels.., including the . . 
,evidence upon which they were differently interpreted by 
: different authors. Suffice it to say here that ' Chamberlin in-· 
:terpreted the gravels to be kamelike deposits on the surface of 
,the Nebraskan drift and related in age to .this drift. Bain re
~ ferred to evidence of lateral transition from gravels into boulder 
clay and suggested the possible contemporaneity of the gravels 
with the Kansan till. Calvin in 1905 interpreted these gravels to 

2 Specific reference to the works of the authors cited in this chapter will be found in Chapter 
1):1 on the History of Investigations and Classifications, in this report. 
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be deposits made by torrential floods during the retreating stages
of the pre-Kansan ice. Later, in 1908, as a result of studies by 
himself and Doctor Shimek of gravels and their included fossil 
faunas in western Iowa, Calvin suggested a modification of 
his former view regarding. the origin of the AftoniaIi gravels 
in the Afton Junction-Thayer region. He expressed the judg
ment that the most satisfactQry interpretation of the gravels is 
that they are strictly . interglacial in age, liaving been deposited 
during the progress of the Aftonian interval, neither at its be
ginning nor at its end. 

Recent extensive studies of these type sections of gravels and 
tills in Union county and studies also of the relations of gravels 
to tills andgumbotils in several other counties in southwestern . 
Iowa have shown clearly that these gravels were not de
posited within the Aftonian interglacial epoch to constitute a 
distinct stratigraphic :j:lOrizon separating the Nebraskan till from 
the Kansan till. Although some of the .gravels do lie on the 
surface of th.e Nebraskan till and are related in age to this till 
the gravels as a whole are not limited to the surface of the N e
braskan till. There are lenses and irregularly ' shaped masses of 
gravels in the Nebraskan till and these gravels are contempor. 
aneous in age with the Nebraskan till. Moreover, there are 
.many inclusions of the Nebraskan gravels in the overlying Kan
san till, and it is thought that some gravels in the Kansan till are 
contemporaneous in age with that deposit. 

Three sections in the Afton Junction region show clearly the 
·relationships of the Aftonian gravels to the Nebraskan till. The 
sect'ions are located as follows: 

1. In the Afton Junction pit in the northwest quarter of the 
southwest quarter of section 19: Jones township (T .. 72 N., R. 28 
W.), Union county. This pit.is about 200 yards west and some
what south of Afton Junction station on the Chicago Great 
Western railway, and of Great Western Crossing on the Chi
'cago, Burlington and Quincy railway. 

2. A road cut in the southwest quarter of section 7, Union 
township (T. 72 N., R. 29 W.), Union county. 

3. In the Afton gravel pit in the northeast quarter of section 
16, Union township (T. 72 N., R. 29 W.), Union county, northeast 
of Afton. 
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. A section in the southwest corner of the old Afton Junction 
pit shows till and related materials. The section is about 200 
yards south of a railroad cut in the base of which many years 
ago Aftonian gravels were exposed and were described by 
Calvin.3 'With reference to the Aftonian gravels in this railroad 
cut it is worthy of note that Frank Leverett reports that more 
than twenty-five years ago he and D.ouglas Johnson found near 
the west end of the cut some carbonaceous material overlying the 
gravels and underlying thirty feet or more of Kansan till. The 
elevation of the surface of these 'gravels, it is well to ' emphasize 
here, is less than ten feet lower than the top of the section in the 
Afton Junction pit. .The elevation at the top of the section to be 
described is about 1120 feet above sea level. The section in the 
southwe'st corner of the Afton Junction pit is as follows: 

FEET 
4. Loess, leaehed _______ ... __ ... ____ .. ___ .. __ . ___ . _________ . ____ . __________ .. _____ . _____ : _______ . ___ ..... __ 11 
3. Gumbotil, Nebraskan, eompaet, dark drab to ehoeolate eolor, red-

dish on dry surfaee, few silieeous pebbles, leaehed _______________ :. ________ .__ 6 
2. Till, Nebraskan, gray to drab, leaehed, eompaet, grading below 

into less eompaet, more yellowish eolored till and gravelly till __ ._____ 5-
1. Gravelly till, oxidized, leaehed _____________________________________________________________ 3 

Below the lowest part of the section there is considerable slump, 
but the chief gravels which were taken from this pit years ago 
were below the base of the above section. . . 

Only about fifty yards -to the east of .this section there is a 
: steep slope i~ the south part of the pit. Here the following sec
tion was taken. The top of the section is at the same elevation 
as the top of the section which has just been described: 

FEET 
4. Loess, leaehed __ .... ____ . ____ ... __ ___ . _______ ._._. ____ .. _____ . ____ . ____ . __________________ .. ___ ._. ___ .__ 10 
3. Till and gravelly till, Nebraskan, tJte gravels highly oxidized, up-

per three feet very gravelly and ehoeolate-eolored, leaehed ____________ 13 
2. Till and gravelly till, Neb;raskan, unleaehed, the till in part ox-

idized and in part unoxidized, many eoneretions : __ . ________ ____________ . ____ . 6 
1. Gravels, Nebraskan, highly oxidized, many eoncretions, unleaehed, 

in plaees eemented; exposed ___________________ _____________ .____________________________ 5 

A pebble analysis of the unleached till in 2 of the section is as 
follows: 

Limestone __ ._ .. ____ .. ____ ... __ ... _ .. ___ ...... _____ . _____ . ____ ._ .... _. ____ .. ____ ._. _________ _ 
Granite _____ . ___ .... __ ... ___ .. ____ . _____ .. _. __ ___ . ___ ... _____ ._ ... ___ ._. __ .. _ ...... ___________ ~ _ 

Basalt or greenstone ____ ._. __ ... ____ . ____ . __ ... _____________________________________ _ 
Quartzite ____ . ____________ . ______________________ __________________________________ ._. _______ _ 

----

PER. CENT 

49 
16 
21 
5 

3 Calvin, S., The Aftonian gravels and their relation to the drift sheets in the region about 
Afton Junction 8Jld Thayer. Proc. Davenport Acad. Sci., Vol. X, pp. 18-31, 1907. 
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' Quartz _______________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Chert __ ______________________________________________________________________________________ __ ___ _ 
Undetermined _________________________________ . ________________________________________ __ 

2 
5 
2 
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The leached and gravelly till in the upper part of this section , 
is related closely to the gumbotil of the adjacent section and to 
the Aftonian gravel horizon in the railroad cut a short distance 
to the ' north. ' All are at the surface of Nebraskan drift and are 
Nebraskan in age. The changes of the original Nebraskan till to' 
gumbotil and of the sands and gravels to their present highly 
oxidized ' and leached condition took place during the Aftonian 
interglacial epoch and before the Kansan drift was deposited 
upon them. The chief gravels are at the surface of the Nebras
kan drift and in lenses and irregularly shaped masses in the 
Nebraskan till. In quantity the lenses and irregularly shaped 
enclosed masses of sands and gravels are far more extensive than 
the sands and gravels at the surface of the Nebraskan till. Only 
those we,athered sands and gravels which separate the N ebras- ' 
kan till from the Kansan till can be used stratigraphically in dif
ferentiating the Nebraskan till from the Kansan till. It is inter
esting that the gunibotil and the leached gravels at the same 

, elevation as the gumbotil are at approximately the same eleva~ 
tion also as 'an exposure of Nebraskan gumbotil underlain by 
N ebniskan' till and overlain by Kansan till in a road cut between 
sections 17 and 20, Jones township (T. 72 N., R. 28 W.), on the 
east slope of Grand river valley, a,bout one and one-half miles 
northeast of Afton Junction. It is interesting also to note that 
the gravels in the Grand river and Thayer pits have approx
imately the same elevation as do gravels in the Afton Junction 
pit. 

,The second section showing clearly the relationships of the 
Aftonian gravels to the Nebraskan till is in a road cut about three 
and one-half miles west of Afton and about one-half :mile south
east of Union county Poor ]'arm. It is in the southwest quarter 
of section 7, Union township (T. 72 N., R. 29 W.), Union county. 
The elevation of the base of this cut is about 1145 feet or fifty 
feet below the Kansan drift uplands. The cut is more than 100 
yards long and is about eighteen feet deep in its deepest part. 
The lower. part is in Nebraskan gumbotil and the upper part is 
in loess. To the south of the road-cut and at a lower level is a 
stream cut bluff exposing oxidized drift and gravelly drift. From ' 
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the top of the road cut down to the level of the stream the-section 
is as follows: 

FEET 
4. Loess, yellowish to brownish in color, leached _________________________ ,________ 8 
3. Gumbotil, Nebraskan, gray color, few siliceous pebbles, leached____ 7 
2. Gravels and sands, oxidized and leached ___________________________ __ ___ __ _________ 10 
1. Till, and gravelly till, Nebraskan, oxidized and unIeached _____________ 5 

A short distance to the east is a similar section, but here some of 
the unleached till in the lower part is unoxidized and the gum
botil zorie has in it gravelly leached till. 

In these sections the ' sands and gravels are pockets in the 
Nebraskan till and are of the same age as the till. During the 
time that the surface till ""vas becoming gumbotil the sands and 
gravels intimately associated with it underwent extensive oxi
dation and leaching and became the" Aftonian gravels". 

The third section which is to be described and which shows the 
relations of Aftonian gravels to Nebraskan till 'is in the Afton 
gravel pit in the northeast quarter of section 16, Union to'wnship 
(T. 72 N., R. 29 W.), Union county" northeast of 'Afton . . This 
pit was opened recently to secure road making material and is 
still being used. The pit is at the end of a spur which extends 
into the flood-plain of Three Mile creek. This spur has a gentle 
slope and the 'gravels are close to the surface. Above the gravels 
is about three feet of oxidized and ·leached till. . The gravels in 
the deepest part of the pit are between 20 and 25 feet thick. They 
are highly oxidized, their color being dark yellow to chocolate; 
they show lens and pocket structure·; and they are highly cal
careous. The gravels are interbedded with some sandy and silty 
layers; in places the gravels and sands are cemented, and con
glomeratic till balls are present. Cobbles ,above two inches in 
diameter are rare, though a few boulders about two feet in great
est diameter were seen. The elevation at the top of the gravels 
is about 1130 feet above sea level. About one mile north of the 
gravel pit in the northwest qu~rter of section 10, Union township 
(T. 72 N., R. 29 W.), is an exposure of Nebraskan gumbotil un
derlain by Nebraskan till and overlain hy Kansan till. The ele- I 
vation of this Nebraskan gumbotil is about 1170 feet above sea 
level. A similar Nebraskan gumb~til outcrops about . one mile 
south of Afton, also at an elevation of abo'ut 1170 feet. This ' 
evidence indicates that before erosion of the N ebraskangumbotil 
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plain began in this area in which the gravel pit is included the 
elevation of the. gumbotil plain was about 1170 feet above sea · 
level. This is 40 feet higher than the elevation of the gravels and 
on this evidence the gravels are interpreted to be part of the 
Nebraskan drift. They are not in any sense Aftonian gravels 
as previous to this time they have been interpreted to be. 

By way of summary, it may be stated t~at a study of the rela. 
tionships of the gravels to tills in the Afton Junction region in· 
dicates that the ch~ef gravels of Union county which have been 
thought by some geologists to have been deposited within the Af· 
tonian interglacial stage and to constitute a distinct strati· 
graphic horizon separating the Nebraskan till from the Kansan 
till are not of this origin or age. Rather, the chief sands and 
gravels are lenses and irregularly shaped masses of gravels in 
the Nebraskan till and contemporaneous in age with the Nebras· 
kan till. They are gravels not of Aftonian age but of Nebraskan 
age. They lie largely beneath the level of the Nebraskan gum
botil. However, in a few places, as for example in the Afton 
Junction pit, the Nebraskan gravels, as well as the Nebraskan 
till, were at the surface of the Nebraskan drift plain during the 
Aftonian interglacial interval. The surface Nebraskan till be
came weathered to Nebraskan gumbotil and the surface Nebras.:. 
kan gravels became weathered to highly oxidized and leached 
gravels. Later both the oxidized and leached gravels and the 
Nebraskan gumbotil were overlain by Kansan drift. Some of 
the Nebraskan gumbotil and some of the weathered gravels were 
picked up by the Kansan ice and became inclusions in the Kan
san till. Since the Nebraskan gravels which were weathered at 
the surface arid which now separate the Nebraskan till below 
from the Kansan till above underwent their great changes in the 
Aftonian interglacial epoch, it may be thought ,proper to con
tinue' to call such gravels Aftonian gravels, but it is here sug
gested that the name Aftonian gravels be no longer used for the 
sands and gravels which are of Nebraskan age but which were · 
changed in Aftollian time, but that they be called weathered 
Nebraskan gravels just as Nebraskan gumbotil is the name given 
to weathered Nebraskan WI, the weathering havin~ taken place 
in Aftonian.time.The weathered Nebraskan gravels do in places 
separate the Nebraskan till from Kansan till and hence consti-, 

• 
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tute an Aftonian stratigraphic horizon. But gumbotil and peat · 
and related materials, rather than gravels, are the most wide
spread evidence of AftoniaIi inter&,lacial time. 

OTHER GRAVELS IN WESTERN IOWA 

Not only in the Afton Junction-Thayer region but farther 
north in western Iowa gravels and sands have been interpreted 
to have been deposited in Aftonian interglacial time, and thus 
to constitute a stratigraphic horizon separating the Nebras
kan till from the Kansan till. In recent years the senior author 
has restudied this area, particularly Pottawattamie, Harri
son, and Monona counties and · adjoining counties on the east. 
The chief purpose of the . investigatiol.l was to determine 
whether or not a restudy of the tills, gravels and related de
posits of the area would permit, in the light of our most recent 
knowledge of the Pleistocene of . southern, southwestern, and 
northwestern Iowa, a more satisfactory interpretation o£ the re
lationships · and origins of these glacial materials than was pos
siqle when previous studies were made. Considerable additional 
field work will be necessary before final conclusions can be 
reached, but thus far the evidence warrants the following tenta
tive statements: 

1. The oldest knoWn tills, the Nebraskan till and the Kansan 
till, separated in many places by Nebraskan gumbotil of Afton
ian age, have been traced' as far west as the western parts of 
Crawford and Shelby counties, less than twenty-five miles from 
Missouri river, the western boundary of Iowa .. The evidence 
in hand indicates clearly that both these old tills formerly ex
tended to Missouri river and beyond i~to the state of Nebraska. · 
If it were not for the thick deposits of loess overlying the tills in 
this region no doubt many additional good sections of these two 
tills could be seen. . 

2. In western Iowa it has not qeen possible to distinguish the 
Nebraskan till from the Kansan till by differences in color, 
texture, lith·ologic composition, or degree of weathering. Oniy 
when it is possible to establish the relationship of an outcrop of 
till and associated gravel to gumbotil or other interglacial mate
rial whose age is known can the definite age of the till and gravels 
be determined. When the till is overlain by Nebraskan gumbotil 
or can be shown to lie lower topographically ·than nearby rem-

, 
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nants of the eroded Nebraskan gumbotil plain, then the till gen
erally may be interpreted as ,being Nebraskan till. If, however, 
an outcrop of till is overlain by Kansan gumbotil, or if the till 
has the proper relation topographically to remnants of the erod..: 
ed Kansan gumbotil plain, the till may be interpreted as being 
Kansan till. 

3. The sands and gravels of western ,Iowa have been de
scribed by Shiniek and Calvin as being Aftonian interglacial 
gravels separating the Nebraskan till from the Kansan tilll'!-nd 
related in origin neither to deposits made during the closing 

, stages of the Nebraskan glacial epoch nor to those made during 
the Kansan giacial epoch. These sands and gravels are' thought' 
by the writers, however, not to represent a distinctive strati~ 
graphic horizon separating the Nebraskan 'till from' the Kansan 
till, but instead as being lenses and irregularly shaped m~~s~s o~ 
gravels and sands within a single till, or if in two tills or between 
two tills as being of no value as evidence for differeJ?tiating'thes,e 
two tills. The gravels and sands are imleached and. appear to be 
contemporaneous in age with the tills with which'they are asso
ciated. 

4. Many mammalian fossils have been found in the sands and 
gravels associated with the tills of western Iowa. Calvin and 
Shimek believed that these remains were of animals which were 
living during the time of deposition of the gravels, which they 
interpreted as Aftonian and interglacial. But if the sands and 
gravels are lenses and irregularly shaped pockets related in age 
to ' the till with which they are associated, then a somewhat dif
ferent interpretation of the age of the mammals becomes neces
sary. At the present time it is impossible to state whether the 
gravels in which the mammalian remains have been found are 
associated with Nebraskan till or with Kansan till since, as 
stated above, it has not been possible thus far to differ
entiate Nebraskan till from Kansan till except where the rela
tionships of the till to guinbotil the age of which is kno~ha~e 
been established. If the gravels in which the ' mammalian re
mains have been found should prove' to be lenses and pockets in ' 
Nebraskan till then the ,evidence would suggest that the animals 
are N ebra;skan in age. It would be reasonable to assume that 
the animals were living in front of the Nebraskan ice sheet, which 
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was sometimes advancing and sometimes retreating and out 
from which sands and gravels were being carried. Remains of 
mammals became imbedded in the sands and gravels, whiGh them
selves later were over rid en by or became incorporated in the 
onward moving Nebraskan till. If, on the other hand, the sands 
and gravels containing the mammalian remains should prove to 
be lenses and pockets in Kansan till then the suggested inter
pretation would be that the mammals were living on the AftoniaI1 
surface during the advance of the Kansan ice sheet, out from 
which sands and gravels were being carried. After remains of 
mammals beca~e imbedded in these sands and gravels, the ' 
Kansan ice sheet, which was sometimes advancing and sometimes,. 
retreating, incorporated in the Kansan till these masses of sands 
and gravels in which the remains are found. If these conclusions 
are justified; then this mammalian fauna may not be a strictly 
interglacial fauna of Aftonian age. It is important to note, how
ever, that the fauna is certainly early Pleistocene-:-that is, it was 
closely associated either with the advance of the Nebraskan ice 
or with the advance of the Kansan ice or with both as a result of 
having persisted on the adjacent plains from Nebraskan .through 
Aftonian to Kansan time. 

Mammalian remains in the gravels do not of themselves de
termine -whether the gravels are strictly interglacial in, age or 
are of glacial origin, as vertebrate paleontologists are not in 
agreement regarding the climatic conditions under which mam
mals such as have been found in these gravels may live. Dr. O. 
P. Hay4 is of the opinion that the mammals the remains of which ' 

, have been found in the gravels of western Iowa could not have 
lived in the immediate vicinity of 'an ice sheet, but must have 
lived unaer interglacial climatic conditions. On the other hand, 
W. D. Matthew5 believes that in determining the age of gravels 
and sands stratigraphic evidence can be more' safely followed 
than fossil evidence. In' a letter he stated: 

" What actually seems to have happened in the ' Pleistocene was that 
glacial advances drove the· boreal forms southward and compelled them 
to.mingle temporarily with. temperate faunas .... . When the retreat of ' 
't~e ic~ oper;t~d. Up' r;tor~hern territory again, the .boreal tYPE;lS were the 

, 4 H ay, O. ,.P ., The Pleis'tocene of the Middle R egion of North Amer ica and its Vertebrated 
Animals: Carnegie Institution of Washington, Publication 322A, 1924. . 
• ' 5 P er spnll:J communication . ' . , . 
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first to extend their range northward, and then or later retreated from 
the southern territory they had. invaded. " 

Matthew offers no adverse criticism fo the view taken in this 
paper that the sands and gravels of western Iowa containing the 
remains of mammals probably were contemporaneous in age 
with till with which they are apparently closely related i¥ origin. 

AFTONIAN PEAT DEPOSITS IN .WESTERN I OWA 

At only a few places in Iowa are there known peat exposures . 
in which the relations of the Nebraskan till to the Kansan till can 

FIG. 39.-The Dodge township, Union county, peat bed. 

now be clearly established. Only three good peat exposures are 
known in western Iowa, two of them in Union county and the 
third in Crawford county. 

One of the peat exposures in Union county is in the southeast 
part of section 36, Dodge township (T. 73 N., R. 29 W.), and the 
other is in a road cut one-half mile west of Thayer statio:ri. in 
J ones township. The Dodge township peat bed, figure 39, was 
described in 1904 by T. E. Savage.6 Beneath the peat is Nebras
kan till, and above the peat is Kansan till. The Nebraskan till is 

6 Savage, T . E.; A Buried peat bed in podge township, Union county : Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci., 
Vol. XI, pp . 103·109, 1904. 
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unleached and is drab tQ dark gray in cQlQr where unQxidized and 
yellQwish tQ brQwnish where 'Oxidized. When dry it breaks intQ 
irregularly shaped fragments, when mQist it is slightly flexible. 
The chief kinds 'Of rQck in the Nebraskan till are granites and 
greenstQnes, SQme bQulders 'Of which are a fQQt in diameter; lime
stQnes, quartzites, schists, and cherts aisQ are present. J;n the 
Nebraskan till are SQme irregularly. s.haped sand PQckets. The 
Kansan till abQve the peat 'has characteristics similar tQ thQse 'Of 

. the Nebraskan till. The elevatiQn 'Of the peat is abQut 113Q feet. 
abQve sea level, 'Or more than thirty feet IQwer ,than the nearesft 
knQwn QutcrQP 'Of Nebraskan gumbQtil,. which is abQut Qlle-haif 
mile tQ the SQuth 'Of the peat depQsit. The evidence indicat~s tha;t 
wp.ere the peat was develQped there was a depressiQn 'On the 
Nebraskan gumbQtil plain. 

The: peat in the rQad-cut Qne-fQurth mile west 'Of Thayer sta
tiQn, UniQn cQunty, was made available for study in 1927- in ·CQn
n~ctiQn with extensive rQad grading. The peat where . best ex
PQsed is in the base 'Of the cut and 'On the nQrth side 'Of the :tQad. 
When the cut was examined the peat CQuld be ·seen .extending 
abQut three yards alQng the base 'Of the cut and rising a fQQt and 
a half abQve the gutter. The peaty ZQne grades hQrizQntally intQ 
brQwn carbQnaceQUS silts and sandy silts,' AbQv:e the peat are 
gra.y silts with a maximum thickness 'Of seven feet. .AbQve the ' 
silts is, till and sandy and gravelly till, the IQwer part 'Of which is 
Qxidi~~d and highly calcareQus while the upper part is 'Oxidized . 
and-leached. Thisis Kansan till, which is widely distributed and 
well eXPQsed in this vicinity. The peat eXPQsure has an elevatiQn 
'Of abQut 1100 feet, which is the apprQximate elevatiQI1 . 'Of the 
upper surface 'Of the extensive gravels in the famQus Thayer pit, 
which is less than 'One mile SQuth 'Of this peat bed. The evidence 
indicates that the gravels beneath Kansan till in the Thayer pit 
are IQwer tQPQgraphically than the peat, which is in turn lQwer 
than QutcrQPs 'Of Nebraskan gumbotil in rQad cuts east 'Of Thayer. 
The peat bed is AftQnian in age and the gravels in the Thayer 
pit are interpreted tQ be Nebraskan in age as they lie belQw the 
extensiQn 'Of the Nebraskan gumbQtil plain, 'On the surface 'Of 
which the peat was develQped. The Nebraskan gumbQtil and the 
peat are at the AftQnian stratigraphic hQrizQn. 

The peat depQsit in CrawfQrd cQunty is in the slQpe 'Of a small 
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valley about two hundred yards southwest of the intersection 'of 
sections 13, 14,23 and 24, Soldier 'township (T. 85 N., R. 41 W:). 
Here the section is as follows: 

, FEET 
5.. Loess, buff c9lored ________________________________ '-_< _______________________________________ • __ • 4 

4. Till, Kansan, in part 'oxidized, a,nd,in part unoxidized and gray 
colored, unleached, pebbly ______________________ , __________________ "___________________________ 16 

3. Peat or lignite, Aftonian, consolidated ' into dist~ct layers ____________ 1% 
2. Silts, Aftol1-ian, dark gray to drab~ highly calcareous except in 

upper one, foot where leached, many shells in ' the unleac4ed part 1 
1. Till,. Nebraskan, unoxidized and 'unleached except locally slightly 

oxidized; gray to bluish color .. where .unoxidized, many concretions, To bed of stream ________________________ ____________________ ______________________ ______________ ____ 3 

FIG, 40.-Aitonian peat in Soldier township, Crawford county_ 

The peat, 'figure 40, is exposed' along the slope for more than 
twenty yards at an elevation of about 1355 feet above sea level. 
In the northwest quarter of section 20, Morgan township (T. 85 
N., R. 40 W.), about two miles east of the peat, there is a section 
of Nebraskan till overlain by Nebraskan gumbotil at an elevation 
only about ten feet higher than that of the peat. This indicates 
that the peat was developed in a slight depression on the N ebras
kan gumbotil plain. The sectioh showing the Nebraskan gum
botil is as follows: 
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4. Loess : ..................................................................... : .......................... _ ..... .. 
3. Till, Kansan, upper part oxidized, pebbly, lower part gray and 

unoxidized and unleached ................................. _ .................................. . 
2. Gumbotil, Nebraskan, gray on dry surface, dark to drab on moist 

surface, concretions; few pebbles, leached, dark organic material 
in upper two feet ................................................................................... . 

1. Till, Nebraskan, oxidized, brownish gray where least oxidized, un-
leached ............................................................................. : ........................ .. 

Sections representing the Aftonia.n in eastern Iowa 
PEAT DEPOSITS AND SOILS IN EASTERN IOWA 

8 

5 

1199 

The occurrence of peaty material and soil beneath the Kansan 
drift in eastern Iowa has been noted at · several places. An ex-

FIG. 42.-0ehvein cut showing Aftonian peat below Kansan till. 

posure showing peat, as illustrated .in figures 41 and 42, with 
N ebraslraI). till below and Kansan till above was available . for 

, lStudy many years ago but is now slumped. This railway cut, 
long known as the Oelwein cut, created much interest among 
stude-nts of glacial deposits. It was just southeast of Oelwein in 
Fayette county on the Chicago Great Western railway in sections 
27 'and 28, Jefferson township (T. 91 N., R. 9 W.). The section 
as given by Beyer? is as follows: . . , . 

: ? Beyer, S. W ., Evidence of a sub-Aftonian till sheet in northeastern Iowa: Proc. Iowa 
Acad. Sci., Vol. IV, pp .. 58·62, 1897. 
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5. Boulder clay, rather dull yellow in color; the upper portion is 
modified into a thin soil layer. Large boulders, mainly of the 
granitic type, are present, often resting on or partly imbedded in 

FEET 

the deposits lower in the series. .(Iowan) .......................................... 0·10 
4. Sand and gravel-not a continuous deposit; often shows water ac· 

tion expressed in parallel stratification lines and false bedding. 
The gravels are usually highly oxidized and fine textured. (Bu· 
chanan) ................................................................................................... : .. O· 2 

3. Till, usually bright yellow above, graduating below into a gray· 
blue when dry or a dull blue when ·wet. This deposit is mas· 
sive .and exhibits a tendency to joint when exp.osed. Decayed . 
granitic boulders are co=on . . (Kansan) ...................................... 3·20 

2. a) Sand, fine, white, well water·worn; often with a slight ad· . 
mixture of silt and clay. (Aftonian) ...... : ............ _ ......................... O· lh 
b) Vegetal layer and soil, from two to four inches of almost pure 
carbonaceous matter, with one to three feet highly charged with 
humus. The peaty layer often affords specimens of moss (Hyp-
num) perfectly preserved. (Aftonian) ................................. : ............ o· 4 

1. Till, greenish blue when wet or gray·blue with a ~eenish cast 
when dry. Greenstones and vein quartz pebbles predominate. 
(Sub·Aftonian or Albertan). Exposed .............. , ........................ _..... 10 

The sub-Aftonian or Alb~rtan till is the Nebraskan till of the 
present. Macbride8 described the vegetal material as follows: 

"It is .a little surprising to find the lowest, that is, the oldest p~rt of 
.the bed, exhibiting organtic objects in most perfect condition. The bottom 
of. the seam is a compac't mass of. moss, compacted and pressed together 
no doubt, but absolutely untouched by putrefaction or decay, perfect in 
every leaf and fibre as any herbarium specimen in the world. Specimens 
you may examine show this perfectly. You may see the stem, the at
tachment of the leaves, the innovations, the form of each leaf, nray, the 
~ery areolation of leaf apex and base, quite as absolutely defined as in 

. ~he case of any freshest specimen one may bring in now from any living 
turf or forest bed. For this reason: we are able with much confidence to 

. identify the species concerned although, so far, we have seen no smallest 
sign of capsule or fruit: So far, also, all the material seems to represent 
but a single species, a Hypnum, probably . Hypnum fluitans Linn., a 
common moss which creeps out from shore or clings to floating objects, 
itself immersed . or semi-floating in ponds, marshes or peat~bogs around 
the whole northern world. 

Above the compacted moss which altogether makes up an inch or two 
of solid matter, lies a still more solid mass of vegetable detritus several 
inches thick. In this case the. vegetation, whatever it was, appears to 
have undergone pretty thorough decomposition and disintegration before 
it was compacted. The microscope reveals simply cells and fragments of 
cells with considerable admixture of sharp, white sand, but nothing 
identifiable. This pulpy layer blends rather abruptly with a crude ad-

8 Macbride, T. R., A pre·Kansan peat bed: Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci., Vol. IV, pp. 63-66, 1897. 
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mixture of sand, mud and fragmentary vegetable detritus which, as said, 
becomes at length indistinguishable from the overlying drift. 

In the lowest portion of the (upper) drift, and often resting directly 
on the peat seam proper, are quantities of half-decomposed wood, not 
rotten wood at all, rather wood which has lost its lignin and of which 
only the cellulose basis remains, but showing all the original structure 

. elements and features with perfection absolute. The wood seems identical 
with that of LMix ame-ricana, Mx." 

Alden and Leighton9 redescribed this'cut in their report on the 
Iowan drift . . The interpretation of the materials was not altered 
after their study of the sections available in 1915. Leighton10 in 
1916 described a very complete section showing a thick soil zone 
between the Nebraskan and Kansan drifts. The location of this 
section is at the second viaduct one-half mile east of Delmar 
Junction in Clinton county. The section given by Leighton is 
as follows: 

Loo~ _ 
7. Loess, 1 foot of soil at top, grading below into brownish yellow 

to buff loess, wholly leached of calcareous material, mantles the 

FEET 

eroded,surface of the Kansan drift; thickness at the su=it ........ 8·10 
Kansan Drift . 

- -, 

6. Ferretto zone at the top of the till, absent from the slopes, reddish 
brown, leached, pebbles show considerable decomposition; thick- ,. ; 
ness ................................... _ ........ _ .... _._ ................................................... _ O· 11h I 
Grades downward into: t· I' 

5. Till, brownish yellow to yellow, summit 'rounded, leached of cal
careous matrix and limestone pebbles in uppermost 7 to .8 ft., 
calcareous below with lime concretions and limestone pebbles, in· 
soluble drift pebbles present throughout, lime concretions' mo~t 
abundant just below the base of the leached portion; maximum 
thickness ...•......................... _ ..................... _........................................... 25 
Grades downward into: 

4. Till, blue· gray or slate· colored, containing two large sand pockets, 
a and h, which have the appearance of included bodies, san,d 
pocket a lies in the transition zone of (4) and (5), matrix of till 
calcareous and limestone and othllr drift pebbles present, frag
ments of wood in the basal portion, :fills an old depression; thick-
ness ......... __ ......................................................................... _ ..................... 0·28 

Aftonian Soil . 
3. Old bl~ck soil, with many small fragments of wood mineralized 

with iron pyrite, pebbles rare, some imperfectly laminat!ld clay, 
soil-zone delineates an old depression with slopes as high as 12° . 
.At an old track level is a stump .with roots and rootlets running 
through the old soil and underlying clay; the wood .is mineralized 
like the fragments of wood throughout the soil zone. Thickness 
of 'soil zone ... _ ..................................................................................... -.21h- 3 
Grades downward into: 

Sub-.Aftonian Till , 
2. Till, dark bluish green on damp surface, light grayish green 

. , ' ~ 

,:', 
I 

9 Alden. W. C., and Leighton, M. M., The Iowan Drift: Iowa Geological Survey, Vol. xXVI, 
pp. 202·208, 1917. . 

10 Leighton, M. M., Superposition of Kansan drift on suh·Aftonian drift ' in ' eastern iowa: 
Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci., Vol. XXIII, pp. 133·139, 1916. 

--_. - --!.--- . 
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wliere dry, leached or calcareous matrix and limestone pebbles, 
but other drj.ft pebbl~s are, present; · thickness _,_ .. , .... ,.,_ .. __ .............. 6+ '. 
Grades downward into: 

L . Till,' yellowish to brownish green, with some maroon:colored 'mate
rial in the lower part, leac~ed 2 to 4 feet, calcareous below; thick-
ness exposed ............ ;_ .. : .......... _ ..... _ ... , ....... __ ................... _ ..................... __ ._. 0}4 

Another exposure of Aftonian -vegetal material was found by. 
Kay in 1916, in the western 'part of section 28, Washington toWll-) 
ship ·(T. 68 N., R. 4 W.), Lee ' county. The section has been 
desoribed in detail in the discussion of the Nebraskan drift in 
southeastern Iowa, -page 150: Leached sands and silts which in
cluded carbonaceous matter, sticks, and small logs constitute the 
Aftonian horizon, which is found between unleached a~d unoxi- ' 
dized Kansan till and Nebraskan till. Figure 43 is a photograph 
of this section. 

WEATHERED GRAVELS IN EASTERN IOWA 

When the Nebraskan ice sheet was retreating sands and grav-

FIO.,,·4S ;:-Leached· Sands and silts . with carbonaceous material and wood of Aftonian age, Lee- .. 
county, ' 

• 
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els were ' deposIted in piaces on the ground moraIne ' till plain; 
During Aftonian interglacial time these sands and gravels under
went weathering comparabie in degree to the weathering changes 
which in the till produced gumbotil. At the same topographic 
position as the remnants of the Nebraskan gumbotil there ' are 
found ' sands and gravels which are thoroughly oxidized and 
leached to depths of IIl:ore than 20 feet. Because of the greater 
porosity and permeability of sands and gravels in comparison 
with till the depth of weathering in the sands and gravels is 
greater than the depth of formation of Nebraskan gumbotil 
from till. 

An exposure of much weathered sands and gravels showing 
alteration which took place in Aftonian tilne is in the extreme 
southeast corner of section 36, Iowa township (T. 77 N., R. 6 
W.), Washington county. Schoewell. described the section as 
follows: 

FEET . 
• . 3. Light ash·colored drift ........................................................................... 10 ..-

2. Leached and oxidized sands and gravels ............................................ 20 
1. Dark bluish calcareous drift; compact, unoxidized and containing 

small pebbles .......................................................................... ,................. 4 

II Towards the base of the sand and gravel deposit, the gravels pre
dominate. The textural .range of the gravels is rather high, the pebbles 
ranging from small fragments the size of a pea to pieces several inches in 
ai.am~ter, the finer .material, however, being i:q. excess. The gravels are 
~ross-bedded. , .. 

liThe sands, which are highly oxidized and have a brownish .color are 
fairly fine and have a low textural range. In structure they a~e highly 
contorted, aip at high angles, are crossbedd~d and at places, especially in 
the middle of the deposit, are more or less horizontal. A lens and pocket 
structure is conspicuous throughout the exposure in which occasionally 
leached' mud or clay.balls are found. . 

II Although but ten .feet of the ash-colored drift is exposed, the slope 
'of the hill is covered by drift to a height from forty to fifty feet above 
the section. The exposed portion of the till contains limestone pebbles 
and is filled with concretiOI,ls. Higher up the slope of the hill, the drift 
is leached. The entire outcrop is from 150 to 250 feet long." 

A second exposuf'e showing the same sequence of materials 
was found a few miles southeast of the one just described, near 

11 Schoewe, W. R ., The Interpretation of Certain Leached Gravel Deposits in Louisa and 
Washington Counties, Iowa: Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci., Vol. XXVI, pp. 393·898; 1919. , 

, - -- ---
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the middle of the west side of section 8, Union township (T. 76 
N., R. 5 W.), Louisa county. 

Schoewe's discussion brings out the following points, from 
which his conclusions as stated below are. derived : 

1. The stratified sands and gravels are oxidized and leached. 
2. These deposits lie between two fresh drifts of which the 

upper part of the . overlying till is leached, hence presenting a 
section as follows: - . 

Drift 
Drift 
Sand and gravel deposit 
Drift 

leached 
unleached 
leached 
unleached 

3. There are two such exposures, separated by several miles 
and having the same elevation as well as the same stratigraphic 
and topographic position. . 

4. The elevations of the sand and gravel deposits and the 
Nebraskan gumbotil in this area areapproxin!ately the same. 

"The writer (Schoewe) is of the opinion that the lower drift is Nebras
kan, that the sand and gravel deposits are Nebraskan outwash materials, 
that these outwash sands and gravels were oxidized and leached con- · 
temporaneously with the formation of the Nebraskan gumbotil and that 
the upper till is the Kansan. " 

Twci exposures of Nebraskan gravels of the same type as those 
just described are found close enough. to Nebraskan gumbotil so 
that their topographic position, and therefore their relationship 
to ·the Nebraskan gumbotil plain, may be determined. One.of 
these sections has been described in the discussion of the N ebras
kan drift in southeastern Iowa. It is located in an interurban 
railroad cut in the west side of Iowa river valley at Iowa City. 

The second exposure is in a gravel pit in the northe~st corner 
of section 17, Delaware township (T. 89 N., R. 5 W.), Delaware 
county. The gravels are highly oxidized and leached and as'so
ciated with them is a sticky leached till. The level of the pit is 
below the tops of outcrops of rock near by. About one-eighth 
mile north of the gravels is Nebraskan gumbotil. 

The Nebraskan Gumbotil 
Aftonian time began with the uncovering of the ground mor

aine plain. Weathering agents at once began to change the till 
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and related materials. The development of an oxidized phase of 
the till probably was rapid. The dissolved gases in meteoric 
waters together with the active compounds resulting from plant 
"decay caused the more soluble constituents to be leached from the 
upper part of the oxidized till. This leaching was a slow process, 
the resulting leached zone being very limited in thickness jn com
parison with the depth of oxidation. Continued weathering pro
duced disintegration and decomposition ' Of many.,"of the more 
complex materials in the till. " Feldspars and ferromagnesian 
minerals especially underwent profound changes :and the end 
product of the alteration of the minerals was in many" pI aGes a 
very fine-grained or colloidal clay which became" a matrix enclos
ing the unaltered and" less altered fragments left from the dis
integration and decomposition. The final product Qf the weather
ing of the till was the gumbotil. Its development was slow but 
in depth kept fairly close pace with the leaching. The first few 
inches of gumbotil probably were formed relatively rapidly; the 
next few inches less rapidly because of the impervious ove~Iying 
fine-grained material. The lower portion of the "gumbotil un
doubtedly was developed very slowly. As the gumbotil continued 
to develop, the descent of surface water wa~ more and more re- . 
tarded and thus leaching became less and less effective. The 
thicker the gumbotil, the "slower was the rate of descent" of the 
leached zone. The average thickness of nearly nine feet of gum
botil on the Nebraskan till represents an extremely long inter- " 
glacial time. 

The formation of the gumbotil from the unleached and unoxi
dized till took place under conditions of poor drainage. There
fore the ground moraine plain on which the gumbotil was formed 
must have persisted during the time the gumbotil was being "de
veloped. Where the relief ofthe surface was such that there was 
good drainage gumbotil did not develop, but the till became oxi
dized and leached unless erosion kept pace with the weathering. 
Theoretically it should be possible to find all gradations of mate
rial between unleached and unoxidized till, where erosion carried 
away the weathered material as rapidly as it was formed, and 
gunibotil, where the weathering was not accompanied by erosion. 
Before the close of Aftonian time the till plain upon which the 
gumbotil had been developed was extensively modified by erosion. 
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In some places not only the gumb6til but all of the Nebraskan 
till was carried away; in other places in the state a considerable 
part of the gumbotil plain was not eroded; in 'still other places 
only remnants of t1\e gumbotil plai~ were left "intact at the close 
of Aftonian time. The amount of dissection differed greatly in 
different parts of the state. 

The N ebraskari gumbotil, where it is now found, marks the 
position of the( surface of the plain on which the material was 
formed (see figure ' 26). It is possible to reconstruct the plain 
over areas where the outcrops of the gumbotil are numerous and . . 

to construct for larger areas a map to show the attitude, of the 
till surface during Aftonian time. Figure 44 is a contour map of 
a part of the state drawn with an interval of 100 feet to show 
the present altitude of the Nebraskan till plain on which the gum- . 
botil was formed, and therefore the present altitude of the Afton-

. i;ln surface. 

Aftonian Erosion 
The. sheet of drift left over the bed rock by the first ice sheet 

. had, at least over large areas, a nearly level plain surface. On 
this plain gumbotil developed un~er conditions of poor drain~ 
age. The formation of the gumbotil was interrupted by the 
drainage of the plain on -which the material was developing, but 
the interruption· was s-qffi.ciently long delayed so that more than 
eight feet, on the average, of gumbotil was formed. '. The erosion 
which began with the development of the drainage systems which 
interrupted the· formation of the . gumbotil continued for a long 
period oft~me. Valleys were cut in the Nebraskan drift and into 
the bedrock beneath the drift. The bedrock in the northeastern 
corner of the state· was dissected by valleys deepened 400 feet or 
more during interglacial time. The widening of the valleys in 
the drift cut away much of· the gumbotil plain, especially in the
eastern p'art of Iowa, where the influence of Mississippi river. 
was felt thFough the steep gradIents of the tributatief$, But with·' 
increase in distance from Mississippi river the remnants of the. 
Nebraskan gumbotilplain are more and more widely represent
ed,. until in Adams and Taylor counties in southwestern Iowa 
the g:umbotil plain ·seems. to have been dissected but little before. 
the. coming of the ,Kansan ice sheet .. Some parts .of the g1!.mbo~il, 
plain were left almost intact and between such areas and those ot 
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extreme dissection there was represented almost every stage of 
land reduction by erosion. ' 

The relief .over most of the state at the end of the interglacial 
stage probably averaged' lE~ss in amount than that at the begin
ning of the Pleistocene, th'ough locally it was 'as great or greater. 
The surface was rough and rugged when the Kansan ice ad
vanced over it. The difficulties in distinguishing between the 
less weathered Neb~askan drift below the gumbotil and the Kan
san drift which :r:nay rest upon it on the pre-Kansan valley , 
'slopes have made it impossible to determine even approximately 
through the study of the amount of valley filling by the Kansan 
drift the depth of the valleys cut in the Nebraskan drift by the 
streams of Aftonian time. It is possible, however, by using the 
bottoms of the steep sided sharp valleys described in Chapter I 
as of Aftonian age, to determine the approximate. level of stream 
erosion in certain areas. Where these rock-bound buried valleys 
are found there are but few outcrops of the gumbo til, but from 
the few which are known, the depth of ' Afto.ilian erosion below 
the gumbotil surf~ce is indicated as having been locally as great 
as 400 feet or perhaps somewhat more, though figures of 200 
feet or less are the most common. 

Aftonian Loess 
The presence of loess on the surface of the Nebraskan drift 

and beneath the Kansan drift is to be expected. Thereare"how
ever, but few places in which evidence of this reolian deposit of 
Aftonian age has beEm found. ' The most extensive exposure of 
possible Aftonian loess is' that along the road east of Inwood, 
Lyon county, in section 16, Lyon township (T. 98 N., R. 48 W.), 
the complete section of which has been described in the discus
sion qf the Nebraskan drift in northwestern Iow,a (page 160). 
Here beneath Kansan till are found thirty feet of silts1 some of 
them light buff in color, very fine in texture, with ' concretions 
like those in the loess, and with a loesslike feel. It 'is probable 
that several feet of the silts represents Aftonian loess. 

A second exposure of silts which may be in part Aftonian loess 
is found a short distance west of the village of Thayer, Union 
coun,ty, in section 22, Jones township (T. 72 N., R. 28 W.) . . The 
horizon represents the Aftonian as the silts are leached, are as-
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sociated with peat, and are overlain by highly calcareous gravels 
and till. There is considerable carbonaceous matter mixed with 
the fine material, especially in the upper part. A lnl}ximum 
thickness of seven feet of the silts was exposed at the time of 
making the section which is described in detail in the discussion 
of the Aftonian peat deposits of western Iowa, page 196. 

Aftonian material of loesslike character lies between N ebras
kan gumbotil and Kansan till in a road-cut between sections 18 
and 19, Jackson township (T. 79N., R. 37 W.), Shelby county. 
A road cut through the. crest of a ridge showed the Nebraskan 
gumbotil extending as a band for a distance of 70 yards across 
the face of the cut on each side of the road. The upper surface 
of the gumbotiI was uneven because of ploughing by the overrid
ing Kansan ice and because of pre-Kansan erosion which had 
removed part of the gumbotil. Mantling the pre-Kansan erosion 
surface on the gumbotil is·· a gray silty clay, loesslike, ranging 
from a few inches to over a foot in thickness, with layers set 
apart by accumulations of blackish carbonaceous matter. The 
fine texture of this silt, the fact that it mantles an uneven sur
face of the gumbotil, its inclusion of carbonaceous . matter be
tween layers, and the absence of distinct stratification suggest 
that it is of the same origin as the younger loesses, and is there
fore an Aftonian loess . 

. The Record of Life in the Aftonian 
The record of Aftonian li£e in Iowa is not extensive. The 

sands and gravels from which animal remains have been secured 
are not, in most cases, identifiable as to age. Many of the gravel 
deposits appear to be Nebraskan in age and ~herefore fossils 
from them would represent early Nebraskan life. The outwash 
materials from the ice overloaded the streams, causing them to 
aggrade their beds with the sands and gravels carried by the 
glacial waters. Into the same beds were swept invertebrate re
mains from the valley sides and from the scoured parts of the 
stream channel. There were also carried in such remains of 
vertebrate animals as were left within reach of the flood waters 
from the Ice. The accumulation of g~acial debris and vertebrate 
arid invertebrate · animal remains constitutes the deposits form
erly . called Aftonian but now thought to be more specifically 
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, glacial in origin~ Whether these. gravel and sand deposits were 
picked up by the ice and incorporated as masses within the till 
or were overriden by the ice and' covered with till makes little 
aifference as to their age. ' 
, Because the Kansan glacier formed deposits 6f the same char
acter as those described above, and because these deposits cannot 
at. present be differentiated from the Nebraskan sand and gravel 
deposits in western. Iowa where only the Nebraskan a,nd Kansan 
drifts are present, the age of any particular deposit is indeter
minate. N one of the deposits associated ,with the till, however, 
can be younger than Kansan, and any remain~ of animals must · 
be those of early Kansan age or older. 

The age of the faunas represented by the fossils in the gravels 
which have been called Aftonian is as ,follows : The gravels and 
sands associated with the Nebraskan drift will carry a fauna 
which is pre-Nebraskan in age, and therefore of very ' early 
Pleistocene age. These forms should be more closely related to 
the Pliocene forms than'to later forms as the 'next record in this 
state would be of those animals' which had emigrated during a 
great glacial invasion and then returned, perhaps with different 
associates"after the retreat of the ice. ' " 

The fossils found in the .sands and gravels associated with the 
Kansan till represent a fauna of Aftonian age. They would be 
the remains of forms whose ancestors lived during the Aftonian, 
but of individuals which lived in early Kansan 'time. 

Aftonian life should, ideally, be recorded in fossils in strictly 
interglacial deposits. Such deposits have ,rarely been found. 
Some of the peat deposits of Aftonian age contain ide'ntifiable' 
plants, and some silts underlying the peats have molluscan 
faunas. Also wood in the base of the Kansan drift represents 
late Af~onian growth. Vertebrates which are definitely 6f Af
tonian" age have been found but rarely in 'this stale . . As was 
stated above, it is believed, from stratigral?hic evidence, that 
most of the vertebrate forms described a.s Aftonian in age are jn 
reality from gravels and sands of early Nebraskan age and 
therefore represent forms more closely related to' the Pliocene 
than to the Aftonian. " . 
" The specific forms of "life ~epres€mted by fossils from 'thjs early 
part of the Pleistocene will 'not 15e discussed .. ' Two 'very excellent 

, ' 
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summaries of the Pleistocene life of Iowa have appeared in late 
years . . One, by O. P. Hay12 on the Ple.istocene of the Middle 
Region orNorth 'America; catalogs the vertebrate forms which 
have been collected from Pleistocene deposits of all ages in Iowa, 
and reviews the available data regarding the ages of the· re
mains. The authors, as Doctor Hay states, are not in agreement 
with his interpretation of the age of the deposits in which the so
.called Aftonian remains have been found. · The interpretation 
offered above only makes the possible age of the oldest fossilifer
ous Pleistocene gravels still earlier than Artonian, and the age 
of none very much later than the close of that interglacial in-
terval. . 

The second comprehensive review of the forms of life repre
sented from the early Pleistocene of Iowa is by 'F. C. Baker.l!8 
Faunal lists are given, with ·a brief discussion of some of the 
deposits from which the · remains .have been secured, but refer
ences to the sources from which the lists have been compiled are 
quite complete. The lists include' both vertebrate and inverte- . 
brate forms. N.o new data are added on the life of the inter
glacial epochs in Iowa in addition to what have appeared in the 
publications cited. 

. 1'2 Hay, O. P., The Pleistocene of the Middle Region of North America and its Vertebrated 
Animals: Carnegie Institution of .Washington, Pub. 322A, 1.924 . • 

18 Baker, F, C., The Life of the Pleistocene or Glacial Period : University of I1~inois. 1920. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE KANSAN GLACIAL STAGE 

Discrimination of the Kansan drift 
Distribution of the Kansan drift in Iowa 
Origin of t~e drift 
Changes in the drift 
Typical sections . of the drift 

Kansan drift in the Kansan, drift area 
Kansan drift under thick loess 
Kansan drift under Illinoian drift 
Kansan drift under Iowan drift 
Kansan drift under Wisconsin drift 

Descriptions of the drift phases 
The Kansan gumbotil 
Oxidized and leached Kansan till 
Oxidized and unleached Kansan till 
Unoxidized and unleached Kansan till 

Thickness of the Kansan drift 

Th~ Kansan glacial stage followed the Aftonian interglacial 
stage and is the second of the five glacial stages now recognized 
in the Pleistocene of Iowa. The name Kansan was given by 
Chamberlin in 1894 to the older of two drifts in the Afton Junc
tion-Thayer region in Union county, Iowa. At that time the 
younger of the two drifts there was named East Iowan. Cham
berlin believed that the two tills named Kansan and East Iowan 
were of the same ages as McGee's Lower Till and Upper Till 
respectively, which had been mapped are ally in northeastern 
Iowa. Later, for reasons given in Chapter III of this report, 
which deals with the history of investigations and classifications 
of the Pleistocene deposits of Iowa, the name Kansan was shifted 
to the upper till of the Afton Junction region and the lower till 
there was then named Sub-Aftonian or Pre-Kansan till, a name 
which was continued until 1909 when it was given the name 
Nebraskan tilL The name Kansan has had its present usage 
since 1896. 

Discrimination of the Kansan Drift 
The Kansan drift is a stratigraphic unit in the unconsolidated . 

Pleistocene deposits of North America. Stratigraphic methods 
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determine it to be a drift widespread in distribution, of definite 
age, and bearing certain consistent relationships to deposits 
both older and younger. It is composed of characteristic glacial 
till, with associated sands and gravels, . which occur either as in
cluded masses or as channel or wash deposits on the surface of 
or within the till. 

Stratigraphically, the E:ansan drift is limited below by Nebras
kan drift or by Aftonian deposits or by Indurated rocks, and 
above by younger Pleistocene deposits or the present soil sur
face. Any phase of the Kansan drift except the gunibotil phase 
may be found in contact at its base with anyone of the following 
deposits: 

Aftonian deposits 
sand 
gravel 
soil . 
peat 
loess 

Nebraskan drift 
gumbotil 
oxidized and leached till 
oxidized and unleached till 
unoxidized and unleached till 
weathered or unweathered sands ' and gravels 

Indurated rocks ' .. 
Residual products of rock decay 

. Above the Kansan drift and in contact with it may be found any 
one of the several . deposits which constitute . the depositional 
record of the Yarmouth, Sangamon, or Peorian -interglacial 
stages, or of the Illinoian, Iowan, or Wisconsin glacial stages, or 
of Post-Wisconsin time. 

The discrimination of the Kansan, d.rift is rendered simple 
when that drift is found between Pleistocene materials known to 
represent the Nebraskan or the Aftonian below and .the . Yar
mouth or the lllinoian above. .These relationships are found in 
the sections in Washington and Denmark townships, Lee county, 
which have. been described on pages 148 to 151. Such . relation
ships are observed rarely .and it is necessary therefore to apply 
other criteria for the recognition of Kansan deposits. 

In the sections described in Washington and Denmark town-
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ships on page 148 there a-re three drifts. The lowest drift with 
a 'secondary profile developed from a former gumbotil, has above 
it a drift topped with gumbotil and related materials on top of 
which is a third drift, also gumbotil-coveiedin the vicinity. Only 
three drifts have been found on which gumbotil has been de
veloped, and these three are the Nebraskan, the Kansan; and 
the Illinoian, all three of which are present in southeastern Iowa. 
, In tracing the two upper gumbotil:covered drifts westward 
from Mississippi river the upper gumbotil is found to be limited 
to the area'defined by Leverett1 as within the boundaries of the ' 
Illinoian drift. Beyond the limits of the Illinoian, the Kansan 
gumbotil becomes the top feature of the drift. Here, where the 
top of the Kansan drift has not been disturbed by 'erosion, it 

,forms a plain. Where erosion has dissected the plain in south
eastern Iowa there are remnants as extensive as the major por.: 
tions of the inter stream areas. The finding of isolated gumbotil 
exposures with elevations c~osely in accord with the general level 
of the projected surface of this gumbotil plaip. is recognized as 
a basis for the identification of the gumbotil anQ. t4e till immooi
ately beneath it as Kansan. The extremely satisfactory use of 
this criterion in southern Iowa has led to its being used beyond 
that portion of the state and thereby has permitted the working 
out of Pleistocen'e history more definitely than had been pos
sible previously. 

The Kansan gumbotil plain may be traced from exposures in 
southeastern Iowa westward to exposures only a few miles from . 
Missouri river .(see figure 27). Over a major part of this 
gistance the dissection of the plain has been so .great that 
~he Nebraskan drift with its gumbotil h~s been exposed in 
many sections (see figure 26). As only the two oldest drifts 
of the Pleistocene ar.e , present in this area, where a gum-

, bQtil is fDund with a till . above it the gumbo til .is pronounced 
:tfebraskan and the till above it Kansan. Where a gumbotil is 
~ound with no till above it, and it occupie,s a place high on ex
tensive divides, the · probability is that it is Kansan. This in 
most piaces can be checked by its agreement in elevation with 
neighboring guillbotil exposures of Kansan age which are de- ' 
termined from their relations to the Nebraskan gm:;nbotil. 

_ .1 Leveretl, Frank, The 'Illinois Glacial Lobe: U. S. G. S. Monograph 38;' 1899, 
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: In the 'extreme nor~he~stern p~rt 'of' the st~t,e stream eros~o:ri' 
during Aftonian time cut deep valleys through the N~braskan: 
diift and 'into the b'edrock beneath. " The Kansan drift :qli:;; to the 
bottom the upper parts of many of these valleys and in this ' 
later filling the streams have only partly intrenched ,themselve~. 
The Nebraskan drift, from its ' topographic ' position high on. the 
sides of the stream valleys only, is re'cognized 'as older than that 
drift which 'mis the valleys. to their bottoms. The Iowan drift: 
surface is fOuhd a .few miles west of the edge <4 the Kansa1),. drIft. 
The Kansan drift is knoWJ? to be older than the Iowan because it ' 
has suffered ' dissection which is very markedly greater than 
that which even the margins of the Iowan have experienced. 
The Kansan drift itself shows leaching to a greater depth and a 
much more advanced degree ,of oxidation-it looks oider-than. 
the Iowan. .A secondary feature useful in the field for distin
guishing between the Iowan and ' Kansan drifts is the presence 
of relatively thick loess Over the dissected Kansan at the margin ' 
of the Iowan while the IO'Yan drift itself is but lightly mantled by ~ 
the windblown material. That the thick loess-covered drift at ' 
the margin of the Iowan is not th~ illinoian seems.certain . . The . 
kilown rilinoi.ari drift is ~rom , th~ Labrador center of ice disper- . 
sion, 'and' this drift is from the Keewatin, center. This drift is 
more dissected' than: the' illinoian though it has ,been in about an ' 
equivalent position !Vith respect to the drainage lines crossing it .. 

, AI'so; the Kansan drift ~as been tr:;tced by .mean~ ,of the .gumbotiL 
under the Iowan drift into nearly all parts of the Iowal;l. area,. 
and this is th~ only driftwhicl} ,is e~tensiyely kI.10wn under the 
Iowan. It se~ms ,the~efore .~J:1at present interpretation should 
follow custom: and designa,te this older drift to the , east of the . 
Iowan area as the Kansan. 

, DiStribution of the Kansan -Drift iii iowa 
The presence of the Kans~~, gumbotil has made' it possible to 

,identify the' Ka~.s~n q.r!ft over the southe,rn third of .the state. 
This 'formati_~n D;l-ay be traced fr<?~ the Misso.uri line northward 
into Iowa for a distance of more than 70 mile.s .and within this . 
area it may be tra~~d 'eastward 'within five miles of Mississippi 
river and westward within about the same distance from Mis
souri river. Within this area the Kansan gumbotil plain shows 
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a remarkably persistent uniformIty of surface, spreading from 
divide to divide through a series of slight but regular changes 
in elevation. The presence of the Kansan in this area is certain 

• and definite. 
The Kansan drift may be traced northward along Mississippi 

river to the vioinity of Bellevue, Jackson county. The margin 
here leaves the river and extends in an irregular sweeping line 
to a point on the Minnesota "boundary about 50 miles west from 
Mississippi river. To the east of this border the only deposits 
of Pleistocene age that have been found are loess, valley gravels 
and upland patches of Nebraskan drift. West of the Kansan 
drift boundary Kansan drift fills rock gorges, croWns the up
lands and 'has been carved into a rugged mature topography. 
No gumbotil has been found here, but the drift surface is over
lain by a relatively thick loess which may obscure gumbotil on 
this part of the Kansan if it is present. 

The border zone of the Kansan drift north of Bellevue, just 
described, is only a few miles in width, this surface being .re
placed to the west by a much younger topography. The reason 
for this topography is found in numerous ' places where a gum
botil is overlain by a young drift, the Iowan_ The gumbotil ex
posures beneath the Iowan are limited in number, but the char
acter of the gumbo til, its thickness, and its elevation from place 
to place permit its being traced as an horizon westward to the 
Wisconsin moraine and south beneath the Iowan drift to the 
Kansan drift of the tabular divide area in the southern part of 
the state. 
. In central Iowa, where the thick Wisconsin drift forms the 

surface, . f~w exposures of gumbotil or of drift older than the 
Wisconsin have been found. Some of these are definitely Kansan 
in age. 

The Kansan till may be traced into northwestern Iowa by 
means of the gumbotil at its surface as far north as northern 
Crawford county. The absence of Kansan gumbotil farther to 
the north in northwestern Iowa was explained in a former part 
of. this .paper as ~eing the result of erosion of the Kansan gum
botil after it had been developed here as well as in other parts . 
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of the state.2 In northwestern Iowa the Kansan drift overlies 
Nebraskan gumbotil and Nebraskan till and, in Lyon county, 
silts, whic4 separate it from the Nebraskan till below. As has 
been stated previously, there are local areas in northwestern 
Iowa where the Kansan and Nebraskan tills may be distinguished 
by their lithologic differences, even where only one of the tills is 
present. 

The second glaciation of the ' Pleistocene, as judged from the 
distribution of ice deposited materials, covered all of Iowa except 
a small area in the form ofa narrow strip along Mississippi 
river in the northeastern part of the state. 

Origin of the Drift 
The Kansan drift is typical of glacially borne materials, with 

boulder clay, or till, making' up the greater part of the forma
tion and with sands and gravels associated with the till. The 
ice sheet which carried this drift into and over Iowa did not have 
the same foundation over which to move as did the Nebra'skan 
glacier. The first glaci~r advanced over a deeply weathered 
surface with much loose material and with rock cored hills and 
rock walled valleys. ·The Kansan ice sheet moved over a surface 
which was largely the product of the erosion of a ' glacial drift 
plain. The surface slopes coUld not have been steep nor the val
leys cliff-bound except where the streams had cut through the 
Nebraskan drift and into the rock beneath. The surface was 
covered with much loose material, but this was of glacial origin 
rather than from the secular decay 'of the indurated rocks. There 
was probably much more load to be easily acquired by the Kan- ' 
san ice than by the first ice sheet, which tended to reauce the 
amount of freshly eroded material added by the Kansan ice to 
the glacial debris which was to form the surface of the land 
when the· ice melted: ' . 

The evidence of the acquisition of material by the Kansan ice 
from the underlying Nebraskan drift is direct. The top of the 
Nebraskan gumbotil shows an irregular surface in many sections 
because of the ploughing by the overriding ice. Among the 

2 Kay, G. F ., Pleisfocene Deposits between Manilla in Crawford County and Coon Rapids in 
Carroll County: Iowa Geological Survey, Vol. XXVI, pp. 213·231; 1917. 

Carman, J . E., The Pleistocene geology of Northwestern Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. 
XXVI, pp. 3'32,334, 1917. 
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many sections where the irregular, ploughed 'surfa~e appeared 
~onspicuously are those -located as f9llowS: . ' 

West side of section 32, East Boyer toWnship (T. 83 N., R. 38 w.). Crawford -
county. . 

East part qf the line 'between sections 17 and 20, Jones township (T. 72 N.; , 
R. 28 W.), Union county. ' 

Between sections ~9' and 20, Liberty township (T. 69 N., R. 29 W.)"Ring-
, gold county. ' 

tn a road cut in section 20, Jackson township (T. 72 N., R. 23 W.), ,Lucas 
county. ' 

At the 10catioI),last named the Nebraskan'gumbotil extends along 
the 'face of the cut for a hundred feet, but at the west end of the 
exposure the gumbotil has been entirely removed, evidently by 
the ploughing of the ice. ' 

Another evidence of the acquisition 'of material from the 'un
derlying surface by the Kansan ice is to be' found in the charac
ter of some of the inclusions in the Kansan drift. ' ' 
" A road cut along the north side of the northwest ,quarter of 
section 34, Douglas township (T. 72 N., R. 35 W.), Adams coun': 

, ty, shows a number of inclusions in the Kansan drift. The ele
vation is only slightly above the N eQraskan gumbotil in ' this 
area, and the inclusions consist of irregularly shaped masses of 
sand and of Nebraskan gumbotil. To the ' east of this cut are 
others which show what appears to be a mixture of sand and 
gumbotil with the normal till materials. 

The retreat from the land of the ice mass of Kansan time took 
place as did that of the former glaciation, by melting of the ice 
at the edge faster than it was being extended. As the area oc
cupied by the ice was reduced it left more and more of the glacial 
bed covered with the unsorted and sorted materials which had 
been a part of the glacial mass. ,The stre'ams flowing out trom 
the melting ice worked over some Of the till and left a portion of 
the sorted debris along the drainage channels. ' The glacial till 
and the sorted materials washed out of the till 'by streams flow· 
ing while the' Kansan ice was still 'in existence constitute the 
drift of I{ansah age, or the Kansan drift, ' 

. Changes in the Drift, 
, The Ka~san drif,t surface, when it , was uncovered, was im
~ediately subjected to the operation of the modifying agencies 
of weathering. Rain, air, and ground water began the work or 
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alte'ring the drift, first by oxidation and then by leaching, so that 
three zone~ were soon developed with the oxidized and leached 
till at the top, below which was an oxidized and unleached zone, 
beneath which was the fresh till as yet unchanged. The time dur
ing which the Kansan till was at the surface was long enough 
for the alteration of the till beyond the leached stage; in fact 
gumbotil was formed to an average depth of over eleven feet. 
Leaching advanced at such a , rate that there is an average of, 
about five apd a half feet of leached till below the gumbotil, mak- , 
ing a zone of about seventeen feet within which the alteration of 
the Kansan till has been very marked. ' 

A complete,single sectibh of the Nebraskan and Kansan drifts 
in contact is nowhere known. By piecing out from the observed 
sequences of the two drifts, the following section is known to 
obtain where all phases of the Nebraskan and Kansan are pres
ent: 

Kansan gumbotil 
Kansan oxidized and leached till 

oxidized and unleached till 
unoxidized and unleached till ' 

Nebraskan gumbotil 
Nebraskan oxidized and.1eached till 

oxidized and unleached till 
unoxidized and unleached till 

This sequence is shown diagrammatically in figure 45. 

Typicali Sections of the Kansan Drift 
KANSAN DRIFT IN THE KANSAN DRIFT AREA 

The most complete section of Kansan till thus far seen in the 
state IS on the south side of Cedar creek valley, south of Fair
field, along the middle of the line between section 24, Liberty 
township (T. 71 N., R. 10 W.), and section 19, Cedar town
ship ,(T. 71 N., R. 9 W.) , Jefferson county."" Between the 
town of Fairfield and this cut .the Kansan gumbo til is seen along 
the road in several places where the loess has been cut through. 
The contact between the loess and the gumbotil is sharp in most 
places. The base of the gumbotil is seldom exposed in the shal
low excavations which have been'made, but at the location given 

* The locations of these sections may be found on P late I in the back of this r epor t . 
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Gumbotil 

Oxidized and . 
,leached till 

Oxidized and 
unleached till 

Unoxidized and 
unleached till 

Gumbotil 
Oxidized and 

leached till 

Oxidized and 
unleached till 

Unoxidized and 
unIeached till 

Yarmouth Interglacial 

Kansan 

j 
Aitonian Interglacial 

Nebraskan 

Indurated rock . } Preglacial 
FIG. 45.-Complete section of Nebraskan and Kansan tills. 

above the road out of the valley has been graded and the follOw
ing section is' exposed: 

7. Loess, Peorian, heavy silty clay, color not uniform but basic color 
olive· gray ; many angular granules, about ].4 inch in diameter and 
irregular in shape; much rdsty brown dull material, which is 
chiefly in the interiors of the graJ?ules as inclusions; some black, 
soft to semihard ferruginous pellets; plastic and compact when 

FEET 

wet, leached .............................. ; ........................................................... :... 9% 
6. Loess, Loveland, friable silt, shows worm casts, medium compact, 

few small pebbles, in lower part concentrl}tion of black iron 
oxide masses, mottled grayish yellow color, decidedly darker than 
base of upper loess ....... , ... _ ........ _ .... __ .. _ .... _ ................ _ ................ _..... 1% 

5. Gumbotil, Kansan, light gray to drab·colored when dry, darker 
when wet; upper part mottled with some brown material as 
though some of the loess had worked into it through root holes or 
the burrows of animals. Lower part interfingers with ,the zone 
below, making a gradational change between the two materials ...... 12 

4. Till, Kansan, oxidized and leached; the upper part mostly gray, 
resembling the gumbotil; the mass is reddish buff, or brownish 
with small patches of lighter buff color and with more or less gray 
entirely through the zone. Fracture irregular, not controlled by 
joints when dry ............................... _ ... :................................................... 5% . 

3. Till, Kansan, oxidized and unIeached, sandy; considerably lighter 
in color than the oxidized and leached zone above; mostly buff 
with some streaks of brownish color; largest rock fragment seen 
in this zone was 18 inches in diameter; very little change in color 
in whole depth of this zone ................................................. _ ................. 22% 

2. Till, Kansan, unoxidized and unleached; near a neutral gray when 
dry, but with a blnish tinge when wet and much darker than when 
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dry; upper part occurs in masses surrounded by the oxidized till, 
then the oxidized till is restricted to stringers through the un· 
oxidized till .................•................................... _ .................... _................. 12 

1. Sandstone, interbedded with conglomerate, exposed about ......... :.. . 6 
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Just north of Fairfield along primary road 1, at the Rock Is-: 
land overhead bridge, on the west line of section 24, Center 
township (T. 72 N., R. 10 W.), Jefferson county, a road cut shows 
the relation of the gumbotil to the underlying Kansan till, as 
shown in figure 46. 

FIG. 46.-Kansan gumbotil grading downward into Kansan till, in road cut just north of Fair· 
field, Jefferson county. 

On the Sante Fe railroad east of New Boston (Bricker station 
on this railroad), in the east half of section 36, Charleston town
ship (T. 67 N., R. 6 W.), Lee county, is a cut which exposed the 
following section: 

FEET 

4. Loess, leached, grayish buff to gray; this rises at the top of the cut 
to the level of a fine Kansan upland; in the cut ....... __ ..................... 11 

3. Gumbotil, Kansan, drab· gray ; few pebbles; no evidence of lam· 
ination or humus, and appears to be a unit in origin and to have 
been ·derived from the till below ........ __ ......... __ .................................. __ . 12 

2. Till, Kansan, oxidized and leached, grades into the gumbotiL..... . 5% 
1. Till, Kansan, oxidized and unleached ; has som~ concretions of 

secondary calcareous material ............................... __ ............................. 27 

A photograph of this cut is shown in figure 47. 
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The cut described above is one of a series made along the 
Sante ' Fe railroad. Another cut just west of Bricker station 
showed the following sequence of materials: 

FE];''T 
3. Loess, leached __________ _______ . ________________________________________________________________ .. _. 5lh 
2. Gumbotil, Kansan ___ . ____ . _________________________ ___________________ ._ ______ ____________________ 7 

1. Till, Kansan, oxidized and leached, upper part with some gray 'color; exposed __________ .: ____ . _____________ , __ . ________________________ ._____________________________ 5 

'FlO, 47.-'rhe New Boston section of Kansan drift in which Kansan gumbotil is pre'sent. 

The till below the oxidized and leached zone was slumped and 
the lower limit of the leached till could not be determined ac
curately. 

A quarter mile west of Bricker station still another cut showed 
two feet of Kansan gumbotil at the surface, with five and a half 
feet of oxidized and leached till and ten feet of oxidized and 
unleached till beneath. The materials all gave evidence of grad
ing one into the other: 

, Not all of the cuts show the Kansan gumbotil for in places it 
was entirely removed by erosion before the deposition of the 
loess. Just east of the station the following section was exposed: 

FEET 

3. Loess, leached, ,resting on the basal part of the gumbotil _c ____________ 11 
2. Till, Kansan, oxidized and leached ______ • _________ _____________ . __ __ -'_ ________ __________ 51h 
1. Till, Kansan, oxidized and unleached, with some concretions from the material above ______ __ __________ ________________________________ ____ ___ __ _______ __ ______________ 27 

The following section was observed in section 29, Harrison 
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township (T. 68 N.,. R. 7 'W.), Lee county, on the east slope of 
Lick creek: 

FEET 

4. Loess, leached; grayish to grayish yellow on a dry surface; more 
yellowish to brownish when damp; mass traversed by irregular 
cracks; gummy when wet; no pebbles found; not sharply set off 
from the gumbotil below ..................... :.................................................. 7' 

3. Gumbotil, Kansan, dark gray on dry surface, drab when wet; 
starchlike fracture, sticky when wet; breaks along irregularly di· 
rected and spaced joints when dry; a few siliceous pebbles; no 
concretions; grades into 2 below ............................................. _........... 4 

2. Till, Kansan, strongly oxidized and thoroughly leached; brown-
ish yellow, with patches of gray in the upper part _ .................... _.... 5% 

1. Till, Kansan, oxidized ' and unleache,d; lighter in color than 2, be
ing more a buff than brown; has concretions, exposed for several 
feet. 

In the south part of the 'line between sections 4 and 5, Center 
township (T. 69 N., R. 25 W.), Decatur county, there is an ex
posure of the base of the Kansan gumbotil and the zones below. 
The gradations between successive phases of the till are strik
inglyevident. ' A photograph, figure 48, shows the zones in this 
cut. The section is as follows: 

FEET 

4. Loess, leached, buff _ .................................................................. _........... 3 
3. Gumbotil, Kansan ........ _ ...... _ ............................ _..................................... 2 
2. Till, Kansan, oxidized and leached; upper part grading distinctly 

into the gumbotil ... _............................................................................... 5% 
1. Till, Kansan, oxidized and unleached; many concretions, expo.sed 4 

The section described below was seen in the northeast part of 
,section 25, Franklin township (T. 75 N., R.8 W.), Washington 
county. In this county the Kansan is typically developed and 
shows the constant, characteristic relationships between the 
v:arious phases of the till which mark it all over the state. The 
section here showed: ' 

FEET 

4. Loess, Peorian, buff, leached to the upland ........................ :............. 11 
3. Loesslike sandy clay, Loveland, light colored .......... :......................... 1% 
2. Gumbotil, Kansan, ' drab below but becoming more red near the 

top; siliceous pebbles from top to bottom; surface shows char· 
acteristic polyhedral fracture; some concretions present in the 
gumbotil .....................................................•.............................................. 9 

1. Till, Kansan, leachea.; exposed about ..................... _........................... 2 , 

A short distance away the section was extended to show the fol
lowing,materials below the gumbotil: 



, 
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FIG. 48.-A Kansan drift section in Decatur county showing loess, gumbotil, oxidized and 
leached till, and oxidized and unleached till with concretions. 

la. Till, Kansan, oxidized and leached, grades above into the gum-botil __________ .________ _____ ___________________________________________________________________________________ 5% 

1 b . . Till, Kansan, oxidized and unleached; yellowish buff in color; 
numerous joints with concretions along them in the upper part; exposed for over _________________________________________________________________________________ : ____ 20 

About one mile east of Foster, in section 19, Urbana township 
(T. 71 N., R.16 W.), Monroe county, along the Chicago, Milwau-
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kee, St. Paul & Pacific railway, is a cut which showed the follow
ing sequence of materials in descending order: loess, Kansan 
gumbotil, Kansan drift. The zones below the gumbotil are strong
ly oxidized to a brownish, in part almost a chocolate color. This 
cut was described in detail, and chemical analyses of the gum
botil and oxidized and leached till were r eported in a paper by 
Kay an~ Pearce3 on the origin of gumbotil. . . ' 

Many exposures of the basal part of the Kansan drift have 
been described in the chapter on the Nebraskan, in connection 
with the occurrence of Nebraskan gumbotil. The sections which 
have been given are typical of many others which might be added 
from areas adjacent to those from which · the exposures have 
been described. 

KANSAN DRIFT UNDE R TIDCK LOESS 

Many of the best sections showing Kansan gumbotil are found 
under a greater or less thickness of other Pleistocene materials. 
The sections already given show loess in nearly every case, and 
a few will be given in which loess is still thicker over the gum
botil. Besides the loess as a covering of the gumbotil of Kansan 
age there are sections kno"wn in which the lllinoian till, the Iowan 
till, and the Wisconsin till each overlies a part of the Kansan 
gumbotil plain in the areas of those respective drifts. Sections 
typical of each relationship will be given. 

Of the sections showing thick loess, the following are repre
sentative. In Clarke county, on the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 
railway, one mile west of Murray, in section 9, Troy township 
(T. 72 N., R. 27 W.), the following section was found: 

4. Loess, gray to pale yellowish color on dry surface with irregular 
lines of brown; when damp it is grayish with mottling of yellow 

FEET 

to brown colors; stands vertically, upper f ew feet mealy ................. 15 
3. Gumbotil, Kansan, gray to drab in color, sticky when wet, hard 

and tenacious when dry; contains a few siliceous pebbles; leached 11 
2. Till, Kansan, oxidized and leached ........................................................................ 4 
1. Till, ~ansan, oxidized and unleached; has many concretions ............... 11 

This section was described and chemical analyses of the till 
phases were reported in the paper by Kay and Pearce."" 

Two miles south of Crawfordsville, in section 22, Crawford 

3 Kay, G. F. , and P earce, J. N ., The Origin of Gumbotil : Jour. of Geology, Vol. XXVIII, 
pp. 89 .. 125, 1920. 

* Op. cit., pp. 95, 96. 
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township (T. 74 N., R. 6 W.), Washington county, the loess is 
still thicker as the section shows: 

3. Loess, to the upland ............................. _ ................................................. 18 
2. Gumbotil, Kansan .................................................................................... 8 
1. Till, Kansan, oxidized and leached above, grading down into ox· 

idized and unleached ....................................................................•......... 12 

A cut on the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific railway 
through the high upland between the Mississippi river drainage 

I 

~nd the Missouri river drainage, in section 13, Warren township 
(T. 82 N., R. 36 W.), about three miles west of Templeton, Car
roll county, shows Kansan drift on which Kansan gumbotil has 
been developed to a thickness of 15 feet. This is the maxinmm 
thickness of Ka~san gumbotiI'which has been found in the state. 
The section is as follows: 

FEET 

5. Loess, Peorian, buff colored, upper 15 feet leached .. ~ .. _ .. _ .. _ ......... 25 
4. Loess, Loveland, reddish to chocolate colored, leached ... _ .. _........... 51h 
3. Gumbotil, Kansan, gray to dark drab to chocolate colored, upper 

few feet reddish, a few small siliceous pebbles ................................ 15 
2. Drift, Kansan, oxidized yellow to buff, leached, closely I'elated 

to number 3 ........................... '-.................................. _ .... _ .................... _. 7 
1. Drift, Kansan, oxidized, unleached; many calcareous concretions 8'" 

A cut along an old railroad grade in section 8, Keg Creek 
township (T. 74 N., R. 42 W.), Pottawattamie county, shows more 
than six feet of Kansan. gumbotil overlain by loe'ss, which in this 
area is about 90 feet thick. 

' KANSAN DRIFT UNDER ILLINOIAN DRIFT 

In the area covered by the Illinoian drift there are numerous 
sections which show 'the Kansan drift below the Illinoian drift 
(see figure 27). A few of these will show the typical relation
ships between these two drifts where the Kan~an gumbotil is 
present. 

The following section was observed along the railroad in the 
northwestern part of section 28, Washington township (T. 68 N., 
R. 4 VV.), Lee county: 

6 . . Gumbotil, Illinoian, gray to ashen·colored on a dry surface; on a 
. fresh surface, gray ' mottled with brown; leached; small siliceous 

FEET 

pebbles .................... , ........................ , ........................ :............................... . 41h 
5. Till, TIlinoian, oxidized and leached; brownish buff with some 

patches of gray in the upper part, fewer patches in the lower part 51h 
4. Till, Illinoian, oxidized and, unleached, brownish color, breaks into 

irregula;r angular fragments .................................................................. 1 
3. Gumbotil, Kansan, typical dark gray or drab·colored, with some 

patches of brown; leached; numerous siliceous pebbles .................. 81h 
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2. Till, Kansan, oxidized and leached; buff·colored with numerous 
patches of gray, especially in the llPper part .................................... 5 

1. Till, Kansan, oxidized and unleached; many concretions; breaks 
into polyhedral blocks along the joint lines; exposed for ................ 12 

About a quarter of a mile south of the above described ex
posure, also along the railroad, there is the following s"ection: 

FEET 

4. Loess ......................................................................... : .. :............................. 3 
3. Till, TIlinoian, oxidized, leached ............................... _......................... 5 
2. GUIpbotil, Kansan, gray ........ : ............................................................... 11 
1. Till, Kansan; exposed ............................................................................ 37 

The Kansan gumbotil occurs in a level . band extending through 
the cut as is shown in figure 49. This remnant of the gumbotil 
plain is characteristic of the surface wherever it is found. It is 
uniformly level, and the gumbotil is never found in place man
tling slopes. 

Fla. 49.-Uut in r,ee county showing band of Kansan gumllotil extending through a hill. Dli· 
noian till above the gumbotil; Kansan till below. 

About one and a half miles northwest of West Point, ' on the 
north line of section 3, West Point township (T. 68 N., R. 5 W.), 
Lee county, a good section was found showing both the Kansan 
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and Illinoian gumbotils in normal relationships. The section 
showed: 

FEET 
4. Loess, buff, . about __________ __ ________________________________________________________________________ 8 
3. Gumbotil, Illinoian, typical, gray ________________________________________________________ 3 
2. Till, Illinoian, oxidized but with only the upper part leached ______ 11 
1. Gumbotil, Kansan, exposed __________ ________________________ _________________________________ 11 

The Kansan till below the gumbotil was not exposed in this sec
tion. 

A section showing the Kansan gumbotil with the full thickness 
of the Illinoian drift above it was seen in a road cut on the south 
side of a creek in section 34, New London township (T. 71 N., R. 
5' W.), Henry co'unty. Th~ sequence of materials is 'as _follows: 

FEET 
6. Loess, buff, leached; to the ,upland _____ __ __________________________________ ___ _____ ___ 8 
5. Gumbotil, Illinoian, leached, with upper part gumbotil-like but 

with much of the colloidal material carried out. Chocolate-
colored in upper four feet, less reddish below _____________________ ___________ __ 7 

4. Till, Illinoian, oxidized but unleached, looks very much like the 
. Kansan till; measured along slope __________________________________ ____________________ 4 

3. Gumbotil, Kansan, drab-colored, tough, leached but some lime concretions, few pebbles _____________ . __________________________________________________________ 11 
2. Till, Kansan, oxidized and leached ___________________________________ . ____ .. ____ . ____ .. 5% 
1. Till, Kansan, oxidized and unleached, seen down to creek bed ____ .. __ 12 

In places in Illinois4 loess has been found s~parating the Kansan 
till from the Illinoian till but in Iowa thus far no loess has been 
found by the writers at this horizon. 

KANSAN DRIFT UNDER IOWAN DRIFT 

, Within the area of the Iowan drift there are a number of ex
posures of the Kansan gumbotil, all overlain by Iowan till, figure 
50. Four sections typical of many others will be described here. 

About a hundred yards west of the middle of the line between 
sections 30 and 31, Massillon township (T. 82 N., R.1 W.), Cedar 
county, a shallow road cut exposed about two feet of loess over 
a foot and a half of Iowan tilL Under the till is Kansan gumbotil 
with a thickpess of over two feet in the exposure. The elevation 
of the gumbotil was determined to be 795 feet. Within section 
31, to the south, the 'Iowan drift rises in hills to an elevation 
forty-five feet above the Kansan gumbotil, this figure therefore 
representing the thickness of the Iowan drift and Peorian loess 
in this place. 

4 Leverett, Frank, The Illinois G-lacial Lobe: U. S. Geol. Survey, Mon. 38, pp. 114-115, 1899, 
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Near the west .end of the line between sections 30 arid' 31, 
Ma~sillon township, the Kansan gumbotil occurs also in the road 
ditches. It is here a typical drab sticky material, differing much 
from the yellow and brown Iowan till which lies over .it. The 
surface .of the gumbotil shows some disturbance, for it is 'undula
tory, with the crests of the ridges a few inches apart, and the 

FIG. SQ.-Map showing locations of Kansan gumbotil (X) underlying Iowan till in the Iowan 
drift a rea of northeastern Iowa. 

depths of the troughs about as gr'eat. To the southeast the 
Iowan drift rises in hills forty feet or more above the gumbotil. 
The accompanying illustration, figure 51, shows the gumbotil 
marked by the field bag and hoe in the ditch, and the Iowan to
pography beyond. 

About four miles north of Anamosa, in section 30, Wayne 
township (T. 85 N., R. 3 W.), Jones county, is a cut showing 
Kansan gumbo til with Iowan till and Peorian loess above ,it. The 
materials a're exposed on both sides of the road and a composite 
section is as follows: 

FEET 
3. Loess, buff, sandy .......... _____ . ____________ ._. __ ~ __ .... __ .. ,--.------.-.. --.-.. _. ____ ... ____ ... _ ... 2 to 4 
2. Till, Iowan, sandy with numerous pebbles, oxidized to a brown-

ish buff color .. _ .... _ .. ____ .. _ .. ___ .. ______ ........................ __ .................................... 1 to 4 
1. Gumbotil, Kansan, dark gray, leached, upper 1 foot shows some 

'evidence of lamination and is filled with 'carbonaceous matter-
an old soil .................................... ____ __ .............. __ .................. __ ............... _ 7 
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The gumboW was e.xposed along the road for a distance of about 
50 yards. N ear the south end of the exposure the accompanying 
photograph, figure 52, was taken. The white line marks the posi
tion of the top of the gumbotil. 

N ear the middle of the north line of the northeast quarter of 
section 16, Windsot township (T. 94 N., .R. 9 W.), Fayette 
county, the Iowan till is shown over gumbotil of Kansan age. 
The elevation of the gumbotil is 1200 feet, and the material is 
seen at about the same elevation in several cuts along the road to 

FIG. 51.-Kansan gumbotil in Cedar county (marked by bag and hoe) with Iowan topography 
in the background. 

the east, within the few miles to West Union. The section made 
ill the main cut is as follows: 

FEET 

5. Loess, P eorian, buff, mealy; unleached; some concretions; no 
fossils found ____ _____ :._____________ __ __________________________________________________________________ 2 

4. Till, Iowan, dark buff on a dry surface, yellowish brown to brown 
when damp; cuts readily with the hoe ; sandy; few concretions; 
unleached to the surface ________________________________________________________________________ 7' 

:I. Loess, Loveland, gray with considerable chocolate-colored stain; 
leached; laminated; putty-like when wet; no pebbles found __________ 2% 

2. Gumbotil, Kansan, dark gray on a dry surface; leached; no con
cretions seen; very few pebbles of any kind, and those present are 
si liceous; upper foot and a half has much carbonaceous matter 
which shows as a distin~t soil band through the cut __________ ____ ________ 5% 

I. 'fill, Kansan, oxidized and leached, grades into the gumbotil; 
pebbles abundant, exposed ____________________________________________________________________ 4% 
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The accompanying figure 53 shows the east end of this cut and 
in the background the Iowan surface, which rises 37 feet above 
the gumbotil. The upper part of the hills is loess. The thick
ness of the Iowan till above the gumbotil was measured as being 
eighteen feet and probably exceeds twenty feet here. 

In the northern tier of counties there are several localities in 

F IG. 52.- Kansan gumbotil , with Iowan till above, in Jones county. The white line m arks the 
t op of the gumboti!. 

which the Kansan gumbotil is known within the area · of the 
Iowan drift ,of northeastern Iowa. One of the best exposures, 
and also the one farthest north, is in the middle of tl1e west side 
of the northwest quarter of section 14, Otranto township (T. 100 
N., R. 18 ,,\V.), Mitchell county. In a road cut about four feet of 
typical Kansan gumbo til is exposed while in a small gravel pit 
just east of . the road there is three feet of the same material. 
The gravelly material which has been worked in the pit is about 
six feet thick and contains a variable quantity of clay, in some 



FIG. S3.-Cut in Windsor township, Fayette county, showing Iowan till over lo'ess on Kansan gumbotil. 
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places very much resembling ·till. The upper five feet of the 
gravelly till, which is interpreted as being Iowan in age, is 
leached, but the one foot just above the gumbotil contains much 
limestone as pebbles and cobbles, and lime in the clayey matrix 
effervesces strongly with acid. All of the Iowan is much oxidized 
and in places bands several inches thick are cemen'ted into a con
glomerate with a ferruginous cement. The elevatIon of the gum
botil under the Iowan till here is about 1175 feet. 

KANSAN DRIFT UNDER WISCONSIN DRIFT 

The Wisconsin drift covered the Kansan drift after the lapse 
of two glacial and three interglacial stages. The time was there
fore long, and the contact of the Wisconsin and Kansan tills 

1 without intervening materials would not be expected to be com
mon. There is one series of cuts which shows the youngest till 
over loess which lies on Kansan gumbo til. These cuts are along 
the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul. and Pacific railway west of 
Rhodes, on both sides of the Marshall-Story county line. A 
typical section is found about two miles west of Rhodes and is as 
follows: 

FEET 
5. Drift, Wisconsin, sandy; partly leached for six feet and here more 

reddish than below; general color yellowish, with the lower part 
more sandy and tending toward gray.................................................. 30 

4. Loess, buff, highly fossiliferous ......................................... _ ............... 11 
3. Gumbotil, Kansan ................................................................. _............... 8 
2. Till, Kansan, oxidized and leached, grading up into the gumbotil; 

thickness indeterminable because of slumping. 
1. Till, Kansan, oxidized and unleached, slumped. 

East of the above cut, in the north part of section 19, Eden 
township (T. 82 N., R. 20 W.), Marshall county, a long cut was 
made to accommodate the track in a curve. A general section 
here is' the same as above, but the relationships of the materials 
were better shown when the cut was newly made. A photograph 
of this mit by W. C. Alden is shown in figur~ 54. 

A second locality showing the same relationships, except that 
the loess is absent and the Wisconsin till rests upon the Kansan 
gumbotil, is in the northwest quarter of section 4, Colfax town
ship (T. 79 'N., R. 28 W.)~ Dallas county. 

Lees has recentLy found two exposures of gumbotil beneath 
the Wisconsin drift in the central part of the Wisconsin drift 
area. One of these is' north of the Illinois Central railroad at 

. . 1 

the east end of the bridge across Des Moines river in section 19, 



r' 

FIG. 54.--Cut southwest of Rhodes, Marshall county, showing Wisconsin till, loess, Kansan gumhotil and Kansan till. (W. C. Alden.) 
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Wahkonsa township (T. 89 N., R. 28 W.); Webster county. ~"'h(l · 
other is at the northwest corner of section 17, Avery township 
(T. 92 N., R. 30 W.), Humboldt county. The pre~ise age of these 
gumbotils is not known, though Lees is inclined toward the 
opinion that the latter one is Nebraskan in age.5 

Descriptions of the Drift Phases 
THE KANSAN GUMBOTIL 

T·he field differences between the various phases of the Kansan 
drift are as constant as are those in the Nebraskan drift. As in 
the older drift, the gumbotil of the Kansan is the most distinctive 
phase of the glacial materials. The color of the Kansan gumbotil 
is ordinarily a light to neutr"al gray on the dry surface, with the 
color lighter where surface wash has uncovered parts of the 
light colored included sand grains. There are occasional dark 
brown and reddish brown masses which mark the concentration 
of iron oxide along joints or around roots as tubules. The dom
inant color, however, is gray, which distinguishes the gumbotil 
in most cases from the other till phases and from the loess. When 
wet the gumbotil is darker in color than when dry and it shows a 
series of blues and purples in delicate tones over the gray. The 
colors are not conspicuous, and the dark to neutral gray of the 
wet gumbotil is in itself enough contrast with the colors of the 
other till phases to make it a distinctive property. 

The surface feature of color in the gumbo til is augmented as a . 
distinction by the surface cracking which is characteristic of the 
gumbotils of all ages. The devel'opment of the cracks separating 
the surface of the gumbotil into polyhedral blocks regularly fol
lows the wetting and drying of the gumbotil, and therefore any 
gumbo til which has been exposed for some time has this char
acteristic feature developed. The first cracking on drying of the 
gumbotil is along a series of intersecting, irregular, angular lines 
which separate the surface into blocks ranging from about an 
inch to two inches in diameter, with the corners sharp and the 
sides usually broadly curved. 

Addi,tional drying of the surface develops a series of smaller, 
shallow cracks which subdivide the larger blocks into .. smaller 

19~i:"es, ·James H ., Geology of Crawford County: Iowa Geological Survey, Vol. XXXII, p. 317, 
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blocks ,a fraction ' of an inch across, and these give to the surface' 
a · crumbling appearance. Actually, the surface is rather firm · 
and the small blocks, while they may be separated, are ,not loose' 
on the surface. The cracks between the larger blocks range be
tween a quarter and three-quarters of an inch deep, while the 
smaller cracks are usually less than half an inch deep, thus giv
ing to the smaller blocks something near equidimensions in 
width and ,depth. 

The ma,ss texture of the Kansan gumbotil differs from that of 
the Nebraskan in that it is usually somewhat more evident, both , 
when wet and when dry. This is perhaps due to the difference 
in compression which the two gumbotils have undergone for the 
Nebraskan gumbotil was overriden by heavy Kansan ice, while 
the Kansan gumbotil exposures are most common in areas where 
no later ice has transgressed. In the Kansan gumbotil, the 
, starchy' fracture and crumbling character are 'very evident in 
the material which is wet enough to mould in the hand. Also 
when the gumbotil is dry there is enough parting through the 
mass to cause the typical hackly surface to appear when i is · 
broken, though the crumbly character is not very evident in the 
dry specimens. The small fragments which break apart to give 
the crumbling appearance are usually less than a quarter of an 
inch in diameter, and they range through all sizes up to this 
limit. The shapes of the fragments have a wide range. Some 
of them are almost round, others, are markedly polyhedral, and 
still others are of flakelike form with either square or tapered 
edges. The faces of the pieces are usually striated, or ridged in 
one direction, with at least some of the ridges determined by the 
presence Of sand grains in the matrix along which the face was 
developed. There may be tapering cones of clay on opposite 
sides of the grains, making a ridge which is alined with the other 
ridges on the same face. The presence of these double cone 
ridges and the parallelism of all the ridges su,e:gest that they 
are the product of movement within the gumbotil which has re
sulted in slippage along closely spaced surf&ces. From the 
parallelism with the mass texture of slumped loess, it ,is sug
gested that the flaky mass texture of the gumbo til may be the 
product of slumping or of movement which has a considerable 
lateral component. ' 
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rfhe clastic texture of the Kansan gumbotil follows very closely 
that of the Nebraskan in distribution of the different size grades. 
The clay.and silt are the highest in percentage, with about three
quarters of the specimens having between sixty and seventy-five 
per cent of the grades below 1/ 64 millimeter in diameter. One 
of the thirty-three specimens analyzed was very sandy and 
showed only 35.9 per cent of the clay and silt grades. The others 
were distributed as follows: 

Percentage 
No. specimens 

Below 1/ 64 millimeter in diameter 
55-60 60-65 65-70 70-75 

4 7 7 11 
75-80 

1 
80-85 

2 

As in the Nebraskan gumbotil there are more specimens with the 
silt and clay content below sixty per cent than there are with the 
content above seventy-five per cent. 

Slightly more than half of the specimens of Kansan gumbotil 
analyzed show the percentage of sand of the grade 1/16 to 1/32 
millimeter higher than the next smaller grade, 1/32 to 1/ 64 milli
meter. The values of the larger grade range between 6 per cent 
and 24.2 per cent, and those of the smaller grade, between 7 per -
cent and 19.0 per cent. The sand and pebbles which are coarser 
than 1/16 millimeter make up from less than 1 per cent to 25 
per cent of different' specimens, except the especially sandy gum
botil, which shows 45.3 per cent above 1/16 millimeter. 

The parailelism .of the three sand grades, 1/ 2 to 1/4, 1/ 4 t~ 
1/ 8, and 1/ 8 to 1/16 millimeter, is as strildng in the Kansan gum
botil as in the Nebraskan gumbotil. The following table show~ 
the percentages determined in the different specimens: 
Spec. No. 60A 74A 
1/2 to 1/ 4 mm. 0.9 0.6 
1/4 to 1/8 mm. 1.1 0.8 
1/8 to 1/ 16 mm. 1.1 0.8 
138A 140A 148A 149A 
3.9 5.2 8.0 3.5 
4.4 5.8 7.3 2.6 
4.3 6.2 6.2 3.3 

188A 192A 193A 204A 
1.0 2.2 2.3 5.7 
1.2 2.3 2.0 5.7 
1.6 2.9 2.0 .7.3 

229A 230A 244A 246A 
0.1 0.2 2.6 0.2 
0.1 0.2 2.3 . 0.3 
0.2 0.6 2.3 . 0.4 . 

• Less than 0.1 per cent 

75A 86A 
0.1 1.1 
0.1 1.6 
0.1 1.8 

150A 174A 
2.1 1.5 
1.8 1.1 
1.7 1.0 

208A 217A 
3.3 0.9 
3.2 1.4 

' 3.4 1.9 
265A 268A 
tr 0.2 
1.0 0.6 
0.3 . 1.4 

87A 
1.1 
1.4 
1.5 

179A 
3.4 
5.0 
6.2 

218A 
0.1 
0.2 
0.2 

289A 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 

133A 
2.5 
6.6 
9.9 

182A 
1.4 
1.4 
1.6 

219A 
0.3 
0.3 
0.4 

304A 
0.4 
0.4 
0.6 

13M 
3.0 
4.9 
5.5 

224A 
tr* 
tr* 
2.0 
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The size grade distribution within the gumbotil is' variable. 
The greater sand content is always at the expense of the silt and 
clay so that these two vary inversely. Proportions between other 
grades are so different in different cases that no general state
ment seems justified. The correlation of the Kansan gumbotil, 
or the certain identification of this material on the basis of 
mechanical analysis alone is as uncertain as it is in the case of 

. the . Nebraskan gumbotil. The analyses and the numerical re
sults are of more value in suggesting origin and the present con
dition of the material than in correlating or identifying the gum
botil. 

The pebble content of the Kansan gumbotil is of the same 
character as is that of the Nebraskan gumbotil. The average of 
seven analyses from different places shows the following per
centages of the various rocks: 

Quartz ... _._ .... _ .... _ ...... __ ........... _ ....... _ ........................ > ••••••••••••••••••••• 

Chert ................................. __ .................... __ ................................. . 
Quartzite .. _ .. _ .... _ .................. _ ................................. _ ..................... . 
Granite ......... _ ............................ _ ............... _ .. _ ............ _._ .... , ...... . 
Greenstone . __ .. _ ..... _ ....... _ ............................................................ . 
Feldspar ..................................................................................... . 
Sandstone ......... _ ..................... _ ............ ___ ........... _ ....... _ ................ . 

(Analyses by Kay, Alden, and Dewey.) 

PER CENT 
48.5 
31.8 

6.8 
7.8 
2.9 
1.0 

.5 

99 .. 3 

These analyses approximate those secured from other places and 
the above average represents well the high siliceous pebble con
tent of the gumbotil. Over eighty per cent of the pebbles in the 
gumbotil are siliceous, while about eight per cent are composed 
of granite, which has a high silica content. 

The pebble content of the gumbotil of Kansan age agrees well 
with . the interpretation that it is a residual weathered product 
of the till. The high content of rocks resistant to the ordinary 
weathering processes, the low content of those composite . rocks 
which are composed of minerals which weather easily, and the 
almost complete absence of pebbles of ordinary country rocks, 
which in this region are sedimentary, lead to the inevitable con
clusion that some efficient selective process has reduced the 
normal pebble content of the till. There is no source from which 
the materials forming the gumbotil could have been derived, 
transported, and deposited without having incorporated with 
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~ . 

them fresher till detritus which would noticeably alter the re-
sults of the analyses of the . pebble content of the gumbotil. 
Weathering is the only selective process known to have been at 
work where the gumbotil is found, and the present pebble con
tent of the gumbotil is such that an appeal to this process is fully 
adequate to account for all of the peculiarities of the gumbotil 
pebble content. 

The roundness of some of the pebbles from the Kansan gum
botil was · determined by means of the rolling device used on the 
Nebraskan till pebbles. With .00 as the value of an unabraded 
cube' and 1.00 for a perfect sphere, the following figures repre
sent the • average roundness values obtained for pebbles from 
the Kansan gumbotil. The pebbles between 8 and 16 millimeters 
in diameter showed the following roundnesses : 
Roundness: .00 .03 .06 .10 .15 .19 .24 .26 .29 .33 .36 .40 
Percentages 48 16 19 9 5 3 

The pebbles between 4 and 8 millimeters in diameter gave the 
following average roundness values: 
Roundness: .00 .01 .07 .13 .17 .23 .27 .31 .36 .40 ' .44 .48 
Percentages 17 21 23 19 9 6 3 1 1 

, , 

The pebbles with a diameter between 2 and 4 mm. showed the 
following average roundnesses : 
Roundness: .00 .06 .11 .20 .26 .32 .37 .44 
Percentages 17 15 23 23 11 6 3 2 

.48 
* 

.53 .59 .63 

There were not available sufficient composite rock pebbles to 
make determinations for comparison with the siliceous pebbles, 
so they were not determined separately. 

A large number of broken chert fragments in the Kansan gum-, ' 

botil give to the roundness figures a high percentage in the more 
angular values for the largest pebbles. In this size grade there 
are few composite rock pebbles, and they therefore modify the 
roundness figures but little. Where chert pebbles remain un
broken they give roundness values comparable to those of the 
Nebraskan gumbotil. In the four to eight millimeter grade the 
very angular pebbles are distinctly in the minority, and those 
showing some rounding make up the greater number. The slight
ly rounded pebbles in this grade show the maximum percentage,. 

* Highest roundness value obtained for the size, but less than one-half per cent in the average. 
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on both sides of which percentage there is a more or less regular 
·decrease to the limits of roundness and angularity with the 
greater proportionate d~crease on the roundness side. The peb
bles of two to four millimeters diameter have the same type of 
distribution of roundnesses as do those of the next larger grade, 
with the exception ·that the pebbles showing slight roundness are 
fewer than those which are angular. The percentage curve is 
apparently not quite as long and is' a little steeper than in the 
case of the larger pebbles, but the values are higher and the 
intervals greater, which serves to account for much of the dif
ference. 

In none of the cases is there a well defined upper limit to the 
rounding, for the percentage of the different values graaes down
ward to a point well above the bulk of the roundnesses. The 
most rounded pebbles are usually those of chert, while those 
showing moderate rounding include most of the composite rock 
types found in the gumbotil. Weathering toward the more round
ed forms is limited apparently in the extent to which the modifi
cation of shape can be carried, for the impress of the original 
shape is retained to the point of disintegration in most cases. 

The Kansan gunlbotil is a distinctive drift material. It de
rives its distinction mostly from its gumbo charaCter. Its identi
fication is· possible by means of its gray color and the polyhedral 
blocks which form over the surface after it has been wet. Verifi
cation of the kind of material lies in the determination of ·its 
leached character and in the presence of pebbles, but of only , 
those pebbles most resistant to weathering, with a preponder
'ance of those which are silice,ous. 

The laboratory studies of the Kansan gumbotil show it to be 
a material of wide differences, particularly in clastic texture and 
roundness of the ·fragments. The average values secured for 
the different features · of the gumbo til may be only roughly ap
proximated .by . the analysis of any ' single ·specimen, and two 
specimens may differ very widely in the numerical results de
rived from their laboratory study. There are; however, features 
of proportion between different ' parts of the "variolis analyses 
which indicate a parallelism in nature between specimens of the 
gumbotil from different places. In the mechanical an'alyses this 
consists in the usual approximation of the same pe·rcentage by 
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three sand grades, and in the order of occurrence of the per
centages of the smaller clastic grades. In the roundness figures 
the parallelism between specimens shows in the same general 
proportion of the various values for the roundnesses of the dif
ferent sizes. The lithology of the gumbotil is perhaps the most 
constant of its laboratory characters, but in this also there is 
wide variation so that any single specimen may fall far from the 
average analysis even when it is known to come from undoubted 
gumbotil. In the Kansan gumbotil, as well as in the Nebraskan, 
the feature of variety within wide limits is the one constant char
acter, but with enough consistency present to make possible the 
certain identification of the material in the field and the produc
tion of corroborative testimony from the laboratory. 

The Kansan gumbotil developed to greater depth than the 
. N.ebraskan gumbotil. The maximum thickness of this extremely 

weathered material on the Kansan drift is about 15 feet, but the 
~average of 40 sections where the gumbotil appears to be com
plete is 11.2 feet. The sections chosen to represent the thickness 
of the gumbotil were those where the soil at the surface is still 
preserved beneath the covering material, or those where the gum
botil is exceptionally thick. In the former case it is not certain 
of course that the soil on the surface of the gumbotil was not de
veloped after some erosion had taken place, and in the latter case 
it may be that some of the greater gumbotil thickness is due to 
secondary accumulation of the material on top of that originally 
'formed, but in no case used was there any determinable evidence 
that there had been such erosion or addition. 

OXIDIZED AND LEACHED KANSAN TILL 

: The complete average section of Kansan drift has about five 
and a half feet of oxidized and leached till below the gumbotil. 
Local variatio~s cause this thickness to be slightly less or a little 
greater, but most of the exposures, and the average of all, are 
very close to this figure. The contact of the oxidized and leached 
till with the gumbotil is gradational, and the transition zone 
through which the change takes place may be from a few inches 
to more than a foot in thickness. The contact is of the same 
type as that between the same ·two zones of the Nebraskan till. 
There is an interfingering of the two materials, with the greatest 
development of the gumbotil along the joint planes which pass 

( 
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from the gumbotil into the till below. The till between the joint 
planes usually is oxidized and has the characteristic brownish 
buff color, while next to the joint planes and extending deeper 
into the subjacent till in the upper part of the transition zone are 
the grays' of the deoxidized gumbotil phase. The feathering out 
of the oxidized and leached till into the gumbotil along the sides 
of the joints, and the interfingering of the gumbotil and oxidized 
and leached till masses are the typicaJfeatures of the transition 
zone at the top of the oxidized and leached till, figure 55. 

FIG, 55 ,-Disintegrating granite boulder in transition zone between Kansan gumbotil and Kansan 
oxidized and leached till; middle of northwest quarter of section 23, English town-
ship, Lucas county, . 

At the 'bottom of the oxidized and leached till phase the same 
type of interfingering extends into the oxidized and unleached 
till, with the exception that there are only very minor color dif
ferences. The parts of the mass along the joints are leached 
first, while the interiors . of the joint-bounded blocks still retain 
their calcareous nature. The use of the acid bottle is the only 
certain way of differentiating the two phases of till on the basis 
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of leaching. Within the zone which is mostly leached the mass of 
'clay may have all the small calcareous material removed but still 
:retain small pieces of chalky limestone which are remnantal from 
much larger limestone fragments. The surrounding material 
will show no effervescence with acid, but a zone of a . quarter of 
an inch or so around the limestone, and perhaps for an inch or 
two below the pieces,. will show a slight reaction to acid while the 
fragments themselves will effervesce strongly. Around the cal
careous center there is ordinarily a thin clayey film, powdery 
when dry and slippery when wet, which is the 'residual material 
left from the leaching of the outer part of the limestone piece. 
Such fragments occur only near the base of the oxidized and 
leached zone, though they are occasionally in positions which re
quire them to be included within the oxidized and leached zone, 
for they may be the only material within several inches of the 
typical unleached till that. will effervesce. 

Within the mass of oxidized and leached Kansan till the color 
is a reddish buff or brownish yellow, lighter on the dry surface 
than on the moist, and with a distinct gray cast over a surface 
which has been washed so as to expose a portion of the sand con
tent. The color is in striking contrast to the color of the gumbotil 
though it differs but slightly from the oxidized and unleached 
zone below it. The surface cracking of the oxidized and leached 
Kansan till is' very much like that of the same phase Qf the 
Nebraskan till. After being wet and dried the surface is crossed 
by numerous angular cracks which separate it into blocks which 
are comparable to those formed by wetting and drying of the 
gumbotil surface. These blocks are not as widely separated as 
those in the gumbotil, and they are crossed by other cracks which 
are smaller and which give to the surface a coarsely granular 
appearance. 

The mass texture of the oxidized and leached Kansan till is . 
dIstinct from that of the gumbotil. The till is separated into 
blocks by the presence of several series of joints, which extend 
through the mass at irregular intervals and in roughly parallel 
directions. The shapes of the blocks are thus crudely prismatic 
and they range from less than an inch to several inches in each 
rlimension . . The hackly fracture of the gumbotil is duplicated 
only in the transition zone a~d in the immediately subjacent till. 
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The small striated' block structure of the gumbotil is absent in 
the oxidized and leached till. The joints which mark the boun
daries of the till blocks are definite planes along which the till 
breaks, but they are not conspicuous except in the transition zone 
where the gumbotil phase is developed along their borders and 
not in the adjacent till. The oxidized and leached till as a whole 
is compact, very hard when dry, and only slightly pervious to 
water, except along the joint planes.- It is in physical character 
seemingly only a step removed from the gumbotil phase which 
in the natural exposure is so closely related to it. 

The clastic texture of the oxidized and leached Kansan till of
fers the same variety as does the clastic texture of the till every
where. The clay and silt content, the sizes below 1/ 64 milli
meter in diameter, was found to range between 29.9 and 59.3 per 
cent. These percentages differ inversely as the percentages of 
sizes larger than 1/64 millimeter with the difference tending to 
be proportionally distributed through all size grades represented. 

The specimens analyzed show a greater percentage of the 
size grade between 1/16 and 1/32 millimeter than between 1"/32 
and 1/ 64 millimeter, and they have the three sand grades ap
proximating the same percentage as in the gumbotil. These 
char,acteristics indicate a parallelism between the gumbotil and 
the oxidized and leached till, which is in harmony with the inter
pretation of a till genesis for the gumbotil. 

The lithology of the oxidized and leached Kansan till is well 
shown by the analyses of collections of pebbles from widely 
separated' places. The averages of two series of analyses are 
here given. Those in the first table were made by G. F. Kay, A. 
H. Dewey and W. V. Knoll, and those in the second table were 
made by R. T. Chamberlin, W. C. Alden and M. M. Leighton. 
All the pebbles were from the oxidized and leached Kansan till 
from Iowa localities. 
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r · 
Quartz ____ . __________________________________ _ 
Chert, flint, etc _______________________ _ 
Quartzite _________________________________ _ 
Granite ____________________________________ _ 
Basalt and greenstone ___________ _ 
Feldspar ________________________________ _ 
Felsite _______________________________________ _ 
Sandstone ___________________________ . _____ _ 
Quartz porphyry ____________________ _ 
Slate ___________________________________________ _ 
Schist ____ . _____________ _______________________ _ 
Gneiss ________ , _____________________________ _ 

PER CENT 

16.8 
16.5 

8.0 
20.3 
25.5 
1.0 
7.0 
1.0 

.6 

. 5 
2.3 

.3 

II* 

Limestone and dolomite ______ ._ 
Shale __________________________________________ _ 
Sandstone _________________________________ _ 
Quartz _______________________________________ _ 
Chert ______ . __________________________________ _ 
Hematite and jasper ___ ___________ _ 
Quartzite ___________________________________ _ 
Quartzose ____________________ . ____________ _ 
Schist ________________ . ________________________ _ 
Porphyry __ : ___ : _____________________________ . 
Granite _____________________________________ _ 
Syenite __ __________________________________ _ 
Greenstone _________________________________ _ 
Diorite ___ , _________________________________ _ 
Other crystallines ____________________ _ 

245: 

PER CENT 

3. 
2. 
3. 
7. 

16. 
1. 

15. 
2. 
1. 
1. 

17. 
2. 

19_ 
5. 
4_ 

The abundance of basalts, greenstones and granites indicates 
that the weathering processes have not yet reduced this till to 
the stage of complete disintegration for even some of the weaker 
composite rocks. Most of the ferromagnesian rocks, however, 
show alteration at the surface, and many are completely pene
trated by the color changes which take place with the decom
position processes. The granites are usually fresh, hard, and as 
yet show little sign of alteration, though some of the feldspars 
show under the microscope alteration along the cleavage planes. 
Schists, while nowhere very abundant ill the till, probably show 
more alteration in the oxidized and leached phase than any of 
the other common rocks. The lines of schistosity are planes of 
weakness along which the rock splits readily and weathering 
alteratii)l)s start with mechanical disintegration, which is fol-. 
lowed by the chemical reduction of the unstable minerals in the 
T.Ock. The siliceous rocks, which make up about 40 per cent of 
this phase of the till, are not noticeably changed by the processes 
which have brought about the oxidation and leaching of the 
matrix in which the rocks occur. 

Determinations were not made of the roundnesses of the peb
bles of the oxidized and leached Kansan till as the available col
lections were inadequate to represent that phase of the till for 
comparison with the other phases. 

The oxidized and leached Kansan till is distinctly a transi
tional phase between the oxidized and.unleached till below and 
the gumbotil above. The gradations link it inseparably with the 
other two phases and indicate that it is the intermediate step in 

* Iowa Geological Survey, Vol. XXVI, p. 187. 
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the formation of the final till product, the gumbotil, under the 
influence of weathering. 

Erosion has removed the Kansan gumbotil in many places, 
leaving some othe,r phase of the Kansan drift as the top mate
rial. The oxidized and leached till phase is present where only 
the gumbotil has been removed or where erosion uncovered the 
unleached drift sufficiently long ago and under such conditions 
that leaching has since taken place. ·In either case, the oxidized 
and leached till phase at the surface of the till commonly has an 

FIG. 56.-Ferretto zone on Kansan till and below loess. 

accumulation of oxidized iron which gives to it a more reddish 
color tnan is present in the till phases below. This distinctly 
reddish compact leached till at th~ top of the drift is called the 
ferretto zone, figure 56. In the areas where the ferretto zones are 
seen, they are developed best below the level of the gumbotil plain 
in approximately the to;pographic position of the contact zone be
tween the gumbo til and the oxidized and leached till. On the 
surface of the reddish oxidized leached till there is in many 
places a concentration of pebbles known as a pebble band. This 
is present on the Kansan·drift beneath the loess in many places; 

OXIDIZED AND UNLEACHED KANSAN TILL 

The oxidized and unleached Kansan till forms the greater 
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part of the thickness of the Kansan till in most places. It is the 
commpn yellow boulder clay which is the typical expression of 
the drift below the loess over large areas of the southern and 
western parts of the state. The oxidized and unleached till is 
limited above. by the transition zone through which it grades into 
the oxidized and leached till. This zone is formed by the leach
ing of · the till along the joint planes while the interiors of the 
joint-bounded blocks still retain their unle"ached character. The 
transition zone between the . leached and the unleached till is 
thicker than the transition zone between the unleached zone and 
the gumbo til, and though the line marking the upper limit of the 
calcareous material may usually be determined within an inch or 
two the leached sides of the joints extend several inches and in 
some places more than a foot below this line. 

The base of the oxidized and unleached till is an indefinite line, 
for the gradation from this. till into the unoxidized till is a broad 
zone mar,ked by alternating masses of each kind of till. The 
more widely spaced joints bound masses that are several feet 
across, whose centers are unoxidized, but whose outsides are oxi
dized to a considerable degree. Complete oxidation of smaller 
masses between the larger and the oxidation along horizontal 
joints give the impression of the incorporation of unoxidized till 
in oxidized till. The oxidation, however, has surrounded masses 
of the unoxidized till, leaving iUo testify to the former condition 
of the whole mass. This transition zone may be many feet in 
thickness, the oxidation being more restricted to the vicinity of 
. the joints and the joints being less numerous as the bottom of 
the transition zone is approached. Toward the upper part of 
the zone the masses of un oxidized till are smaller and less num
erous, and the joints are increased in number so that the oxi
dized part of the till is well broken by planes along which addi-
tional changes are taking place. . . 

Within the upper part of the oxidized and unleached phase of. 
the till, just below the transition zone, there is ordinarily an ac
cumulation of the material leached out from the till above. This 
is concentrated along the joint planes in nodular masses or in 
a white or gray powdery filling of the joints between the blocks 
of till. The secondary calcareous material, added to that which 
was originally in the till, makes ·the zone immediately below the 
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transition zone one of very high calcareous content. The thick
ness of the seco"ndary calcareous zone may be only a foot or 
less; though usually the secondary lime is found throughout sev
eral feet of till thickness and may fill the joints .for distances of 
a dozen feet or more below the oxidized and leached till. The 
concentration is usually greatest near the top of the enriched 
zone, just below the base of the tra~sition zone from the leached 
till. 

The color of the oxidized and unleached Kansan till is ordinar
ily a buff or brownish yellow, though here and there a brighter 
red or yellow color may be present. The wet and dry colors 
differ only slightly, the wet colors being the darker but of about 
the same tones as the dry. The zone of secondary calcareous 
enrichment is in many cases much lighter in color than the body 
of the till because of the white powdery lime which fills the joints 
and crumbles upon weathering so that it mixes with the till to 
alter the color of the mass. N ear and within the transition zone 
into the iUlOxidized till the color is slightly more gray and some
what darker than in the fully oxidized material throughout the 

"bulk of the phase. The color difference between the oxidized 
and unleached phase of the till and the two phases above is in 
the case of the' gumbotil very marked, but in the case of the oxi
dized and leached till it is only a small relative difference. The 
oxidized and leached till immediately above the unleached till 
is slightly darker, and has more of the deep reds and browns 
represented in the color shades. The gumbotil, with its neutral 
gray color and motWng of dark brown and delicate blues and 
purples is so unlike the buff oxidized and unleached till that color 
is hardly a basis for comparison between them, but rather a 
point of contrast. 
. The surface of the oxidized and unleached Kansan till is sub
ject to the same general type of weathering modification as is the 
oxidized and leached till. The first development under alter
nating wet and dry conditions is a series of intersecting cracks, 
dividing the surface into polygonal figures several inches across. 
Further drying develops new and smaller cracks within the 
larger figures, dividing the surfl:j.ce into irregular blocks of small 

' size, some Of which upon extreme drying curl slightly, giving 
, to the surface a rough appearance. The differences between 
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the weathered surfaces of the oxidized and leached and the oxi
dized and unleached till are slight. The chief difference between 
the surfaces of the dried till and the dried gumbotil surface ' 
seems to be in the unity and cohesion within the block unit and 
the size of the unit. The first surface cracks on the till separate 
blocks which are larger than those over the gumbotil surface. 
The smaller divisions of the till surface produce blocks which 
are of greater diameter, but thinner, and "more easily crumbled 
than are~ those ·of the gumbotil after it has been well wet and 
then dried. 

The mass texture of the oxidized and unleached till is more 
variable than the texture of the till phases which have been de
scribed. Near the "top the continuations of the joints which 
separate the leached till into prismatic blocks make a like separ
ation within the unleached tilL It is along these joint planes 
that the concentration of the secondary calcareous matter . is 
greatest. A large number of the well developed joints do not 
extend to a great depth but are replaced by a series of major and 
minor joints which separate the till into about the same sized 
blocks, but which apparently do not furnish the same facility for 
the seepage of water as do the upper joints. This is noted in 
localities where the zone of secondary calcium carbonate is 
thick. In the upper part of the zone nearly every joint plane 
carries its quota of lime, but as the deeper parts of the zone are 
attained the planes along which the carbonate is deposited are 
fewer, though the deposit is present in only slightly less abun
dance, apparently, than higher up. The smaller joint planes are 
found upon digging into the till and cracking it apart. 

In the lower part of the oxidized and unleached till there are 
evident only widely spaced joints with a very imperfect set of 
secondary joints separating the masses several feet in diameter 
into smaller blocks a few inches across. Under the strain of 
blows or pressure the material breaks with a slightly conchoidal 
fracture. Separate blocks are with difficulty quarried out of the 
lower part of the unleached and oxidized till, though they may be 
easily obtained with joint boundaries near the upper part of 
this phase. The perfection of the larger system of joints is well 
shown by the pattern of oxidation within the transition zone into 
the unoxidized tilL Masses several feet in diameter are bounded 
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by joints which are favorable courses for the agents which per
form the oxidation. For distances of several inches on either 
side of the joint plane the till may be oxidized, but the interiors 
of most of the masses are so compact that there is no sign of till 
alteration beyond the vicinity of the widely spaced joints. 

The clastic texture of the oxidized and unleached Kansan till 
is typical of that of unsorted glacia~ debris derived from sur
faces long subjected to weathering. A clay and silt matrix 
makes about half the mass and more than half the bulk of the till. 
In this matrix are embedded the rock fragments of the sizes up to 
the maximum found in the till. Between one-third and two-thirds 
of the mass of the pieces larger than silt is in the size grades of 
sand, and the rest of the mass is distributed through the larg
er sizes. Each of the three sand grades, 1/2 to 1/4, 1/4 to 
1/8, and 1/ 8 to 1/16 millimeter, has approximately the same 
percentage, and the grade between 1/16 and 1/32 millimeter is 
uniformly greater than the next smaller grade. _ The proportion 
of the different size particles in the till and the arrangement, .of 
those particles in promiscuous fashion make of the oxidized and 
unleached till the ideal material for the development of the oxi
dized and leached phase, ' and then of the gumbotil, through con
tinued weathering. 

Pebble counts from the oxidized and unleached Kansan till to 
determine the lithology of the till 'show very well the unweath
ered nature of the material. The average of 21 analyses made 
by R. T. Chamberlin, W. C. Alden and M. M. Leighton is here 
given as ~ypical of the till content. 

Limestone and dolomite _________________________ . ____ ___ . __________________ ____ __ _ 
Sandstone _____________ : ____________________________ ____ .. ___ _______________________________ _ 
Quartz _______________________________________________________________ ________________________ _ 
CIYert _____________________________________ . _______________ __ _________________ _____________________ _ 
Clay ironstone ____________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Quartzite ____ . _____ . ____________________________________ . ___________________________________ _ 
Quartzose ____________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Schist ____________ ______________ ___ _________________________________ _________________________ __ _ 
Porphyry ________________ . __________________ __________ _____________________________________ _ 
Granite _________________ ________ ____________________ ______ ___ . ______________ ______ . _____________ _ 
Greenstone ____________________________________________________________ . _____ . ________________ _ 
Gabbro-diorite ____ ____________________________________________________________________ _ 
Other crystallines __________________ ______________________________________ . ___________ _ 

PER CENT 

34 
2 
2 
9 
2 
5 
1 
1 
1 

14 
27 

2 
2 

The abundance of limestone, dolomite, and greenstone in the 
till shows that the chemical changes which have taken place have 
been slight. Many of the limestone and fine-grained composite 
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, rocks retain the strire made upon them ~hen they were a part of 
the ice load. The greenstones are found in all stages of weath-

, ering, arid there are some whose freshly broken surfaces as found 
in the till show the colors of the unweathered rock. The conclu
sion is that within the oxidized and uilleached zone weathering 
is a slow process and that the till as found in this zone is only 
slightly modifi,ed from its original condition. Because of the 
scarcity of exposures of the unoxidized till and the apparently 
little altered character of the unleached till, the latter till is here 
described as characteristic of the glacial material from which the 
weathered phases were derived. 

The roundness of the pebbles in the oxidized and upleached 
Kansan till undoubtedly is very nearly the same ·now as when the 
till was deposited. The presence of strire on the pebbles and the 
freshness of many of the more easily weathered rock~ indicate 
that there has been little modification of the . fragment surfaces 
since they were deposited in the till. The average of the round
ness determinations of several groups of pebbles from the un
leached Kansan till is as follows for the 16 to 8 millimeters size 
grade: 

Roundness 
Percentage 

.00 .03 .06 .10 .15 .19 .24 .26 .29 .33 .36 .40 .43 .46 
50 11 11 10 7 5 3 III .. 

The roundnesses of the pebbles between 8 and 4 millimeters was 
averaged to obtain the following figures: 

Roundness 
Percentage 

.00 .01 .07 .13 .17 .23 .27 .31 .36 .40 .44 .48 
23 '20 18 15 8 5 7 3 1 * 

The pebbles of the unleached till show a rather high degree of 
rounding compared with that shown in the till zones above. This 
is due in part to the presence of limestone fragments which are 
comparatively soft and which were therefore abraded rather 
readily in the small amount of working over that the drift mate
rial received by the ice. ,Another source of the more rounded 
material is the weathered and transported material which the 
ice found already rounded before , it was incorporated in the 
glacier. This material is often weathered so that by the time the 
more altered phases of the till are developed the rounded peb
blesare nearly all gone. The percentage of angular pebbles in 

• Highest roundness values obtained for the size, but less tha';' one·half of one per cent in the ' 
a.verage. 
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the 16 to 8 millimeter size is not very different in the unleached 
material than it is in the gumbotil, but the source of the angular 
material is different. Besides the angular cherts which go to 
form the angular pieces in the gumbotil, there are angular lime
stone and igneous rock pebbles, which are absent from the gum
botil. The comparative figures on the roundnesses of the peb
bles in the gumbotil and in the unleached till suggest that the 
rounding of the pebbles by weathering does not equal the round
ness attained by abrasion, for the roundness of the pebbles from· 
the unleached till is largely if not almost entirely attained by 
abrasion before the material was acquired by the ice. The peb
bles from this till have greater rounding though the percentage 
of the rounded pebbles is slightly less than in those found in the 
gumbo tiL 

trNOXIDIZED AND UNLEACHED KANSAN TILL 

The oxidized and unleached till differs chiefly in oxidation 
from the unoxidized and unleached till, except in its upper part 
where the concentration of the calcareous matter from above as 
changed the lime content. The descriptions therefore of the 
textures, lithologic content, and roundness of the fragments will 
serve generally for both the oxidized and the unoxidized un
leached tills. 

The difference in oxidation results chiefly in colo.r differences 
which are fairly constant. The oxidized till is buff-colored 
throughout. The unoxidized till is a bluish or greenish gray, 
sometimes with a light brown tone, with the same colors evident 
on both the wet and dry surfaces, though the dry colors are uni
formly the lighter in shade. The darker colors of the unoxidized 
till are in some cases due to the content of local shale in the till, 
while in other cases the color seems to be the direct product of 
the aggregation of a great variety of rocks. Whether the darker 
gray color of the unoxidized till is due to the deoxidation of the 
till materials through changes while in the ice environment, or 
whether the aggregation of the given varieties of rocks and 
minerals in comminuted form will produce the colors found, is 
not known. The mineral content of the till differs from place to 
place, but the color of the unoxidized material is too nearly con
stant, seemingly, to permit the color to be referred to the specific 
mineral content of the till. 
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The oxidized and the unoxidized tills grade into each other as 
has been stated, showing conclusively that the one is a derivative 
of the other, and that color difference alone is not an adequate 
basis for separation of two tills. Figure 57 shows the penetra
tion of oxidation into unoxidized till along joint surfaces, with 
the development of a secondary set of joints roughly parallel with 
those along which alteration has occurred . . A minor accumula-

FIG. 57.-P enetration of oxidation along joint planes into unoxidized Kansan till. 

tion of secondary calcium carbonate in the unoxidized till is 
present in this place, which is along Lost creek, in Lee county. 

The rate of oxidation of the till is apparently rather rapid. 
Where erosion has removed the gumbotil surface, the till is com
monly found to be oxidized throughout its thickness, for the 
usual till over the Nebraskan gumbotil is the oxidized Kansan 
till. The unoxidized till is found chiefly in those localities where 
. the section is exposed by rapid lateral erosion, or where a high 
steep face is otherwise exposed under a considerable thickness of 
till. 
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Thickness of the IDlnsan Drift 
Had the surface of the Nebraskan gumbotil plain been unbrok

en at the ' time of the Kansan glaciation it would be easy to de
termine the thickness of the Kansan drift sheet, for a level sur
face of dense material like the Nebraskan gumbotil probably 
would have been, when frozen, but little eroded. As it was, a re
lief on the Nebraskan surface was developed, necessitating the 
filling of valleys as well as topping the divides in order to bring 
the new drift surface to the plain level on which the Kansan gum
botil could be formed. 

The amou~t of relief cut in the Nebraskan drift plain during 
Aftonian time is not known: However, it was in some areas a 
marked r,elief as attested by the dissection which left but little of 
the Nebraskan gumbotil and which cut into the bed rock to con
siderable depths in the northeastern part of the state. Certainly 
the whole surface of Iowa did not have the same amount of 
stream cutting in all parts at the beginning of Kansan glaciation, 
and therefore any attempt to give an average figure would be 
misleading. Some post-Nebraskan relief in areas now covered 
by Kansan drift probably was as great at least as 400 feet. The 
relief in a considerable part of the area of the two tiers of coun
ties bordering Mississippi river was much less_ Farther west 
the dissection was still less as is indicated by the relatively large 
areas of Nebraskan gumbotil still persisting in the western part 
of the state, figure 26_ 

The Kansan ice overrode the erosion-modified Nebraskan drift 
surface and left, when it melted, a drift mantle filling the valleys 
,and smoothing the surface to form an extensive plain almost as ' 
broad as the state itself_ On this plain the Kansan gumbotil de
veloped, and this today represents the top of the Kansan drift 
plain very much as it was at the time of the retreat of the' Kansan 
ice sheet. 

The material forming the Kansan drift was derived from the 
surface over which the ice advanced, and as that surface was in 
large nart covered with Nebraskan drift, some of that drift was 
picked up and incornorated with the materials of earlier and 
later acquisition by the ice mass. In the field there are to be 
noted some evidences of the erosion of the unconsolidated sur
face materials by the Kansan ice. In section 5, Cherokee town-
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ship (T. 92 N., R. 40 W.), Cherokee county, there were seen 
masses of the Nebraskan drift, somewhat altered and therefore 
lighter in color, in a matrix of unoxidized Kansan drift. It is in 
this area that the Kansan drift and Nebraskan drift differ litho
logically because of the inclusion of a relatively large. amount of 
the underlying shale in the Nebraskan drift and a much lesser 
amount in the Kansan. 

The following relationships were observed near the middle of 
the north boundary of section 5, Mason township (T. 68 N., R. 
35 W.), Taylor county: 

FEET . . 
4. Drift, Kansan, oxidized and unle:;tched, with many concretions. 

The lower part of· this drift has many inclusions of Nebraskan 
gumbotil. ' To top of slope .................................................................. 15 

3. Gumbotil, Nebraskan, characteristic of this material, and ob· 
. viously the source of the material in the inclusions above .............. 8 

2. Drift, Nebraskan, oxidized and leached .............................................. 3 
1. Drift, Nebraskan, oxidized and unleached, with many concretions 22 

Inclusions of sorted materials, especially in the basal part of 
the drift, and identifiable older drift in the Kansan indicate that 
the collecting of debris went on from the drift surface. The 
levelling action which took place-for the erosion was without 

. much doubt greatest on the uplands-left less relief for the 
Kansan ice to smooth over with drift deposits, and gave to the 

. ice some material with which to fill the valleys. ·Where the' gum
botil surface was left on the Nebraskan drift, and where the 
Kansangumbotil has been found within the same area the ·dif
ference in elevation between the gumbotils is a mark of the 
amount of material deposited' above that necessary to fill the val
leys level with the hilltops. 

There are more than a score of places in Iowa where the two 
gumbotils, the Nebraskan and Kansan, are sufficiently well 
known and close enough together to warrant estimates being 
made of the thickness of the Kansan drift between tliem. The 
thickness of Kansan drift so determined in different parts of th~ 
state is as follows: 
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THICKNESS OF NUMBER OF PLACE 
DRIFT LOCALITIES (CoUNTY) 
FEET 

20 1 Johnson 
23 1 Wayne 
30 1 Wayne 
35 1 Crawford 
40 2 Crawford 

Delaware 
50 4 Audubon 

Cass 
Adams 
Monroe 

55 2 Lucas 
Shelby 

60 1 Tama 
65 3 Crawford 

Ringgold 
Lucas 

70 2 Madison 
Union 

80 1 Montgomery 
100 1 Taylor 
110 1 Lee 

120-160 1 Crawford 

It is thus seen that in some places the thickness of the Kansan 
was as great as and perhaps greater than the thickness oLthe 
Nebraskan drift. The average of the thickness figures given 
above is slightly over sixty feet, but this does not represent the 
actual average of the drift thickness because of the relatively 
small number of observations and the fact that they are dis- ' 
tributed so that the smaller thickness figures represent much ' 
larger areas than do the larger figures . The average thjckness 
of the Kansan drift above the elevation of the Nebraskan gum
botil is probably less than fifty feet, and perhaps less than forty 
feet. When to this figure is added the amount of drift necessary 
to fill the valleys cut in the Nebraskan drift surface, the Kansan 
drift is seen to be a massive drift, to be ranked with the N ebras
kan as one of the great drifts of the Pleistocene. 
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THE YARMOUTH INTERGLACIAL STAGE 
The Yarmouth record 
The Buchanan interval 
Descriptions 'of Yarmouth fea~ures . 

Weathered till: the Kansan gumbotil , 
Kansan gumbotil beneath the Illinoian drift 
Ka,nsan gumbotil outside the Illinoian 'area 

Weathered sand and gravels 
Weathered gravels beneath the Illinoian drift 
Weathered gravels outside the Illinoian area 

Soil and vegetal material 
Soil under the Illinoian drift 
Buried soil on the Kansan guml:>ot~l outside the TIlino~an area 

Yarmouth erosion 
Comparative dissection . of the 'Kansan and Illinoian drifts 
The Lake ·Calvin basin . 

Silts and sands 
The Loveland formation 
Record of life in the Yarmouth 

The Yarmouth interglacial stage is intermediate between the 
Kansan and Illinoian glacial stages. The name Yarmouth was 
introduced by Leverett in 18981 and was applied first to the 
soil and weathered zone at the junction of the illinoian and the 
Kansan till sheets in the region of overlap betweeri Davenport, 
Iowa, and Quincy, Illinois. Leverett stated: 

/ / The presence of this soil horizon was first brought to the writer's 
notice by a well section at Yarmouth in Des Moines county, Iowa. For 
this reason, and because the name of this village is less likely to be con
fusing than names which are cQmmon, it seems appropriate to apply the 
name Yarmouth to this weathered zone. There is also at Yarmouth not 
only a soil horizon but apparently a pronounced erosion between the 
Illinoian and Kansan sheets. " 

The Ya.rm.outh Record 
The Yarmouth record then is to be found in deposits which lie 

between the Kansan and illinoian drifts and in the features which 
were impressed on the Kansan drift during Yarmouth in
terglacial time. Where the Kansan and Illinoian drifts are 

1 Leverett, Frank,The Weathered Zone (Yarmouth) ; between the Illinoian and Kansan Till 
Sheets: Jour. Ge.ol., Vol. VI, pp. 238·243,1898; Iowa Acad. Sci. Proc., Vol. .V, pp. 81·86,1898. 
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present the representative features of the Yarmouth may be 
dated with certainty. But only a limited area in Iowa is covered 
with lllinoian drift and no certain equivalent of that drift is 
recognized elsewhere in the state. It is necessary therefore to 
determine by inference the age of some Yarmouth representa
tives where the Kansan is the youngest drift present, and to 
leave less specifically referred certain other features which may 
be at least in part of Yarmouth age. The discussion of each 
type of interglacial feature will be in two parts, first, where the 
feature is related to the Illinoian drift and therefore of known 
Yarmouth age, and second, where the Yarmouth age of the 
feature may be inferred or suggested though perhaps not demon
strated. 

The Yarmouth record is preserved in the alteration of glacial 
materials, in the erosion of the Kansan surface, and in the de
posits laid down and altered during Yarmouth interglacial time. 
The alteration of glacial materials during Yarmouth time is 
shown in the formation of the gumbotil on the Kansan till, and 
in the oxidation and leaching of the till below the gumbof. It 
is shown also by the extreme leaching and alteration of gravels 
which were at the surface of the Kansan drift during Yarmouth 
time. Where the Yarmouth loess and silts are leached, this 
change took place during this interglacial epoch also if those 
materials are now covered by the lllinoian till. The amount of 
interglacial erosion is indicated with reference to the K~nsan 
gumbo til surface. During Yarmouth time there were deposited 
by the wind and by streams, loess, sands, and silts. Also soils 
were developed-and vegetal material accumulated. Within the 
area of the Illinoian drift these features are all definitely de
terminable as of pre-lllinoian age, but outside the margin of this 
drift, similar deposits may have been formed earlier, during the 
same time or at a later time. 

The Buchanan Interval 
The Kansan drift is the uppermost glacial material over ap

proximately half of the state. ' Elsewhere this drift is covered 
with Illinoian, Iowan or Wisconsin drift. In the area of the 
Iowan drift Calvin2 found between the Iowan drift and the under-

2 Calvin, Samuel, The Buchanan Gravels : An interglacial deposit in Buchanan county, low,,: 
Amer. GeoL, Vol. XVII, pp. 76-78, 1896. Also, Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci., Vol. III, pp. 58-60, 1896. 
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lying Kansan drift inaterials to which he gave the name Buchan
an. As a time term Buchanan has come to be used for the 
interval between the Kansan and Iowan glacial stages, including 
the Yarmouth interglacial stage, the illinoian glacial stag~, and 
the Sangamon 'interglacial stage. The following table shows 
the span of Pleistocene time represented by the Buchanan in
terval: 

GLACIAL STAGES 

Wisconsin 

Iowan ' 

Illinoia~ 

Kansan: 

Nebraska,n 

INTERGLACIAL STAGES 

Peorian 

s.angamon} 

Yarmouth 

Aftonian 

Buchanan 
interval 

, If is necessary, if all the ~armoU:th features ar'e to' be dis
cussed, to include the , discussion of some materials which are 
between Kansan drift and Iowan ' drift-that is, ' materials of 
Buchanan age-whose more precise relationships have not yet 
been determined. ' , , , ' 

Descriptions of Yannouth Features' 
WEATHERED TILL: THE KANSAN GUMBOTIL 

The method of form~tion of the most weathered phase of the 
till, the ' gumbotil, has already been stated' and the weathered 
product has been described. The surface of the Kansan drift 
had during a great length of time 'a topographic 'position and 
such other 'conditions as were favorable to the development of a 
gumbotil more than eleven feet in thiclmess: N at only was the 
gumbotil formed but a much greater thickness of oxidation and a 
somewhat greater thickness of leaching was accomplished in the 
same time and by the same agents which produced the gumbotil. 

Kansan gumbot'il -beneath the Illinoian drift.-The , weather
ing alterations in the Kansan till where it was covered by the 
Illinoian drift are ve:r:y nearly ,as great as in the areas where the 
Kansan has not been so covered. In three cuts from Lee and 
Henry counties described on pages 226 to 228 the Kansan gum
botil below Illinoian drift was sho'wn to be at least eleven feet 
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'thick In each place. These cuts are ' in section 28, Washington 
township (T. 68 N.; R. 4 W'.), in section 3, West Point township 
(T. 68' R ', R. 5 W.); Lee county, and in section 34, New London 
township' (T. 71 N., R. 5 'TV.), Henry county. On the' gumbotil 
in none or these ' exposures is there a soil to testify that the full 
original thickness is present. A well exposed section showing 
the gumbotil to be eleven feet thick with soil above it is found 
in section 36, Fulton township (T. '78 N., R. 1 E.), MusGatine 
county. This exposure will be ,de~cribed in detail later. 

Kansan gumbotil outside the Illinoian a.rea.-The gumbotil 
representing the Yarmouth 'stage shows about the same thick
ness under the Illinoian drift as' elsewhere. Therefore most if 
not all of the Kansan gumbotil was formed during the Yarmouth 
interglacial interval, and wherever Kansan gumbotil is , found it 
may be considered to represent the Yarmouth interglacial stage . 
. ' The conditions under'which 'gunibotil could form were limited, 
requiting principally that there be a relatively level surfa.ce and 
poor ' drainage. ' Such a' surface would be a 'plain, the surcface' 
and extension of which w~uld be now marked by the outcrops .of ' 
gumbotil found in the state. By using these to reconstruct the 
topography of the surface during' the Yarmouth it is found that 
the local reliefs .were slight and that 'in general ~he plain coin
cides with the upland levels in -southern Iowa. In the area of 
the Iowan and Illinoian drifts it approxirn.fttes the av;erage ele
vation of the present surface, while beneath the Wisconsin drift 
it lies below the present surface. In northwestern Iowa the 
Kansan gumbotil is thought to have been eroded away before 
the Iowan glaciation, and ' therefore the Yarmouth plain would 
have been as high as or higher than the present upland levels in 
this region: 'Figure 58 is a generalized topographic map of the 
Kansan gumbotil plain. 

WEATHERED SANDS AND GRAVELS 
• 

Theoretically, if sorted materials such as sand and gravel oc~ 
cupied the position of the gumbotil-that is, were at the surface 
of the Ka;nsan drift-during Yarmouth time, they should show 
alterations comparable to the alterations which were made in 
till to make ,gumbotil. Exposures of gravels and sands which 
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record weathering changes equivalent to those in the gumbotil 
have been found in a number of places. 

Weathered gravels benea,th the Illinoian drift.-Only one ex
posure of Kansan gravels showing extreme alteration during 
Yarmouth time and now covered by illinoian drift is known . 

. This is along the side of a gully in section 20, Denmark township 
(T. 69 N., R. 4 W.), Lee county. The section has been described 
in detail on page 148 in this report. It shows twenty-two feet 
of thoroughly leached material consisting mostly of sands and 
gravels which are strongly cemented by iron oxide. The horizon 
is the equivalent of the Kansan gumbotil elsewhere a:q.d occurs 
at the elevation of the Kansan gumbotil plain in the area. 

Weathered gravels outside the Illinoian are a.- Weathered 
gravels at the Kansan drift surface are known in many places in 
the state, but particularly within the Iowan drift area of north
eastern Iowa, where they were named Buchanan .graveis by 
Calvin. S He recognized an upland phase and a valley phase of 
Buchanan gravels and interpreted both phases to be fluviog acial 
deposits related in age to the Kansan glacial stage. , He stated 
that the gravels of the upland phase are relatively .coarse and 
that the materials of the valley phase consist chiefly of sand and 
fine gravels. He expressed the view that the upland Buchanan 
gravels were deposited from streams flowing on the higher areas 
which had become bare while yet bodies of ice filled the valleys 
and lowlands. Then after the ice melted from the valleys the 
valley Buchanan gravels were laid down. Extensive field studies 
in recent years have shown clearly that the upland Buchanan 
gravels are in knolls closely related to the Kansan till as was 
stated on page 138 by Alden anti. Leighton in Vol. XXVI of the 
reports of the Iowa Geological Survey. Their statement is as 
~~: ~ 

"At many places in the Iowan area, and especially in Buchanan 
county near Independence, there are low rounded knolls on the upland 
which apparently belong to an older deposit. These knolls contain 
highly oxidized and decayed ferruginous gravels, with an abundance 
of ironstone concretions and disintegrated granites, greenstones, and 

3 Calvin, Samuel, The Buchanan Gravels : an Interglacial Deposit in Buchanan County, 
Iowa: American Geologist, Vol. XVII, pp. 76-78, 1896; also Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci., Vol. III, 
pp, 58-60, 1896 ; also Geology of Buchanan County: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. VIII, pp. 241-
244, 1898; also Geology of Howard County: Iowa 'Geol. Survey, . Vol. XIII, pp. 67-68, 1902. 
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other igneous rocks. The surfaces of some of the quartzites even snow 
etching. Oalcareous material is generally lacking, having been re
moved by solution. Everywhere the gravels have a distinct brown 
color, and in all respects show great age. The materials range in size 
from sand to small bowlders a foot in diameter. The smaller pebbles, 
and many of the larger ones, can readily be cut in two by a chisel-edged 
hammer. These gravels are better for road-metal than those of the 
Iowan or Wisconsin terraces, as their more advanced state of decay 
permits them to pack well. Professor Calvin called these deposits 
Buchanan gravels and considered them as having been deposited as the 
Kansan ice sheet was melting away. Since they occur as knolls on 
the upland, it appears that they are of the nature of kames. Some of 
the knolls are thinly mantled with younger drift (Iowan)." 

These upland deeply 'leached gravels are not difficult to dis
tinguish from knolls of relatively fresh gravels of Iowan' age on 
the uplands of the same area. Calvin's valley Buchanan gravels 
are now interpreted to be of Iowan age. They occupy valleys 
which were eroded in the Kansan drift and have close relation
ships to the Iowan till. 

The deeply weathered upland gravels of Kansan age have the 
same topographic position as the Kansan gumbotil. During the 
time that the Kansan gumbotil was being developed by chemical 
weathering from Kansan till the Kansan gravels were being 
changed from fresh gravels to their present profoundly altered 
condition. Weathered Nebraskan gravels with similar relations 
to Nebraskan till were described on pages 186 to 19l. 

The weathered Kansan gravels are well exposed in several 
pits which have been opened in recent years in connection with 
the graveling of roads. One of the largest of these pits is in 
the southeast quarter of section 21, Burr Oak township (T. 98 N., 
R. 16 W.), Mitchell county, about three "miles east of Osage. 
Here at the summit of a knoll, at an elevation of about 1170 feet 
above sea level, in a region of gently rolling Iowan drift to
pography, is a pit about 75 yards square with a maximum depth 
of 31 feet (figure 59). The sands are abundant and the gravels 
are predominantly of pebbles of small sizes, subangular in 
shape. Only a few boulders exceed one foot in diameter. Much 
of the material in the pit would pass through an 8 miliimetet 
screen. The sands and gravels are distinctly cross-bedded and' 
a striking feature IS the color of the gravels and their depth of 
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leaching. They are oxidized to a deep brown color, are leached 
throughout the exposed thickness of 31 feet, and in places they 
are cemented firmly by iron oxide. Overlying the gravels is thin 
Iowan till. 

Another . interesting gravel pit in Mitchell county in which 
Kansan upland gravels are exposed is along the county road 
north of Stacyville, in the ' northeast quarter · of section 18, 
Stacyville township (T. 100 N., R -16 W.). The elevation of 

FIG. 5~.-Kansan upland gravels in pit about three miles east of Osage. 

the pit is about 1230 feet above sea level. The sands and gravels 
are exposed to a depth of 15 feet and are all leached. The 
materials consist of subangular gravels and sands in which are 
some boulders more than one foot in diameter. The materials 
are dark brown in color and are well stratified. The gravels and 
sands here are associated closely with Kansan gumbotil and 
underlying Kansan till. The gravels are at the level of the 
Kansan gumbo til plain, which is mantled by thin Iowan till. 

In Minnesota a short o.istance north of the Iowa boundary is 
a large pit with Kansan upland gravels. It is in Mower town
ship, six miles west and 1% miles south of the town of Adams. 
The pit is cut into · the level surface of the upland plain which 
extends southward .into Iowa, where it constitutes one phase of 
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the Iowan drift topography. Near the southeast corner of this 
pit there was in 1927 about six feet of calcareous sands, gravels 
and till interlayered with leached materials of like kind, the 
~hole constituting the representative in this area of the Iowan 
till which overlay a portion of the gravels excavated. Under 
the calcareous material there were. measured twenty-two feet of 
leached sands and gravels to the bottom of the pit. The material 
is bedded, with the dip of the beds toward the south. Slight 
cementation and compaction permit the walls of the pit to stand 
nearly vertically where they have been cut by gullying. > The 
largest material observed in the pit did not exceed cobble size, 
the maximum being about five inches in diameter. The lime
stones are entirely absent and many of the composite rock peb
bles show advanced stages of disintegration. The whole thick
ness of material in this pit shows oxidation, but some sand zones 
show less than others while some zones . are very much changed 
in a:gpearance by the brown iron oxides. Granite and chert are 
common in the gravels, as are greenstones and felsites. A count 
of 161 pebbles gave the following percentage distribution among 
the several kinds of rocks named: 

KIND PER CENT 
Granite _______________________________________________________________________________________ ____ 32 
Chert ____________________________________________________________________________________ , _______ 26 
Felsite ________________________________________________________________________________________ ,13 
Basalt and greenstone _______________________________________________________________ 13 
Clay ironstone _________________________________________________________________________ 6 
Quartz ______________________________________________________________________________ _____________ 3 
Dolerite ______________________________________________________________________________________ 2 
Feldspar _______________________ : _________________________________________________ ~______________ 1_3 
Gneiss ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 1_3 
Sandstone ______________________________________________________________ :__ _______________________ .6 
Quartzite __________________________________________________ :____________________________________ _6 

98.8 

Many of the granites and most of the greenstones were much 
altered, many to such an extent that they could be broken with 
the fingers. The clay ironstone percentage may be too high as 
the pieces were fragments of larger concretionary masses, but in 
collecting and counting it could not be determined that any of 
the fragments came from the same larger original piece. Most 
of the pebbles are well rounded, with even the harder rock show
ing much abrasion. No strire were found, though search was 
made for them. 
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SOIL AND VEGETAL MATERIAL 

The formation of the gumbotil, and the extensive leaching of 
the Kansan till were in part due to the presence in the descend
ing waters of organic compounds produced by the decay of vege
tal materiaL The soil in which the vegetation grew and even 
some of the vegetation itself or carbonaceous matter from its 
partial decay is in places preserved at the surface of the gum
botiL 

Soil under the Illinoian drift.-One of the best exposures of 
the soil buried under the Illinoian drift was seen at a road corner 
in a cut near the middle of the east half of section 36, Fulton 
township (T. 78 N., R. 1 E.), Muscatine county. The following 
section is from this place: 

FEET INCHES 

5. Loess, mostly with carbonaceous matter included to make 
the common buff color somewhat more gray than the usual shade ________________________________________ ______________________________ __ ____ 1 . 6 

4. , Till, illinoian, oxidized and leached; grades down into 
the unleached till, which has a thickness of about two 
f eet. The total thickness of the Illinoian till here is about ________________________________________________________________________________________ 7 

3. Soil zone on Kansan gumbotil. Dark gray to black mate
rial, upper part :filled with humus and very friable. The 
soil zone is not everywhere present in this cut for there is 
evidence of plowing by the Illinoian ice, which has re
moved the soil in places and also a portion of the upper 
part of the gumbotil which is immediately below. Thick-
ness of the humus :filled soil, about __ . __ _____________ ._________________ 4 to 6 

2. Gumbotil, Kansan, gray to drab-colored dense clay. It is 
leached, but the lower part contains some concretions. 
There are siliceous pebbles in the gumbotil, but few of other kinds __________________________________________ __ _________________________________ 11 

1. Till; Kansan, oxidized and leached. The exposure is not 
sufficiently deep to bring the unleached till into view. 

In the days before the churn drill, when wells were bored or 
dug, diggers often noted during well excavating a horizon which 
contained vegetal material and soil. This zone was interpreted 
by Leverett' to be the interglacial horizon. Of this evidence of 
interglacial time he says: 

"The accumulation of beds of peat at the surface of the Kansan 
drift prior to the Illinoian ice invasion constitutes as impressive an 
evidence of a prolonged interval as the leached and reddened surface. 
In the Yarmouth section the peat has a depth of 15 feet -while under
lying beds of sandy clay, and sand carrying bits of wood, probably 
also to be classified as interglacial, extend the depth of the Yarmouth 

4. Leverett, Frank, The Illinois Glacial Lobe: Mono. 88, U_ S . G. S., p. 120, 1899. 
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deposits to 43 feet. Buried soil of black color and beds of peat have 
attracted the attention of well diggers in nearly every township of the 
region of overlap in southeastern Iowa, and specimens of the peat 
obtained from wells are preserved at many of the farm houses. " 

Buried soil on the Kansan gumbotil outside the Illinoian area. 
-The presence of a soil on the Kansan gumbotil, buried under ' 
later deposits of sand, loess, or Iowan drift,.is not unusual. Such 
occurrences have been found in most parts of the state. Wheth
er the soil which is now found on the Kansan' gumbotil is entirely 
Yarmouth or not is impossible to say if it is not overlain by 
illinoian drift. The probability is that in part at least it is of 
that age, and that practically all of such soils were formed dur-
ing the Buchanan interval. ' 

The Iowan till overlies at nUmerous places an old soil or a 
carbonaceous zone at the top of the gumbotil. Alden and Leigh
tonS describe it as of fairly common occurrence. The carbonace
ous matter is ordinarily mixed with the upper part of the gum
botil so as to alter it somewhat in physical character and color. 
The plant material makes the commonly heavy gumbotil more 

. open or porous, and therefore less dense, and is sometimes 
present in sufficient quantity to form a loamy soil. The admix
ture of carbon darkens the color to such an extent that where the 
humus material is abundant a black band marks the top of the 
gumbotil. ' 

In some places the' Peorian loess imlnediately overlies a soil 
on the Kansan gumbotil. Such a place was found between sec
tions 6' an'd 7, Bear Grove township Cr. 79 N., R. 33 W.), Guthrie ' 
county. The seCtion showed: ' , , 

" FEET 
3. Loess, Peorian, buff color, with lower few inches gray and con

taining a few dark carbonaceous streaks; to the upland.................. 15 
2. Soil band, v,ery dark gray. almost black. Distinct in color from 

the gumbotil ................................................. _ .............................. _......... 1~ 
1. Gumbotil, Kansan, gray, very characteristic of this material, sili· 

ceous pebbles up to ~, ip.ch in diameter present; exposed :eor........ 4 

A shallow road cut on the upland between sections 15 and 16, ' 
Prairie township (T. ·68 N., R. 12 W.), Davis county; showed a 
foot of dense daTk gray soil on gumbotil. The admixture of · 
plant matter was apparently not sufficient to 'change the physical 

~ Alden, V( , 0", Imd 'Leighton, M. M" Tlie' Iowan Drift: 'Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVI, 
1917. See pages' 94·101. ' 
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character of the gumbotil very much; but the color was markedly 
altered_ Over the soil was three feet of loess, the lower part 
gray mottled with brown, the upper part buff. 

Other buried soils will be described in connection with the 
discussion of the Yarmouth loess and its age. ' Some of these 
may belong to the record of this interglacial time or perhaps 
may be the mark of some other part ~f the Buchanan interval. 

Yarmouth Erosion 
The Kansan drift is dissected by erosion. The dissection is 

shown by the dendritic character of the river sy~tems, by the 
regular systems of major and minor valleys occupied by the 
streams and their tributaries, and by the complete drainage of 
the Kansan drift area. The features mentioned are not inherent 
in a newly glaciated surface. The apparent former extension 
of the Kansan gumbotil plain has been reduced by erosion. The 
gumbotil is found extending to the faces of the till slopes and 
there is cut off abruptly. , On the sm:faces of the till which.,.are 
exposed .below the gumbotil horizon there is commonly a con
centrate of pebbles-a pebble band-from the thickness of a 
single layer of pebbles to several inches of gravel. The source 
of this material obviously is till from which the finer constituents 
have been removed either by water or wind erosion. In places a 
ferretto zone is found below the pebble band. 

The erosion surface which the Kansan drift plain shows is not 
all of very recent creation. Much of the erosion occurred during 
the glacial and interglacial epochs since the Kansan glaciation. 
Some of this erosion occurred 'during Yarmouth time. 

There is some evidence bearing on the amount of post-Kansan, 
pre-illinoian erosion in Iowa, though most of it is indirect. N 0-

where under the illinoian drift in this state has the pre-illinoian 
relief on the surface of the Kansan drift been extensively recog
nized. The amount of relief cut into the Kansan gumbotil plain 
at the beginning of the illinoian glacial stage may be indicated 
by the comparative dissection of the illinoian and the Kansan 
drifts, and by the magnitude and shape of the drainage lines on 
the Kansan drift surface which were modified by phenomena 
connected with the illinoian ice invasion. 

Comparative dissection of the Kansan and Illinoian gumbotil 
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plains..-The comparative dissection of the Kansan and lllinoian 
gumbotil plains is not a true measure of pre-Illinoian erosion 
because of the difference in distance from Mississippi river of 
the areas for comparison, the difference in elevation of the gum
botil plain~ above the level of stream erosion, the difference in 
sizes of the streams performing the erosion, and the possible in
fluence of rock barriers across the stream courses. However, 
the amount of erosion sho'wn on the Kansan drift is distinctly 
different from that on the illinoian, and as in general the Kansan 
drift is farther from the Mississippi than is the lllinoian, and its 
surface is lower, the greater erosion which the Kansan surface 
shows is truly an indication that it has been subjected longer to 
erosion than the Illinoian has been. But just how. much longer, 
and therefore how much erosion was represented on the ,Kansan 
surface at the time of the illinoian ice invasion, cannot be de
termined. 

In adjacent areas of Illinoian and Kansan drift in. southeast
ern Iowa, the lllinoian uplands are nearly twice as extensive as 
are the Kansan uplands. The character of the drainage also 
shows the surface of the Illinoian to have been for a shorter 
time under the developing influence of the stream waters. 

Leverette discusses the pre-Illinoian erosion of some of the 
streams in southeastern Iowa as follows: 

"Definite means for determining the amount of pre-Illinoian erosion 
of the 'Kansan is afforded by a study of the valleys in Kansan ,drift 
which connect with the abandoned valley of the Mississippi, which was: 
occupied at the Illinoian invasion. These embrace the valleys of West
Crooked creek, Skunk river, and Big Cedar creek. Valleys farther
north have generally been greatly modified by the Iowan invasion, and' 
hence do not furnish good illustrations. It is found that the three· 
valleys just noted have been cut at their points of connectiQn with the 
abandoned valley to a depth of about 50 feet 'below neighboring up
lands and to widths of about three-fourths of a mile, 1% mile and :1 
mile, respectively, at the time the " Mississippi was occupying this ' 
abandoned channel, i.e., at the Illinoian stage of glaciation. This 
~idth is two or three times that of the inner valleys, which are now 
cut far below the level of the pre-Illinoian valleys, but represents near
ly. as much removal of material, and the removal was probably effected 

6 Leverett, Frank, The Illinois Glacial L<>be: U. S. G. S. Monograph XXXVIII, pp. 121·122. 
1899. 
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at a lower gradient, Le., 'under less favorable conditions than are now 
afforded. " 

The Lake Calvin basin.-The Illinoian ice Invaded Iowa from 
the east, crossing the present site of Mississippi river and 
forcing that stream to take a channel marginal to the ice and 
from ten to twenty-five or thirty .miles west of its present 
course. Such displacement of the master stream resulted in 
disrupting the normal drainage through the tributaries as the 
blocking of the lower parts of the valleys necessitated the 
elevation of the water surface sufficiently for it to top the inter
stream divides, with the consequent ponding of some of the water 
in front of the ice dam. Probably several lakes were formed at 
this time, but all save one apparently were short lived. That one 
has be,en called Lake Calvin, of whose origin and history Schoewe 
has written.1 

Lake Calvin was formed in the valleys of the Iowa and Cedar 
rivers. These two streams flow from the area of the Iowan drift 
south and eastward across the Kansan drift to unite at the edge 
of the Illinoian drift plain, flowing from there across the Illinoian 
drift plain southeastward to Mississippi river. It will be neces
sary to sketch briefly the history of these valleys that their bear
ing on the present problem may be developed. 

Leighton summarized the history of Iowa river, in paTt, as 
follows :8 

" 

"At the time of the 'encroachment of the Kansan ice-sheet,' the to
pography and drainage were eritirely different from the topography 
and drainage of the present. A wide valley crossed the southern part 
of'.iJohnson county, from west to east, and a notable rock ,divide lay to 
themortheast. This was covered by the Kansan ice, which, on melting, 
left"diift which filled the low places and leveled off the high ones, pro
ducing a flat-lying plain. Upon this the surplus waters of the un
drained depressions and surrounding areas sought the lowest outlet 
and ultimately established Iowa river. The course that the river now 
has is in genj:lral the course that marked the lowest outlet in the begin
ning. 

"As Iowa river channeled its course deeper through the drift, it 
superimposed itself upon the rock-divides in the area of high bedrock. 

~', . 
1 Schoewe, W alter ,JI., The Origin and History of Extinct Lake Calvin : Iowa Geol. Survey, 

Vol. XXIX, pp. 49·2'22, 1925. 
8 Leighton, ' M . M., The Pleistocene History of Iowa River Valley, North and West of Iowa 

City in Johnson County: Iowa Geol. Survey, V ol. XXV, pp. 103-181, 1916. 
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Having established its course it could not avoid them. The drift in 
the segment upstream and in the segment downstream from high bed
rock, being much softer than the rock, offered extraordinary condi
tions for variable development of the valley. The resistance of the 
limestone permitted the river, in the uppe"r segment of drift, to . reach 
grade and to widen the valley by lateral planation while the gorge was 
being cut. In the segment . downstream from bedrock, conditions 
worked differently, but the result was quite §limilar. The river cut so 
much more rapidly in the drift than it did in the rock that it reached 
grade sooner and had time to widen that segment to an old-aged stage 
of development. I " I 

"ContempQraneously with the carving of the valley, tributaries de
veloped. Some of these tributary to the gorge cut considerabiy into 
rock whereas those tributary to the wide portions of the valley are cu,t 
mainly, if not altogether in drift. The result of the development of 
all these has been to dissect the original Kansan plain into many vai
leys and divides, and so completely to change its glacial aspect to an 
erosional one." 

The history of Cedar river could be described in approximate
ly the same terms with only a slight change in the lo~ation of the 
pre-Kansan bedrock divides and recognition of the fact that the 
post-Kansan Cedar river followed , over a considerable part of 
its course a channel which had been cut in the bedrock prior tb 
the invasion of the Kansan ice. _ N orton9 suggests the ' dating of 
the Cedar valley in the' following -paragraph: ' 

"The breadth and sloping sides of the wide reaches of the Cedar 
- I are evidences of great age, but in themselves . alone these characteri~-

tics do not imply a preglacial or pre-Kansan origin. Valleys as broad 
in southwestern Iowa have been found to be post-Kansan by th'e 
geologists who have studied that field. But, while the latter are cut in 
drift, the former are cut in solid rock in large measure. Taking into 
consideration both the quantity and the hardness of the material ex
cavated, and, in especial, the fact that the drift lies unconformable on 
the slopes of rock which form the sides of the valley, the conclusion is 
inevitable that the wide (bedrock) valleys of the Cedar are at least 
pre-Kansan in age, and may; perhaps, be even preglaciaL" 

. . . . 
Three stages in the history of the Iowa and Cedar river val

leys are of significance in the present discussion. The first stage 
is that following the formation of the K~nsan gumbotil, w:p.e~ 

, 
9 Norton, W. H., Geology of· Cedar County: Iowa " Geol. Survey, Vol; XI, p. "291, .1901. 
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the dissection of the Kansan gumbotil plain occurred. . The 
second stage was marked by the ponding of the waters in front 
of the Illinoian ice to form Lake Calvin. . The third stage records 
the Iowan glaciation and its influence on the lake basin and the 
rivers. 

The first stage mentioned above has been summarized already. 
A mature dissection of the Kansan surface developed while the 
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FIG. 60 :~Sketch map of the Lake Calvin area showing probable drainage lines across the 
Kansan dissected gumbotil plain in pre-Illinoian time. 

drainage of the Kansan gumbotil plain followed somewhat the 
lines indicated in figure 60. , I 

The second stage of the history of this region is shown in figure 
61. The coming of the Illinoian ice blocked the lower cours'es of 
the eastward flowing tributaries to the Mississippi, and caused 
the master stream itself to flow around the western edge of the 
ice fro'nt. Lake Calvin was formed at this time, and in this lake 
were deposited the characteristic lake materials from the various 
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sources ' available to the streams flowing into the lake, including 
those coming from the glacial ice itself. Bluffs were formed by 
the sapping of the shore by the waves; deltas were built of the 
detritus brought in by streams '; and the finer material from all 
sources settled in the more quiet lake waters to build up the bed. 

WA~HIN GTON 

TIPTON • 
A It 

, MU6CAl'Ita 

ILLINOIAN 
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LOBE 

. FIG. 61.-Sketch map of the Lake Calvin area showing the accommodation of ·the drainage to . 
the blocking by the ' Illinoian ice. 

When the lake was drained, these features persisted as marks of 
the former occupation of this area by lake waters. 

The draining of Lake Calvin occurred very shortly before the 
.third stage in thehistory of the lake area. New conditions were 
created by the advent of the Iowan ice sheet, which inaugurated 
the last stage of the history with which we are here concerned. 
Figure 62 shows the drainage relationships which existed during 
the third stage. 

The drainage lines which crossed the lake floor after it was 
drained cut valleys into the filling which had been deposited 
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while the lake was in existence, leaving the teqaces along the 
sides of the streams. Melt waters from the Iowan glacial ice, 
loaded with debris as they were, became depositing streams in 
the area where the lake floor had been dissected, building up the 
stream beds to new levels. . When the supply of material and 

. , 

FIG. 62.-Sketch map of the Lake Calvin area showing the drainage during the time of the 
Iowan glaciation. 

amount of water decreased with the melting away of the Iowan 
ice, the streams again became eroding streams, cutting into the 
newly deposited sand and gravel, leaving remnants of this ma-. 
terial to form a new terrace at a level lower than that of the ter
race formed by the remaining parts of the bottom of the old lake. 

Iowa and Cedar river valleys bear, in their several parts, the 
marks of the three stages 01 history described above. The mid
part of the valley is post-Kansan in age and is partly filled with 
detritus brought into the lake during 'Illinoian time. The lower 
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parts of the valleys were covered by the lllinoian drift, and their 
present form is therefore of post-Illinoian development. The 
upper parts of the valleys were covered and modified by Iowan 
ice and its deposits. 

The Iowa and Cedar river 'valleys, where they were occupied 
by Lake Calvin, represent depressions in existence prior to the 
blocking of the channel of the pre-Illinoi~n Mississippi river by 
the Illinoian ice. That these valleys were to a great extent ero
sional valleys is attested by the uniformity of the upland levels 
around the lake basin, on which levels the Kansan gumbotil was 
developed. In the immediate vicinity of the valley walls the 
dissection wis so great that very little of the gumbotil is left. 
Enough gumootil outcrops have been found to show that the 
plain had an elevation of about 750 feet in the western part of the 
lake area and 670 feet in the eastern part, beneath the I11inoian 
drift.10 

The Lake Calvin basin, because it was made by post-Kansan
gumbo til erosion, even though it was partly :filled by lake deposits 
during Illinoian glacial time, is a measure of the dissection of 
the Kansan drift in Yarmouth time. The depression is a marked 
one. The amount of dissection which this depression has under
gone since it has been subjected to erosion in post-lake time is 
not great, certainly not quantitatively as great as the amount of 
filling which occurred during the occupation by the lake water. 

The western, or Iowa river arm of the lake basin is about 
twenty-eight miles long and over this distance has an average 
width of four and four-tenths miles. The eastern, or Cedar 
river arm of the lake is about twenty-four miles long and has an 
average width of five and eight-tenths miles. Tributary valleys 
which show that they were in existence and became a part of 
Lake Calvin during Illinoian time are: English river valley, 
which shows lake influence for a distance of fifteen miles up its 
valley, which is half a mile wide; Old Mans creek, which has lake 
deposits for ten miles along a valley somewhat over a mile wide; 
Wilton valley, which shows lake influence for eight and one-half 
miles above Moscow over a floor which ' is a mile to two miles 
wide.11 The depth of the depressions averages between eighty 

10 Schoewe, Walter H ., The Origin and History of Extinct Lake Calvin:. 
Vol. XXIX, p . 98, 1925. 

Iowa GeoL Survey, 

11 Schoewe, Ibid., p. 109. 
I ;. 
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and one hundred feet; hut ranges between forty or less' and about 
one hundred and forty feet between the terraces and the level of 
the Kansan plain. 

The amolmt of erosion represented by these valleys cut iIi 
Yarmouth tinie is a measure of a long interval, even though the 
cutting took place almost wholly in glacial materials. The dis
section is in some areas almost comparable in amount, though the 
relief" is not as great, with the dissection of the Nebraskan drift 
before the coming of the Kansan ice . . More of the divide areas 
show the Kansan gumbotil, perhaps because of the lesser relief 
with its ' consequently slower reduction of the upland level to 
form valley slopes. 

Silts and Sands 
The deposition of beds of silt and sand may and commonly 

does take place under temporary conditions. Conditions under 
which these deposits could be made would occur with the coming 
of the Illinoian ice into Iowa, blocking the drainage of the :Mis
sissippi and its tributaries. Silts and sands deposited in such 
ponded waters would be early Illinoian in age, rather than Yar
mouth, but they would underlie the Illinoia:Q till. In and near 
Muscatine several deposits of silts and sand have been found, 
some of which may be of the origin just stated. Udden12 de
scribed a series of silts, leached and unleached, which he desig
nated "ante-glacial". Of the origin of this material he says: 

"It will be noted that in each of the above described localities the 
bedrock appears close by, usually not more than two or three rods 
away. In all but two places the formation lies in preglacial valleys 
now partially filled with drift_ In four cases it is seen to be overlain 
by the lowermost drift known in the region presently to be described. 
For the most part it is calcareous and frequently it is plainly water 
bedded. Sometiilles it graduates into drift. At other times it is dis
turbed by glacial action and partly worked into the boulder-bearing 
drift. In four places it contains a layer that resembles a marshy soil. 
with plants, snail shells and some peaty material. 

"It seems most likely that this silt and loess accumulated in front 
of the margin of the first ice field. The prevailing . calcareous nature 
of the thin-bedded silts indicates such a source. The plainly marked 
lamination of these' shows that their 'deposition was comparatively 

12 Udden, J. A., Geology of Muscatine County : Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. IX, pp. 8~8-832, 1899. 
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rapid. .. Occasionally loess-like wind drift might also accumulate in 
such situations. The advanc"ing ice may later have overrun and dis
turbed such deposits, plowing them up and mixing them ~ith drift in 
places, and at other places leaving them undisturbed in the position in 
which they are now found. . .. Possibly a part of them may be pre
glacial loess." 

These materials may be in part Yarmou~h or early TIlinoian in 
age. The ponding of drainage waters by the Illinoian ice would 
have made almost ideal conditions for the accumulation of the 
types of materials which are described.' 

Thick and extensive .silts and sands in western Iowa are re
lated in age to the loess which has been called Loveland. These 
deposits will be described in a section devoted to the Loveland 
formation. 

The Loveland Fonnation 
In 1909 Shimek1

,3 named a formation "consisting of heavy 
clay resembling somewhat the drift joint-clays," the Loveland. 
He described this material and stated that it was of aqueous 
ongm. He found it "as widely distributed as the Kansan 
drift. "14 

Study of the type section of the Loveland and of many other 
sections in the field and of the clay in the laboratory has led to 
the conclusion that this material is an old loess.l~ There are as
sociated with this loess sands and silts of similar age, differing 
only in origin .from the loess. These silts and sands, together 
with the loess, constitute the Loveland formation, and the time 
within which their deposition took place is the Loveland interval. 

The Loveland formation rests upon the eroded surface of the 
Kansan gUIpbotil plain. The Loveland interval therefore began 
not earlier than late Yarmouth time, as the gumbotil had been 
formed and the mature dissection of the drift plain had occurred 
before' the Loveland was laid down. This formation is ill many 
places leached, and some of the materials show alteration be
yond the mere removal of the more soluble constituents. A 

-18 Shimek, B ., Aftonian Sands and Gravels in Western Iowa: Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. 20, 
Footnote, p_ 405, 1909. . 

14 Shimek: B., Geology of Harrison and Monona Counties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XX, pp. 
871-375, 1910. 

l~ Kay, G. F ., Loveland Loess: Post-Illinoian, Pre-Iowan in Age: Science, N. S., Vol. 
LXVIII, pp. 482-483, Nov. 16, 1928. Also, Significance of Post-Illinoian, Pre-Iowan Loess: 
Science, N. S., Vol. LXX, pp. 259, 260, Sept. 18, 1929. 
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young loess, commonly unleached, overlies the Loveland in most 
places, indicating that the alteration of the Loveland loess and 
silts occurred before the deposition of the overlying material. 
As the loess resting upon the Loveland is in part at least Peorian 
in age, the close of the Loveland interval preceq,ed that inter
glacial stage. The Loveland interval is a part of the Buchanan 
interval. The deposition of a part of the Loveland may have 
taken place during Yarmouth time, but the exact extent to · 
which the Loveland formatiop. represents that interglacial stage 
has not yet been determined. . 

The loess of the Loveland formation is widely distributed, hav
ing been found in most parts of the state. The type section was 
described from Loveland, in northwestern Pottawattamiecoun
ty, where the loess rests upon eleven feet of oxidized and un
leached till over bluish gray unweathered till. Here the Love
land loess is covered with thick buff loess, most of which is 
Peorian in age. Both loesses are fossiliferous, fossils being 
more abundant in the Peorian loess than in the Loveland. _ 

There is an excellent exposure of old loess in a railroad cut 
just east of McPherson station on the Chicago, Burlington & 
Quincy railroad in Montgomery county. More than twenty feet 
of leached Loveland loess is exposed under twenty-five feet of 
calcareous buff loess. The ba~e of the old loess was not seen in 
this cut, but west of the station the Loveland loess lies upon oxi
dized arid leached Kansan till. 

Another excellent section showing Loveland loess was found 
in northwestern Iowa in a road cut along the northwest quarter 
of section 32, Henry township (T. 91 N., R. 43 W.), Plymouth 
county. Eight feet of highly calcareous buff loess, the lower 
part of which is sandy, overlies three feet of leached, brownish 
gray loess, in which is carbonaceous matter. The buff loess is 
filled with concretions, and there are a few concretions of second
ary calcium carbonate in the upper part of the leached loess. 
The base of the Loveland loess is not exposed in this cut, but in 
another cut about forty rods to the south the same sequence of 
materials was . observed overlying. unoxidized and unleached .till. 

The ~oveland)oess innorthwesterp. Iowa is pre-Iowan in age 
as is shown by the 'following section along the. road ~etween sec-
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tions 4 and 9, Carroll township (T. 96 N., R. 42 W.), O'Brien 
county: 

FEET 

3. Loess, buff ........................................................... _............................. 1 to 3 
2. Till, Iowan, highly calcareous, · pebbly and sandy, oxidized to 

yellowish brown color ................................................................... _. 2 to 3 
1. Loess, Loveland, highly calcareous, plowed into balle of till, 

gray to buff in color ........................................................................ 3 to 5 

The finding of the Loveland loess beneath 'Iowan till dates it as 
certainly older than the formation of that till. 

The Loveland loess lies on Kansan gumbotil in a cut between 
sections 15 and 22, Cass township (T. 79 N., R. 40 W.), Shelby 
county. A photograph of this cut is shown in figure 63. A seo
tion in the cut is as follows: 

FEET 

3. Loess, Peorian, upper part buff in color, grading down into gray 
loess which has some iron stains, and in which are iron tubules, 
leached ........................................... _......................................................... 12 

2. Loess, Loveland, leached, brownish gray in upper part, lower part 
much lighter in color with numerous brownish yellow stains. 
Distinctly different from the material above and below.................. 4 

1. Gumbotil, Kansan, dark gray to brown, upper part shows con· 
siderable secondary calcium carbonate in places, mass is leached; 
exposed ... _ .................................................................. _............................. 3 

The same relationships were seen in a section a few miles east 
in a road cut between sections 16 and 21, Lincoln township (T. 
79 N., R. 39 W.), Shelby county. In this place the Peorian loess 
was seven feet thick, the Loveland loess was three feet thick, and 
the Kansan gumbotil was exposed for a thickness of two feet. . 

The Iowan till of northeastern Iowa overlies Loveland loess at 
several places, some of which ate: between sections 28 and 29, 
Hazel Green township (T .• 87 N., R. 5 W.), Delaware county; 
along the north line of section 16, Windsor township (T. 94 N., 
R. 9 W.), Fayette county; and between sections 10 and 11,. Lin~ 
coIn township (T. 87 N., R. 14 W.), Black Hawk county. In each 
of these places the Loveland lies over Kansan gumbotil, and in 
the last two places it rests upon 'a soil band on the gumbotil. 
The Fayette county section has been described in detail on 
page 230, in the chapter on the Kansan drift. The section in 
Black Hawk county is as follows: 

I 4. 
3. 
2. 

Loess and sandy .loess, Peorian ....................................... . 
FEET INCHES 

2 
Till Iowan, sandy and pebbly, leached ......................... . 
Loe~s, Loveland, gray, irregularly laminated, with 

1 

6 to 8 the ,laminre showing some 4istorti9n •...... _ .... :, . .,. ..... . 
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FIG. 63.-Kansan gumbotil (at the base), Loveland loess, and Peorian J'oess in Sh~lby county. 
The marks show the limits of each kind of material. 

1. b) Very dark gray carbonaceous ' soil zone which is 
related to the material below ........ , ............. :_......... 6 

a) Gumbotil, Kansan, typical in color, texture and 
structure; exposed ...................................................... 5 
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East of the area of the Iowan till in northeastern Iowa there 
is Loveland loess beneath the thicker loess over the Kansan drift 
border. It was observed 'in a cut in the northwest quarter of 
section 23, . Monmouth township (T. 84 N., R. 1 E.), Jackson 
county. In this cut there is very highly ferruginous, leached 
drift lying upon bedrock and overlain with about twenty-five 
feet of gray and buff unleached loess. At the east end o~ the cut 
the drift was absent, but resting upon the' rock was one and one
half feet of red leached Loveland loess under the unleached loess. 

The loess of the Loveland consists of fine ' sand · and silt in 
a clayey ' matrix which' in mechanical analysis is very much 
like the buff loess which overlies it. The one difference is the 
slightly higher percentage of very fine material in the Loveland 
loess than in the buff loess. However, weathering would tend to 
make this modification of the loess, and the older loess is uni
formly more weathered than the buff loess of Peorian age. 

Record ·of Life in the YannoUith 
The record of Yarmouth life in Iowa is very poorly repre

'sentative of the fauna and flora which must have inhabited this 
area during the second interglacial stage. Numerous inverte
brates and some vertebrates have been identified from Iowa as 
belonging to this interglacial stage, but the accuracy of the inter
pretation of the age of many of the fossil-b~aring deposits is 
open to question. From other areas an extensive fauna is known, 
and from Iowa as well as from other areas a flora of some 
variety has been recognized as of Yarmouth age. The available 
faunal and floral lists, and a catalog of the vertebrate animals 
are found in the works of Hay16 and of Baker17 to which previous 
reference has been made. 

1 6 Hay, O. P., The Pleistocene of the Middle Region and its Vertebrated Animals: Carnegie 
Institution of Washington, Pub. No. 322A, 1924. 

17 Baker , F . C., The Life of the Pleistocene or Glacial Period : Univ. of Illinois, 1920. 



CONCLUDIN,G STATEMENTS 

The results of field and laboratory studies extending over 
many years have been presented. The senior author has ex
amined during the summer months .of the past eighteen years 
hundreds of road cuts which were made in grading more than 
15,000 miles of primary and secondary roads of the state. The 
junior author assisted in the field in collecting several hundred 
specimens representing the different kinds of glacial and inter
glacial materials of Pleistocene age. These specimens were sub~ 
jected by the junior author to detailed analytical study in a 
laboratory equipped 'for the investigation of sediments by mod
ern methods. 

As an adequate background for the most satisfactory pre
. sentation of the pre-Illinoian Pleistocene geology there have 
been included chapters on the Bedrock Surface of Iowa, he 
Topography and Drainage of Iowa, and the History of Investi
gations and Classifications of the Pleistocene Deposits of Iowa. 
n is hoped that the views of the many persons who have made 
distinct contributions to our present knowledge of the Pleisto
cene geology of the state have been given with sufficient fullness 
to properly represent them. 

in Chapter I, which deals with the bedrock surface of Io:wa, 
it has been stated that the available evidence seems to warrant 
the interpretation that the pre-Pleistocene surface over which 
the first ice sheet ,advanced had a topography characteristic of a 
mature erosional surface, with broad valleys, moderate slopes, 
a complete drainage system, and a relief of approximately 
400 feet. The steep-walled drift-buried valleys which are dis- . 
tinctive features of the bedrock topography are interpreted to 
have been cut not in pre-Pleistocene time as has been held gen
erally but chiefly in Aftonian interglacial time. 

The Nebraskan glacial stage and the succeeding interglacial 
stage, the Aftonian, have been treated in separate chapters. 
This has resulted of necessity in some overlapping in the con
sideration of certain features of the deposits and of the histories 
of these two stages. The same statement sho~ld be made with 
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regard to the separate chapters on the Kansan glacial stage and 
the Yarmouth interglacial stage. Only when the discussion of a 
glacial stage and the interglacial stage which follows it are con
sidered together is it possible to get a proper understanding of 
each of the stages. 
, With regard to the names now being used for the two oldest 

drifts, namely, Nebraskan and Kansan, it is a fact that if prior
ity of usage of terms were adhered to strictly in the classifica
tion of the Pleistocene the names Kansan drift and Iowan drift 
would be the proper names for the two oldest drifts since these 
names were given by Chamberlin in 1894 to the present N ebras
kan drift and Kansan drift, respectively, in the well known 
Afton Junction region in Union county. But later, for reasons 
set forth in Chapter III of this report, the name Kansan was 
transferred to the upper of the two tills at Afton Junction and 
the name Pre-Kansan or Sub-Aftonian was given to the older of 
the two drifts at that place. From then on the name Iowan has 
been restricted to the Upper Till of McGee in northeastern Iowa, 
and in recent years to a till of the same age in northwestern 
Iowa. Then in 1909 the name Nebraskan was given to the Pre
Kansan or Sub-Aftonian drift. Since that time the name Ne
braskan has become well established by usage in publications ' 
not only of the Iowa Geological Survey but of the United States 
Geological Survey and. in many papers in magazines and' jour
.nals in America and in foreign countries. During the brief 
interval between the time of publication of Geikie's Great Ice 
Age, in which the ·names Kansan and Iowan were first used by 
Chamberlin for the two 'oldest tills in the Afton Junction region, 
and the renaming of these two tills by Iowa geologists only a few 
papers dealing with Mississippi Valley Pleistocene geology ap
peared. On the other hand, during the more than thirty years 
since the shift in names was made, Kansan and Iowan have been 
used hundreds, perhaps thousands, of times by many writers 
and in many kinds of publications in the United States and else
where. The many textbooks which have discussed the classifi
cation of American Pleistocene deposits have used the names 
Kansan and Iowan in accordance with present practice. Re
gardless . of the weight of evidence with respect to priority of 
the terms Kansan and Iowan for the two oldest drifts it would 
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'seem to be best from the standpoint of long usage to continue to 
u'se the names as they have , now been used for so long a time. 
This point of view may be urged with seeming propriety smce a 
study of the record shows that all persons who were familiar 
with the basis of change acquiesced in the change at the time 
that it was made. To revert now to the original usage would 
result in 'endless confusion and most serious inconvenience. 

The fIrst ice ' sheet, the Nebraskan; covered all of Iowa and 
deposited a drift which has been estimated to have had probab
ly an average thickness of more than 100 feet, possibly as much 
as 150 feet. In northeastern 'Iowa there is an area which only a 
few years ago was included in' the Driftless Area but within 
which there are now known to be patches of drift which are inter
preted to be Nebraskan in age. The Nebraskan drift is now at the 
surface only within restricted ' areas, as it is overlain in many 
places by younger drift or by loess. A map on which the areal 
'distribution of the N ebraskim drift is shown for the first tilne is 
included in this report (Plate'll). In many parts of the state the 
Nebraskan drift closely resembles the Kansan drift. Only locally 
'can the Nebraskan drift be differentiated lithologically from the 
Kansan drift. In fact; the o'nly satisfactory basis found thus 

. far ' in Iowa upon which to decide definitely whether a pre-illi
noian till is Nebraskan till or Kansan till is the relationship of 
the 'till to interglacial' m'aterials ,the age of which can be de
terrriined. Among the most widespread of interglacial materials 
is gumbotil, the characteristics, topographic position, and origin 
of :which have been presented fully in this report. If a till is 
overlain by N ebraskair gumbotuor can be shown to be related to 
Nebraskan gumootil, which in Iowa 'is found as remnants of a 
former extensive Nebraskan gumbotil plain, the till is Nebras
kan tilL If, however, the till is overlain by Kansan gumbotil or 
can be shown to be related to Kansan gumbotil, which also is 
found as remnants of a former extensive Kansan gumbotilplain, 
the till is Kansan till. As 'shown in this paper, the gumbotils on 
account of their distinctive characters, wide distribution, and 
topographic positions, are the most satisfactory criteria that 
have been found for differentiating the older drifts in Iowa. 
Furthermore, since the gumbotils are the result of changes which 
took place in interglacial times they may be considered in rela-
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tion to the problem of the relative durations of the interglacial 
epochs. The thicker the gumbotils the greater the time involved 
in their development. During the Aftonian interglacial epoch 
the Nebraskan drift underwent many changes. The unoxidized 
and unleached Nebraskan till where so situated that weathering 
was effective and erosion was negligible was changed stage by 
stage until Nebraskan gumbotil was formed to an average thick
ness of more than eight feet. 
" "Gravels of Nebraskan age are associated with the Nebraskan 
~ill. Where these gravels were subjected to weathering through
out Affonian time they underwent great ,chemical changes, com
parable· to the changes which till underwent to produce gumbotil. 
Lenses and 'irregularly shaped masses df gravels incoTporated in 
the N ebraskari till are weathered but' little. They, are 'imleached 
ef their lime but are in 'most ca'ses somewhatoxidizea.·!· 

The second ice sheet, ' the Kansan, covered all of Iowa except 
a' comparatively ' small area in the northeastern corner of the: 
state. ' (See Plate II.) The drift deposited by this ice sheet has 
been estimated from field evidence to have had an average thick
ness above the elevation of the Nebraskan gumbotil plain of 
probably less than fifty feet. When to this figure is added the 
drift 'necessary' to fill the valleys cut in the Nebraskan drift 
surface the Kansan drift is seen to be also a massive drift to be' 
ranked with the Nebraskan as one of the great drifts of the 
Pleistocene of the state. During the Yarmouth interglacial epoch 
the Kansan drift underwent changes similar to the changes 
which the Nebraskan drift underwent in Aftonian time. On the 

' Kansan there was developed a gumbotil with maximum thick
ness of fifteen feet and average thickness of more than eleven 
feet. Gravels of Kansan age where they were subjected to 
weathering under conditions similar to the conditions which re
sulted in Kansan till being changed to gumbo til became strong
ly oxidized and deeply leached. Within the Kansan till also there 
are lenses and irregularly shaped masses of gravels resembling 
closely the fresh gravels in the Nebraskan drift. 

The laboratory studies. of the Nebraskan and Kansan gum
botils, the oxidized and leached Nebraskan and Kansan tills, the 
oxidized and unleached N ~braskan and Kansan tills, and the un
oxidized and unleached Nebraskan and Kansan tills strengthen 
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the interpretation that all of the phases of each of these tills 
are related in origin. 

The mapping of the outcrops of Nebraskan and Kansan gum
botils has demonstrated that these gumbotils are the most satis
factory horizon markers in the state. They have been useful 
not only in differentiating the Nebraskan drift from the Kansan 
drift but in mapping these two drifts. Inspection of Figures 26 
and 27 will reveal the significance of this statement. 

Peats and weathered gravels have been and will continue to 
be of value in interpreting Aftonian and Yarmouth interglacial 
history but they have been found to be less serviceable than the 
gumbotils in areal mapping in Iowa. 'Only a few good peat ex
posures of Aftonian age have been found in the whole state and 
these are separated widely from one another. Nor are there 
many,good exposures'of peat of Yarmouth age. Moreover, since 
gravels differ in origin, in composition, in topographic position, 
ih degree of weathering, and in other respects, their use in map
ping is somewhat restricted. Much le'ss reliance is now placed 
upon interpretations of gravels and" forest beds" penetrate in 
well drillings than was given to these materials in the earlier 
years of Pleistocene studies~ , 

The Nebraskan gumbotil is widespread in southwestern Iowa; 
in fact, from these gumbotil outcrops it has been possible to 
map areally the Nebraskan drift of this region. Figure 26 shows 
that Nebraskan gumbotil extends into the northwestern part of 
the state and that comparatively few outcrops of this gumbotil 
have been found within the Iowan area of northeastern Iowa or 
in s'outheastern Iowa. The mapping of the outcrops of N ebras- ' 
kan gumbotil and Kansan gumbotil has impressed the fact that 
the original Nebraskan gumbotil plain and the original Kansan 
gumbo til plain were widespread in the state. It is somewhat 
surprising to find that so much of each of these plains has es
caped ~rosion. Remnants of the Kansan gumbotil plain are a 
striking feature of the topography of the Kansan drift area of 
southern Iowa, where they are known as tabular divides. ' 

This report deals chiefly with the geology of the pre-Illinoian 
part of the Pleistocene of Iowa. However, there has been no 
hesitation in weaving into the discussions any facts about' illi
noian and post-Illinoian Pleistocene geology whenever it was 
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thought that by so doing the reader would be able to get a better 
understanding than otherwise would be possible of the early 
glacial and interglacial epochs of Pleistocene time. 

The relations of the pre-illinoian Pleistocene to the Illinoian 
and post-lllinoian Pleistocene in different parts of the state are 
represented diagrammatically in Plate TIl. In this diagram the 
different phases of Nebraskan and Kansan drifts are indicated, 
including the unoxidized and unleached tills, the oxidized and 
unleached tills, the oxidized and leached tills, and the gumbotils. 
Within each of these two tills inclusions of gravels are shown, 
also Nebraskan and Kansan gravels at the elevations of the N e
braskan and Kansan gumbotils, respectively; also Aftonian and 
y ~rmouth interglacial deposits. The diagram represents the fact . 
that the gumbotils on the Nebraskan and Kansan tills are ~uch 
thicker than the gumbo til on the Illinoian, till and that no gum
botil has developed on either the Iowan or Wisconsin tills. No 
loess separating the Nebraskan drift from the Kansan drift is 
indicated. Silts have been found in a few places at this horizon, 
but no deposit which has been'interpreted to be definitely of eolian 
origin.. Nor does the diagram show a loess between the Kansan 
and Illinoian tills because no good sections of loess overlying 
Kansan drift and underlying Illinoian drift have been found thus 
far in Iowa although on the Illinois side of Mississippi river a 
pre-lllinoian loess is known in several places. Two loesses are 
shown, the Loveland loess and the Peorian loess. In the north
western part of the state within the area where Iowan drift has 
been mapped the Loveland loess and related materials are lying 
on the post-Kansan-gumbotil erosion surface and beneath the 
Iowan till. The Peorian loess here mantles the Iowan drift. In 
the northcentral part of the state the relations of the two loesses 
to the Kansan and Iowan tills are the same as in northwestern 
Iowa. Within the Wisconsin drift area the Peorian loess lies 
under the Wisconsin drift. Where the Iowan drift is absent in 
the northwestern, western, and southern parts of the state, the 
Peorian loess lies directly upon the Loveland loess and related ' 
deposits wherever the Loveland is present. 

Within the lllinoian drift area of southeastern Iowa there are 
two loesses on. the Illinoian drift, the older of which has been cor-

'j 
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related with the Loveland.1 Mr. Frank Leverett, however, cor
relates the Loveland loess of western Iowa with pre-illinoian 
loess and questions the existence of a post-Illinoian, pre-Peorian 
loess.2 But recently this loess has been mapped widely by mem- , 
bers of the lllinois and Iowa Geological Surveys. Although the 
Loveland loess of western, central and southern Iowa appears 
to be a single formation, in reality its lower part may be pre": 
lllinoian in ag~, and only its upper part post-Illinoian in age; 
and it may be that a part of the Loveland loess of western, cen
tral, and southern Iowa was deposited during the illinoian 
glacial epoch. If this interpretatIon should prove to be a correct 
one then the post-lllinoian, pre-Peorian loess would be equiva
lent to only a part of the Loveland of western Iowa and should 
be given a name different from Loveland. The significance of 
the post-Illinoian, pre-Peorian loess iIi relation to the , relative 
ages of the Iowan 'and Illinoian drifts has been emphasized re
cently.s 
, The evidence warrants the interpretation that the Aftonian 
and Yarmouth interglacial epochs were of long duration. 'The 
Sangamon interglacial epoch; although long, was much shorter 
than the Aftonian or the Yarmouth. By far the shortest inter
glacial epoch was the Peorian. The chief material deposited in 
Iowa during the Peorian interglacial epo.ch was loess, which has 
been determined to have been deposited very soon after the re
treat of the Iowan ice sheet. The . evidence indicates that this 
loess underwent, no marked change before it was overridden by 
the Wisconsin ice sheet. ' 

If one dare make a prediction it would be to the effect that 
future investigations of the Pleistocene deposits of Iowa are 
likely not to weaken but to strengthen the now generally accepted 
view that the Nebraskan, Kansan, and Illinoian , glacial epochs 
'were separated widely in time, that the Iowan glacial epoch was 
much younger than: the Illinoian glacial epoch, and that the 
Iowan and Wisconsin glacial epochs were much more closely re
lated in time than were any other two of the epochs. The Wis-

1 Kay, G. F .. Loveland Loess: Post-Illinoian, Pre-Iowan in Age : Science, N. S., Vol. 
LXVIII, pp. 482-483, Nov. 16, 1928. , 

2 Leverett, Frank, Loveland Loess : Pre-Illinoian, Pre-Iowan in Age: Science, N. S., Vol. 
LXIX, pp. 551-552, May 24, 1929. 

B Kay, G. F ., Significance of Post-Illinoian, Pre-Iowan Loess : Science, N. S ., Vol. LXX, 
pp. 259, 260, Sept. 13, 1929. 
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FUTURE STUDIES OF PLEISTOCENE 

consin and Iowan drifts have characters ' as 'distinctive as are the 
characters of other glacial stages, and hence each of them will 
continue to have separate recognition in Pleistocene classifica
tion. Five glacial and four interglacial stages will continue to 
be recognized in the classification of the Pleistocene deposits of 
Iowa. 

Although much has been accomplisheq by the many persons 
who have contributed to our present knowledge of the Pleistocene 
geology of Iowa there are yet many unsolved problems pertain
ing to the tills, gumbotils; gravels, peats, loesses, life, and other 
features of the glacial and interglacial deposits. In the future 
new facts and new interpretations of deposits of Pleistocene age 
will be presented, and as in the past the new facts and inter
pretations will develop renewed iriterest and stimulate increased 
effort in unraveling the fascinating history of the Pleistocene 
deposits of our state and of other states. 
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kan till, oxidized and leached, 172; 
oxidized and unleached, 176 

Climate of Aftonian, 96 
Climate suited for mammals, 122, 194 
Clinton county, Aftonian, Kansan and 

Nebraskan in, 201 
Colorado r{)cks, area, character, 22 
Coralville, Nebraskan drift near, 154 
Cordilleran ice sheet, age, 78 
Council Bluffs, glacial beds in, 119; 

Tertiary 7 deposits in, 121 
County reports, glacial geology in, 93 ' 
Crawford area of topography, 54 
Crawford county, glacial pl{)wing in, 



'; :h8; Kansan g'umbotil ' in, i16, 216; 
': Nebraskan ' g'uinbotil in, 119, 197; 
," peat iIi, 196 . ..j, .1 

Crawfordsville, Kansan drift near, 225 
Cretaceous rocks, area, characterl 22; 

Nebraskan drift from, 158 
'droixan rocks, area, character, 20 

D 

Dakota rocks, area, character, 22 
Dallas 'county, Kansan drift in, 233 
Dallas formation, 106 
Davis county, buried soil in, 267 
Dawson, G. M., cited, 77 
Decatur ' county, Kansan drift in, 223 
Delaware county, gravels in, 94, 154, . 

204; Kansan till in, 94; Loveland 
loess in, 279; Nebraskan gumbotil in, 
154 

Delmar, section near, 201 
Denmark, Nebraskan drift near, 148 
Deposition, topography from, 58 
Deposits of Aftonian age, 183; of Kan-

san age, 212; of Nebraskan ager 137; 
of Yarmouth age, 257 

Des Moines, termination of Wisconsin 
drift, 133 

Des Moines county, Yarmouth deposits 
in, 257 

Des Moines lobe of Wisconsin drift, 80 
Des Moines rocks, area, character, 22 
Des Moines valley, history, 106; in 

Wisconsin , drift area, 59; topography, 
42 

Devonian rocks, area, character, 21 
Dewey, A. H., pebble counts by, 238, 
, 244 

Diastrophism, post-Kansan, 109 
Dissection of Lake Calvin basin, 275 
Distribution of Kansan · drift, 215; of 

Nebraskan drift, .135; map, 136 
Divides, character, 42 
Dodgeville peneplain, 31, 46, 50, 156 
Don valley, Toronto, deposits in, 90 
Drainage basins of Iowa, 34, map 35 
Drainage of Illinoian and Kansan 

plains, 269; of Iowa, 33; of Wiscon
sin plain, 63 

Drift, Illinoian, sections, 226, 266; Kan
san, sections, 219; Nebraskan" sec-

tions, 141 ; of northwestern Iowa, ag'e, 
113;· of western I{)wa, -age, 94 

Drift depositional topography, 58; 
, ' mantled erosional topography, 51 ' 
Drift·loesS of McGee, 75 
Drift phases, descriptions, 162, 235; 

plain, origin, 61; sheets, time ratios, 
82; 93 

Drifts, thickness of .gumbotils on, 287 
"Driftless ' Area", Nebraskan drift 'in, 

134, 284; relief in, 29; thin drift in, 
156; topography, 45 . 

Dunes, l6ess, along Iowan border, 95; 
in Scott county, 57 

E 

East Iowan till, named, 75; same ail 
Iowan till, 76; same as Uppe·r till, 75, 

. 78, 102 
East Wisconsin till, named, 76 
Eastern Iowan drift area, topography, 

51; see Iowan 
Elllvation, of Aftonian beds in Lee 

county, 151; in Union county, 188-
190; of gumbotil at Afton Junction, 
188; in Cedar county, 228; near 'Af
ton, 189, 191; of Kansan gravels nIJar 
Osage, 263; near Stacyville, 264; of 
Kansan gumbotil in Fayette COUljty, 
230; in Mitchell county, 233; of Kan' 

. san gumbotil plain, 261; of Nebras' 
kan gumbotil, 144, 146, 151, 155; of 
Nebraskan gumbotil plain, map, 206; 
of peat in Crawford county, 197; of 
peat .in Union county, 196 

Erosion, Aftonian, 207, 215; bedrock, 
age,31; character, 38; levels of, 156; 
post-Kansan, ' 115-118, 214; post-Ne
braskan, 29; pre-Illinoian, 269; re
sistance of rocks to, map, 19; results 
of, 12; Yarmouth, 276 

Erosion by Kansan ice slieet, 254; in 
Kansan and Iowan areas, 99; of L ake 
Calvin beds, 273, 274; of Nebraskan 
plain, 180, 207; of valleY.s, different
ial, 41 

Erosional topographies in Iowa, 40 

-F 

Fairfield, Kansan urift ncar, 21!l 
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Faunas, Pleistocene, studies .of, 105, 
211; of Kansan gravels, age, 210; of 
Nebraskan gravels, age, 210 

Fayette county, Aftonian peat in, 84, 
199; Kansan drift -in, -230; Loveland 
.loess in, 279; Nebraskah drift in, 84, 
200 

Ferretto zone on Kansan till, 92, 246 
Finch, G. E., cited, 84 
First glacial till of Chamberlin, 72 
,Flood-plain deposits, 67-69 
Fluvioglacial material, character, 138 
·Forest bed, 130; above Kansan, 92, 93; 

age, 87; between drifts, 71, 74, 94; 
depth, 88; in wells, 88; of McGee,. 
73, 182 - , 

"Forest bed horizon," mapping, 130 
Fort Dodge, gumbotil at, 233 
Fossils in Aftonian gravels, 97; in 

western gravels, age; 193; of western 
,Iowa, age, 120, 122 

Foster, Kansan drift near, 224 
G 

Gary moraine, 61 
Geikie, James, cited, 75, 76, 102 
Glacial deposits, areas, 133, 135, 215; 

history, 13 
'Glacial geology in county reports, 93 
Glacial stages, duration, 288; names, 

usage, 75 ff, 132; number, 132, 288; 
separation, 288; succession, 133; in 
Iowa, 9 

Gladstone, Nebraskan drift -near, 146 
'Gordon, C. H., cited, 78 
Grand river, gravels on, age, 98; pits 

on, 95 
Grand river pit, Nebraskan till at, 

75, 77, 182, 186 
,Gravel, value in glacial history, 127 
Gravels, Buchanan, see Buchanan grav

els 
'Gravels, N.ebraskan, at Iowa City; 151; 

fossils in, 193; near Thorpe, 154; re
lation to Nebraskan gumbotil, 203; 
see also Aftonian gravels 

Gravels, weathered, of Yarmouth, 260, 
262; 'va lue in interglacial history, 

. 286 
Gravels, .of Afton Junction, 75-77, 95-

99, 123-125, 184 ff; of eastern Iowa, 

78 ff, 154, 202; of western Iowa, ,77; 
age, 95, 122) 125; study ,of, 123, 1~3; 
of Washington county, 203; see also 
Afton, Afton Junction; Aftonian, 
Buchanan 

Ground moraine surface, 61 
Gumbo, 109, 130; between tHIs, 74-; 

Kansan, in Polk county, 94; in north
eastern Iowa, 86; see also Gumbotil 

Gumbotil as horizon marker, 124, 127, 
284; character, ,origin, significance, 
109; chemistry, 111; conditions --for 
formation, ' 109, 260'; di:stribution, '108.; , 
exposures in Iowan area, 130; limits 
in Crawford county, 116; origin, 10~, 
140; pebbles in, 111; .relations to drift 
sheets in Lee 'county:, 214; texture, 
'109, 165; thicknes,s on different drifts, 
133, 287; under Wisconsin drift, 233; 
see Illinoian, Kansan, Nebraskan 
gumbotils 

Gumbotil plains, character, extent, 131; 
137, 206, 215 

Gumbotil profile, secondary, 141 
Guthrie county, buried soil in, 267 

H 
Hardpan between . tills, 74 
Harrison county, drifts in, 118; vol

canic ash in, 121 
Hay, O. P., cited, 105, 122, 194, 211, 281 
Henry county, Illinoian drift. in, 228; 

Kansan drift in, 228 
High Level ,gravels, age, character, 23 
History of Aftonian time, 183 
Horizoll. markers, gumbotils as, 286 
Howard county, Buchanan gravels in, 

94 
Humboldt county, gumbotil in, 235 
Hypnum 1iuitans, 200 

I 
Ice sheet, Illinoian, growth, 126 
Ice sheets, areas, 133; load, 137; move

ment, 137; two, evidence ' of, 71; 
work of, 11 

Illinoian and Iowan drifts, rela.tive 
ages, 93, 99, 125; and Kansan gum
botils, comparative erosion, 278 

Illinoian channel of Mississippi, 270, 
272 
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Dlinoian drift, age, 81, 82, 93, 99; .area, 
. 14; differences from Iowan, 93', 108; 
-' in Henry county, 228; in Lee county, 

148, .226; thickness in Lee county, 
149; in Muscatine county, 2u6; Kan
san drift under, 226; near West 

- . Point, 227; over Kansan gumbotil, 
259; over Yarmouth soil, 266 

Dlinoian gumbotil in Henry county, 228; 
in ·Lee county, 148, 150, 226; ' near 

. West Point, 227; origin, 110; thick
ness, 14, 133' 

Illinoian ice sheet, area, 133; blocked 
streams, 272; growth, 126; Pleisto
cene, relations to pre-Illinoian, 287; 

. stage, 82; older than Iowan, 288; up-
lands,' drainage, 269 

lllinois, pre-Illinoian loess in, 287 
lliinois glacial lobe, 90 
Indian Lookout, Nebraskan gumbotil 

at, 151 
Interglacial deposits, 133 
Interglacial stages, duration, 288; in 

Iowa, 9; names, usage, 132; suc~es

sion, 133; see Aftonian, Yarmouth 
Inwood, Aftonian loess near, 208; Ne-

braskan drift near, 160, 208 
Iowa, bedrock surface, 16; depositional 

topographies in, 58; drainage; 33; 
drainage basins, 34; erosional to
pographies in, 40; highest point, 34;. 
location, '11; lowest point, 34; -pre- ' 
'lllinoian geology, 9; surface of, 
causes, 11; topography, 33; types, 38; 
eastern, Aftonian deposits in, 199; 
gravels in, 202; northeastern, age of 
relief, 50; cultural development, 48; 
drifts in, 215; erosional area in, 45; 
forest bed in, 86; Kansan gumbotil 
in, 130, 228; Loveland loess' in, 279; 
Nebraskan drift and gumbotil in, 84, 
154; Pre-Kansan in, 83; northwest
ern, erosional area in, 48; glacial de
posits . in, '113, 119; history, 116; 
Iowan drift in, 83,.118; loesses in, 287; 
Loveland loess in, 278'; Nebraskan 
·drift in, 157;' .topography, 53; 'south
·eastern, loess in, 288 ; Nebraskan 
drift in, 146; southern, divides in, 43; 
erosional area . in, .40; southwestern, 

Nebraskan drift in, 141; western, 
Aftonian peat in, 195; Aftonian sec
tions in, 183; .gravels in, 95, 99, 119, 
192; Pleistocene ge(}logy of, 118 

Iowa City, gravels .at, 204; Nebraskan 
drift at, 151 

Iowa river, history, 270, 274 
Iowa river arm of Lake Calvin, 275 
Iowan, usage of term, '103, 283 
rowan and illinOian, relative ages, 82, 

93, 99, 125, 288; and Kansan tills, 
differentiation, 89, 92; relative ages, 
82, 93, 99; and Wisconsin stages, re
lations, 288; relative ages, 82, 93, 99 

Iowan drift, age, 82, 83, 93, 99; area, 
character, 14, 79, 89, 108; described 
by Calvin, 91; distinct from illinoian, 
99, 127, 288; evidence concerning, 104; 
from Keewatin -field, 126; in Fay
'ette county, 230; in northeastern 
Iowa, 215; in northwestern Iowa, 83, 
94, 118; in 0 'Brien county, 279 ; 
Kansan drift under, 228; leaching, 
133; Leverett's views on age, 100, 
105,114, 125; mapped, 80, 84, 114-118; 
named, 76; near 'Anamosa, 229; Oil 
old soil, 267; over Kansan till, 229; 
over Loveland loess, 279; 'questioned, 
10.0;. 114;· relations to illinoian, 105; 
relations to loesses, 287; same as Mc
Gee's Upper Till, 76, 78, 84, 92 

Iowan drift area, boulders on, 94; 
Buchanan gravels in, 262; gumootil 
exposures in, 130; lobate margin, 94; 
topography, 51, 89, 107, 229 

Iowan ice 'sheet, area, 133; effect on 
Lake Calvin, -273, 274 

Iowan stage in Iowa, 82; study of evi
dence, 106; see Iowan drift 

Iowan terraces in northeastern Io~a, 
157 

Islands of Kansan in Iowan area, 94 

J 
Jackson area, topography, 56 
JaCKson county, Loveland loess in, 281 
Jefferson county, K!!-nsan drift in, 219 
J erseyan drift, 134 
Johnson, Douglas,· work at Aft,on Junc

tion, 188 
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'.l"ohns6h COUhty, : Nebraskan drift ",in, 
151 . ," 

'Jones' county; ' Kansan d:rlft ~ in, 229 

K 

Kansan, name given, 75, 212; usage of 
term, 101, 103, 283 

Kansan ' ,and Illinoian gumbotils; com
parative erosion, 268; and Iowan 
-drifts; relative ages, 82, 93, '99; and 
Nebraskan drifts, distinetion, 284; 

, 'section of, 220 
Kansan drift, age, 82, 93, 99; area, -14, 

215; changes in, ' 218; character, 217; 
discrimin-.ttion, '212; distribution in 
Iowa, <, 215; erosion, 268; ferretto 
zone em, 92, 246, in Fayette county, 

, 230; in Henry county, 228; in John
son county 80, 151; in Kansan drift 
area, 219 ; in Lee county, 148, 
223, 226; in Muscatine county, 266; 
in northeastern Iowa, 78, 86, 157, 215, 
216;' in northwestern Iowa, 94, 117, 
119, 216; in W-ashington county, 80, 
22j; . in western Iowa, 19'2; limits, ' 
213; mapped, 80, 84; named, 75; 
near Crawfordsville, 225; near Del
mar, 201; near Fairfield, 220; near 
Foster, 224; near Murray, 225; near 
New Boston (Bricker), 22i; near 
Rhodes, 233; near Templeton, 226; 

, older than Illinoian, . 215; older than 
Iowan, 215; origin, 14, 217; relation
ships, 213; same as Lower till; 75, 78, 
82, 85, 102; sections, 219 ff; source, 
217; studies of, 9, 73 ff; thicknes.s, 
254, '285; thickness in Lyon coun
ty, 161; under Illinoian drift, 226; 
under Iowan drift, 228; under thick 
loess, 225; under' 'Wisconsin drift, 
233; weathering, 218, 285; see also 
Kansan till . 

Kansan drift area, . sections in, 219 ff; 
. map, 261 

Kansan glaCial stage, 212; in Iowa, 82 
Kansan gravels, altered in Yarmouth, 

262; elevation near Osage, 263; ele
vation near Stacyville; 264; near 
Adams, Minn., 264;, relation, to ~um
botil, 263 

Kanilarl 'gufnbotil, absent in northw~st
ern Iowa" 131; as horizon marker, 

. 127, 286'; character, 109, 235; distri
•. bution, 286; elevation in ,Cedar coun

ty, 22'8·; elevation in Fayette- cOilnty, 
. 230; ele-vat~on in Mitchell coilnty, 
233; elevation near Portsmouth, 144; 
formation, 109, 259; in Black Hawk 

, county, 280; in Cedar county, 228; in 
Dallas county, ·233; in Davis county, 
267; in ' Fayette county, 230; in 
Guthrie county, 267; in Henry coun
ty, 2,28; in Iowan, areas, 130; in Lee 
county, 150, 223, 226, 259; in Mit
chell county, 231; in Muscatine coun
ty, 266; in northeastern Iowa, 86; in 
Washington county, 223; Loveland 
loess- ,on; ; 279 ( hear 'Anamosa; 229; 
near Crawfordsville, 225; near Fair

. field, 220; near Foster, 224; near 
Murray, 225; near New Boston 
(Bricker), 221; near Rhodes, 233; 
near Templeton, 226; near_ West 
J;>oint, 227; origin, 14, 109; outcrops, 
map, 129; ,outside Illinoian area, 260; 
pebble analyses, 238; relation to tills, 
109, 284; sand content, 237; texture, 
236; thickness, 113, 133, 241, 260, 285; 
thickness in Lee county, 149; thick
ness in Muscatine county, 260; thick
ness in Pottawattamie county, 226; 
thickness near Templeton, 226; under 
Illinoian till, 259; under Iowan till, 
229; Yarmouth soil on, 267 

Kansan gumbotil plain, character, 215; 
drainage, 272; elevations, 261; ex
tent, 131, 214; map, 26.1 

Kansan ice sheet, area, 133, 285; ero
. si,on by, 254; ploughing by, 217; re-
treat, 218 ' 

Kansan till, differences from Nebras
kan, 112, 192; oxidized and leaclied, 
character, 241; pebble analyses, 244; 
texture, 243; thickness, 241; oxidized 
and unleached, character, 246; pebble 
content, 250; texture, 249; un oxidized 

. and urileached, character, 252; see 
I also Kansan drift . 
'Kansan top6Igraphy, . history, . 115; up

lands, 'drainage, 269 
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Kansas, d~ift ' in, 76 
Kay, George 'F ., cited, 107, 108, 110, 

112~ 116, 118, 126, 134, -140, 145! 21r, 
225, 277,' .288; pebble co'unts by; 238, 
244; work in northwestern Iowa, 115, 
118; on Aftonian gravels, 123, 187; 
on gumbotil, 109, 115; on Pleistocene, 
15, 159, 282 

Kay and Apfel, Pre-TIlinoian Geology 
of Iowa, 9 

Keewatin field, ice from, 14, 126, 139, 
215 . 

Keokuk, lowest land near, '34 
Keokuk county, age of drift in, 80 
Keyes, C. R., cited, 112' 
Kinderhook rocks, area, character, 21 
Knob and kettle topography, 60 
Knoll, W. V., pebble counts by, 244 

L 

Labrador center, drift from, 215; ice 
from, 14 

Lacustrine depositional topography, 65 
Lake Calvin basin, 66; deposits in, 272, 

274; draining of, 273; effect of Iowan 
ice sheet on, 273, 274; erosion of d'e-' 
posits, 273, 274; extent, 270; history, 
122; in Yarmouth time, 270; measure 
of dissection, 275 

Lakes OIl Wisconsin plain, 62 
Lancaster lleneplain, 31, 47, 50, 156 
Larix americana, 201 
Leaching of drift, 140, rate, 140 
Lee county, Aftonian vegetation in, 

202; Illinoian drift in, 148, 226; Kan
san drift in, 148, 221, 223, 226; Kan
san gravels in, 262; Kansan gumbotil 
in, 259; lowest land in, 34,; Nebras
kan drift in, 148; peat in, 150; rela
tions of drifts in, 213 

Lees, J ames H., cited, 42, 106, 233; 
. work in northwestern Iowa, 115 
Leighton, M. M., cited, 51, 53' , 105, 114, 

126, 157, 201, 262,267, 270; pebble 
counts by, 244, 250; work on Iowan 
drift, 107 

Leverett, Frank, cited, 9, 81, 89, 90, 105, 
106, 214, 266, 269, 288; classification 
of Pleistocene, 90; named Peorian, 
Sangamon, Yarmouth · stages, 89, 257; 

--, 
,,_ ' • .J.. ~ 

questions Iowan drift, 100; views oil 
age of Iowan, 105, ~2.5~ work' at Af
ton Junction, 188; ' work 'in Minne'-

.. ) sota,. 114; work in northwestern Iowa, 
, 115, 118 
Life iIi. the Aftonian, '209; in the Yar-

mouth, 281 
Lisbon channel, I;inn ' county, 30 
Little ·Sioux, _ v:olcanic ash ne<ar, 1121 
Little Sioux river, Nebraskan drift on, 

157, 158 
Load of ' ice sheet, types, 138 
Loess, age, 79; 95; along Iowan border,' 

95 ; in Crawford area, 55; in Lee 
county, thickness, 149; influence on 
topography, 54; Kansan drift ex
posures under, 225; of northwestern 
Iowa, 115; origin, 75, 80, 87; Shim
ek's work on, 95; thick, over Ka'nsan 
drift, 215; thickness, 64; see Loess, 
Loveland, Peorian 

Loess, Loveland, age, 126; at Iowa City, 
154; character, 281; deposition, 133; 
distribution, 278; fossils in, 278; in 
Black Hawk county, 279; in Dela
ware county, 279; in Fayette county, 
230, 279; in Jackson county, 281; in 
Montgomery county, 278; in O'Brien 
county, 278; in Plymouth county, 278; 
in Pottawattamie county, 278; in 
Shelby county, 279; in southeastern 
Iowa, 287; in Washington county, 
223; near Fairfield, 220; near Temple
ton, 226; on Kansan gumbotil, 279; 
pre-Iowan age, 278; relations, 287; 
under Iowan till, 279; see also Loess, 
and Loess, Peorian 

Loess, PeorianJ age, 90, 108, 288; area, 
14; at Iowa City, 154; deposition, 
133; fossils in, 278; in Fayette coun
ty, 230; in southeastern Iowa, 288; 
in Washington county, 223; near 
Fairfield, 220; near Templeton, 226; 
·on Loveland loess, 279; on old soil in 
Davis county, 267; in Guthrie county, 
267; origin, 75, 80, 133; relations, 
287; thickness in Pottawattamie 
county, 226; see also Loess and Peor
ian 

Loess,. pre-illinoian; in illinois, 287 ' 
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Loess area, drainage, 65 
Loess ·depositional .topography; 63 
Loess-drift of McGee, 75 
Loess dunes along Iowan border, 95; of 

Scott county, 57 
Loess mantled erosional topograp'hy, 54 
Loveland, typ'e section of Loveland 

formation near, 121, 278 
Loveland formation, 106; age, charac

ter,. 98, ,120, 277; named by· Shimek, 
98, 120; see Loess, -Loveland . 

Loveland interval, length, 277·; part of 
Buchanan interval, 278 

Loveland loess, sele Loess, Loveland 
Loveland silts near Cherokee, 160; near 

Loveland, 121, 278 , , 
Lower Coal Measures, a),'ea, character, 

,22 
Lower till of McGee, 74, 7·8, 102, 130, 

212; age, 82, 87; mapped, 80, 84 
Lowest till of Chamberlin, 75 
Lucas county, glacial plowing in, 218 
.Lyon county, Aftonian silts; Kansan 

. drift, Nebraskan drift in, 160, 208 

M 

.McGee, W J, cited, 73, 75, 83, 86-88, 
102, 125, 130; forest bed, 182; Upper 
and Lower Tills, 74 :II; work of, 9, 

· 73-75 
McPherson, Loveland loess at, 278· 
Macbride, T. H" cited, 84, 94; study of 

,peat, 200 
Mahaska county, age of drift in, 80 
.Ma=al remains, in western gravels, 

age, 98, 120, 122, 193 
Mammals of Pleistocene, 98, 105, 120; 

climatic conditions for, 122, 194 
Manning, Nebraskan ·drift near, 144 
Maquoketa shale, topography, 46 
Marshall county, Kansan drift in, 233 
.Mass texture of Kansan gumbotil, 236; 

of Kansan till, oxidized and leached, 
, . 243; ,oxidized and unleached, 249; of 

Nebraskan gumbotiI, 165; of Nebras
kan till, oxidized and leached, 172; 
unoxidized and unleached, 179 

.Matthew, W. D" cited, on fossil mam
mals, 122, 194 

Minerals.in Nebraskan gumbotil, 168 

Minnesota, Kansan gravels in, 264 
Mississippi basin, character, 34; river, 

age, 106; -Illinoian channel, 270, 272 
Mississippian rocks, area, character, 21 
Missouri , river basin, characteJ'o, 36; 

:flood-plain, 67 
Missouri rocks, area, character, ' 22 
Mitchell county, Kansan . gravels in, 

263, 264; gumbotil in, 231-
Mollusks, Pleistocene, age, 97 
Monona county, drifts in, 118 
Monroe county, Kansan drift in, 224; 

Nebraskan drift in, 146 
Montgomery county, Loveland loess in, 

278; Nebraskan drift in, 143 
Moraine, recessional, topo.graphy, 60; 

terminal, on Wisconsin drift, 59 
Moss in Aftonian peat, 200 
Murray, Kansan drift ne'ar, 225 
Musca,tine, Yarmouth sands near, 276 
Muscatine county, Kansan gumbotil in, 

thickness, 260; Yarmouth sand in, 
276; soil in, 266 

N _ 

. Nebraska, glacial drifts in, 121; Ne
braskan drift in, 100 

Nebraskan, usage of name, 100, 132, 283 
Nebraskan drift and Kansan drift, dis

tinction, 192, 284;: se~tion of, 220 
Nebraskan drift, area, character, 13; at 

Afton Junction, 81, 125, 186, 188; at 
Lowa City, 151; at Oelwein, 84; base, 
135; bedrock surface under, 135; 
changes in, 139; .character in north
western Iowa, 112, 157, '158; distinc
tion from Kansan drift, 112, 119, 192; 
distribution, 135, map, 136; elevation 
at I owa City, 151; elevation in Lee 
county, 149; erosion, 137, 207; ident
ifying, 134, 192; in Cherokee county, 
157, 158; in "Driftless Area", 134, 
284; in Johnson county, 151; in Kan
san drift in Cherokee county, 254; in 
Kansan drift in Taylor county, 255; 
in Lee county, 148; in Lyon county, 
160, 208; in Montgomery county, 143; 
in Monroe county, 146; in ncrtheast
ern Iowa, 50, 154, 215; map, 155; in 
northwestern Iowa, 119, 157, 160;' in 



southeastern Iowa, 146; in Wayne 
county, 146; in western Iowa, '192; 
named, 100, 212,283; near Afton, 145; 
near Blockton, 141; near Cherokee, 

: 158; near Coralville,· 154; near Del-
mar, 201; near Gladstone, 146; near 
Manning, 144; near New Market, 143; 
near Oelwein, 84, 200; near' Osceola, 
145; near Portsmouth, 144; origin, 
137; overlying deposits, 135; phases" 
162; sections, 141 ff; source~, 158; 
studies of, 9, 93, 100; thickness, 179, 
284; weathering to gumbotil, 183, 
285; see also, Albertan,. Pre-Kansan:" 
Sub-Aftonian, Nebraskan-till 

Nebraskan drift plain, relief on, 254, 
map, 206 

Nebraskan glacial stage, 134' 
Nebraskan gravels, at Iowa City, 204; 

'history, 124; in Delaware county, 
204; in Washington county, 203; 
name proposed, 191; weathering, 285; 
see also Aftonian gravels 

Nebraskan gumbotil as horizon markl;lr, 
124, 127, 183, 286; character, 163, 205; 
clay and sand content, 166; distribu
tion, 286; map, 206; elevation at Af
ton Junction, 188; elevation in .Tohn
son county, 151, 154; in Monroe coun
ty, 146; in Poweshiek county, 146; 
in Winneshiek county, 155; near Af
ton, 189; near ~ortsmouth, 144; ero
sion, 180, 207; in Crawford county, 

' 197; in Delaware county, 154; in 
Humboldt county, 235; in Johnson 
county, 151; in Lee county, 148; in 
Monroe county, 146; in M(mtgomery 
county, 143; in Poweshiek county, 
146; in Shelby county, 209; in Taylor 
cO)lnty; 255; in Wayne county, 146; 
in Winneshiek county, 155; minerals 
in, 168; near Afton, 145; near Block
ton, 143;' near Cher'okee, 158; near 
Coralville, i54; near Gladstone, 146; 
near Manning, 144; nellr New Mar
ket, 143;' near Osceola, 145; near 
Portsmouth, 144; origin, character, 
13, 110, 204; outcrops, map, 127, 128, 
141 ff; pebble analyses, 143, 145; 168; 
relation to tills, 284; sections, i41 ff; 
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soil band on, 144; ' surface, 137; thick: 
ness, 133, 140, 285 

Nebraskan ,gumbotil plain" altitude, 
map, 206; erosion, 205, 217 ; extent, 
131, 207 

Nebraskan ice sheet, area, 133, .284; 
relief effaced by, 183 

Nebraskan till" and Kansan till, dis
,tinctions, 192, 284; oxidized and 
leached, character, 171; pebble 
analyses, 142, 173; sand and clay con~ 
tent, 172; tex'ture, 172; thickness, 
174; oxidized and unleached, charac
ter, 174;, clay and sand content, 176; 
pebble analyses, 142, 177; texture, 
175; thickness, 174; unoxidized and 

• unleached, character, 178; pebble 
analysis, 142; see also Nebraskan 
drift 

New Boston, Kansan drift near, 221 
New Marltet, Nebraskan drift near, 143 
Niagaran rocks, area, character, 21 
Northwestern Iowan drift area, 83, 118; 

topography, 53 
Norton, W. H., cited, 30, 78, 271 

o 
o 'Brien county, Lpveland 10,ess in, 279 
Oelwein, cut near, 84, 199; , Nebraskan 

(Pre-Kansan) drift at, 86 
Old drift of Winchell, 72, 130 
Older drift of Winchell, 72, 130 
Ontario, T.()ronto beds at" 77 
Ordovician rocks, area, character, 20 
Orton, Edward, cited, 72 
Osage, Kansan gravels near, 263 
Osceola, Nebraskan drift near, 145 
'Osceola county, highest land in, 34 
Owen, D. D., cited, 73, 
Oxidation of drift, 140; rate, 253 
Oxidized and leached Kansan till, char-

acter, 109, 241; Nebraskan till,. 142; 
character, 171 

Oxidized and leached zone, ' thickness, 
109, 140 

Oxidized and unleached Kansan till, 
109, character, 246; Nebraskan ' till, 
142, character,, 174, 246, 

p 

P aha region, age of drift in, 80 

) 

, 
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Paleozoic .rocks of Iowa, l!Itructure, 23 
Pearce, J_ N., cit~d, ItO, ;1.45, 225 
li',eat, Aftonian, in C:rt!.wford county, 
" 196' in Union county, 76, 95, 195; in 
. ' western Iowa, '195; between two tills, 
, '. 141; in Lee County, 150; near Afton, 

76; near Oelwein, 200; near Thayer, 
196 

pel).t, on Wisconsin plain, 61; map, 62; 
~. value in ghicial history, 127; value in 
: interglac.ial history, 286 
Peat and soils in eastern Iowa, 199 
Pebble analyses of Kansan grave}. near 
, Adams, 265; of· Kansan gumbo til, 

238; of Kansan till, oxidized and 
, leached,. 244; oxidized and unleached, 

250; of Nebraskan gumbotil, 143', 145, 
I 168; ,of Nebraskan till"oxidized and 

leached, 142, 173; oxidized and un
leached, 142,, 177, 188 

Pebble band on Iowan till, 125 
Pebbles, roundness, from Kansan gum

botil, 239; Kansan till, oxidized and 
unleached, 251; from Nebraskan gum
botil, 169; from Nebraskan- tin, oxi
dized and unleached, 177 

Pebbles, sizes, from Nebraskan gum
botil, ' 168j from Nebraskan till, 176 

Peneplains in Iowa, 31, 46, 50, 156; see 
Dodgeville, Lancaster 

Pennsylvanian rocks, area, character, 22 
Peorian epoch, deposits, 14; length, 100; 

loess, see ~oess, Peorian; stage, loess 
of, : 133; origin, 95; zone, na:med, 89 

,;Permian rocks, area, character, 22 . 
Pleistocene deposits, pre'-Illinoian, rela

ti.ons to TIlinoian, 287; studies on, 9, 
71; work of Apfel ' on, 282; work of 
Kay on, 282; ep'och, ,~tages, ' 132,' 283; 
faunas; studies, 105, 193, 211, 2.8~ 

'Plymouth' county, Loveland loess in, 278 
:Portsm'outh, Nebraska~ gumbotil ' ~ear, 

144 
.Post-loessial interval of Chamberlin, 75 
Pottawattamie county, Kansan drift in, 
.'. ' li8, 226; Loveland loe;s in, 278; Ter
. : ' tia:ry- beds '(1(i~, 121 
Poweshiek county; . Nebraskan 'gumbotil 

in, 146 
Preglacial . bedrock· s.urface, 24 ' 

" . ./'. 

. Pre-Illinoian erosion, 269; geology of 
Iow:a, 9 

Pre-Kansan , drift· 1L~ A~ton Junction, 
81, 186; at Oelwein, 84;- . distinct 
from . Kan~an, 99; in IO'Ya, 81; in 
northeastern Iowa, 83; same as N e
braskan, 134, 212, ll83; see also ' Ne
braskan: 

Pre-Pleistocene surface, topography, 
282 

Proterozoic rocks, area, character, 18 

R . 

Recent stl\.ge in Iowa, 83 
Relief of Aftonian surface, 208; of 

bedrock, 28, 183; of Nebraskan drift 
plain, 254; of surface during Yar
mouth, 260 

Rhodes, . Kan~an d,ift near, 233 
.Ringgold county, glacial plowing in, 

218 
Road patterns and topography, 49 
Rock, highest, in state, 26 
Rock surface slopes; 26 
Rock valleys, buried, 30 
.Rocks, general section, 17; influence on 

topography, 44; resistance to erosion, 
19; unconformities in, 23; indurated, 
character, 16; Paleozoic, structure, 23 

Roundness of peb~les, see 'Pebbles, 
-roundness 

S 

Salisbury, R. D." cited, 72; work in 
Iowa, 83 

Sandco~tent of Kansan gumbotil, 237; 
of Kansan till, oxidized and leached, 
244; oxidized and unleached, 250; 
of Nebraskan gumbotil, 167; of Ne
braskan till, oxidized and leached, 
172; oxidized and unleached, 176 ' 

.Sands, see Gravels 
Sangamon soil zone, named, 89; stage, 

deposits, 14; gumbotil in, 133; length, 
288 

,Sardeson; F. W. cited, 114,. 125 
Sante Fe R. 'R, cuts 'on, 221 
Savage, T. E., cited, 94" 95, 195 
Schoewe, W . . ·H., e.ited, 122, 203; ' ~70" 
. 21~ . 
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:Sc'()~t, ; W: B." cited , ~5 . • '.!. 

:$e!lo,nd till of Chapillllrlin, 72, 75 · 
,l?!l<\tlOn,~, of K;an,saI\ ~, dr,i,ft, 2~9 ffj c' pf 
, N e,braskan <trift, ;141 ff 
Shales, Cretll-ceous, Nebras1i:an dri.,ft 
", from, 158 
Shelby county, Aftonian loess in, 209; 

glacial beds in, 119; Lqveland loess 
in, 279; NebrasJ,ran dr~ft in, 144 

Shelbyville till sheet, ag~, 90 , 
Shells, Pl~istocene, age, .97 
Shimek, B., cited, 80, 98, 119, 120; 

named Loveland beds, 106, 120, 277; 
, ;n!l.med Nebrask~n ' drift, 100, 134; 

studies of .loess, 95; work, on Afton
" -ial). grav.els, 97, 187, 193 
;Sibley, highest land near, 34 
:Silt content of till!!, see QlllY content 
Silts, .i\.ftonian, in Crawford county, 

197; in Lyon county, 160i Loveland, 
near Cherokee, 160 

Silts and sands, Loveland, in western 
Iowa, 120, 277; Yarm<;>uth, near Mus
catine, 276 

Silurian rocks, area, character, 20 
Sioux quartzite, area, character, 18 
Soil, ,buried, between driftsr 71, 266, 
.' 279; see also Aftonill-n, Soil zone, 
. Soils, Yarmouth 
, So~l zpne on Kansan ,gumbotil, 266, 267; 
1 in Black: Hawk county"280; in Davis 

co»nty, 2.67; . in GU~!lrie c'ounty, 267; 
J' in ' :M:usca~ine county, 260, 266; on 

Nebraskan . gumbotil, ,near. Delmar, 
'201; , nea:t: Manning, 144; ' near Oel
wein, 84, 200; under Dlinoian drift, 
266; under Iowan- drift, 267; see also 

. i A'£,toniap., Yarmouth " . 
'Soils and peat, Aftonian) , in east,ern 

" r .l.Q~a,~ 199; and ,.ve.getal ,- material, 
~, ' ¥ ~rmQu.th, ·266 . . 
' ~~acyvill\l, Kansan gravele· near, ,264, 
',story county, Kansan drift iU, 233 
Strata of Iowa, general section, 17 
Streams, erosional work, 39; of Iowa, 

basins, map, 35 
Structure of Paleozoic rocks, 23 
Studies of Pleistocene deposits, 71 
Sub-Aftonian drift, 86, 134, 212, 283; 

age, 84; at ',Afton Junction, 186; ,at 
OelwB\n;. 8,4; us~ge of ter~; 104 

.syncli~oriu~ ;in I9wa .. rpcksv 23 

, 'r ' t J .. ·, - .! 

Tabular divides, charactert .42 
Tama county, Iowan boulders in, 94; 
. Nebraskan, drift -in, 146 
Taylor county, Nebraskan drift in, 141~ 

143, 2~~ . 
,Templeton, Kansan , drift , n~ar, · 226 
:Terra.ces in northeastern Iowa, 157 
Tertiary , deppsits in Council Bluffs, 

121; rocks, character, 23 
Texture of Kansan gumbotil, 236; of 

Kansan till, oxidized and leached, 
243 ;' ,o,xidized and unleached, 249; of 
Nebraskan gumbotil; 165; of Nebras

. kan till, oxidized and leached, 172; 
.' oxidized and )lnleached, 175; ,un-oxi

. dized .and' unleached, ).79 
Thayer, Aftonian loess near, 208; Af

tonian , peat ne,ar, 76, 196; cuts near, 
95; gravels at, 75; 76,· 184; age, 98, 

;19,6; recent work at, 123; study of 
de.posits , at, 75 ff; 95 ff, 123, ).82; see 
also Afton, Afton Junction 

Thayer pit, expqsure in, 95, 186, 188 
Thicknesl! of Kansan drift, '254, 285; of ' 

Kansan ,gumbotil, 241, 285; of Ne· 
bra-skan ' drifti 179, 285; of Nebraskan 

" gu.rp.~ot,il, 285, 
Thorpe, Nebraskan gumbotil at, 154 
Till, character, I38; oxidation, rate, 

, ' ?53; secopdaJ;'y calcar~ous. material 
in, 247; see also ~ e bras¥.an,' Kansan, 
Illinoian, Iowan, W.iscon'Sifl drift 

Tills, relations to gumbotils, 109, 214, 
285 

TiltPn, ;T. J:,·I .. c~ted" 79, 106 
Time 'ratios of drifts, 8~, ' 93r ~~ . ' .. 

. Topog;I:ap~ies, e.rosional" 40 , . , 
Topography, .. ,alluvia!., depQsit,ional, 67; 

definition, 33; depositional, types, 
38; drift depositional, 58; drift· 
mantled erosional, 51; erosional, 
types, 38; lacustrine depositional, 65; 
loess depositional, 63; loess mantled 
erosional, 54 
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Topography and roads; 49 
Topography- of Iowa, 33; origin, types, 

36; of Iowan area, 107; of northeast
ern Iowa, 45; of northwestern Iowa, 
48; of pre-Pleistocene surface, 282; 
of rock..( a~eas, 18, 20; of southern 
Iowa, 40 , ., Jo 

Toron~o formation in: Iowa, 83; named, 
77 

Transportation, importance, 38 
Trowbridge, A. C., studies in northeast

ern Iowa, 156; studies on MissiSsippi 
river, 106 . " 

u 
. . 'Udden, J. A., cited, 122, 276 

'Unconformities in Iowa rocks, 23 
Union county, Aftonian loess in, 208; 

glacial plowing in, 218; gravels in, 
75-77, 123-125, 184-192; maps, 185; 
Nebraskan drift in, 145, 189; peat in, 
76, 95, 195 

University of Iowa stadium, Neb-ras
, kan gumbotil at, 153' 
Unoxidized and unleached Kansan till, 

character, 252; Nebraskan till, char
acter, 178 

Upham, Warren, cited, 76 
Upper Coal Measures, area, character, 

22 
Upper till of McGee, 74, 78, 102, 130, 

212, 283; age, 75, 87; mapped, 80, 84 

V 

Valleys, age, 41; buried, 30; age, 282 
Vegetation on drift plains, 139 
Volcanic ash in northwestern Iowa, 121 , . 

W 

Warren county, age of drift in, 80 
Washboard topography, 43 . 
Waslj.ington county, gravels in, 203; 

Kansan drift in, 223, 225 

Wayne county, Nebraskan drift in, 146 
Weathered Kansan till, ' formation, 259 
Weathering, results of, 11; ,of drift, 

139; of Kansan drift, 218 
Webster- county, gumbotil in, 233 
West Point, Dlinoian drift near, 227; 

Ka:nsan drift near, 227 
West Unidn, Kansan -drift near; 230 
White, C. A.; cited; 73 
Wilder, F. A., -cited, 94 
Williams, A. J ., 'cited, 47, 156 
Wi~chell, N. H ., cited, 72, 130 
Windro>y forma.tion, age, character, 23 
Wfnneshiek county, Iowan margin in, 

94; Nebraskan gumbotil in, 155 
Wisconsin drift, area, topography, 14, 

58; Early, of Leverett, in Iowa, 114; 
in Iowa, 83; over Kansan 'drift, 233 

Wisconsin and Iowan stages, relations, 
114, 288; relative ages, 82, 93, 99 

Wisconsin ice sheet, area, 133 
World's Congress of, Geology, Chamber-

lin's report at, 75 . 
Worthen, A. H., cited, 72, 90 

y 

Yarmouth, deposits at, 89, 257, 266 
YarmO'Uth epoch, deposits, 14, 258; ' al

teration of materials in, 258, 262; 
erosion in, amount, 268-276; evi
dences, 268; Kansan gumbotil formed 
in, 259; Lake Calvin in, 270-276; 
length, 99; life in, 281; Loveland a 
part of, 277; named by Leverett, 89, 

. 257; surface !elief in, 260 
Yarmouth features, description, 259; 

record, 257; studies OI, 9 
Yarmouth, interglacial stage, 257-281; 

gumbotil in, 133 
Yarmouth loess in Illinois, 287; sands 

and gravels in Iowa, 260; silts and 
sands, 2.76; soil and vegetal material, 
266; soil zone, named, 89 
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